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1. Name of Property 

historic name Bare Hills Historic District 
 

other names Barrens 
 

2. Location 

street & number 
Falls Rd, Railroad Ave.,Hollins Ln.,Clarke Ln., Barroll Rd.,Copper Hill 
Rd.,Gardman Ave.,Walnut Ave., Coppermine Terrace  not for publication  

city or town Baltimore County, Maryland  vicinity  

state Maryland code MD county Baltimore County code 005 zip code 
21209, 
21210  

3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

 As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this  nomination  
request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  In my opinion, the property  meets  does 
not meet the National Register criteria.  I recommend that this property be considered significant  nationally  statewide  locally.  (  
See continuation sheet for additional comments). 
 
______________________________________________________________ ____________________ 
Signature of certifying official/Title                                                                            Date 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
State or Federal agency and bureau 
 

 

 In my opinion, the property  meets  does not meet the National Register criteria.  (  See continuation sheet for additional comments). 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of certifying official/Title                                                                            Date 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
State or Federal agency and bureau 
 

 

4. National Park Service Certification 

I hereby, certify that this property is: Signature of the Keeper                                         Date of Action 
      entered in the National Register.  
  See continuation sheet.  
      determined eligible for the National  
           Register.  
  See continuation sheet.  
      Determined not eligible for the National  
           Register.  
      removed from the National Register.  
      other (explain):    
  

 



 
Bare Hills Historic District  Baltimore County, Maryland 
Name of Property  County and State 
 

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property Category of Property Number of Resources within Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) (Check only one box) (Do not include previously listed resources in the count) 
       

  private   building(s) Contributing Noncontributing  

  public-local   district  40     buildings 

  public-State   site  12     sites 

  public-Federal   structure  9     structures 

     object  4     objects 

       65     Total 
 
Name of related multiple property listing number of contributing resources previously 
(Enter “N/A” if property is not part of a multiple property listing) listed in the National Register 
  

 
 Bare Hill House MHT# BA-881, Lake Roland MHT# 

BA-1274,  Bare Hills School BA-1560 
 

 

6. Function or Use 

Historic Functions Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 
  

Domestic  Single Dwelling  
Domestic  Secondary Structure  
Commercial  Domestic  
Commercial  Secondary Structure  

    
    
    
    
 

7. Description 

Architectural Classification Materials 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 
  
 
  foundation 

Blue-green serpentine rock – 
“Copper Rock” , Local Gneiss  

Mid-19th Century Style: Queen Anne, Rural Gothic,  walls Stone, Wood   
Late Victorian Style: American Foursquare, Victorian, 
Queen Anne, Stick     
Late 19th - Early 20th Century American Movement 
Style: Bungalows, Stick  roof Asphalt, Tin  

  other Wood  
     
 
Narrative Description 

(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets) 

Description Summary: 
 
The Bare Hills, also known historically as the “Barrens”, is in the middle portion of the Jones Falls 
Valley.  The Jones Falls is a powerful creek, which begins approximately ten miles above Baltimore in 
Baltimore County and runs southward until its mouth empties into the Baltimore City harbor. The 
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natural features of the Valley spawned historical processes and a resulting historical built environment, 
which reflects those processes. A powerful stream whose banks contain prime agricultural land and 

 
mineral deposits resulted in farming, milling and mining, which lasted from the Colonial Era until well 
into the 20th Century. This characterization of the Valley’s history is true of the Bare Hills Region as 
well where there was, however, a particular emphasis on mining the resources of the serpentine 
formation. This striking geological formation with its unique habitat gives the “barrens” its name.  

 
The historical periods of grist milling and cotton manufacture were over by WW I throughout the Jones 
Falls Valley. The heyday of chromium and copper mining in bare Hills ended before the end of the 19th 
Century, although significant quarrying for building stone lasted until the 1930’s. Farming lasted in the 
Bare Hills portion of the Valley until within living memory (1950’s). Today, however, agricultural land 
remains in use only along the very upper 1/4 of the Jones Falls.   

 
Yet another factor in shaping the Valley’s history was the road running along side of the creek. The 
“road along the falls” became the Falls Turnpike (1804-c.1909) and also running along most of the 
valley floor with it, after 1832, was the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central). The role 
of the Valley as a transportation corridor had both a cause-and effect role on the residential and 
industrial communities found throughout the Valley. The result is that in the 21st Century one finds a 
series of cohesive historic communities along the Jones Falls, which bear strong visual evidence of one 
or more of the themes in this history. Bare Hills is one such example, as well as, being unique for its 
significant story as a mining center. 

 
“Bare Hills” describes a neighborhood around the only serpentine formation in the Valley, one of only 
two in Baltimore County. The name appears as early as 1702 in Baltimore County records. In the 19th 
Century Bare Hills was known statewide and nationally for its chromium, copper and building stone. 
The historical resources of Bare Hills reflect the mining period by way of abandoned mining sites 
(quarries, chromium pits, abandoned rock-roads) and buildings made of the distinctive bluish-green 
“copper-rock”, characteristic of serpentine.  

 
The historical process of farming is evidenced not only by woods and fallow fields but also with a 
collection of farmhouses, barns and other agricultural buildings. Bare Hills area has an agrarian history 
that exceeds 300 years. From the time of the “middling tobacco plantations in the 17th Century such as 
“Hector’s Hopyard”, which included the Bare Hills Region, to the dairy and grain farms on the west side 
of the serpentine that operated within living memory agriculture has been a principal activity.  

 
Bare Hills encompasses the distance between the Washington Mill (NR) and the oldest cotton mill on 
the Falls and the Rockland mill (NR) from c.1813. Three other mills, which were in the proposed 
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district, are now gone but are survived by their archaeological remains and the extant workers housing, 
which they generated.  

 
The proposed historic district contains approximately 2 miles of the Jones Falls, as well as, significant 
portions of the Falls Turnpike and Northern Central Railroad, which ran along its banks. 

 
Specific to the Turnpike Era are such items as the 7-Mile Marker and the Toll House. The Bare Hills 
Tavern and Aquilla Scott’s Blacksmithy, around which, one of Baltimore County’s oldest African-
American communities grew, demonstrate the service centers necessary to turnpike travel. The 
relationship of railroads to community development is demonstrated by the hamlet of “Bare Hills 
Station” that grew around the special stop created for the on loading of copper ore bound for the 
smelting plant on Baltimore Harbor. That railroads were planned to reach and connect the already 
existing industries in a “mill valley” is true enough. That the railroad resulted in further development is 
evidenced by a significant collection of stylish residences in the proposed district which exhibit the same 
stylistic elements as the other 19th Century “railroad suburbs” around Baltimore. These residences like 
those that form a row in the 6200 block of Falls Road or at the end of Hollins Lane existed within 
walking distance or a short carriage ride from a large station called Relay House, as well as two smaller 
stops at “Sorrento” and “Bare Hills Station”.  

 
The boundaries of the proposed district use the natural features of the valley where possible and meets 
and bounds for specific separation. It is an elongated area beginning with Lake Avenue on the south and 
ending at Ruxton Road on the north. It includes approximately sixty sites and structures on either side of 
the Falls turnpike existing between the west ridge of the Valley and the Falls itself. The Falls itself 
forms most of the east boundary and part of the southern limit. On its East side the Bare Hills district is 
contiguous with the “Robert E. Lee Park National Register District” and touches the Cow Hill-
Washingtonville NR District at its southern tip. It is contiguous with the Rockland Historic district on its 
north side.  

  
General Description: 
 
The Bare Hills, also known historically as the “Barrens”, is in the Jones Falls Valley. The Jones 
Falls is a powerful creek, which begins approximately ten miles above Baltimore and empties 
into the city’s tidal harbor. From the highest points in this neighborhood one can see that it is 
part of a glacial valley cut by a powerful stream whose banks contain prime agricultural land and 
mineral deposits. The topography that spawned the historical processes of farming, milling and 
mining with the resulting built environment reflecting those historical processes defines a series 
of cohesive historic communities in the Valley. Bare Hills is one of these districts.  
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“Bare Hills” describes a neighborhood around the only serpentine formation in the Valley, one of only 
two in Baltimore County. The name appears as early as 1702 in Baltimore County land records. Riding 
along the old Falls Turnpike (Falls Road, Maryland State Route 25) or hiking the trail which follows the 
early railroad tracks, one suddenly notices the absence of deciduous woods and a dramatic rise into 
rocky terrain. The high mineral content and sparse soil of this geological phenomenon result in a unique 
habitat in which the principal vegetation consists of scrub pines and grasses sparsely covering rocky 
ground through which the brown, blue and green serpentine juts. Biologists note the animal and plant 
life unique to serpentine habitat in Bare Hills along with certain endangered species. 

 
About half way in its run down to Baltimore Harbor the Jones Falls bends dramatically to the East 
flowing around this large rock formation and flows over the dam that makes Lake Roland before 
returning to its normal southerly run on the south side of the serpentine. In the 19th Century Bare Hills 
was known statewide and nationally for the chromium, copper and building stone mined here. The 
architecture of Bare Hills reflects the mining period by way of abandoned mining sites and roads, as 
well as, buildings made of the distinctive bluish-green “copper-rock”. Farming and milling are 
remembered not only by sites but also with a collection of extant farmhouses, millworkers’ houses and 
agricultural buildings. The proposed historic district contains approximately 2 miles of the Jones Falls, 
an equal portion of the Falls Turnpike and Northern Central Railroad which parallel one another through 
the Valley. This portion of the Turnpike is one of the rare places where the road leaves the stream and 
cuts a straight N-S line through the Bare Hills to cross the 400-foot summit before rejoining the Falls 
just above Washingtonville.  

 
The (65) sixty-five contributing buildings (40), sites (12), structures (9), and objects (4) are listed within 
the district. Within City owned parkland outside of the formal confines of Robert E. Lee Park are (8) 
eight sites with archaeological potential relative to the stated themes of the District.  All additional 
buildings within the district not listed are non-contributing either because alterations are so extensive as 
to render the structure non-instructive or because of a post-1940’s construction date. 

 
While the serpentine itself extends from the Falls on the East all of the way over to Smith Avenue on the 
west, as did the mining operations, the western half of the Bare Hills have been nearly obliterated by I-
83 and modern development. The eastern portion containing the old Falls Turnpike, however, survives 
mostly in tact existing in public parkland and privately owned open space. 
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Description per areas of significance: 
 
Farming  
The historical process of farming is evidenced in the proposed district not only by woods and fallow 
fields but also with a collection of farmhouses, barns and other agricultural buildings. Bare Hills area 
has an agrarian history that exceeds 300 years. From the time of the “middling tobacco plantations in the 
17th Century such as “Hector’s Hopyard”, which included the Bare Hills Region, to the dairy and grain 
farms on the west side of the serpentine that operated within living memory agriculture has been a 
principal activity.  

 
The lands immediately adjoining the sparse serpentine of Bare Hills were active dairy and grain farms 
until the 1950’s and 60’s when the Jones Falls Expressway (I-83) and intense development all but 
obliterated the western half of Bare Hills. Early maps and oral history document that within living 
memory the farmable land along the entire western half of the Bare Hills between Falls Road and from 
old Pimlico to Bare Hills Station consisted of six contiguous farms. The southern boundary of the 
proposed district is only a few hundred yards above the Baltimore City line and the northern boundary is 
just inside of the Baltimore Beltway (I-695). Continuing development and the centuries old agrarian 
heritage of Baltimore County make the surviving agriculturally related buildings of the proposed historic 
district all the more significant. Contributors include several farmhouses, two of which are known to be 
ante-bellum in date. The Havell-Tormey bank barn, which utilized Bare Hills copper-rock in its lower 
level, was lost during preparation of this nomination but three other 19th Century barns survive. 
Farmhouses, tenant houses, stables, carriage houses, hen houses and other rural buildings also exist to 
testify to the recent agrarian feeling of Bare Hills. 

 
The historical “sense of place’ in Bare Hills includes the co-existence of farming and mining. This fact 
is born out by land records, early prints and photos and of course the buildings themselves. Interviews 
with life-time residents ages 70-90 years old describe dairy, livestock, grain and truck-farming in the 
neighborhood through the 1950’s. The Hook Farm, Griffith Farm, Clarke and Tormey Farm were all 
contiguous to mining operations. Members of the Scott and Gardmon families recall extensive farming 
by their families on the west side of the “Scott Settlement’.     

        
Milling 
This prime agricultural land along the banks of a powerful creek ending in a natural harbor facilitated 
the farming, milling and export of grain beginning in the 18th Century. The many gristmills along the 
Jones Falls were a major part of the system, which made Baltimore a principal producer in the U.S. flour 
market in the early 19th Century. In the early decades of the 19th Century there was a shift to cotton 
manufacture and between the Civil War and WWI the mills of the Jones Falls Valley produced an 
estimated 70% of the nations cotton duck used in sailcloth and other products. The proposed historic 
district by way of either mill sites, extant workers housing and owners’ dwellings documents five of 
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these mills. Some mill sites such as the Bellona Powderworks and Wright’s Mill are survived only by 
ruins or mill race but are important for their archaeological potential. They are survived too by the 
workers’ housing, which each mill generated. These include the double dwellings at the south edge of 
the district (6088-6092 Falls Road) which were part of Washingtonville (NR), the workers community 
fostered by the Washington Mill (NR). The double dwelling on the north end of the Toll House stands 
across the Turnpike from the site of Wright’s Mill. Other houses in the area, however, that are finer 
dwellings like the Bare Hills House, were associated with the families of mill owners.  

 
Mining 
In addition to waterpower and agricultural land the natural resources of this part of the Jones Falls 
Valley included rich mineral deposits. From the first decade through the end of the 19th Century, Bare 
Hills was known locally and nationally for its significant mining of chromium, copper and building 
stone. The strongest visual evidence of mining is the dramatic landscape caused by the serpentine 
formation along with the abandoned stone quarries and chromium pits. Abandoned roads, used to reach 
the mining sites and carting ore, still exist. At least two of these rocky lanes are indicated on an 1830’s 
map of the Bare Hills.   Within living memory open mine shafts that still run deep beneath the surface 
were visible but their openings have been closed. To fully appreciate the historic “sense of place” it is 
important to realize that this activity existed adjacent to the working farms and mills. The farm and 
mill(s) drawn on the early 19th Century plat of the Bellona Powder Co. property, the Hook Farm 
adjacent to the stone quarry or the Harvell - Tormey Farm sharing a ravine with the Bare Hills Mines are 
examples. The earliest efforts at chromium mining on the north side of the serpentine formation in the 
first decade of the century were well mapped by H. Hayden in 1832. The chromium operation had been 
“long abandoned” by then. Pits corresponding with Hoyden’s map and written description can still be 
found, along with the houses and abandoned roads he indicated as there at that time. The earliest 
chromium mining took place on the Tyson family farm and played a key role in the internationally 
famous Baltimore Chromeworks operated by the Tysons on the Baltimore Harbor until 1908. In 1929 
the Maryland Geological Report states that because of the activities of Jesse Tyson, Jr. “Maryland came 
to be the chrome producing center of the world for a considerable time.” 

 
The story of copper mining in Bare Hills covers the period between 1845 to c.1905. These mines were a 
key element in the success of the Baltimore Copper Smelting Company located in Canton on the 
Baltimore Harbor, which by 1860 was the largest of its kind in the U.S. The principal mine was on the 
South side of the serpentine formation and clearly pictured in an 1870’s lithograph available at the 
Maryland Historical Society. While the site of the Bare Hills Copper Mines and its buildings were 
obliterated by I-83 and a modern housing development, the railroad stop at the edge of the property 
which was created to ship ore fostered “Bare Hills Station”. Clearly indicated on the 1915 Atlas as “Bare 
Hills Station” this hamlet, or grouping of commercial and residential buildings from between 1860 to c. 
1920, survives at 6111-6103 Falls Road and along Railroad Avenue. 
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On the North side of Bare Hills building stone was quarried from the quarries that are still visible where 
Old Pimlico Road meets the Falls Road from at least the 1870’s until the 1930’s. The unique blue-green 
copper-rock from these quarries was used in such architectonic buildings as the Mt. Vernon Methodist 
Church in Baltimore City (NR, Dixon & Carson, 1872). Throughout the proposed district and the 
adjacent NR District of “Cow Hill-Washingtonville” are scores of buildings using this distinctively 
colored stone in their construction. Most employ it in the high foundations specific to the hilly terrain of 
the Jones Falls Valley where flooding is a common fact of life. Full stone buildings made of copper-rock 
are known to have existed and two survive in the proposed district. These are the Bare Hills School 
(1881) at and 6510 Falls Road (pre-1898) which is believed to have been a company building connected 
with the adjacent quarries. 

 
Bare Hills stone was also used for “crusher run” used in road building and other applications. Although 
demolished, a large stone-crushing building at the end of Shoemaker Road is documented in 
photographs and oral history. Operative until the early 1950’s it represents the last known stone business 
in Bare Hills. 
 
Transportation  
The industrial and residential communities of the Jones Falls Valley and the Bare Hills Region in 
particular, fostered the need for, and also grew because of, transportation projects that represent some of 
the very earliest efforts at turnpikes and railroads. The Falls Turnpike (Falls Road, St. Rt. 25, Official 
Scenic Highway) was begun in 1803. Its original route is still seen in the proposed historic district where 
it is documented not only by the early 7-Mile Marker and Toll House but also by jagged pieces of 
serpentine left from blasting it through the rough terrain of the Bare Hills. The Bare Hills Tavern and 
Store with Aquilla Scott’s blacksmith shop next to it document the service centers necessary to turnpike 
travel.  

 
The Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad, including the Green Spring branch of the later Northern 
Central Railroad, was begun in 1830 and runs along side of the Falls and turnpike through the district. 
By the 1860’s the Falls Turnpike and the Northern Central had turned the Valley into a major gateway 
for passenger and freight transport between Baltimore, Pennsylvania and points as far West as Chicago. 
The local communities which followed these events such as the mill villages and railroad suburbs are 
well represented in a collection of 19th and early 20th Century architectural types. Within the proposed 
district these include the station sites of Rockland, Sorrento, Relay House (Hollins) and Bare Hills 
Station. This latter stop retains at least nine buildings from the second half of the 19th Century clustered 
around the demolished “copper house” which shipped ore from the mines to the smelting plant located 
on the Baltimore harbor at Canton. The phenomenon of “railroad suburbs”, featuring the popular 
architectural styles of the 19th Century, are well represented by the stylish residences along the 6100 
block of Falls Road and Hollins Lane, all being within walking distance or short carriage ride from three 
different train stops. 
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Cultural 
At least three specific cultural groups appear in the history of Bare Hills. During the cotton boom era, 
which lasted in the Jones Falls Valley from just after the Civil War until c. WW I, thousands of rural 
folk from the Carolinas and Appalachian states, migrated to the valley to work in the mills and occupy 
the mill villages. The lifeways of these workers are further understood by the surviving double houses in 
each end of the proposed district that were associated with Washingtonville (Washington Mill) and 
Wright’s Mill. 

  
On the West side of Falls Road where the Turnpike crests the Bare Hills is the African-American 
community known as the “Scott Settlement”. The service centers necessary to turnpike travel in the 
early 19th Century is demonstrated by the “Bare Hills Tavern (#7007 Falls Road), store and the 
blacksmith’s shop that was adjacent to it. The blacksmith was freed slave Aquilla Scott whose 
descendants have remained in this community ever since. The ruins of Scott’s 1840’s house and grave 
are visible a short distance behind the Tavern and are surrounded by 18 pre-WW II residences with 
outbuildings documenting several generations of life in an African-American community. The lives led 
in this community are also a part of the larger Bare Hills history in so far as the members of the 
Settlement were engaged in the historical processes of farming and mining. 

 
One of the more significant immigrant groups to Baltimore in the mid-19th Century were the thousands 
of Irish fleeing that country’s Great Famine. The history of Baltimore County’s marble quarries in 
Cockeysville (on the same Northern Central Railroad line) and the neighborhood around the B&O 
Railroad yards in West Baltimore verify the impact of this group to the workforce of those industries. 
Interviews with retired Bare Hills miners in 1935, some of whom had been child laborers, indicate that 
in the Third Quarter of the 19th Century most of the miners in the copper mines were Irish. Most of them 
lived in company housing, which has been demolished. While no documented buildings survive to 
document the presence of Irish immigrants, the same study indicates that some of them stayed in the 
community when the mines closed c.1900 and lived in “Bare Hills Station”. 

 
Architectural Styles and Regional Design 
The buildings, sites and structures in the Nomination Area date from the first decade of the 19th Century 
through the Second World War. The greatest number are pre-WWI and are connected by two or more of 
the stated themes of agriculture, mining, transportation and cultural significance. The architecture 
nominated includes examples of dwellings, agricultural and industrial buildings and engineering. Some 
of the dwellings along the Falls Road such as #6213 Falls Road are quite architectonic and exhibit 
design elements of a particular style or period. Others are vernacular dwellings, which are instructive 
about a different economic class. Barns and farmhouses document the importance of agriculture to 
Baltimore County history and this particular part of the Jones Falls Valley. The design and building of 
turnpikes and railroads between 1805 and 1900 is documented. The original path of the turnpike 
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constructed in c.1805 is quite visible particularly where it was cut through the Bare Hills serpentine and 
it still contains the early “Toll Gate House” and “7 mile” marker. More than half of the nominated items 
face the old Falls Turnpike and were built during the Turnpike era. Four railroad stations or stops stood 
in the Nomination Area and while these are gone, the abandoned railway with rails bridges and markers 
exist. The importance of railroad “stops” is reflected in the surviving buildings of the cluster of 
buildings known as “Bare Hills Station.” 

 
Most of the buildings in the Nomination Area are of frame construction demonstrating both post-and-
beam and lighter frame construction. Heavier post-and-beam construction is found in the barns. The 
“Rehbein Farmhouse (6205 Falls Road) utilizes rough log framing with floors supported by puncheons. 
Three buildings are of full stone construction; two utilize Bare Hills “copper rock” and the third is made 
of local gneiss. Many others use either of these two local stones in their foundations, as well as, for steps 
and garden walls.  

 
The “bank-house” plan is an important type to the understanding of the early architecture of Maryland’s 
hilly regions and is no less so in the Jones Falls Valley. There were several in the district and of course 
many more buildings that respond to the terrain with four and five foot stone foundations on the low side 
of their site. (Life on the steep slopes of the Valley means frequent run-off flooding, not to mention the 
high waters of the stream for those along the valley’s floor). A bank house as such, however, is usually a 
full story higher on the low side than its opposite façade, with the entire first level constructed of stone. 
Built into the slope, the main entrance façade is two stories while the rear is three. This side usually has 
second story porches or galleries and often faces South. Typically the basement area contains the kitchen 
while the ground level area beneath the gallery provided a sunny and warmer work area in the colder 
months for kitchen related chores better done out of doors. 

 
While the best example of this popular regional design was the recently demolished Harvell - Tormey 
bank-barn, it is still demonstrated in the 19th Century stone bank-house at 6510 Falls Road and as late as 
the 1920’s bungalow at 6203 Falls Road.   

 
The range of dates of surviving buildings begins with the first decades of the 19th Century in which 
chromium was first mined and the Falls Turnpike construction was first begun. The Toll Gate House is 
probably the earliest of these. Farming existed in the Bare Hills region before the 19th Century and 
continued until the middle of the 20th Century. Two barns date from at least from the Third Quarter of 
the 19th century and at least two farmhouses are Ante-bellum.  
 
In the area of residential design one finds examples of both stylish and vernacular dwellings. The several 
“double dwellings” in the district demonstrate an economic and simple approach to workers housing 
common the mill valley. Another example is found in the remains of the 1840’s house built by freed 
slave Aquilla Scott. In it, one sees a one-room down/one up, 11/2-story frame house, which was heated 
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by a single fireplace. The several farmhouses of the district may show evidence of style by way of 
bracketed porches or cross-gable facades, however, their tendency to be two stories in height with 
telescoping additions says a lot too about the lifeways of farming families. 

 
The district is not without examples of architectonic or high style buildings. The Bare Hills School 
(1881) is made not only of cut stone but possesses a full slate roof and decorated gables. Directly across 
the road stands the Bare Hills House (NR, 1857) noted in A Guide to Baltimore Architecture as “ a 
prime example of the ‘Stick’ or ‘Rural Gothic style”. While the Early Victorian mansion “Spring 
Hill”(6141 Barroll Road) was lost to fire in the early part of the 20th Century, it is survived by some of 
its dependencies including its very large and stylish springhouse. This stone building with its brick 
arches and decorative window grate is outstanding among the other buildings of its type in the district.  

 
Late 19th/Early 20th Century buildings are mostly residences noted for their stylistic features. These 
houses reflect the role of the trains in developing neighborhoods around Baltimore City. Seeking to 
combine the best of both rural and urban life, these communities and “country seats” represent the 
transition of the Bare Hills region from a truly rural community devoted to farming, milling and mining 
into a “railroad suburb”. 

 
The houses of Bare Hills Station, Hollins Lane and the Late Victorian streetscape along 6201-6219 Falls 
Road demonstrate such stylistic elements as cross-gable facades, porches and eaves decorated with 
fishscale shingles, scrollwork and other “Gingerbread” motifs.  

 
The plans of this period include examples of the organic massing of the Queen Anne (#3 Railroad 
Avenue, and 6213 Falls Road) and other “Eclectic” approaches The more symmetrical American 
Foursquare (1115 Hollins Lane) and gable-end bungalow at 6203 Falls Road demonstrate amore 
symmetrical approach to house plans. 

 
Streetscapes 
Several streets in the proposed district contain a cohesive collection of contributing resources providing 
a sense of the historical period in a complete setting. These include portions of the old Falls Turnpike 
(Falls Road, Maryland State. Rt. 25 &“Official Maryland Scenic Highway”), Railroad Avenue/Clarkes 
Lane and Walnut Avenue. 

 
Falls Road 
The Falls Turnpike connecting Baltimore to Southern Pennsylvania was begun in 1803. In its course 
through the Jones Falls Valley along the creek, which gives it its name, the Falls Turnpike deviates from 
the streambed to cut across the Bare Hills in a straight N-S run. In his detailed description of the Bare 
Hills in 1810 H.H. Hayden says the turnpike has been “recently cut through”. In the two mile stretch 
which runs through the proposed district one experiences not only more than two dozen recognizable 
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Turnpike Era buildings but also the historic landscape consisting of the Jones Falls itself and the unique 
serpentine formation called “Bare Hills”. The dramatic change in vegetation from the deciduous forest 
which is typical of most of the Valley to the barrens of scrub pine and the jagged brownish-green 
serpentine rock of the Bare Hills are visible along most of the Eastern side of the road and in places 
along the western side of the old turnpike. At the summit of its climb and along the eastern side of its 
decent down the North side of the Bare Hills one can still see where the road had to be blasted through 
the rock. On the north side of the Bare Hills where the road first leaves the creek the rock quarries 
famous for their building stone are seen on both sides of the road. 

 
The architecture of the Turnpike Era (c.1803-c.1909) stands in several clusters along this route with 
individual examples in between. Beginning at the north tip of the proposed district where the Falls and 
the road make a major bend around the site of Wright’s Mill and for almost a half a mile southward to 
the foot of the serpentine, the streetscape is an unaltered landscape of stream and woods. The only 
buildings encountered are the Early 19th Century examples provided by the Toll House and #6606 Falls 
Road and #6610 Falls Road. The small modern gatehouse to the development on top of the west ridge is 
not contributing nor it intrusive and the only other building seen. 

 
At the summit of the serpentine the setting on both sides of Falls Road maintains its sense of 19th 
Century village. On the West Side, the African-American community of the “Scott Settlement” fronts 
the road with the cluster of more than a dozen smaller dwellings that grew up around the larger “Bare 
Hills Tavern” and “Bare Hills House”. On the opposite side of the street stand the “Bare Hills School” 
and the large and stylish Late 19th Century dwelling at #1301 Copper Hill Road. Both sides of Falls 
Road between 6244 Falls Road and 6210 Falls Road are lined with these contributing buildings and are 
free of intrusions. 

 
On the West side of Falls Road from 6219-6201 is a continuous row of residences ranging in date from 
the ante-bellum farmhouse at #6205 Falls Road to the later stylish and Eclectic dwellings further up the 
hill. All of these houses are oriented to the Falls Road, date from the Turnpike Era and contribute to an 
uninterrupted streetscape.  

 
Walnut Avenue 
Where Walnut Avenue and Falls Road intersect the north corner is occupied by the large 19th Century 
“Store (Bare Hills Tavern)” and on the South corner stands the handsome Gothic Revival “Bare Hills 
House”. Along the north side of this lane which runs westward behind these larger buildings is a row of 
several 1920’s dwellings important to the understanding of the African-American “Scott Settlement” 
(#1404 –1410). The rural atmosphere of this lane, lack of intrusions and the view it provides of the rest 
of this special community constitutes an important early 20th Century streetscape. From it one can still 
get a sense of life within this rural enclave Avenue. 
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The store property occupies the NW corner and the Bare Hills House is on the SW corner. The board & 
batten barn and other outbuildings of the 1850’s Gothic Revival gem extend westward along the south 
side of Walnut Avenue. A row of 1920’s dwellings that represent the third generation of the African 
American Scott Settlement occupies the north side of the lane. Only one has been demolished since 
1990. Walnut Avenue proceeds as the lane leading up to the “Wright/Gardmon Farmhouse”. The 
modern house built by William Scott is the only non-contributing building on Walnut Avenue, which is 
otherwise a rural lane leading through the settlement to the farm. As such it is a complete rural 
streetscape lined on both sides with both vernacular and stylish buildings dating from the 1820’s through 
the 1920’s. 
 
6111-6103 Falls Road/Railroad Avenue/Clarke Lane  
While three separately named streets today, this narrow way actually constituted a “main street” that 
wound through the railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station”. The old Turnpike is now beneath the large 
bridge, which hovers over “Bare Hills Station”. It runs in front of 6111-6103 Falls Road. At the tracks, 
Railroad Avenue runs eastward along the tracks and then originally continued northward up the hill to 
connect with Hollins Lane. The row of mid to late 19th Century store and dwellings on the old Turnpike 
(6111-6103 Falls Road),  #3 and #4 Railroad Avenue and the two small cottages on Clarke’s Lane 
(6112-14 Falls Road) are all connected by this series of mostly dirt & gravel lanes without non-
contributing buildings interrupting. Walking or riding this route today one can experience the19th 
century railroad village complete with store building, residences and still-operating tracks. 

  
Period of Significance  
The period of significance extends from c.1800 to c. WW II with most of the contributors being pre-
WW I.  
There is record of farming, grist milling and of dwellings in this neighborhood as early as the 1690’s, as 
well as, an early road along the Jones Falls before 1800. No verified examples of architecture from that 
period, however, are known to exist in the proposed district. The district does contain archaeological 
sites, which may yield further information on that period. A concentration of historical resources along a 
two-mile portion of the Jones Falls Valley in the Bare Hills Region does provide an understanding of the 
several historic stages after 1800. These historical buildings are not only visual documents of the 
specific story of the Bare Hills but are also exemplary of the history of the Jones Falls Valley. These 
“stages” of change are primarily relative to industrial activity and transportation developments.  

 
The first of these changes occur in the first two decades of the 19th Century. By the turn of the 19th 
Century, the mills of the Jones Falls Valley, including the mills of the proposed district, were part of a 
mill system that by 1822 made Baltimore the “largest flour market in the world”. The first decade also 
saw the construction of the Falls Turnpike (c.1803) and the discovery of chromium in Bare Hills (1808-
1810). 
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A second stage can be seen beginning in the third and fourth decades with the advent of the railroads 
(Baltimore & Susquehanna, 1832), a shift from grist milling to cotton manufacture, and the beginning of 
copper mining in Bare Hills in 1844. The years between the Civil War and the end of the century were a 
“boom period” which saw the Valley’s cotton mills dominating the national cotton-duct industry and the 
Bare Hills Mines key in Maryland’s copper industry (c.1867-1887 and later). The Valley’s population 
grew dramatically with an influx of laborers to the expanding mills and increasing the size of the mill 
villages. During the Civil War the neighborhood’s landscape was significantly transformed with the 
damming of the Falls to create Lake Roland for Baltimore City’s water supply. This period of dramatic 
growth not only saw an increased density in workers housing but the building of Victorian railroad 
suburbs. This phenomenon is demonstrated in the Late Victorian dwellings that are clustered about the 
proposed district’s three railroad stops. 

 
The final period consists of the Early 20th Century which saw the end of cotton milling by WW I, the 
last copper mining venture in 1905 and the end of the Turnpike era c.1909. Significant stone quarrying 
continued in Bare Hills until the 1930’s with the last crushed –stone operation ceasing in the early 
1950’s. The cotton mills were converted to other uses and the workers communities with many of the 
descendants of the early mill workers in them and the Jones Falls Valley remains an important 
transportation corridor. The intense development since the mid 20th Century, however, clearly separates 
that time when the Bare Hills in the Middle Jones Falls Valley was a rural place engaged as a traditional 
“natural resource community” from the modern suburban neighborhood that it has become. 
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8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria Area of Significance 
(Mark “x” in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for 
National Register listing) 

(Enter categories from instructions) 

 Architecture Style and Regional Design 
 A Property is associated with events that have made a  Agriculture: Milling, Farming 

  significant contribution to the broad pattern of our Conservation: Mining 
  history. Community Planning and Development: Streetscapes 
   Exploration Settlement: Cultural; Scott Settlement 

 B Property associated with the lives of persons  
  significant in our past.  
    

 C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a  
  type, period, or method of construction or represents  
  the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, Period of Significance 
  or represents a significant and distinguishable entity c. 1800 to c. WWII 
  whose components lack individual distinction.  
    

 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information  
  important in prehistory or history.  
   Significant Dates 
Criteria Considerations c. 1800 to c. WWII 
(Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply)  
  
Property is:  
  

 A owned by a religious institution or used for religious Significant Person 
  purposes. (Complete if Criterion B is marked above) 
    

 B removed from its original location. N/A 

    
 C a birthplace or grave. Cultural Affiliation 

    

 D a cemetery. Scott Settlement – Free-African-American Community 
   Irish Immigrant Miner, Southern Immigrant Millworker 

 E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.  
    

 F a commemorative property. Architect/Builder 
    

 G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance  
  within the past 50 years.  
    

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets) See Continuation Sheet Section: 8 pages: 1-3 
    

9. Major Bibliographical References 

Bibliography 
(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets)See Continuation Sheet Section:9 page:1-4 
 

Previous documentation on files (NPS): Primary location of additional data: 
  

   preliminary determination of individual listing (36   State Historic Preservation Office 
  CFR 67) has been requested   Other State agency 
  previously listed in the National Register   Federal agency 
  previously determined eligible by the National Register   Local government 
  designated a National Historic Landmark   University 
  recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   Other 
  #     Name of repository: 
  recorded by Historic American Engineering Record Ruxton Riderwood Lake Roland Improvement Assoc.   
  #        
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Summary Statement of Significance: 
 The Bare Hills region is a visually and culturally distinct district best understood in terms of the unique 

topography, which facilitated processes that produced the historic built environment. The Jones Falls is a 
powerful stream whose banks contain prime agricultural land and mineral deposits, which facilitated 
mining, milling and farming. Known as the “Bare Hills” as early as 1703, this portion of the Jones Falls 
Valley contains the large serpentine formation around which the stream flows in its 10 mile run 
Southward to the Baltimore Harbor. These ‘barrens”, characterized by sparse vegetation and jagged 
bluish-green copper-rock surface, were the site of the first chromium mines in the U.S. in the first 
decade of the 19th Century. The Bare Hills Copper Mines put Maryland at the forefront of copper 
production following the Civil War and its quarries were an important source of building stone well into 
the 20th Century. 

 
In some instances the historical resources nominated are unique to Bare Hills, relating to copper and 
chromium mining, while others such as mill housing or farm structures prove the district to be an 
important part of the larger Jones Falls Valley story. The early grist mills of the Jones Falls Valley were 
part of the system which made Baltimore a principal producer of flour in the Late 18th/Early 19th 
Century. The Valley’s cotton mills led the nation in cotton-duck production between the Civil War and  
WW I.   The Bare Hills District contains several of the Valley’s mills and the communities that they 
fostered.  

 
The development of 19th century transportation further shaped the region. The Falls Turnpike (c.1805-
c.1909) and later railroads following the stream bed through the Valley not only played a principal role 
in connecting the Baltimore harbor with the interior U.S. but left communities like Bare Hills with 
numerous examples of turnpike era architecture and examples of Victorian “railroad suburbs”. 

 
The Bare Hills Historic District contains sixty-five (65) contributing buildings, sites, structure, and 
objects.  There are (40) buildings, (12) sites, (9) structures and (4) objects in a natural setting 
characterized by the serpentine formation, the Jones Falls and the steep slopes of its valley. These sites 
are eligible for NR listing together and individually for being instructive in at least two or more of the 
following areas of historical importance: farming, milling, mining, transportation, cultural (social) and 
architecture. 
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Criterion “A” - Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history. 
Sites associated with milling are significant for being part of the Jones Falls Valley mill system that 
made Baltimore dominant in the flour industry in the early 19th Century and which led the nation in 
cotton-duct manufacture in the second half of the Century. Five mills or mill-sites with related buildings 
are in the proposed district. 
 
Sites associated with mining are also significant under this criterion. Recognizable mining sites, at least 
one mining building and the sub-district of Bare Hills Station are included in the proposed district. 
Chromium discovery and mining in the Bare Hills in the first decades of the 19th Century were key to 
the success of the nationally known Baltimore Chromeworks located on Baltimore’s Harbor at Fells 
Point. The Bare Hills Copper Mines were instrumental in Baltimore County’s significant contribution to 
Maryland copper production between the 1840’s and 1880’s. The ore from these mines was primary to 
the nationally significant Baltimore Copper Smelting Co. on Baltimore’s Harbor at Canton. A special 
stop on the Northern Central railway was created for shipping copper ore to the harbor and was still 
called “Bare Hills Station” in the Early 20th Century. The quarrying of building stone in Bare Hills from 
the 1870’s through the 1930’s contributed to the distinctive appearance of hundreds of local buildings. 
The uniquely colored blue-green serpentine appears in other more architectonic buildings in Baltimore, 
such as, the Mt. Vernon Methodist Church (NR) designed by Dixon & Carson in 1873.  
 
Also significant under Criterion “A” are properties associated with the Falls Turnpike (c.1803-c. 1904) 
and the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad (1832) [later called Northern Central]. These transportation 
developments were important in Baltimore City’s history. The historic role of the Jones Falls Valley as a 
transportation corridor for the road and rail lines connecting Baltimore with points north and west of 
Maryland owes much of its story to attempts by the turnpike companies and railroad s to service already 
existing mill and mining centers. The nation’s first railroad, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, ran its 
first line to Ellicott’s Mills in Howard County in 1830 and thence to the “gap” at Harper’s Ferry. A year 
later the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad ran its first line through the Jones Falls Valley to connect 
the mills and mining centers of this part of Baltimore County. This line eventually connected Baltimore 
to Pennsylvania and points as far West as Chicago. The five mills and copper mines located in the Bare 
Hills District were a significant part of that initial development. The Late Victorian dwellings in the 
vicinity of the District’s three railroad stops also document the later residential and commercial 
communities that were fostered by these transportation developments. Three rail-stops, the railroad right 
of way containing portions of the rails and railroad structures plus the sub-district of “Bare Hills Station” 
are nominated. Numerous examples of “railroad suburb” houses are in the proposed district. 

 
Another category of buildings in the Bare Hills district which are “instructive in the broad patterns of 
our history” are the several farmhouses, barns and other farm dependencies. These are 19th Century farm 
buildings ranging in date from the Ante-bellum period to c. WW I but may be seen too as a link to 
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Baltimore County’s four hundred-year-old agrarian culture. Several farmhouses, two of which are 
Antebellum, several barns and numerous agricultural dependencies are nominated. 

 
 

Criterion “C” - Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of 
construction or that  represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values, or that 
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual 
distinction. 
 
The designs or construction of all of the buildings listed are instructive in the understanding of the 
vernacular architecture of this region, as well as, commonly recognized styles.  
 
The bank plans and high stone foundations, which respond to topography prone to frequent flooding, 
constitute a regional architecture. The frequent use of local stone, particularly the uniquely colored 
copper-rock quarried in the Bare Hills, adds to this regional significance. 
 
The workers housing associated with the mills or the dwellings of the African-American “Scott 
Settlement” by way of plan, scale and materials are instructive in the lifeways of working folks in the 
District. Other more stylish  houses such as those of mill owner families or the larger Late Victorian 
suburban residences demonstrate a more affluent lifestyle. These houses exemplify a range of styles 
from the 1850’s Carpenter Gothic seen in the “Bare Hills Mansion” to the later Queen Anne and 
Eclectic (#3 Railroad Avenue & 6213 Falls Road). The Colonial Revival is expressed in an American 
Foursquare (1115 Hollins Lane) and the adapted barn at “Spring Hill”, both from the 1920’s. Two 
examples of the Bungalow Style near Bare Hills Station are also from this period (6119 Falls Road & 
6203 Falls Road). Cross-gable facades, eaves decorated with fishscale shingles and scrolled porches are 
common to the more affluent houses. 
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Resource History and Historic Context: 
Baltimore County, in Lord Baltimore’s colony, is first described by boundaries in 1674 when it included 
not only the present Baltimore City but Cecil County, Harford County and parts of Anne Arundel, 
Howard and Kent Counties. [1] The smaller entity we know today still stretches from the City line north 
to Pennsylvania and connects the piedmont portion of the state with the tidal waters of the Chesapeake 
Bay. Its northern and E. -W. boundaries have not changed since the 1850’s, however, annexations by 
Baltimore City in 1888 and 1918 brought the City line northward to include the lower half of the Jones 
Falls Valley. The present City boundary is only several hundred yards below the Bare Hills. The 
Nomination Area is entirely in the County. 

 
Jones’ Creek is commonly called “Jones Falls”. It cuts a valley of the same name, which begins 
approximately ten miles above Baltimore harbor into which it empties. The historical processes 
associated with the natural resources of the Jones Falls Valley have yielded a collection of 19th Century 
and early 20th Century historical resources that are connected physically by both the Creek itself and the 
old Falls Turnpike which follows the stream. The Turnpike era dates from c.1804-1909 and covers the 
principal portion of this nomination’s historical period. There are some pre-WWII sites and structures 
contributing to the stated themes; no 18th Century examples are known to have survived. 

 
The socio-economic story of the Jones Falls Valley from the Late 18th Century through the first quarter 
of the 20th Century is dominated by the topography itself and the “natural resource community” which it 
spawned. Prime agricultural land along the banks of a powerful creek ending in a natural harbor 
facilitated the farming, milling and export of grain beginning in the 18th Century. The many gristmills of 
the Valley were a major part of the system, which made Baltimore a principal producer in the U.S. flour 
market in the early 19th century. Also beginning in the early decades of the 19th Century there was a shift 
to cotton manufacture. Between the Civil War and WWI the mills of the Jones Falls Valley produced an 
estimated 70% of the nations cotton duck used in sailcloth and other products. Other natural resources 
particularly mineral rock resulted in locally and nationally significant mining for chromium, copper and 
building stone.  

 
These industries both fostered and grew as a result of transportation projects that represent some of the 
earliest efforts at turnpikes and railroads. By the 1860’s the Jones Falls Turnpike (Falls Road or 
Maryland State Rt. 25) and the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central) had turned the 
Valley into a major gateway for passenger and freight transport between Baltimore, Pennsylvania and 
points as far west as Chicago. 
 
The local communities that these events fostered such as the mill villages and railroad suburbs are well 
represented by a collection of 19th and early 20th Century architectural types.  
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The first mention of the place name “Bare Hills” is in a deed for “Hectors Hopyard” in 1702. That tract 
name and the description of its owner Hector McClane as a “planter” suggests agricultural activity in the 
Bare Hills neighborhood since the Early Colonial period. Grist Mills in the vicinity are known to have 
existed by 1711. The discovery of chrome as a useful metal in the 1790’s and the discovery of 
chromium deposits in the Bare Hills c.1810 begins the mining period. 

 
Agriculture 
Like much of Maryland, from the time of European settlement through most of the 20th Century, 
agriculture has been a principal endeavor in Baltimore County. The historical process of farming is 
evidenced in the proposed district not only by woods and fallow fields but also with a collection of 
farmhouses, barns and other agricultural buildings. Bare Hills area has an agrarian history that exceeds 
300 years. From the time of the “middling tobacco plantations of the 17th Century such as “Hector’s 
Hopyard”, which included the Bare Hills Region, to the later dairy and grain farms on the west side of 
the serpentine that operated within living memory, agriculture has been a principal activity. 

 
The small tobacco plantations of the Colonial era had shifted to grain and dairy operations by the time of 
he Revolution.[2] Grain, dairy and truck farming survived in this area, however, to within living 
memory. It still does so along the uppermost ¼ of the Jones Falls Valley. The dramatic changes in land 
use since the 1960’s, however, accelerated by the construction of the Jones Falls Expressway (Interstate-
83), resulted in significant urban sprawl impacting most of the County portion of the Jones Falls Valley. 

 
This region, including the Nomination Area, continues to experience intense development and 
urbanization. The several barns and farmhouses of this Nomination survive inside the Baltimore 
Beltway (Interstate-395). What were common buildings to this vicinity are now rare. Many of the open 
spaces are the remnants of the “old fields” referenced in early land records but are under great pressure 
to develop. Together these visual documents of the historic rural landscape are instructive of a 
traditional activity that is archaic, if not extinct, in this portion of Baltimore County. The farmhouse of 
Harvel - Tormey farm, the Wright/Gardman farmhouse, “Bare Hills House” with outbuildings, along 
with the two houses and barn from the earlier Hook farm, stand to teach of this principal activity 
between the 1830’s and WWII. Other farm houses, tenant houses, stables, carriage houses, hen houses 
and other rural buildings also exist to testify to the recent agrarian feeling of Bare Hills. 

  
The historical “sense of place’ in Bare Hills includes the co-existence of farming and mining. This fact 
is born out by land records, early prints and photos and of course the buildings themselves. Interviews 
with life-time residents ages 70-90 years old describe dairy, livestock, grain and truck-farming in the 
neighborhood through the 1950’s. The Hook Farm, Griffith Farm, and Harvell-Tormey Farm were all 
contiguous to mining operations. Members of the Scott and Gardmen families recall extensive farming 
by their families on the west side of the “Scott Settlement’.     
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Milling 
Scholars point out that this region dominated the U.S. flour market in the Late 18th and early 19th 
centuries. One historian on the mills of the Jones Falls Valley says, 
 
“These mills, part of a complex of sixty grain mills along nine streams within a radius of twenty miles 
from the city, made Baltimore in 1822 the largest flour market in the world."[ 3] 

 
While some of these mills served local farming communities many others were “merchant mills” with 
their own warehouses located directly on Baltimore’s waterfront.  
 
Varle’s Complete View of Baltimore (1833) lists 17 mills on the Jones Falls, nine of which, were 
“merchant mills” having separate warehouse addresses on the harbor. [4] Farmers from the upper regions 
of Maryland and lower Pennsylvania could bring their harvest to these mills above the harbor, which not 
only made for a shorter trip but also eliminated the traditional miller as a middle-man in the marketing 
of their product. 

 
In the first decades of the 19th Century these same mills, as well as new factories, took advantage of the 
“mill valley system” to produce cotton cloth. Between the Civil War and WWI the Jones Falls Valley 
cotton mills produced over 70% of the nations cotton duck (used for sail-cloth and other products) and 
provided serious competition in international markets. [5] In each of these periods (grist milling & cotton 
manufacture) company-built workers housing, expanded by private development, resulted in a series of 
related mill communities throughout the Valley. These mill communities are connected by the stream 
itself and the Falls Road (Jones Falls Turnpike 1804 – 1909) which follows its winding path mostly 
along the east bank from the harbor to its headwaters. The development of the port city itself owes much 
of its history to this story.  

 
The unique cultural landscape, which is “rural” and “Southern” results from over a hundred years of 
migration to the Jones Falls Valley by rural folk from Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas and 
Appalachian areas. Particularly in the years following the Civil War, thousands were induced here by 
opportunities for work in the mill valley. Many of their descendants still live in neighborhoods that are 
generations old. The portion of the Valley addressed in this nomination included the two oldest cotton 
mills as well as two others. From Washingtonville (NR) approximately 3 miles up the Falls to Rockland, 
were the Washington Mill (NR), Eagle Mill, Wright’s Mill and Rockland Mill (NR). Two of the mill 
buildings are extant along with many related structures from the others. 
 
Bare Hills Mining (construction stone, chromium & copper)  
There are other industrial stories related to the topography of the Jones Falls Valley and its close 
proximity to an international harbor. In the Late 18th/Early19th Century it was discovered that the Jones 
Falls Valley was rich in stone not only for building but also for the mining of minerals. Early maps, 19th 
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C. written descriptions, an 1870’s lithograph, U.S.G.S. & M.G.S. reports, as well as photographs, 
document the Bare Hills themselves and the mining operations there.  

 
Between the first decade of the 19th century until the 1930’s the Bare Hills were successfully worked at 
various times for chrome, copper and building stone. The neighborhood surrounding the serpentine 
formation called “Bare Hills” or “the Barrens” was, until the mid-20thCentury, bounded by Smith 
Avenue and Old Pimlico Road on the west and north and by the Jones Falls on the east and south. While 
the “Scott Settlement” and a few houses right on Falls Road survive from the historical period, the 
western 2/3 of the area has suffered most from both modern industrial, highway and residential 
development that has destroyed many of the historic structures and landscape itself.  The eastern 1/3, 
however, lies mostly within preserved parkland and or large private homes. Here, particularly on the east 
side of Falls Road, one can still see the primeaeval landscape so dramatically described by Hayden in 
1811 as well as, copper-rock quarries, chrome pit openings, early rock mining roads, the ruins of 
industrial buildings and early houses.  

 
Horace H. Hayden, S.D. (also “M.D.”) published at least three essays on Bare Hills. The first of these 
was written in 1810 and published the following year in the Baltimore Medical and Philosophical 
Lyceum. He apparently made frequent visits to the area in following years and in 1832 published a 
somewhat apologetic, less poetic and more scientific essay complete with a detailed map indicating 
mineral deposits, mining operations, roads and neighboring houses. This improved version appeared in 
the Comet and again in the American Journal of Science in 1833. From these works, we learn much, not 
only about the geological make up of the serpentine formation and the unique feeling of the “Barrens” 
but get verification of the dates of two extant houses, the location of Tyson’s first chromium operations 
and the age of the abandoned cart-roads surviving in the woods on the east side of Falls Road.  The age 
and original route of the old turnpike is verified by his 1810 reference to it being “recently” cut through 
the Bare Hills at the point where the Falls Road still does so.    
Samples:  
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Chrome 

 Chromium is used in the making of steel, in tanning, dyeing and paint. 
 
 

The commercial source of the element chromium is exclusively in the mineral chromate, which when 
pure, is an iron chromate of the formula FeO.Cr2O3. …In Maryland it is found only in serpentine---a 
rock which is readily recognized by the barren country it produces. 

- Maryland Geological Survey, 1929 
 

“..ferriferous ophiolite, chromiferous ophialite, diallagic ophialite and garnetic ophialite ------- all of 
which, with the exception of garnetic ophialite, are found, at nearly every point of the Bare Hills.”  

- Hayden, 1832 
 

“The history of chrome mining in Baltimore County is of particular interest, in that it was due to the 
activities of Jesse Tyson, Jr., of Baltimore, that Maryland came to be the chrome producing center of the 
world for a considerable time.” 

 -       MGS, 1929 
 

 
Issac Tyson Sr., a farmer in the Valley in the Late 18th century, had a farm in the vicinity of Old Pimlico 
Road and Falls Road where it crosses Jones’ Creek on the north edge of the Bare Hills. It was his son 
Issac Tyson Jr. and his son Jesse who developed a chromate and copper industry that put Baltimore at 
the forefront of the national market for the first half of the19th century. This industry began with the 
discovery of chromate on that farm. The Tyson family business put Maryland to the forefront of U.S. 
chrome production for the first half of the 19th Century; the Baltimore Chrome Works remained a major 
international producer until the turn of the 20th Century. 

 
Within living memory an open mineshaft existed on the south side of Old Pimlico Road, just before it 
intersects Falls Road.  Now closed, it corresponds with the site Hayden labeled “J” on his map of 1832 
and described as “extensive operations”, which, “ have been carried on for the purpose of obtaining 
chrome of which large quantities, of an excellent quality, were raised. The works, I believe, were carried 
to the depth of about eighty feet, but have, for some time been abandoned.”  
 
Hayden attributes the discovery of chromate of iron in “one of the deep ravines” in the Bare Hills to a 
“Mr. Henfrey” between 1808-1810.  Scharrf’s History of Baltimore County (1870) relates that young 
Issac Tyson, Jr. (1792-1861), while spending the summer on his father’s farm near Bare Hills 
encountered  
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“..an old man digging for what on inquiry he ascertained was chrome ore, a mineral at that time known 
to but few.”[6] 
 
Tyson may not have discovered the chromate on his fathers farm but did develop the mines there in the 
first decade of the 19th century as well as at Baltimore County’s other serpentine formation, Soldier’s 
Delight by 1827. Later he was connected with the mining of the mineral in Pennsylvania and elsewhere. 
According to the M.G.S. between 1828 and 1850 all of the chrome in the U.S. was shipped to Baltimore 
for processing. By 1845 Jesse Tyson, Jr. with his chrome plant on Baltimore harbor, held a monopoly on 
both the mining and production of chrome that lasted until 1860 when foreign competition cut into 
Maryland’s domination. Tyson’s “Baltimore Chrome Works”, on the harbor near Fells Point continued 
to be an internationally significant producer until 1908 when bought out by the Mutual Chemical 
Company of America. [MGS, 1929] It eventually became the chrome plant of Allied Chemical Corp. in 
1954.[7] 

 
Copper 
The Maryland Geological Survey of 1929 states that copper was mined in Maryland before the 
Revolution, lasted until about 1914 and that the mines in Baltimore County were responsible for the 
large copper refining industry in Baltimore City. By 1860 the Baltimore Copper Smelting Co. on the 
harbor in Canton was the largest of its’ kind in the U.S. [8] 

  
“One of the largest mines in the State was the Bare Hills copper mine.” [9]  

 
Different companies in different locations around the Bare Hills serpentine worked for copper between 
the mid-19th century and c. WWI. The principal mine was opened in 1845 on the south edge of the 
serpentine in between Falls Road and Smith Avenue After sporadic activity the Bare Hills Mining 
Company was formed in 1864 and its operations are the subject of a detailed lithograph printed in 
c.1870. 
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                 Schmidt & Trowe, advertisement c.1870, MHS 

 
  

The foreground in this picture is that place where the Falls Turnpike, Jones Falls and Northern Central 
Railroad all intersect. What is now the “Light-Rail” and “Falls Road” still do so at this spot today. 
Looking northwest up the westernmost portion of the Bare Hills one sees what the MGS described as 
one of the largest copper mines in the State and largely responsible for the significant industry of copper 
refining in Baltimore City. [10] Part of the dirt road that winds its way up to the mine is extant and the 
barn on the farm in the far right edge of the picture is believed to be one of the remaining buildings of 
the Harvell-Tormey Farm (Map Ref. #8) at 6132 Falls Road. Further documented by maps, oral history 
and a hand drawn sketch of ruins from  
c.1900, is the complex which included the boiler, engine, crusher, cobbing house, powder house, and 
office.[11]  Also seen are the “captain’s” or superintendent’s house and the row of c.1850’s “double 
houses” along the far ridge, which housed workers.  

 
The opening of the mine is identified in the 1900 sketch as immediately South of the processing 
complex placing it at the edge of the trees in the middle of the picture. A small gable roof seen there 
may be the entrance to the mine. One of the more interesting aspects of the lithograph is the insert 
diagram of the shaft system. One source states that between 1867-1887 the shaft inclined under Smith 
Avenue to a depth of 900 feet. Lateral tunnels went for hundreds of feet in different directions. 
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While several sources date this mine to have been opened in 1845, Hyle and Peare state that copper was 
first discovered in Bare Hills in 1839 on the land of Thomas B. Watts. Thomas Scharf in 1872 states that 
Issac Tyson, Jr., of Bare Hills chromium fame, “opened and developed the Bare Hill and Springfield 
copper-mines of this State from which excellent ore have been obtained.” and Tyson does appear as a 
stockholder in the copper mining venture as early as 1844.[12]  In1915, the County Atlas shows 
“McColgan” owning the mine site and co-owning the contiguous property with the “Tyson Mining Co.”. 
Issac Tyson, Jr. and his son Jesse eventually developed a business that included several different types 
of mining in Maryland, Pennsylvania and New England. 
 
All sources agree that mining was intermittent until the early 1860’s when the Bare Hills Mining Co. 
was formed. The history of this mine is fraught with lawsuits over mining rights, partnership struggles 
and disastrous floods. Nevertheless, experts ascertain that in the second half of the 19th Century, 
between 1864 and 1880, the mine’s total production was in the neighborhood of 32,000 tons of 18% 
grade ore which earned $1,755,000.[13] The ore was shipped by train from Bare Hills to the smelting 
plant in Canton at the East Side of Baltimore Harbor. 
 
After the 1880’s, there is evidence of lesser attempts at mining copper ore at Bare Hills, however, none 
achieved this earlier success again. The MGS reports the last efforts at the Smith Avenue site to be in 
1905 and Herbert Moore’s study of 1935 describes the buildings as ruins at that time. Oral history 
supported by c.1950’s photos describe an abandoned crusher, like the one seen in the 1870 lithograph, 
standing at the west end of Shoemaker Road on the north side of Bare Hills almost a half mile above the 
Smith Avenue site. Dynamite shacks and other mining equipment were around it. There is no mention of 
this operation in the sources on Bare Hills. [See “Building Stone”]  
 
Much of the history of the Bare Hills copper mines is addressed in “A Brief History of the Bare Hills 
Copper Mines” by Herbert Moore in The Natural History Society of Maryland Bulletin, (May 1935).[14] 
This work contains interviews with ex-mine workers many of whom were residents of the mining camp. 
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These interviews concurred on such interesting items as the absence of black laborers, the prevalence of 
Irish workers and the use of boys ages 12-18yrs. as laborers by “Captain Cooper”. There were no 
recollections of accidents. One of the more significant items in Moore’s paper is the information that 
“The copper sent to the copper house was transported to Canton [Baltimore Copper Works on east side 
of harbor]. At a later date the ore was taken down Smith Ave. to the Mt. Washington Station, instead of 
by the old route.”[15]   

 
“Old route”, Moore says, meant the “Bare Hills Station”.[16]  On his reconstructed site sketch the author 
indicates the “old copper house” and siding on the Northern Central tracks just east of Falls Road. This 
station is still indicated on the Bromley Atlas of 1915 but labeled as no longer extant on the 1935 sketch. 
It is clear from these sources and others that the Bare Hills mine brought a special train stop into 
existence probably by the 1860’s that bore that name at least until 1915. The store, tavern and cluster of 
1860-WWI period buildings clustered about this stop along the Turnpike and Railroad Avenue share this 
common theme.  

 
 

Building Stone 

 
West Quarry 

 
The Maryland Geological Survey (1929) documents the many stone quarries of the Valley.[17]  This 
natural resource results in a rich tradition of stone architecture in the region with buildings and other 
structures exhibiting gneiss, marble, limestone and copper-rock.  
 
Examples of full stone “copper rock buildings” made of the distinctive blue-green material quarried on 
either side of Falls Road at the north edge of the Bare Hills include the Bare Hills School, (1881) and 
#6510 Falls Road (pre-1898). Others are known to have existed in the project area. Many of the older 
frame houses of this region stand on high copper-rock foundations and this same stone is seen in the 
garden walls of numerous properties. How early in the 19th century the quarries on either side of Falls 
Rd. at the north edge of Bare Hills were begun is unclear, although Hayden does not indicate either of 
them in his detailed map or written description of 1832. The Mt. Vernon Methodist Church in Baltimore 
(NR) designed by Dixon & Carson in 1873 is constructed of serpentine from this quarry, as was, the 
Bare Hills School (pre-1877). In 1929 Lewis O. Stern was still operating the Bare Hill quarries. That 
operation quarried  “crushed stone for roads and concrete, and building stone” and about “5,000 tons are 
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gotten out in a year.” [17] These quarries are easily seen from the Falls Rd. where it intersected with the 
Old Pimlico Road. The west quarry is now privately owned and used for a private recreational facility 
and the east quarry is in parkland. They both have a striking appearance for the mottled brown and 
yellowish rock that dominates the quarry walls. When wet the softer blue-green “copper dust” oozes 
from its crevices and brings to mind Hayden’s 1810 description of this areas sublime feeling.  
 
Gneiss quarries, mined for the ferrous brownish-gray stone also common to the Valley’s architecture, 
are known to have existed to the immediate north and south of Bare Hills in the 18th Century. They 
remained in use until the mid 20th century. Gneiss is seen in the foundations of the early 19th century 
“Toll Gate House” while 6302 Falls Road is a c.1927 Dutch Colonial Revival dwelling that 
demonstrates gneiss construction.  
 
Perhaps the last commercial operation in Bare Hills relative to building stone was the crusher known to 
have existed at the end of Shoemaker Road. Demolished in the 1960’s, older residents remember the 
crusher, which appears in a late 1940’s photograph. Several informants recall it as abandoned in the late 
1950’s but one informant recalls watching trucks backing up under the tall structure and being loaded 
with crushed stone in the early 1950’s. [17a] The age of the crusher is not known, however, in describing 
the stone from the Bare Hills Quarries the 1929 MGS says “ Both crushed stone for roads and concrete.” 
was being produced at that time. The crusher stood on land owned by C.C. McColgan and the Tyson 
Mining Co. as indicated on the 1915 Atlas. 
 

 
 Crusher , as seen from behind 6302 Falls Rd., c.1947 

 
Cultural Background 
While these are not the only ethnic stories of the Bare Hills region three cultural groups in particular 
appear in researching the themes of the Nomination Area. The many generations of rural Southern folk 
engaged in the historical activities of farming and milling, the homogeneous African-American 
community of the Scott Settlement and the history of the Irish workers of the copper mines are 
documented by the sites and structures of the Bare Hills region. 
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Historically the cultural landscape of the Jones Falls Valley is “rural”. This rural atmosphere on the very 
north edge of Baltimore City is still expressed in the natural landscape and agrarian architecture, as well 
as, by the descendants of those who came to work in the mills. The farmhouses, agricultural buildings, 
mills and workers housing are visual documents of this fact. It is well documented that during the 
“cotton boom” which lasted from just after the Civil War until WW I, thousands of rural folk from 
neighboring states, particularly to the south, migrated to the Valley to work in the cotton mills. One 
finds numerous longtime residents of this area speaking with Southern accents whose roots are in the 
Carolinas and Appalachian states where mill companies recruited workers. These descendents of several 
generations of migrants contribute to a Southern quality in the Valley’s historical “sense of place”.  

 
The mill village of “Washingtonville”(see proposed NR District BA-2934 & B-5057, “Cow Hill-
Washingtonville”) is contiguous to the southern edge of Bare Hills and the mill village of “Rockland” 
contiguous on the north. Each of these communities spills into this study with extant buildings relative 
to those NR districts. Also on the Falls and connected by the same turnpike, were the Eagle Mill with 
its’ “Millville”, the Bellona Powder Works and Wright’s Mill with its’ workers housing. All of these 
structures and sites were part of the “mill valley” theme and inhabited by this cultural group. 
A particularly interesting and valuable resource to the Valley’s cultural history is the African-American 
community called the “Scott Settlement”, on the old Falls Turnpike atop Bare Hills. The Scott 
Settlement’s social significance is at least twofold. As a community growing up and around an early 
Turnpike Era store-tavern with a blacksmithy behind it, it is instructive in understanding the role of the 
turnpike in developing this part of Baltimore County. That the blacksmith was a freed slave named 
Aquilla Scott, whose descendents and neighbors have developed and maintained a community around 
his house, grave and smithy site since 1839, provides an important opportunity for understanding over 
160 years of the African-American experience in Baltimore County. Several generations of dwellings 
and other buildings are instructive not only in architectural history but in an ethnic history as well. 

 
Mainstream perceptions of African-American life before and after Emancipation are enlightened by the 
story of this neighborhood. Scholars agree that Maryland had the highest population of free Blacks prior 
to the Civil War and that Baltimore was known among American cities for its sizeable Free Black 
population prior to Emancipation.[18]  The failure of the plantation system in this part of Maryland by 
the 1840-50’s resulted in enclaves of ex-slaves adapting to “free life” somewhat earlier than in other 
parts of the South. Some experienced urban life (as evidenced by the findings of the Maryland Historical 
Community’s Alley House Survey in Baltimore City. [19])  Others experienced a more rural existence 
like the “Scott Settlement”. While other early Black communities are known to have existed in the Jones 
Falls Valley, such as those at Cross Keys, Hoe’s Heights and an enclave on Smith Ave., they have been 
seriously diminished if not if not irradicated. In the Scott Settlement, however, more than eighteen 
c.1840’s-WWI buildings plus later dwellings still stand that document several generations of free Black 
life in Baltimore County. That many of these are still occupied by the descendents of the founder 
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Aquilla Scott provides a particularly rich oral history. Both individually and collectively, the buildings 
and associated stories are highly instructive in the understanding of a significant cultural group. 

 
Another important cultural story documented by the historical resources of the Bare Hills is the under-
assessed significance of Irish Immigration to Baltimore in the mid-19th Century. As a result of the Great 
Famine (c.1845-1850’s) millions of Irish immigrants came to America, thousands to Baltimore. Their 
experience and its’ significance to regional history is related in the known histories of the quarry town of 
Texas, Maryland (another mining community in Baltimore County and also on the Northern Central 
Railroad) and the Irish railroad neighborhood surrounding the B&O Railroad yards on Pratt St. in West 
Baltimore. [20] This immigrant group is further understood by the story of Bare Hills copper mining.  

 
In “A Brief History of the Copper Mine At Bare Hills, Maryland”(1935) Herbert Moore relates 
interviews with older miners at least two of whom were among the child laborers in the Bare Hills 
copper mine in 1866-7. Moore states that in the third quarter of the 19th Century “Practically all of the 
miners were Irish” and that his informants were “emphatic” on this point.[21] Some lived in the row of 
two story “double houses” seen in the 1870’s lithograph and that “most of the miners lived around Bare 
Hills”. In 1935 Mr. Joseph Burns still lived in one of the houses  “where the old copper house near the 
siding at Bare Hills Station once existed,”. “Six or seven of the old miners houses were still in existence 
and occupied a few years ago (1935).” These interviews provide evidence of a 19th century Irish mining 
community in Bare Hills that survived until sometime after WWI. 

 
It is also at least curious to note that in 1915 “C.C. Mc Colgan” owned the mine site and buildings, as 
well as two other large tracts of Bare Hills including co-ownership on the north side of the hills with the 
Tyson Mining Co. This Irish name is the same as that of Father Edward McColgan of Donegal, who 
founded St. Peter’s parish in the Irish neigborhood around the B&O in 1842. He is memorialized in the 
Irish cemetery there. No connection between the two has as yet been established but the presence of this 
famous Irish name in the history of Bare Hills strengthens the story of the Irish presence there during the 
historical period. 

 
The Railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station” along with the physical evidence of mining such as the mining 
roads, pits and refuse piles of the Bare Hills Copper mines document an industry significant to 
Baltimore and the State. As a collection of historical resources, they are also instructive in the lifeways 
of a significant cultural group. 

 
Transportation 
The published histories of Baltimore County emphasize the great importance of the turnpikes and the 
railroads to its’ development. The particular goal of connecting the port of Baltimore with the 
agricultural communities of Northern Maryland and Pennsylvania is emphasized in the discussion of 
Late 18th/Early 19th Century Turnpikes. Beginning in the 1830’s and later, railroads like the Northern 
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Central connected mining and manufacturing communities with the port and the numerous “railroad 
suburbs”, which sprang up during the second half of the century. The rail line up through the Jones Falls 
Valley not only resulted in developing Baltimore County but by the 1860’s became the gateway link in 
the rail system that connected Baltimore to the northern cities and reached as far west as Chicago. The 
railroad, which threaded the path of the Jones Falls and the Falls Turnpike, did not replace the 
significance of the road. The Falls Road remained the principal truck route connecting the port and 
Valley’s factory complexes with northern destinations until the construction of the Jones Falls 
Expressway (I-83) in the 1960’s. At the end of the 20th Century, as the result of development in the 
upper Valley and the congested traffic on the interstate, this historic road now called “Falls Road” is still 
a principal “commuter route” between the city and northern suburbs. While these modern transportation 
developments are a challenge to the historical character of the Valley they also emphasize the 
continuous importance of the valley as an historic transportation corridor. 

 
In the last decade of the 18th Century and first decade of the 19th Century the York, Reisterstown and 
Falls turnpikes were primary in this expansion northward of Baltimore and connecting the city’s 
business interests with Southern Pennsylvania. The lack of maintenance to existing Colonial era 
highways and the need for new commercial routes made road improvements a principal concern of 
lawmakers in the 1780’s. Following an initial period in which public turnpikes tended to fail, the era of 
private turnpikes began in the 1790’s. Aided by government protected route monopolies and “eminent 
domain” facilitating newer more direct routes with penalties for bypassing tollgates, the turnpike 
companies became viable investment opportunities. In exchange the public, particularly commercial 
interests, received safer and faster trade routes. While much of this activity was usurped with the 
development of railroads after the 1830’s these turnpikes remained important routes until the Early 20th 
Century when State and local governments again assumed responsibility for roads. [22] 

 
The creek that gives the Valley its name both thematically and physically connects the historical 
resources of the Jones Falls Valley and this particular nomination. The transportation system which 
evolved along the stream banks, principally the Falls Turnpike and the Northern Central Railroad, were 
both cause and effect of the mill valley. 
 
Falls Turnpike, 1804 - c.1910 
The powerful stream in close proximity to Baltimore’s harbor facilitated grist milling in the 18th 
Century. The Falls was not navigable for most of its length. Legend holds of   “Indian trails” in 
Baltimore County being developed into roads during the Late 17th and Early 18th Century, with two of 
them involving Jones’ Creek. [22a] It is certain that there were numerous grist mills along the full length 
of the Creek in the 18th Century requiring means of transport for receiving their raw goods and shipping 
their finished products.  An old road ran along the stream at least in some places.[J.Cole states that the 
site for Bellona Powderworks was selected during the Revolution because of its access by Falls Road] It 
was not until 1803, however, that the Falls Turnpike clearly connects all of the mills and communities of 
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its headwaters to the harbor and everything in between. The numerous grist mills, including the 
“merchant mills”, of the Valley were a significant part of the mill system which made Baltimore the 
largest flour market in the world by the 1820’s. [see footnote 3] The uppermost mills and mill villages of the 
valley were all connected to the port, each other and the northern most farmers by the newly constructed 
turnpike. This system in the mill valley achieved even grater significance between the Civil War and 
WWI as the Jones Falls Valley assumed a primary role in U.S. cotton manufacture. 

 
The Falls Turnpike’s path through the nomination study area is that of the present Falls Road (Maryland 
State Rt. 25)* {Maryland State Scenic Highway}. In it’s flow down to the harbor, Jones’ Creek makes a 
considerable easterly bend around the serpentine formation called “Bare Hills” before regaining its’ 
southern direction.  While the Turnpike generally followed the Falls and may have used an existing road 
in some places, it deviates from the stream and was cut through the rocky Bare Hills to maintain a 
straight N-S line for about one mile. Consequently, the turnpike crosses Jones Falls at the southern end 
of the study area and rejoins the creek to run along its’ banks again on the north side of the serpentine 
formation.  
 
This significantly new feature to the landscape occurred in the first decade of the 19th Century. The Falls 
Turnpike Company was formed in 1804; an1810 description of this neighborhood describes the Bare 
Hills “through which the Falls Turnpike has recently been cut.” [23] This particular section of the historic 
road project is lined with structures that document its nearly 200 year old history, including the toll 
house and “Seven Mile” marker. The blasted serpentine rock, particularly on the East side of the road, 
still testifies to the particularly difficult task of running this straight line through Bare Hills. The 
architecture and “shaped” landscape relative to the creation of the historic road create a streetscape that 
is particularly informative about the history of 19th Century turnpikes in Baltimore County. 

 
Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central) 
In the Second quarter of the 19th Century the history of the Jones Falls Valley as a major transportation 
corridor saw the advent of railroads. Baltimore’s B&O Museum proudly points out that the nations first 
railroad began at Mt. Clare Station. Its’ goal was to eventually link the city to the Western interior but 
the first regular service was to the Ellicott mills in Howard County in 1830. Within a year of the 
formation of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (1827) the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad 
(Northern Central after 1854) was formed. [24] Its’ course began in the city and proceeded up the Jones 
Falls Valley along the banks of the Jones’ Falls (at the southern tip of the nomination’s study area) and 
then in a North-Easterly direction through upper Baltimore County and Pennsylvania into the 
Susquehanna Valley. By the 1860’s this line was a key component to the system that linked Baltimore to 
points north and west as far as the great Lakes and to Washington and routes further South. Abraham 
Lincoln is known to have traveled the Northern Central through the Jones Falls Valley on his way to 
make the “Gettysburg Address”. The famous funeral train that bore his body back to Illinois in 1865 
traveled this same route. [24a] 
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The Baltimore and Susquehanna was also authorized by the Maryland General assembly to build a 
westward line known locally as the “Green Spring branch” which originated at Relay house on the south 
side of Bare Hills. It followed the Jones Falls around the serpentine northward to its headwaters “the 
Green Springs” and on to Owings Mills on the West side of the Reisterstown Turnpike.  

 
Service began on the main line and Green Spring Branch c.1831 with horse drawn rail cars running from 
center city out to “Relay House”, a short distance above Washingtonville. The site of this combination 
hotel-station is at the Southern tip of Lake Roland, on the North edge of the “Cow Hill-
Washingtonville” historic district and within this nomination’s boundaries. “Relay House” was first 
constructed in 1832 at the fork of the main line to York, PA. and the branch line to the Green Springs. 
At mid century it was operated by Charles Buchanan whose stone mansion “Buckingham”(1800) is the 
oldest dated building in the vicinity. The acreage of this early estate also once included the land on the 
north bank of the Falls, on the West side of the Turnpike where the entrance to the Bare Hills Copper 
Mines is shown in the c.1870 lithograph. [25] In the earliest years of the railroad, when the cars were 
horse drawn, this stop was a “relay” for the exchange of fresh horses necessary for pulling the wooden 
passenger cars. A description from that same period describes a rectangular yellow wooden structure 
with red brick chimney and platform covered with a flat roof. There was a turntable and engine house 
for rerouting trains back up the Valley to the Green Springs. [26 ] In 1831 the first seven miles of the 
Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad terminated at Relay House built on Hollins' Farm. As late as 1915  
“Relay House” is indicated in Bromley’s Atlas but called “Hollins Station”. Several of the properties 
being nominated are on what was part of Hollins farm and along Hollins Lane, which led to the station. 
[27] 

 
When steam locomotives replaced horse-drawn trains by the late 1830’s the railroads became primary 
freight movers benefiting the farmers, quarries, iron manufacturers and millers of Baltimore County. 
The Northern Central connecting Baltimore with York Pennsylvania plus its Greenspring branch, which 
ran westward to the headwaters of Jones Falls, connected virtually all of the mill villages in the Jones 
FallsValley carrying both passengers and freight. Several principal stops existed on the very edges of the 
“Cow Hill-Washingtonville” NR District in the 19th Century with three of them being in the boundaries 
of the Bare Hills nomination. These were the aforementioned  “Bare Hills Station”, “Relay House” and 
“Sorrento” on the green Spring Branch. “Mt. Washington” was less than a quarter-mile south of Bare 
Hills and also a shipping point for copper ore.   
 
The railroad’s annual report for 1865 indicates that of the 17 stops in Baltimore County, “Relay”(Relay 
House) was second only to “Ashland” iron furnace in receiving and forwarding pounds of freight. “Mt. 
Washington” was among the busiest four. [27a.] An Early 20th Century map shows the “Bare Hills” stop 
at the entrance to the Bare Hills copper-mining operation, where the Falls Turnpike crosses the stream 
itself at the North-West edge of the Historic District. The mine was first opened in 1845 and the stop is 
documented as being in use from c.1864-1880; it is still indicated on the map of 1915. It included a 
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“copper house” on the siding for the purpose of on-loading copper ore bound for processing at the 
copperworks located at the Baltimore Harbor on Locust Point. [28] Several buildings dating between 
c.1860-WWI are still clustered around the stop on “Railroad” Ave. The modern light-rail stop is located 
at this site today. The third stop within the Nomination Area is “Sorrento” shown on the 1898 Atlas.  
 
Although commerce with Western Maryland was the original goal of the Green Spring branch of the 
railroad, perhaps it is best remembered for effecting the Victorian Era resort-trade that took advantage of 
the scenery and waters of the Green Springs. The railroad actually built the Green Spring Hotel for this 
purpose, followed later in the century by the famous Chattolanee Hotel and others that made the 
headwaters of the Jones Falls a popular resort. [29] Throughout the Nomination Area the right of way 
still remains and is used for hiking and biking along the east bank of the Falls. Railroad ties, rails, early 
arched bridges made of cut-stone and other railroad features remain visible. Where the line was cut 
through steep rock ledges one can still see the drill marks and the effects of blasting. The ruins of 
“Sorrento Station” and the “Bellona Powder Works” still remain along the track-bed. (see separate RR 
inventory). 
 
The physical remains of the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad, particularly the cluster of c.1860-WWI 
buildings of Bare Hills Station, are significant for their ability to document the role of the railroad in the 
development of Baltimore and the Jones falls Valley. That the “Bare Hills Station” was a special stop for 
transporting ore from the copper mines to the Baltimore Copper Works documents the significant role of 
the Bare Hills Mine in this important industrial-transportation story. 
 
Architecture 
The buildings, sites and structures in the Nomination Area date from the first decade of the 19th Century 
through the Second World War. The greatest number are pre-WWI and are connected by two or more of 
the stated themes of agriculture, mining, transportation and cultural significance. The architecture 
nominated includes examples of dwellings, agricultural and industrial buildings and engineering. Some 
of the dwellings along the Falls Rd. such as #6213 Falls Rd., are quite architectonic and exhibit design 
elements of a particular style or period. Others are vernacular dwellings, which are instructive about a 
different economic class. Barns and farmhouses document the importance of agriculture to Baltimore 
County and this particular part of the Jones Falls Valley. The design and building of turnpikes and 
railroads between 1810 and 1900 is documented. The original path of the Falls Turnpike constructed in 
c.1805 is quite visible particularly where it was cut through the Bare Hills serpentine and it still contains 
the early “Toll Gate House” and “7 mile” marker. More than half of the nominated items face the old 
Falls Turnpike and were built during the turnpike era. Four railroad stations or stops stood in the 
Nomination Area and while these are gone, the abandoned railway with rails, bridges and markers exist. 
The importance of railroad “stops” is reflected in the surviving buildings of the cluster of buildings 
known as “Bare Hills Station.”. Most of the buildings in the Nomination are of frame construction 
demonstrating both post-and-beam and lighter frame construction. Three buildings are of full stone 
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construction; two utilize Bare Hills “copper rock” and the third is made of local gneiss. Many others use 
either of these two local materials in their foundations, as well as, for steps and garden walls.  
 
The range of dates of surviving buildings begins with the first decades of the 19th Century in which 
chromium was first mined and the Falls Turnpike was begun. The Toll House is probably the earliest of 
these. Farming existed in the Bare Hills region before the 19th Century and continued until the middle of 
the 20th Century. Two barns are at least from the Third Quarter of the 19th century and at least two 
farmhouses are Ante-bellum.  
 
The building dates extend through the 19th Century that saw the “cotton boom” in which the mills of the 
Jones Falls Valley were dominant in the nation’s cloth industry and Bare Hills mining was a primary 
factor in the copper industry and the quarrying of building stone. Buildings related to these themes date 
between the Civil War and WW I and reflect the role of the trains in developing neighborhoods around 
Baltimore City. Seeking to combine the best of both rural and urban life, these communities and 
“country seats” represent the transition of the Bare Hills region from a truly rural community devoted to 
farming, milling and mining into a “railroad suburb”. 
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Verbal Boundary Description: 
The boundaries of the proposed district use the natural features of the valley where possible and 
meets and bounds for specific separation. It is an elongated area beginning with Lake Ave. on the 
south and ending at Ruxton Road on the north. It includes approximately sixty sites and structures 
on either side of the Falls turnpike existing between the west ridge of the Valley and the Falls 
itself. The Falls itself forms most of the east boundary and part of the southern limit. On its East 
side the Bare Hills district is contiguous with the “Robert E. Lee Park National Register District” 
and touches the Cow Hill-Washingtonville National Register District at its southern tip. It is 
contiguous with the Rockland Historic district on its north side. 
 
 
Boundary Justification: 
 
The boundaries of the district attempt to set off a portion of the Bare Hills, the resources of which, stand 
together to constitute a cohesive historic district that is understood in terms of the unique natural 
environment which facilitated specific processes resulting in an historic built environment. The Bare 
Hills district generally consists of the two miles of the Jones Falls Valley in between the mill villages of 
Washingtonville (NR) on the south and Rockland (NR) to the north. Most of this distance traverses the 
large serpentine formation, which gives the area its name. The creek flows around this geological 
phenomenon and forms most of the northern, eastern and southern boundary while the ridge of the creek 
valley forms the general western limits of the district. Most of this west ridge is bisected N-S by the right 
of way of the high-power lines that run parallel to I-83 on its East side. This is an obvious visual border 
to the historic area although metes and bounds are used in places particularly on this West side to create a 
minimum of non-contributing resources. Such obvious intrusions as I-83, modern housing tracts and 
industrial developments are eliminated in order to emphasize the more cohesive collection of historical 
resources along Falls Road (old Turnpike).  

 
The Falls Road crosses the Falls itself twice in the Bare Hills area. These crossings mark the north and 
south tips of the elongated district. The north limit is at the site of Wright’s Mill where the Falls Road 
crosses the Jones Falls at a point less than a hundred yards below where I-83 crosses the Falls Road and 
the abandoned railroad tracks to join I-695.  

 
On the south end of the district, approximately a hundred yards below the old bridge where the 
Falls Road and railroad tracks again cross the Jones Falls (just above Lake Avenue) is the exact 
southern limit of the district. 
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USGS MAP (See Original Map Insert) 
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SKETCH MAP 

See Attachment 
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“BARE HILLS STATION” DISTRICT  
 
The Bare Hills Copper Mines, located directly across the Falls Turnpike (Falls Rd.) from this grouping of 
buildings, is known to have begun in 1845, was in full production by the 1860’s and the principal 
contributor of ore to the Baltimore Copperworks through the 1880’s. The ore was shipped down to the 
smelting plant located on Baltimore’s harbor (Canton) by rail. The Northern Central made a special stop 
for this purpose at a “copper house” located on the east side of the Turnpike approximately where the 
present lightrail stop is today. As late as 1915 maps identify this stop as “Bare Hills Station”. 

 
An intersection formed where the turnpike crosses Jones Falls which also included the entrance to the 
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Bare Hills Copper Mines and the Northern Central’s railway. The turnpike was there at least by 1803 and 
the railroad crossed it at grade by the 1830’s. The turnpike crossed the stream via a small bridge at road 
grade until the 1930’s. This arrangement is shown in the 1870’s lithograph of the mines and can still be 
seen today. The cluster of a dozen or so buildings around this intersection included at various times 
workers residences, the copper house, store and a bar. Moore’s interviews with elderly miners in 1935 
suggest that at least some of the miners lived in these dwellings. Oral informants currently in their 
eighties recall the row of small houses on Clark’s Lane (dirt road at the end of Railroad Ave.) to have 
housed workers of various trades in the 20th Century. The singularly large building known as 6103 Falls 
Rd. contained a store within living memory and a now demolished tavern was across the street. It is 
important to recall that prior to the massive elevated bridges here (first in the1930’s, then replaced in 
1990’s) a row of six or more dwellings (6103-6111) stood directly on the old turnpike.  
 
Given its c.1863 building date 6103 may well be the oldest extant building in “Bare Hills Station”. The 
1850’s maps show only four buildings at the intersection. Three buildings are on the west side of the 
turnpike and a single structure appears on the west side of the road corresponding with the position of 
#6103. (The row of buildings on the west side were presumably demolished by the bridge construction in 
the 1930’s.) By the time of the 1870’s Hopkins Atlas, however, one sees at least six buildings on either 
side of the turnpike at this point plus several along Railroad Ave. and the beginnings of the workers row 
along the dirt road now called “Clark’s Lane”. The 1860’s to c.1880’s period corresponds to the heyday 
of the Bare Hills Copper Mines. 
 
This collection of working class buildings on the Jones Falls, on the Turnpike and at a rail-stop, which 
served the mines, is highly symbolic of how the natural resources of the Valley, the turnpike and railroad 
combined to create historic communities in the Jones Falls Valley. 
 
Boundaries:  
The Southern limits of this district would be the Northern Central Railroad tracks (present light rail), to 
the West the old turnpike right of way (present Falls Rd./MD St.Rt.25) forms a boundary and Clark’s 
lane to the East (dirt road). For NR purposes, the northern boundary is probably determined by the 
modern office building at 6113-17 Falls Rd., however, by way of the 1915 Atlas, Hollins La. could be 
seen as the northern boundary since one can see the “cluster” of 1860’s –1915 buildings surrounded by 
farms and open space. Most of these buildings are still present with only one major intrusion, the modern 
office building at 6113-17 Falls Rd.  
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#4 Railroad Avenue 
 
Description 
Facing the tracks on Railroad Ave., this is a two-story frame dwelling with the irregular plan, massing 
and detailing typical of the Queen Anne style. It consists of a main block; two bays wide, capped with a 
steeply pitched gable roof. A single bay with pyramidal shed roof incorporated into the main roofline 
expands the plan eastward. The front or south side of the main block contains a polygonal first level with 
an entrance ell on the east side. The upper story is wider with over-hangs. Symmetrically placed 2/1-sash 
vent both levels with a multipaned casement lighting the attic. The depth of the building is an irregular 
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three bays. The irregular fenestration features a mixture of  2/1 sash. Both front and rear gable windows 
are multipaned grid patterned casements, as is the twenty-four light transom over the main entrance. 
 
While 1950’s asbestos siding covers the original siding and asphalt shingles cover the roof, the massing, 
fenestration and other details maintain the overall instructional value of the building. 
In the east side yard and back yard there are two early hand operated water pumps.  
 

                                       
 
Significance 
 
An example of vernacular “Queen Anne” style architecture this dwelling’s principal significance is as a 
contributor to the collection of buildings that made up the railroad stop of Bare Hills Station. The house 
stands on the north side of the Northern Central Railroad tracks (modern lightrail), as it has since 189? 
The front or south side of the house faces the Northern Central tracks only a few yards away. The 
exaggerated gables, irregular plan and multi-paned grid-pattern casement windows are typical of the 
style, which was also popular among the railroad stations themselves all along the Northern Central line.  
 
Early hand operated water pumps still stand in the east side and back yard; they testify to the lifestyle in 
this once rural railroad stop. 
 
This house is one of six buildings remaining from a group of dozen or more structures that once 
comprised the railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station”. In the mid 19th Century the “copper house” which 
once stood a couple of hundred feet west of this property was the loading point for ore being shipped to 
the smelting plant on Baltimore harbor. The name of “Bare Hills Station remained in use at least until c. 
WWI.” 
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#3 Railroad Avenue 
 
Description 
A pre-1877 frame cross gable dwelling two stories high, three bays wide and two deep plus additions to 
the ends and rear. A single story shed-roofed porch covers the bottom three bays of the main façade. The 
entrance is centrally located. The site slopes to the East and the stone foundation accommodates the grade 
to be approximately two feet high on the east end.  
 
Additions on each end of the house do not alter the main block irreversibly or prevent the building from 
contributing to the historic streetscape of Railroad Ave. 
 

                                
 

Significance 
 
Additions and alterations on the ends and rear of this dwelling challenge the original appearance of this 
early contributor to “Bare Hills “station, however, the main or South façade facing the railroad tracks is 
clearly that of a two story frame cross-gable dwelling three bays wide with a distinctive gothic window 
lighting the attic. Of the many cross-gables seen in this region, the true Gothic arch attic-light is fairly 
rare. Therefor the building is architecturally significant for its ability to demonstrate a plan (cross-gable) 
common to the region but exhibits a now rare detail. 
 
The present owner is in his eighties and is a retired railroad worker whose family has owned this house 
and others in “Bare Hills Station” for generations. The alterations and additions have been made by the 
family that has occupied the dwelling since well into the historical period and represent continuous use 
by a railroad family more than any break with the past.  
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Given its continuous use by generations of the same family in Bare Hills Station and its historically 
instructive façade facing the street or “trackscape”, this early dwelling is an important contributor to the 
grouping of buildings, which survive “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
 
6103 Falls Road 
 
Description 
An evolved row of frame buildings on high stone foundations utilizing the bank plan. This results in the 
main or street facades being two stories high and the rear (E.) façade being three stories in height. 
Modern siding does not obscure the fact that this row evolved with several additions that took place 
within the historical period. 
 
The largest section or “middle house” is perceived to be the oldest section and was found to have a 
carpenter’s mark on its interior stairs dated 186?. The main façade on this portion is dominated by a large 
cross-gable and a three bay wide, three shorter bays deep plan with even fenestration. This cross gable 
may be an early attempt to integrate the first addition. The entrance is located in the northernmost bay of 
the bottom level. 
 
A two-bay two-story addition of equal depth was added to the south side of this block and also has a 
cross-gable façade; however, its’ asymmetrical relationship to the fenestration suggests an attempt to 
unify portions of different construction dates. Both sections share a gable-end roof with the ridge running 
N_S; a single off center interior flue chimney exits at the South end.  This gable contains an early round 
arch attic light. The entrance to this section is located in the southernmost bay of the first level. A one 
and a half story addition to section two has knee windows on the second level and is covered with its own 
gable –end roof. 
 
On the north end of the main building was added a two bay wide, three deep, two story house with gable 
roof also utilizing the bank plan. The street façade is evenly arranged with two sash windows on the 
second level, an entrance occupies the south bay of the first level and a window the other. A centrally 
located flue chimney exits the ridge. Stone piers on the lower “back” side creating a shed space support a 
shed roofed single story wing on the north side of this section. 
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Significance 
 
While different stages, different addresses and uses create different “properties” on this site; this row of 
buildings should be considered an important element of “Bare Hills Station” for the sense of community 
that it expresses in an otherwise rural setting. When viewed from the tracks, which run behind the row, 
6103, along with 6109 and 6111 has the feel of a village or hamlet. Being more urban in its plan, the row 
is different than the other buildings in the Nomination. In this regard it is not unlike some of the other 
mill villages in the Jones Falls Valley. 
 
All of these buildings are significant for their bank construction, being two-story frame on a full story 
high stone foundation. They stand in the flood plain of the Jones Falls and are designed to accommodate 
the frequent flooding that dominates life in the historic stream valley. As a cluster reflecting this regional 
design they are visually expressive of Bare Hills Station having its own sense of place unto itself. 
  
 
6109 Falls Road 
 
Description 
Standing separately from the row to its immediate north is a two-story frame dwelling three bays wide 
and one deep on a high stone foundation that gives it three levels in the back or east side. It is another 
example of the important “bank house” design in this region. Added within the historical period, a two 
story wing on piers projects to the east and yields an L-plan. The main block and rear wing are capped 
with separate gable-end roofs. Interior brick flue-chimneys exit the main block on both ends and the back 
wing on its south end. 
 
The fenestration is quite regular on the three bay street façade; it has a centrally located entrance and 6/6 
sash windows in the other bays. The south end of the main block is blind. In the ell of the rear façade the 
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main block has one sash on each level and a ground level entrance in the stone portion of the wall. The 
south wall of the wing projection has sash windows in the upper levels but is blind in the east end. The 
ell-wing stands on piers and is enclosed on the bottom with added windows and doors. 

 

                             
 

Significance 
 
The bank construction of this house is important to understanding regional architecture, for it reflects an 
attempt to work with the natural topography and the challenges of living in the flood plain of a stream 
valley. 
 
The building is also a key component in a complete turnpike era streetscape in a cluster of early buildings 
at the turnpike/railroad intersection called “Bare Hills Station”. 
  
 
6111 Falls Road  
 
Description 
Nearly identical to its immediate neighbor 6109, this dwelling is part of the row standing on and facing 
the turnpike. It is a two-story frame, three bays wide, and one wide bay deep, built on a stone bank-
foundation that yields a third story in the rear (E.).   

 
A gable-end roof with a N-S ridge caps the building; interior flue-chimneys exit at each end. The street 
façade is three bays, has even fenestration with a centrally located entrance. 6/6 windows and clapboard 
siding replicate the original fenestration and siding. The South end is blind and the rear or West façade is 
the same regular three bays and fenestration as the east façade. The first level on this side is a stone wall 
with a window in the south bay and entrance in the north bay. A third off center window is to the 
immediate left of the entrance. 
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Significance 
 
The bank construction of this house is important to understanding regional architecture, for it reflects an 
attempt to work with the natural topography and the challenges of living in the flood plain of a stream 
valley. 
 
The building is also a key component in a complete turnpike era streetscape in a cluster of early buildings 
at the turnpike/railroad intersection called “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
 
6119 Falls Road 
 
Description 
A large frame hipped-roof bungalow with exaggerated hipped dormers facing Falls Road. 
                                                           
Significance 

 
Although built in the last years of the turnpike era, this residence is significant both as a good example of 
the “Bungaloid” style and as a contributor to the early streetscape in this portion of Falls Road. 
 
 
6121 Falls Road 
 
Description 
This frame dwelling is perched above the road on the east side of the turnpike. It is a two story frame on a 
stone foundation, with a three bay wide, one deep, main block and projections to the rear in multiple but 
early stages. An early if not original two-story projection to the east gave the house an L-plan that was 
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expanded by a two-story addition filling in the ell. 
 
The street façade is a cross-gable with centrally located entrance. A shed-roofed porch covers all three 
bays on the first level and is reached by four steps. The fenestration is regular and evenly placed. A 
distinctive round arched four-light window vents the cross-gable. 

                               
 

Significance 
 
This house is shown on the 1877 Atlas but not on any of the 1850’s building-specific maps. The earlier 
maps show a large parcel owned by “Barnes” on the east side of the turnpike running to the south from 
the top of Bare Hills all of the way South to the Jones Falls and NC railroad tracks and to the East almost 
to Lake Roland. In 1877 most of this land was still held by the Barnes Estate although many items in the 
nomination such as 6121 had been carved out of those holdings. Others would be by the end of the 
century. Baltimore County land records show sub-parcels containing this site being conveyed by the 
Barnes Estate in 1859 and again in 1867 suggesting that this house appeared as part of the Turnpike 
streetscape by 1870, if not earlier. 
 

6121 is significant for its presentation of the cross-gable façade so popular in this vicinity during the 
second half of the 19th Century and as a contributor to the Turnpike-era streetscape. 

  
S.E. corner Hollins/Falls, 2-story shingled bungalow (c.1930’s) replaces 19th Cent 
dwelling  NOT INCLUDED 
 
 
1910 Hollins La., early 19th two-story brick NONPARTICIPATING 
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Clarks La. (6114 Falls Rd.)  
 
Description 
A two story frame L-plan dwelling with two intersecting blocks that are one bay wide and one deep, each 
with its own gable-end roof. The ell of the intersecting wings faces NE and is covered on the first level 
with a shed roofed porch. The entrance is in the EW wing and a corner window is in the NS wing. 
Windows define the same bays above. Another entrance with a bracketed shed roof covering an off-
center doorway and window located on the same “side” in the end of the north wing. This off center 
window to the right of the door lights the lower room and a centrally placed window lights the upper 
room.  

 
The west side of the house is the “long side” (3 bays) and is blind except for the upper and lower north 
bay. Off-center interior flue-chimneys are located on this north side, one exiting the west gable of the EW 
ridge and the other in the NW corner of the north wing. 
This building would appear to be the one present along with the dirt road (Clark’s La.) on the 1877 Atlas. 
The 1915 Atlas indicates an L-plan structure and barn on this parcel, although the ell is positioned 
differently. 
                                                                              

 

 
Significance 

 
Present Railroad Ave. once ran further along the tracks and connected Hollins Station with Bare Hills 
Station; Clark’s Lane ran down to Railroad Ave. The dirt road is now a dead end with only two historic 
houses on it but was clearly a through road with at least seven dwellings on it and was a streetscape that 
was part of “Bare Hills Station”. 
This is one of the two remaining houses of this row and believed to be the first as indicated on the 1877 
Atlas. As such it documents a workers row on a dirt lane, a kind of streetscape common in the mill valley 
(see Washingtonville and Millrace at Clipper Mills). It is probable too that while eventually part of the 
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workers row on Clark’s Lane, this smaller dwelling may have been a dependency to the earlier farm that 
was here. In this light the building documents the evolution of a streetscape in “Bare Hills Station”.  

   
 

Clark’s Lane (6112 Falls Rd)  
Description 
A 1x 2 bay, two story gable-end frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation. The main block telescopes 
to the rear or West. The main façade is oriented to the dirt lane that once had a row of six similar 
structures along its west side. This entrance façade is two bays wide with an entrance in the north bay and 
evenly placed 6/6 sash windows in the other bays. A rectangular 4-light casement vents the gable at attic 
level. The lower level is fully covered by a shed roof porch supported by square porchposts. A gable-end 
roof covers the main block with ridge running E-W.  An interior flue-chimney exits the ridge at the west 
end of the main block. The whole building is covered with replacement siding that imitates the German 
or novelty siding expected in this vicinity. 
The building is extended to the west by two additions. The first of these is a single story shed roofed 
“kitchen wing" that is early if not original to the plan. On the south side this wing contains an entrance 
and 6/6 window smaller but like those in the main block. It is extended further by a flat roofed addition 
on cement block foundation that does not challenge the historical massing.  
The north side of the dwelling is blind in all three sections. 

 

     
         

Significance 
 
Present Railroad Ave. once ran further along the tracks and connected Hollins Station with Bare Hills 
Station; Clark’s Lane ran down to Railroad Ave. The dirt road is now a dead end with only two historic 
houses on it but was clearly a through road with at least seven dwellings on it and was a streetscape that 
was part of “Bare Hills Station”.  
Oral history relates that this tiny dwelling was part of a row of similar houses occupied by tradesmen and 
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laborers within living memory. The 1877 Atlas shows one of these dwellings to be present by then; the 
1915 Atlas shows a row of seven at that time. That row consisted of the larger L-plan dwelling (6114) 
and six smaller houses to the south. This house is the last of those. As such it documents a workers row 
on a dirt lane, a kind of streetscape common in the mill valley (see Washingtonville and Millrace at 
Clipper Mills). Even alone as it is now, the house says a lot about the lives of the working folks who 
made up the settlement of Bare Hills Station” and elsewhere in the mill communities of thee Jones Falls 
Valley. 
 
1115 Hollins Lane, c. 1910 
Description 
A two story frame dwelling on a stone foundation. Although the building is bi-lateral in its massing it is 
only slightly longer than wide and presents the style of the “American Foursquare”. 

 
The house is two bays wide and two longer bays deep utilizing 2/2 sash windows. A bilateral hipped roof 
with curvilinear flared base caps the building. Its foundation and partial cellar are made of locally 
quarried copper-rock. 
 
The main or east façade is covered on the first level by a full shed roofed porch supported by square 
porch posts. The ceiling and deck are made of wide beaded t&g. The entrance is off center and has a 
paneled door with the upper two panels being pedimented. The 2/2 window defines the north bay.  

 
The upper story is a balanced two bays with 2/2 sash windows. The symmetry of this façade is 
emphasized by the centrally placed pedimented dormer containing a small 1/1 sash window. The gable of 
the dormer is decorated with five evenly placed “sticks” popular to the period and style. 
 
The north façade has irregular fenestration with 2/2 sash in the upper story but blind below except for a 
modern casement window that has been either widened or cut through. A large chimney serving a 
fireplace in the north first level parlor is not new but may not be original. The classical revival mantel of 
the fireplace it serves is appropriate to the house if not original. This façade is extended to the west by a 
shed roofed addition that appears to be an enclosed (then extended) porch. 
 
The west façade of the house has the original north half of the first level covered by the extended 
enclosure. Beneath the porch one sees an early bulkhead entrance to the cellar. The south half of this 
level contains an added chimney and three sided oriole window, which again, is not recently added but 
probably not original. The upper story on this side remains understandable by way of the 2/2 fenestration 
and roof. 
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The south façade is irregular in its arrangement of 2/2 windows, off center openings and a stairwell 
window (2/2) occurring between the first and second levels. On the first level later doors have been cut 
through opening onto added porches. 
  
Interior: 
The first level plan provides for two large rooms, the south room provides a large entrance hall and the 
north room a separate parlor. The fireplace in this room reads as later but within the period and features a 
well done classical mantel with reeded surround. This front portion of the house retains early moldings 
with bulls-eye cornerbacks and random width flooring 
The switch back stairs have a middle landing lighted by a large 2/2 window and are decorative for the 
conical newel posts. 
 
   
Significance 
This residence exhibits the significant elements of the early 20th Century design called “American 
Foursquare”. 
 
It also demonstrates transition of the Bare Hills region during the Late Victorian era from an early 
industrial district focussed on farming, milling and mining to being a neighborhood of stylish country 
residences in a “railroad suburb”. This fashionable residence overlooks Lake Roland, the Northern 
Central Railroad tracks and was equidistant walking distance to both Hollins Station and Bare Hills 
Station. 
 
 
“Spring Hill”/ “Barnes Estate” site with surviving outbuildings 
“Spring Hill” was the name of the Early 19th Century house and farm. Spring Hill itself is the rise directly 
overlooking Lake Roland where the Jones Falls makes a rare SW bend around the soother edge of the 
Bare Hills. The spring on spring hill still flows and is marked by the stylish springhouse. The mansion on 
this hill also commanded the large farm, which occupied most of the land between Falls Rd. and Lake 
Roland and from the top of the Bare Hills at School House Rd. down to the Jones Falls and Bare Hills 
Station. The 1850’s maps show “S.Barnes” both at this house and on this large parcel and the 1877 Atlas 
shows most of it still intact and belonging to the “Barnes Estate” at that time. Most of it remains on the 
1915 Atlas  owned by then by members of the Leakin family. Many of the Late 19th Century/Early 20th 
Century properties in the Nomination Area were subdivided out of this large holding. 
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The mansion burned in the 1920’s and had a modern house built upon its foundations later in the century. 
This landmark and its dependencies, three of which survive from different periods of “Spring Hill”, 
overlooked the gorge and Falls, which became Lake Roland and its dam in 1865. Perched directly above 
the Relay House (Hollins) Station, the principal road to the station ran through the farm, past the mansion 
and down the steep hill to the rail-stop. 

 
Springhouse 
Description 
A stylish spring house/dairy built of squared copper-rock with an overall dimension of 21 ft. 7 in.’ x 11 
ft. It faces east and is built into the hillside site to be a foot or so above grade in the back or west side and 
to be 9 feet high on the main or east side. It is covered with a shed roof. 
 
The main (E.) façade is tri-partite with a central entrance set off by a two-course brick arched entrance 
and flanked on either side by 5 ft. 6 in. x ? rectangular openings. Iron grates which posses a pattern that 
repeats gothic arches diamonds and spikes guard these “windows”. These grates appear to be early if not 
original.  
 
On the interior the basin of the springhouse has mudded in, however, one can stand in a single room more 
than 7’ high. In the south wall, an off-center brick arch like that of the doorway is in the SW corner 
which allowed water to flow in. it is not unlike the arched race entrance in the nearby Washington Mill. 
 
Significance  
 
That the Bare Hills region has been a rural area for most of its history is evident from the surviving 
architecture, particularly from the number of dependencies or “outbuildings” which survive. Sometimes 
the principal dwelling is gone but survived by one or more of the many outbuildings that were necessary 
to rural existence. Such is the case with the somewhat unusual springhouse on the hill surviving “Spring 
Hill”. 
 
As a copper-rock building this specialized structure demonstrates the many uses of this colorful 
architectural stone quarried in Bare Hills. The design of the springhouse featuring red brick arches 
juxtaposed with the blue-green rock walls and decorative ironwork makes it notable among other 
buildings of the same purpose. 
 
Stable 
Description 
A 15 ft. x 30 ft. frame stable on an early concrete foundation. The building is sheathed with German 
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siding. It has a shed roof with exposed rafter-ends that incorporates an overhang on the main or south 
side. An equipment or “tack’ room is located in the west end of the building. 
 
Significance 
 
Rural life is documented through the many types and uses of outbuildings. This early 20th century stable 
testifies to the importance of horses for work, transportation and sport in early Baltimore County.  
 
Barn 
Description 
A large frame barn c. 65 ft. x 24 ft. with gambrel roof. Converted into a residence during the historical 
period (1920’s) it still exhibits the shingles, 12/12 fenestration and other elements of that adaptation.  
 
Significance 
When the historical owners of “Spring Hill Mansion” suffered ruinous fire in the 1920’s they converted 
their barn into a residence. The stylistic elements of the 1920’s residential conversion are recognizable.  
 
The recognizable profile of the 24’ x 65’ barn with its gambrel roof, however, contributes to the 
important theme of agriculture in the Nomination Area. Given the scarcity of surviving barns inside of 
the Baltimore Beltway (I-695) this structure is now among the precious few reminders of the numerous 
barns that were so prominent in this areas earlier historical landscape.  
 
Relay house/Hollins Station site 
 
Other early physical remains on this property include the roadbed of the early road leading down to the 
rail station, the site of the Relay House (later Hollins Station) and engine turn-about site. The 1915 Atlas 
shows Hollins Lane leading to the station of the same name, which had from the 1830’s to the end of the 
century been called the “Relay House”. The first horse drawn cars changed horses at Relay House and a 
branch of the Northern Central split off to the Green Spring Valley at the headwaters of Jones’ Falls. 
When locomotives replaced horse-drawn cars the engine was placed on a turn-about located next to the 
station to make its return run. Prior to the development of nearby Mt. Washington in the 1850’s Relay 
House was the Post office for this area under the ownership of Charles Buchanon of “Buckingham”.  
 
The story behind these sites is important to understanding the effect of the mill community as well as the 
significance of the Baltimore & Susquehanna (Northern Central) railway to the development of the Jones 
Falls Valley. 
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The wide flat space of the station/turn-about operation and the steep overgrown roadbed may be fruitful 
for archaeology. 
Note: 

“Barrel’s Mill” Probably a curious coincidence but: 
While artifacts can move from place to place it is worth noting that the present owner of the mid-20th 
century house built on the site of “Spring Hill” has found a prehistoric axe-head while gardening, as 
well as, a mill stone in another part of the garden. This latter artifact is of interest when considering that 
“Spring Hill” and its’ surviving springhouse are on top of the hill overlooking the earlier site of the 
Bellona Powderworks directly below. “Spring Hill” was the Barrol family estate for most of the 20th 
Century (Hollins La. turns into “Barrol Rd.) A c.1840 plat of the many buildings of the powder works 
includes “Barrels Mill”. While this probably indicates a building where barrels were made, the smaller 
font of the “s” indicating the possessive suggests the possibility of an existing mill owned by the 
“Barrel” family. Reasons given for the selection of this site for the powder works in the 1770’s included 
an existing millrace [see Cole]. In the early plat of the powder works “Barrels Mill” is on the long race 
that connects several mills on the property that is contiguous to Spring Hill. 
 
 
6132 Falls Road, Havell/Tormey Farmhouse with Barn & outbuildings 
Description 
This farmhouse is perched on a steep embankment directly on the west side of the old Falls Turnpike and 
faces East. Behind (W.) the dwelling stands a 19th Century bank barn and several smaller outbuildings 
comprising a farm complex. During the second half if the 19th Century one could stand in the barnyard 
and look across the ravine on the west edge of the property to the Bare Hills Copper Mining operations 
but a few hundred yards away. The style, positioning and age of this barn makes it likely to be the one 
appearing in an 1870’s print of the Bare Hills Copper Mines. (see sec. 8 “Historical Context). 

 
Exterior 
A late Victorian remodeling disguises an older dwelling within. The house and barn are indicated on the 
1915 Atlas; the house is indicated on the 1877 Atlas and maps from 1850 and 1852. On the outside one 
sees a two-story frame building with a cross-gable façade. A three bay wide, two bay deep, main block 
telescopes to the rear (W.) with early additions. The first of these appears to have created a two story L or 
T-plan, which was early if not original and then, extended again. The earliest portion of the building 
possesses 6/6 sash windows with wavy panes; the west wing has late Victorian 2/2 windows. The main 
block is capped with a gable-end roof that has an N-S ridge; the west wing is shed roofed. A single story 
gable roofed addition on the south end is pre-1950 and is mostly glass by way of 25 light metal 
casements. It appears to have been a solarium or artist’s studio. Being sheathed with squared unpainted 
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wood shingles unifies the entire building.  
 
While these shingles are probably within the historical period of the nomination it is important to note 
that an early photograph of the house in the possession of the present owner shows it to have been board 
& batten in the 19th Century. 
 
The east side is the formal façade and characterized by its large decorative cross-gable dormer and 
bracketed porch. It presents a centralized plan although an off center fourth bay on the south side of the 
entrance interrupts the symmetry. Early 6/6 sash windows define the bays on both levels. The windows 
are completed with louvered shutters that posses early shell patterned locks. 
 
The centrally placed entrance possesses a four-paneled door with a three-light transom above. The 
wooden deck was replaced with flagstones, however, the roofed porch retains squared posts and scrolled 
brackets. 

 
The large cross-gable dormer, like the end gables is highly decorative alternating rows of fishscale 
shingles with square ones and trimmed with a sawtooth edge. In its center is a louvered vent. 

 
The north façade has a profile shaped by the end gable of the main block with the shed roof of the west 
wing extending the roofline. This gable is decorated in the same manner as the cross-gable of the main 
façade. The main block is blind; 6/6 windows vent both levels of the west wing. 
 
The west façade contains the two story additions. The earliest projection begins just inside of the NW 
corner of the main block. The ell created by this inset contains two exterior flue-stack chimneys, one on 
the west wall of the main block, the other on the north wall of the wing serving that portion of the 
building. [Note that there is a fireplace present in the north wall of the north parlor that is now missing its 
stack]. The second projection added two bays and is two stories high. Its windows are Victorian 2/2. A 
later single story shed roofed enclosure covers the “back door” located in the north bay. Like the barn and 
outbuildings it has an interesting mix of  “found” windows combining 6/6 with a single pane sliding 
casement and modern door. 
The south façade of the main block is covered on the first level by the “sun room” addition; however, the 
decorative gable and original massing are quite visible. The shingled siding and gable end of the addition 
work with it. The south wall of the west wing retains its Late Victorian appearance by way of the 2/2 
windows. 
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Interior 
Access denied until mid November   
OUTBUILDINGS  

    
a. Barn 
Exterior 
This barn is indicated on the 1915 Atlas and has the same style and positioning as 
one seen in an 1870’s lithograph of this hill in the collections of the Maryland historical Society. Its style 
and materials are consistent with this period. 
 
It is a gable roofed 42 foot by 21 ft. bank-barn with copper-rock foundation. Its’ purpose appears to be 
for storage of hay and equipment above with dairy below. An early shed roofed addition extends the east 
end and probably stored mechanized equipment.   
 
Built in to the south side of the hill, the two level design takes advantage of a ramp entrance on its high 
side (N.) and open but sheltered work area beneath a cantilevered overhang (overshoot) on its south side. 
This southern exposure was important to animals and mankind alike in winter months although in this 
instance this area appears to have been enclosed with boards with battens early on. The South side then is 
two levels and the north one.  
 
The frame portion is sheathed with vertical 1in. x 12 in. boards butt-joined and attached with cut nails. 
 
The north façade is the high side of the building and one level with 14 feet  
between plate and sill. The east addition has ground level windows but the main block is blind except for 
the centrally located entrance. The traditional lateral plan is tripartite  (threshing floor and wagon-drive). 
This opening is 10 ft. wide and 111/2 ft. high. The pair of wagon doors are constructed with cut nails and 
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strap hinges with polygonal ends. These may be replacements. An earthen ramp beginning at the east end 
of the building leads up to the entrance. 
The site not only slopes to the south but downward to the west as well resulting in the east end of this 
façade being at grade but its west end having a 3 ft. high exposed copper-rock foundation. 

 
The west façade end of the barn is gable –ended and the wall is blind. The copper-rock foundation is 
highest on this façade. The bank site results in the NW corner of the stone wall being 36 inches high and 
the SW corner 88 inches high. The stones are a mix of rough and squared rocks with finished quoins on 
the corners.  
 

The south façade has two levels. The upper level is the frame portion and overhangs the lower level by 
way of cantilevered transverse joists and stone end walls. It is a blind façade except for the outshut. This 
feature represents a more mechanized approach to farming and facilitated the off loading of harvest by 
machine.  

 

The lower level contains eight milking stalls and was enclosed on the south side with boards and battens 
fixed with cut nails. The north and end walls are stone (copper-rock) and painted white. This tighter 
enclosure of the lower level south side is early if not original, however, the typical plan of the bank-barn 
is open beneath the overhang. 2-light casements are on either side of a centrally located door. The ends 
of the stone walls are exposed; they are 16 in. thick and 10 ft. high. Just inside of the original east end is 
an early door, which seems adapted to its purpose. 

 
The south side of the east shed-roofed addition extends the equivalent of two bays. A single 6-light 
casement window (made from half of a sash turned on end) lights the outside bay. On the inside one sees 
that a sliding solid wooden “shutter” could block this window. 

 
On the east end an early high shed roofed addition provided a working shed presumably high enough for 
mechanized equipment. Its pitch results in the lower two thirds of the original end being covered. The 
original end of the barn is visible inside of the enclosure. Cut nails in the boards and battens suggests that 
this portion was added early. It is a lean-to with the west wall being the east end of the barn, its north 
wall the stone retainer wall for the embankment and the south wall is frame. Three-light casements in this 
wall look out at ground level. A 20th century addition made of corrugated metal extended this enclosure 
once again.  
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Like the other outbuildings in this 19th Century farm complex, faint reddish stain suggests that this barn 
was painted red. With its green copper-rock foundation and piers it was a striking element of the Bare 
Hills landscape. 
 
Interior  
The upper story of the barn has a fully open tripartite threshing floor with central wagon drive. Centrally 
located posts running from the floor to the ridgeboard, the centrally placed entrance and 3 ft. board walls 
on either side of the drive define the three bays. These separating walls are made of 1in. x 9 1/2 in. planks 
butt-joined and horizontally laid. A 58” wide passage to the left (E.) of the door is also walled, allows 
passage and protects trap door to stairs leading below. The flooring consists of 1 in. x 10 in. planks. 
 
The upper level is framed with post-and beam (nailed together) and stands on the rock walls of the lower 
level. The timbers are sawn with 5 1/2 in. x 6in. posts and 3 1/4 x 4 1/4 in. plates and girts. Bents have 60 
in. between the girts and are three sections between plate and sill. 
 
Plates are scarffed in places and nailed to the top of the posts. Center posts and rafters meet at a ridge-
board with the rafters mitered and toenailed; the posts are cut to support the ridge. The corners of the 
building have angle braces fixed with cut nails. 
 
The framing on the south wall suggests that the out-shut is original. 
The lower level reveals the 8 ft. stone walls and 3 in. x 10 in. floor joists of the floor above. These are 
copper-rock and deterioration reveals sand and pebble mortar.6 inch posts with trapezoidal shoulders 
support a longitudinal beam in the center of the room and the south sill. The south wall was designed to 
be open but was enclosed early with board and batten. The entire area is whitewashed. Eight milking 
stalls separated by angular board walls remain. These are 64” long at the base and 55 ½ ‘ high. They are 
separated by a centrally placed walkway (4 stalls on each side) leading to a longitudinal walkway behind 
the stalls. 
 
Three-light casements, two in each end-wall help light the area. The enclosed south wall has a collection 
of makeshift windows and doors including a fancy Italianate double arched door in the east bay. 
 
a. Crib 
Although in ruinous condition one can see this was a turn of the century frame 
corncrib converted later (1930’s) into an office.  
 
The original crib was a 12 ft. long gable end building with its ridge running N-S. 
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It is constructed of a frame resting on 5 x7 inch sills with 8 ft. between plate and sill.  1 in. x 4 in. vertical 
slats with 11/4 in. spaces between held corn but facilitated drying. The building was painted red and still 
posses various metal pegs and hooks on its west wall for hanging equipment. 
 
Not far from this building lies a large rusted cast iron kettle presumably for  
boiling water used in scalding necessary to butchering. It is one of many implements still on site that 
document life on this farm. 

 
b. Garage & shop 
A 15 ft. x 21 ft. frame gable-end structure almost doubled by a 12 ft. lean-to on the west side. The whole 
of this section is covered with German siding attached with cut-nails. This earliest section has a shallow 
pitched roof with the apex of the wide gable being but 11 ft. high. It faces south and is entered through 
handsome glass paneled double-doors with 8 panes each. 
 
The original north wall of this section is visible inside of the lean-to. There one 
sees the German siding and centrally placed window closed with louvered shutter. The “pink” color of 
the siding is more evidence that all of the outbuildings were painted red. The shutter is a weathered blue-
green. 
 
The interior is finished with t&g ceiling and retains early electrical hardware. It still possesses a 
functional pot-bellied stove. 
 
The lean-to has a more steeply pitched gable end, which also faces south and extends the original 
structure another 12 ft. to the west. It too is 21 ft. deep. It is covered with plain clapboards. A single door 
and a 6/6 window vent the south (entrance) façade. 
 
The interior is not finished like the main section and one can see that this wing has only three walls of its 
own, using the original west exterior wall of the earlier block as the fourth wall.  
 
Significance 
  
It is difficult to over emphasize the importance of agriculture in understanding the history of Baltimore 
County. From its settlement and within living memory this middle portion of the Jones Falls Valley was a 
part of this three hundred-year-old agrarian culture. The visual documents of this farming heritage, 
including the architecture of farmhouses, barns and other outbuildings, are now scarce inside of the 
Beltway and above the City line.  
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This farmhouse and particularly the bank-barn are rare examples of what was the common architecture of 
the region. Together with the other outbuildings, they stand together to give an understanding of a 19th 
century farm complex. 
 
The dwelling retains both stylistic and functional elements, which document Early and Late 19th Century 
life in a “farm house”. The bank-plan of the barn illustrates adaptation to the dramatically hilly 
topography of this part of Maryland. The “Pennsylvania Barn” with its German origins is a well-
documented style of barn that is common to northern Maryland as well and this barn is a classic example 
of the type. Its’ use of the unique greenish stone quarried in the Bare Hills, however, possesses great local 
architectural significance for the inventory of buildings employing Bare Hills “copper-rock”. 
 
[NOTE: All post-1877 with the Atlas of that year indicating these parcels were later subdivided out of the 
“Barnes Estate”. Several of these share the same architectural details and styling and in two instances 
represent siblings building next to each other at the same time. Most retain interesting rural outbuildings 
such as board & batten stables, carriage houses, chicken houses, etc. 
 
Together they form a row of architectonic or stylish structures dating between 1880 to c. WW I. This row 
represents another aspect of the evolution of the Turnpike streetscape, (i.e. Late Victorian stylish country 
residences on smaller parcels.)  
 
 
6201 Falls Road, 
Description 
A two-story longitudinally planed gable-end frame dwelling on a copper rock foundation. The house is 
perched high above the old Falls Turnpike on the east side of the road. There are two flue-chimneys, a 
wider cap and slightly wider stack exits the ridge approximately a third of the way inside of the west 
gable and a smaller stack exits the ridge about a fourth of the way inside the east gable. 
 
A modern two-story addition onto the “back” or east end yielded an L-plan. It nearly doubled the size of 
the residence, however, it has been done with unusual deference to Victorian design, the specific design 
and left most of the original house in full view. Rectangular wooden shingles cover the original German 
siding. 
 
The west façade is the main façade and characterized by the gable-end entrance. A high shed-roofed 
porch made of t&g deck, turned columns, scrollwork and floral slatting covers the first story. The 
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entrance is in the north bay, a pair of off-center 2/2 sash define the middle and south bays. The upper 
story has a balanced pair of 2/2 sash. The main façade culminates in the gable with its round arched 
casement window.  
 
The gable-end plan was popular in this vicinity; it is likely that this façade had fishscale shingles in this 
gable. The original German siding is still beneath the present siding. 
 
The north façade presents four long bays defined by evenly placed 2/2 sash. The present owners have 
constructed a Victorian fantasy entrance out of historic materials in the middle of this wall where the 
original German siding is now exposed. 
 
About a third of the east façade is covered by the addition which extends to the south but the original 
massing and fenestration are still understandable. 
 
The front two-thirds of the south façade is unaffected by the addition where one sees a 2/2 sash window 
and side entrance with a 2-light transom. 
 
OUTBUILDING 
This early frame gable-end structure located approximately twenty-five yards off the SE corner of the 
house is indicated on the 1915 Atlas and probably contemporary to the dwelling. It is a curious structure 
because of its narrow vertical massing and disparity of early materials. The building measures 12 ft. in 
width and 21 ft. in length. The distance between plate and sill on the west side is 14 ft. 
 
Its layout provided a hayloft in the upper story with either a stable or carriage room below. The entrance 
end and faces north. 6-pane casement windows in the east and west walls light the interior. The loft door 
is not in the gable but in the west side. 
 
The most curious feature of this building is that the ends and west side are true board & batten but the 
east side and gables are covered with German siding attached with the same cut nails as the earliest 
battens. Wire nails are seen throughout the sides in what are probably early repairs. 
 
Significance 
 
As part of the Late Victorian row which appeared along this part of the old Falls Turnpike a half century 
after its construction, this dwelling and its immediate neighbors comprise a relatively unaltered early 
streetscape. The turnpike’s primary role as a transportation route connecting agricultural and mill 
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communities with the Port of Baltimore eventually fostered residential communities that evolved along 
its corridor. The streetscape of which this house is a part exemplifies this phenomenon. 
 
The gable-end plan and detailing of the house also stand as an example of a regional housing type 
common to the last quarter of the 19th Century in the Jones falls Valley. 
 
Historically, Bare Hills has possessed a “sense of place” defined in large part by its rural character. The 
board & batten outbuilding on this property is a visual document of that fact; an example of the 
architecture found in a rural place. 
 
Bungalow, c. 1925   
Description 
A frame gable-end bungalow on an 8 foot high stone foundation. The main gable end faces West on the 
old Falls Turnpike. A stream runs between the house and the road. The house is longitudinally planned 
and is two long bays wide and three deep. The gable-end roof has a W-E ridge. The building is sheathed 
with square wooden shingles original to its historical appearance. The fenestration is regular consisting of 
1/1 sash. 

 
The west or main façade is characterized by the 8 ft. high porch, which was enclosed during the historical 
period. High brick piers with lattice in-fill support the porch. Its t&g ceiling is still visible within. The 
gable possesses a louvered vent. 
 
The north and south sides of the house retain the three 1/1 windows that define the bays. Given that there 
is both a southward and westward slope to the site, the south side, which is the highest, presents the high 
stone foundation. 
 
The east end of the house is built into its hillside site but nevertheless is reached by a light of steps to a 
half porch containing a kitchen entrance in the south bay. 
 
Significance  
 
90 year old Mrs. Marie Scott Brown who has lived in this house since the 1960’s recalls that her sister 
and brother-in-law built this house in the early 1920’s. It is notable for three reasons. 
First, it exemplifies the evolution of the African-American community known as the “Scott Settlement” 
which grew as a result of her great grand father settling in the Bare Hills in the 1840’s. Aquilla Scott was 
a freed slave who ran a blacksmithy on this portion of the old Falls Turnpike. Several generations of his 
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descendants built homes in this community with this 1920’s bungalow being one of those. 
 
Second, the plan and style of this dwelling illustrates the longitudinally planned Bungalow Style so 
popular in this region and elsewhere in the U.S. during the early decades of the 20th Century. 
 
Third, the adaptations to the hilly topography of the Jones Falls Valley and the reality of frequent 
flooding resulted in a regional architecture, which often utilizes bank-plans and high stone foundations. 
In this case what is otherwise a single story bungalow stands on an 8 ft. high stone foundation. The 
floodwaters of two streams running under the house are a regular fact of life accounted for in its design. 
 
 
 
6205 Falls Road cross-gable pre-1877 
Description 
Exterior 
A two-story frame dwelling on a copper rock foundation. Its cross-gable façade (west side) fronts on the 
old Falls Turnpike. Laterally planned, the main block is three bays wide and two deep with a kitchen 
addition on the rear (E.). Interior flue stacks are at each end of the gable roof, which has a N-S ridge. 
 
The west façade is ordered by way of the centrally located entrance on the first level, flanked by the two 
outer bays containing 6/6 sash windows. The centralized plan is further emphasized by the cross gable 
and evenly placed windows of the second story. The second story is not as high as the first and its 
windows are smaller 4/4 sash. 
 
The full-hipped roof porch covering the lower level further characterizes this façade. Replacement 
materials do not seriously alter the original, the first brick piers have been left behind of the 
replacements. The wooden shingles are aged as is the t&g deck and may have covered/replaced the 
original materials within the historical period. 
 
The south façade of the main block is two bays with the same 6/6 windows below and 4/4 above. 
Casement windows light the cellar. On this side one sees the copper rock foundation tapering from front 
to back accommodating the steep grade down to the stream that runs along side of the road in front of the 
house. 
 
The east façade possesses a one and a half story projection, which crates a T-plan. The same copper rock 
foundation and original roofline suggests that an original one story kitchen wing was raised a half story 
and expanded by enclosing a porch on the south side but within the historical period. 
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Interior: 
Somewhat altered in arrangement one can still understand the center hall flanked by parlors served by 
end-chimneys and a kitchen in the rear. 
 

An important feature of this house are the rough log puncheons which support the first floor, which can 
be seen in the cellar under the main block. These one foot logs planed on top still possess their bark They 
appear massive compared to the thinner planed board joists and stand out as an early construction method 
among the other frame buildings of the neighborhood. 

 
 
Significance 
 
One of the oldest dwellings in the Nomination Area; the 1877 Atlas indicates this building to be the only 
structure on the west side of the Turnpike in the immediate vicinity at that time. “Geo. Rehbein” is 
identified on the site in 1877 77 with the house and a barn to the NE clearly drawn; W. Rehbein is still in 
this house in 1915. 
 
Its construction utilizing undressed logs of different widths in the floor joists (puncheons) and roof 
framing also suggests that it pre-dates most of its neighbors. This early construction method and the 
cross-gable façade make the building notable as an example of mid-19th Century residential architecture 
in a rural area. 
 
This early dwelling is also significant as an important contributor to the Turnpike era streetscape 
surviving on this portion of Falls Road. 
 
Along with eight Late 19th/early 20th Century neighbors this house is a significant contributor to a 
relatively unaltered streetscape that documents the last decades of the old Falls Turnpike. 
  
 
6207 Falls Rd., gable-end 
 
Description 
A two-story frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation with a gable-end plan. The gable-entrance faces 
west and overlooks the old Falls Turnpike. The gable roof has a W-E ridge. The main block is three bays 
wide and four deep with telescoping additions to the rear (E.). Modern siding simulates the original 
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German siding on this house and its contributing neighbors. 6/6 replacement windows are in the original 
size openings. 
 
The west façade features a stylish wrap around porch with turned columns, gingerbread and an entrance 
in the north bay with a highly decorative Eastlake-type paneled door with transom. [The repairs and 
improvements to this house have been done with great deference to Late Victorian design sometimes 
making original features difficult to discern. The overall plan, massing and enough original details 
remain to enable understanding the original.] 
 
This façade is capped with the gable, which assumes a broken pediment-like appearance by way of its 
deep cornice returns. 
 
The south façade shows the telescoping profile of a four bay main block and early additions to the rear 
(E.). The main block features a swell front that takes advantage of the southern exposure. The houses in 
this row along Falls Rd. on perched on ground, which slopes dramatically to the South and West; down 
to the stream that runs between the houses and road. Consequently, on the south side on sees the copper-
rock foundation tapering from several feet in the front (W.) down to grade in the rear. 
 
The east end has seen at least two periods. Addition #1 is a two story shed roofed projection and addition 
#2 is a single story shed roofed porch now enclosed. These additions would appear to be within the 
historical period and the enclosure is reversible. 
 
The north end of the building is challenged by a single-story modern room add-on, however, this 
addition attempts to relate to the historic block by way of its deep cornice returns. It does not prevent one 
from understanding the original massing still defined in the upper levels. 

 
6211 Falls Rd.,  
Description 
A two-story frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation with an L-plan. The gable roof of the “front” 
block has a W-E ridge and intersects the north end of the “back” (N-S). The building utilizes a 
longitudinal plan with the entrance in the west gable-end, which faces the old Falls Turnpike. A 
distinctive porch wraps around the SE corner. The house retains its original German siding. The 
fenestration is a consistent 2/2 sash except for a decorative Queen Anne style window on the north side. 
Fishscale shingles with saw tooth trim decorates the gables. 
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Different sized brick chimneys both with decorative inset panels exit the ridge at the junction of the 
wings. 
 
This house shares Late Victorian stylistic elements with its immediate neighbor to the north (6213) and 
was built by the same family. These elements include German siding, materials and chimney motifs but 
heavy porch columns decorated with a somewhat unusual block and modillion motif. An effort has been 
made to square the foundation stones; it is more common in area foundations to leave the copper rocks 
rough.  
 
The west side is the main façade and is three bays wide. It features the stylish porch and large decorative 
gable. The railing is a modern replacement as is the lattice in-fill, however the porch no doubt had lattice 
in-fill. It has a t&g deck, turned columns supporting a hipped-roof porch with t&g ceiling. These columns 
are heavier in appearance than contemporary porchposts elsewhere in the vicinity; they have an hourglass 
profile upon pedestals and are capped by cubes with raised medallions. 
The entrance is located in the north bay and reached by a flight of four steps. 2/2 sash windows with early 
20th century louvered shutters define the other bays.  
The upper three bays are symmetrically placed and defined by the same 2/2 windows with louvered 
shutters. 
 
The south façade is characterized by the ell and it is covered by the wrap around porch. The west portion 
the ell has a 2/2 window on the first level. The second story window is set into and covered by a gabled 
dormer. This dormer has deep cornice returns like a broken pediment and decorated at the apex by a 
floral pattern Eastlake-type “vergeboard”. The East wall of the ell has an entrance on the first level and is 
blind above. 
 
The end façade of the south wing has 1/1 replacement windows in the original size opening and exhibits 
the high copper-rock foundation. It is capped by the south gable, which is decorated like the others. 
 
The back or east façade is three irregular bays wide, a 2/2 documents what the other openings looked like 
and possesses the third of the decorative gables. 
 
The lower level has a “back door” in the north bay that retains a two-light transom. 
 
The north façade is five bays long and the north end of the rear block has an irregular arrangement of 
different windows. Two bays are blind, 2/2 define the east bays. The west bay contains a colorful 11/11 
Queen Anne style sash that lights the stairwell within. The central panel is frosted with a diamond 
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pattern. The surrounding squares and rectangles are orange, dark blue and rose colored. 
 
 
6213 Falls Road  
Description  
  
Exterior:  
A stylish two-story frame dwelling on a high copper-rock foundation with intersecting blocks which form 
an L-plan. Queen Anne elements dominate an eclectic appearance, which juxtaposes shapes in its 
massing and textures in its sheathing. Jerkinhead gables on the north and south ends of the house stand 
out against the gable ends of the E-W block. All of the gables are decorated with a combination of 
fishscale shingles trimmed with sawtooth shingles and German (novelty) siding covers the rest of the 
exterior.   
 
Corbled brick chimneys with inset panels are typical stylistic elements. There is a triad of these with one 
exiting the ridge on the interior end of each block.  
2/2 sash windows are found throughout the building. 
 
West Façade 
This is the main façade and faces the old Turnpike. A center hall plan results in a five bay façade with an 
entrance in the middle. Double doors with cut glass panels and a large transom create an impressive 
entrance. A full shed-roofed porch that is supported by heavy large turned columns upon chamfered 
pedestals with rail covers the first level. The columns are further decorated by a somewhat unusual block 
motif. Brick piers support the t&g deck. 2/2 sash windows identify the other bays. 
 
A projecting outshut-like dormer flanked by large recessed broken-pediment dormers emphasizes the 
central plan of this façade. Each is vented with 1/1 sash windows and decorated with fishscale shingles. 

 
North Facade 
A well-done and sensitive two-story addition is connected to the north end of the building by a hyphen. 
This addition does cover most of the north end but not all of it and does not prevent the historic portion of 
the house from being understood. 
 
East Façade 
The eastward projecting wing in the “back” of the house is irregular three bays wide and contains the ell 
where it joins the front block. Two narrow bays have 2/2 sash windows in the south half of the block 
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while the wider bay of the north half contains the centrally located entrance on the first level and a 2/2 on 
the upper. This wing is capped by a gable-end decorated with the fishscale shingles and vented by a 2-
light casement window. 
 
South Facade 
The ell on this side contains a two-story porch or gallery covering a side entrance on the first level with a 
‘sleeping porch’ above. Chamfered columns support these porches; the shorter upper columns rest on 
pedestals. The ceilings and decks of both levels are made of t&g. 
 
Interior: 
The plan provides for a center hall and side parlors, however the hall is shallow and the staircase modest 
given the exterior presentation. There is a larger north parlor and two smaller parlors on the south side of 
the hall leading back into the kitchen area. Working fireplaces served by the interior end stacks heat each 
parlor. 
 
First level rooms retain period moldings with bulls-eye cornerblocks. Eastlake type trim is seen around 
the entrance and other doors. 
 
Significance 
 
One of the most stylish buildings in the Nomination Area, this large country residence with its prominent 
jerkinhead gables and eclectic trim is significant for its ability to demonstrate architectural design in the 
last quarter of the 19th Century. For a time in its history it was used as a summer residence for one of the 
Tysons, a principal family in the Jones Falls Valley story [see “Historical Context”]. 
 
Further importance is attached to this building as an important contributor to the Falls Turnpike 
streetscape. This portion of Falls Rd. on its east side has six or more Late c. 1880-90’s dwellings, plus the 
old schoolhouse, forming an intact row that documents the evolution of residential activity along the 
Turnpike in the last quarter of the 19th Century.  
  
Outbuilding #1 c.1930’s 
In the back or NE corner of the property is a longitudinally planned single story building approximately 
30 ft. x 60 ft. made of true cinder block, covered with brown stucco and capped by a barrel or Quonset 
shaped roof. The main or entrance end faces West. 

 
The fenestration is varied throughout combining 2/2 sash, 6/9 sash and 3/1 sash plus a pair of paneled 
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double garage doors. 

 
A remarkable feature of the building is its’ “barrel vault” ceiling accomplished by rounded rib trusses 
made of laminated 2 x 4’s, not unlike wooden boat hull construction. 
 
Oral history relates that this building housed a fishing-fly manufacturing operation. The present owner 
has found numerous fishing-flies during renovations. 
 
 
 
 
6219 Falls Road, Outbuilding 
Description 
A late Victorian cross-gable carriage house with hayloft. A 21 ft. x 17 ft. frame structure with an early 
addition to its east side. A gable-end roof caps the early portion. Both sections are covered with board & 
batten siding, however, the earliest portion of the building contains rounded battens, 12 inches on center, 
attached with cut nails. 
 
The building is made stylish as well by its cross-gable dormer that retains its crane for loading hay to the 
loft. This west façade is the entrance side and contains a double door in the south bay and a two light 
casement window in the north bay. 

 
 
1301 “Schoolhouse Road”  
Description 
A large frame dwelling on a copper rock foundation. A main block facing West is capped by a gable roof 
with a N-S ridge; a gabled wing running to the “back” (East) forms an L-plan. Two brick chimneystacks 
with dentil-like decorations serve these two blocks and exit at their juncture on either side of the N-S 
ridge.  
The gables are decorated with a combination of rectangular wood shingles with saw-tooth trim. Modern 
siding simulates clapboards and covers the original German siding. 
 
The rectangular shingle trim, Doric porch columns combined with Queen Anne style casements is seen 
on many late 19th/early 20th Century homes in nearby Roland Park where the Shingle Style, Colonial 
Revival and other late Victorian styles are combined into a single building.  
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The west facade is the main side of the house and faces the old Falls Turnpike. A wrap around porch, 
which includes part of the north side, covers the first level. It has a t&g deck with Doric columns 
supporting the hipped roof. A particularly interesting feature is the copper rock porch-piers; brick piers 
are more common. Square lattice fills the space between deck and ground. Where the porch wraps a 
portion of the north wall there is a modern but reversible enclosure.  
 
This façade is three bays wide, the entrance is located in the north bay and 1/1 sash windows define the 
other two. In the second level these same windows balance the fenestration and the gable with its 
decorative shingles then caps the façade. 

 
The north façade is intentionally irregular in both placement and type of fenestration. In the first story 
there is a 1/1 sash in the east bay, a 17/1 sash in the west bay. The upper half of this window with its17 
lights is typical of the Queen Anne style. The same kind of window lights appears half way to the second 
level and lights the stairwell within. A pair of 1/1 sash lights the eastern bay of the upper story and a 
smaller pair of 1/1 vents the gable. Like the others the gable is decorated with rectangular wooden 
shingles and saw-tooth trim. 

 
The east façade is altered by the addition, which wrapped the SE corner of the house. However, the 
original arrangement is still understandable, as the 1/1 windows of the upper level and shed roofed 
kitchen stoop in the north bay of the first level are still visible. Enclosed but reversible, this “back” 
entrance is reached by a small t7g deck supported by brick piers with rectangular lattice in-fill. 

 
The south façade’s eastern bay is obscured by an addition that is not insensitive to the historic block. 
Most of the original is still visible including the two story swell-front, which takes advantage of the 
southern exposure. All three sides of the projection have wavy 1/1-sash windows on both levels. It is 
capped by the south gable, which is finished in the same decorative shingles as the others and vented by a 
1/1 window. 
 
Due to the terrain the copper rock foundation is highest and most visible on this side. 
 

Outbuildings 

A two level frame structure with hayloft and space below for either horse or carriage. It is stylish by way 
of its jerkinhead gables and German siding. Inside it retains horizontal beaded t&g wainscot, a turned 
newel post on the loft stairs and beaded t&g doors. 
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A nearly flat roofed “hen house” (still in use) is attached to the east end of the structure. Although later 
than the barn, the present owner recalls that the hen house was old when she purchased the property in 
1960.  

 
 

6229 Falls Road, Bare Hills Schoolhouse, 1881, 1925-1956 
Description  
A single story schoolhouse made of copper-rock from the neighboring quarry. The oldest section, built c. 
1881, is a longitudinally planned two room school three bays wide/four deep measuring approximately 
24 ft. x 36 ft. Its’ gable-end slate roof has a W-E ridge with a frame belfry on the west end. Wooden 
snow-guards are seen on the South and North sides of the roof. 
 
The copper-rock is roughly squared with heavy quoins on the corners. The building has been repointed at 
least once.  
 
The fenestration is not the same per façade in either the 1881 or 1925 sections. The windows throughout 
the building have been replaced with modern windows, however, the openings are unaltered and 
replacement mullions imitate the earlier 6/6 sash. 
 
An addition more than doubling the facility was made in 1925 by wrapping a nearly square 10 bay 
hipped roof around the east end of the original building. The result was a total of four classrooms with 
offices. The addition has a NW-SE orientation creating obtuse angles in the extended sidewalls. This 
wing is made of the same stone, possesses similar massing, fenestration and slate roof as the original. It is 
a trapezoidal hipped-roof, however, its pitch corresponds with that of the adjoining gable roof and 
maintains the original ridgeline. A massive chimneystack and shed-roofed powerplant stands on the NW 
corner of the 1925 addition. The power room and lower 2/3 of the stack is of copper-rock but brick 
above. 
 
The NW and NE facades of the addition are curious for their lack of squared stones seen in the other 
walls of both sections. 
 
The schoolyard, being at the summit of the Bare Hills, has large pieces of the greenish copper-rock from 
which the schoolhouse is built jutting through the surface and is surrounded by the slow-growing scrub 
pines that dominate the scarce vegetation of the serpentine.  

 
The west façade or end of the building is a perfectly balanced three bays with large 6/6 sash windows 
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capped with a pediment-gable. A deep soffit made with plain butt-joined boards sets off the gable which 
is paneled with vertical t&g and vented by a smaller 6/6 sash with its own pediment hood. The apex of 
this gable is capped with the belfry. It is has a base with inset wooden panels on which stand four square 
posts capped by an equilateral gently curving cap. The cap and base of the belfry are shingled. 
 
The south façade of the original building contains an entrance in the westernmost bay covered by a 
bracketed shed roofed hood. Smaller 6-light casement windows define the other two bays. The addition 
makes an obtuse angle to the SE. It has a centrally located entrance with a large 6/6-sash window in the 
outer bay. The larger bracketed hood over this entrance is plainer than the 1881 entrance.  

 

The north side of the evolved structure clearly shows the 1881 half and the 1925 addition. The original 
reflects the symmetry expressed in the original structure by the centered row of four large 6/6 sash 
windows lighting the interior. Although perfectly matched in massing, materials and style the addition 
has a row of three windows in its outer bays and just a pair in the inner bay. It makes an obtuse angle to 
the NW. The aforementioned powerplant is on the corner of this façade. 

 

The north-east end of the building. Its walls do not contain squared stone but its evenly spaced row of ten 
6/6 windows and the color of the stone relate to the rest of the structure. 

 

The northwest contains what is now the main entrance of the building, which has been adapted to use as 
offices. 

 
Significance 

 
The two-room school with belfry was begun in 1881 by order of the School Commissioners of Baltimore 
County and designated “School # 9”. School Board records indicate that the bell was not ordered until 
1883. This prominent site is directly on top of the Bare Hills, facing West, directly on the Falls Turnpike. 
Both sections of the building are constructed entirely from copper-rock from the quarries at the bottom of 
the hill. The lot was acquired from the Bellona Mining Co. [Bellona Gunpowder Co.] and replaced an 
earlier frame schoolhouse that was slightly further down the hill on the same side of the road.[records of 
JM, Ballto Co.] 
 
The building was expanded by two more rooms in an addition to the east side in 1925. In its last year, 
1956, the principal wrote that by 1949 the seventh grade was relocated to Towson Junior high and by 
1951 Bare Hills School had been reduced to a two room school again. At the end of the present term, he 
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said, being the last in the County, the bell would ring in the new school at nearby Weldwood and ring out 
the “glorious history of Bare Hills”. [T. Katenkamp, Jr.] 
 
The Bare Hills Schoolhouse is significant for its ability to teach of life in a rural community in the last 
quarter of the 19th century and first half of the 20th C. It is a major contributor to this portion of the 
surviving Falls Turnpike streetscape. And this all-stone structure made of copper-rock is one of the best 
surviving examples of an architectural stone produced by the Bare Hills quarries.  

 
 
 

                                                                                  
 
                                                                                   

NOTE:  
19th century maps including the 1877 Atlas seem to confuse two different buildings on a pie-shaped 
parcel on the northeast corner of modern Schoolhouse Road. The 1850’s maps do not indicate any 
building on the east side of the turnpike at the crest of the hill but by the time of the Hopkins 1877 Atlas 
and again on the Bromley 1898 Atlas one sees a structure also on a pie shaped parcel somewhat down the 
hill from what was called at different times “road to powderworks”, “Altamont Ave.” and finally “School 
House Rd.“. However, by 1915 Bromley shows the “schoolhouse” right on the corner of Altamont 
Avenue. 
  
The confusion may be between the extant schoolhouse and two earlier buildings, which stood downhill, 
and to the north of the school where a modern commercial building known as 6239 (Princeton Sport) 
now stands. One of these was a “wooden frame schoolhouse” mentioned in the 1956 article by the 
school’s Principal, Theodore Katenkamp, Jr., and a demolished two-story copper-rock residence. That 
there was an earlier school slightly further downhill could explain “school” in different positions on one 
map to another. The school indicated on the 1877 Atlas is likely the frame schoolhouse but the structure 
there in 1898 a different building, a stone building. This house appears in a c.1950’s photograph, which 
looks uphill to the S.E. In it one can see the distinctive smokestack of the schoolhouse rising above the 
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tree line of the patch of woods behind [south] the dwelling. This no longer extant house is a notable, for it 
is the only known two-story dwelling made of copper-rock, like the school. Also, in the photo one sees 
the north end of the house and the fact that it shared the same jerkinhead roof as the extant copper rock 
dwelling [pre-1898] down the hill at 62— Falls Rd.  
  
6229 Falls Road, “Bare Hills House”, [NR BA-881] 
See NR form for “Bare Hills House” & Maryland Historical Trust #BA- 881 

 
 

“Scott Settlement District” 
See NR nomination by Susan Cook, May 1991  
 
 “Robert E. Lee Park” 
[See NR form for Lake Roland Historic District & MHT # BA- 1274] 
 
“The Lake Roland Historic District consists of a man-made lake, portions of the Jones Falls and Roland 
Run streambeds, and portions of the rights- of- way (R.O.W.) of the former Green Spring Valley 
Railroad and the Northern Central Railroad.” [NR Form] 

 
Some of the following sites are out side of the described Lake Roland HD boundaries but still on City 
owned parkland; others are within NR District but not mentioned on NR form. These sites are directly 
related to the stated themes of the Bare Hills nomination: 
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a. Ruins of bank house, barn & dependencies 
 
b. Ruins of bank house #2  
 
c. Graveyard 
 
On the eastern slope of this hill overlooking Lake Roland at the edge of the serpentine where the 
deciduous woods begin, there is a clearing that in the spring is full of daffodils and other flowers. One 
sees at least six elongated upright fieldstones like those seen in slave and/or poorfolks’ graveyards 
elsewhere in rural Maryland. A fragment of a black slate stone with a portion of “wife of” was found. 
There are also many pieces of broken glass from 19th century bottles, vases, etc. scattered about. 
 
d. Unidentified stone bldg.  
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e. Stone & brick industrial ruins (Bellona Gunpowder Co.?) 
   
As the Jones Falls bends around the serpentine formation it makes an W-E run on the north side of Bare 
Hills from the site of the East Quarry down and around to the head of Lake Roland where it takes a large 
bend and heads south again. The neck of land at this bend is visible on both historic and modern maps. 
Sites “b-e” and “j” are in this area.  

 
 

f. Wright’s mill site and ruins of mill-workers housing,  
g. East quarry 
h. Chromium pits 1,2,3 
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                                       Hayden, 1832 (corresponds to written text) 

i.  Abandoned road #1 
  
j.  Abandoned road #2 
 
This rocky road leading from the Falls Turnpike eastward down from the serpentine to the site of the 
Bellona Powder Works on the Falls appears on Hayden’s map of 1832, as well as an early plat of the 
gunpowder factory. Hayden identifies it as “road leading to gunpowder works on Jones’s Falls”. It is 
clearly indicated on the Hopkins Atlas of 1877 as the road into the “Bellona Gunpowder Co. of 
Maryland”. A curious feature of the Bromley Atlas of 1915 is the proposed subdivision which never 
happened and labeling this road as “Altamont Ave.” Today it is also called “School House Road and 
Copper Hill Road”. 
  
Springhouse, Coppermine Terrace 
Description 
Prior to re-routing, Coppermine Terrace terminated at the Falls Turnpike in front of the “West Quarry”. 
The old road is still visible for about one hundred yards and is now the entrance road to the Gerstung 
sports facility. Located on the north side of the road just twenty yards or so west of the intersection, this 
small springhouse stands at the very edge of the road. 
 
It is constructed in the shape of a barrel vault with a rectangular opening and made of the copper-rock 
from the quarry. The opening is 24 in. wide and 19 in. tall and extends 60 in. back into the hill. Three 
courses of rough and roundish rocks form piers with a c.34 in’ long flat lintel piece. Three more courses 
of rough stone are laid in a tapering order to form an “arch”. A deteriorated 2 in. x 3 in. board with tenons 
on each end hangs beneathe the rock lintel. 
 
Water still fills the grade level pool in even the driest times and seeps between an opening in the hearth-
like bottom rock. No doubt the level of the roadway was raised by successive coverings and the bottom 
of the structure may have been several inches higher than its present height. 
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Significance 
Older residents of the area recall when this little springhouse still held a drinking cup and was a source of 
fresh water. Its’ exact age is not known prior to the Early 20th Century. It is located across the road and 
east a few yards from a c.1810 mineshaft site and next to the West Quarry. It is constructed of the copper-
rock quarried on this property. 
 
What is literally a roadside “watering hole” at the intersection of the Old Pimlico Rd. and Falls Turnpike 
says a lot about meeting a basic need of travelers and quarry/mine workers in the Bare Hills prior to 
WWI. 
 
6606 Falls Road 
Description 
A two story frame dwelling on stone foundation. A three bay wide two deep main block is capped with a 
gable end roof with N_S ridge. A one bay two-story gable roofed wing extends it to the west (rear) with 
ridge running E-W. 
 
The main façade faces East and directly on to the old Turnpike. Its three bays are even with a centrally 
located entrance on the first level; 6/6 sash windows define the other bays. A three bay porch supported 
by turned columns with t&g ceiling and deck covers the lower story. 
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Significance 
Structural analysis indicates that this house and its immediate neighbor (6610) underwent significant 
changes in its time but during the historical period [1803- c. WWI]. In its final form the dwelling is no 
later than Late Victorian although parts of the building are mid and early 19th century. Both houses are 
indicated on the 1850’s maps and as early as Hayden’s sketch of 1832. In the accompanying text he 
describes them as “two small houses”.  
 
This dwelling has been a part of the Turnpike Era streetscape at least since the 1830’s. At this point on 
Falls Rd. the original path of the turnpike, the quarries and buildings on either side maintain a complete 
19th Century streetscape.  
 
Note:  
6606 & 6610 are problematic in that the Taylor map of 1857 and the Sydney & Brown map of 1850 
indicate a store and tavern on this site. The 1850 map identifies it as the “Bare Hills Tavern”.  
 
No structural evidence suggests that these were commercial structures, Hayden is quite accurate and is 
clear that these are “two little houses” in 1832 and the 1877 Atlas and later maps show the buildings 
without commercial identification. 

 
An item in the Baltimore County Advocate of Jan. 10, 1863 describing a fire in the Bare Hills Tavern has 
led some to believe that these houses are post 1863 and replaced the store and tavern. It is not impossible 
that the store & tavern replaced or incorporated the “two little houses” Hayden mentions in 1832. 
 
A different possibility is offered by the store and “refreshment stand”(c. 1828-1853) described in 
Cooke’s work on the Scott Settlement on top of the Bare Hills at 6224 Falls Rd. is identified on the 1877 
Atlas as a “store”. It incorporated the blacksmith’s shop of the freed slave Aquilla Scott. That the 
Advocate article mentions the “Bare Hills Tavern” being occupied by a “colored man named Scott” 
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points towards the large extant cross-gable structure on top of the hill being the “Bare Hills Tavern”. 
 
6610 Falls Road  
 
The two houses across the road from the Turnpike Marker and adjacent to the south side of the West 
Quarry are indicated on all of the 19th century maps including Hayden’s map of 1832. He describes them 
as “two small houses” and seems to include them in the items that he should have mentioned in his first 
essay on Bare Hills in 1810. 
 
Detailed structural examination is necessary to establish if the house has evolved from the Early 19th 
century dwelling or if the present structure is a Victorian replacement. In either case the cross-gable 
façade was clearly present within the turnpike era and the present structure is included in the Nomination 
for its ability to document an important style and as a contributor in a n early turnpike streetscape. 
  

 
Barn 
These two houses and the early barn behind (W.) #6610 are on parcels subdivided out of the Hook farm 
indicated on the 19th Century atlases. Brief exterior examination of the barn indicates that it will be an 
important contributor of the agricultural theme of the nomination. It is among the few barns left inside of 
the beltway (I-695). 
 
Turnpike Marker, “7M To B”  
Description 
Located on the East side of Falls Rd., approximately fifty yards north of the quarries and directly 
opposite 6606 Falls Rd., this granite marker is about 2ft. (21” above present grade) high x 10 inches wide 
x 6.5 inches deep. Although worn, still visible on its west face is “7 M to B”. Its’ design is identical to the 
“8-mile” stone further up in Rockland.  
The Falls Turnpike Co. was formed in 1803; in 1810 Hayden refers to this portion of the turnpike as 
having been “recently” cut through Bare Hills. The marker is believed to date from that time. 
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Significance 
 
The c. 1859 cast iron  “7-mile marker” on the nearby Green Spring RR line is cited in the Lake Roland 
Historic District NR form for its “exceptionally high level of integrity and a high level of historic 
significance to the nomination.” No less is true of the “7-mile Marker” for the old Falls Turnpike. 
 
At this point on Falls Rd. the original path of the turnpike, the quarries and buildings on either side 
maintain a complete 19th Century streetscape. The marker is believed to have marked this spot since the 
turnpike was cut through the Bare Hills c.1803-1810 and is one of the strongest visual reminders of the 
Turnpike Era.  
 
 
 
Toll Gate House 

 
Description 

This evolved Early 19th Century double-dwelling, toll gate house and store stands directly on the Falls 
Turnpike at the south end of the dramatic curve in the road where Wright’s Mill (Bleachworks) stood. It 
employs bank construction and is literally built on the banks of the Jones Falls, which runs through the 
yard behind the house. Its construction method and stylistic elements are from the first decades of the 
19th Century when the turnpike on which it stands and the mill community of which it was a part was 
built. The 1877 Atlas shows this double dwelling as part of the cluster of workers houses around the Mill. 
The 1898 Atlas indicates this as the site of the “Toll Gate”. 
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EXTERIOR: 
There are three principal sections to this building. The first and oldest is the two story frame “double 
dwelling”(duplex) on its high stone foundation dating from the Early 19th Century. The second is the shed 
roofed store added to the south end in the 1880’s and the third is the addition made to the rear (E.) during 
the 1980’s renovation. The original exterior appearance of the historic building is quite understandable on 
the end and main facades. The front (W.), which is an integral part of the Falls Turnpike streetscape, is 
essentially what was seen when this was the “Toll House” that is indicated on the 19th Century maps of 
this area. The building stands but a half dozen yards from the road. Early random width clapboards 
including 15-17 inch shiplap fixed with cut nails remains, as does the exterior door trim on the duplex.  

 
The little shed roofed “store”, which was added to the south end in the last quarter of the 19th Century, 
possesses its original profile and entranceway. 
 
By the 1980’s this structure was in derelict condition. The addition nearly doubled the size of the house 
but was done with clapboards, stone foundation and gable roof that characterize the historic portion. [The 
present owner is a skilled carpenter who did the renovation/restoration and documented what was lost in 
that process with photos and saved samples.]  
 
In the basement this addition does not hide the fact that the original east wall was done with exterior 
stone buttressing, an important local feature found in early Maryland buildings built in active flood 
plains. [see Havre de Grace Historic District]. 
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Orig. duplex residence with store at far end c.1980 

 
North façade 
 
The gable end is three bays deep with blind bays in the second story (narrow stairs for each unit ran the 
interior of the end walls). The three bay hipped-roof porch seen in the 1980’s photograph remains 
although it was enclosed with glass panels removed from nearby “Windy Gates” mansion. The original 
windows and door remain. 
 
The one-inch thick random width shiplap siding remains. It is fixed with cut nails and the widest board 
has 17 inches showing. 
 
West façade 
The “double house” is clearly seen being four bays wide with identical entrance doors in the outer bays 
and evenly placed windows in the inner bays. The original 2 down/2 up plan is understood via the 
symmetrically placed windows of the second story. The windows are original 6/6 sash. [The dividing 
wall between the units was removed but was a continuous plank wall with the vertically placed and butt-
joined planks measuring 20 ft. in length.] 
 
Clapboards with 7 in. showing and fixed with cut nails cover this side of the building. Unusual narrow 
moldings with corner blocks decorate the entrances and appear to be from the Federal Era. 
The west façade of the attached store was its entrance with the door being in the south bay. Its frame and 
2-light transom survive. The single story store is two bays wide and two longer bays deep defined by 6/6 
windows and was laid out longitudinally. A shed roofed porch covers the front of the store. 
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South façade 
The original gable-end of the “double dwelling” with its’ random-width shiplap siding remains. The 
juxtaposition of the gable of the original building and the shed roof of the 1880’s store, which covers the 
first level, create an interesting geometry. The two long bays of the store are separated by an interior flue-
chimney. 

 

East facade 

The frame portion of the original dwelling is covered by the addition on this side, however, the original 
8-foot high foundation is clearly visible in the enclosure below. Because of bank construction the 
building is three stories on this side and two on the east façade. Here one can see the entrance in the outer 
north bay and the window in the next inner bay. This window still contains thick vertically placed iron 
bars. Also visible is the conical stone buttress built in the center of the wall at its base. It is approximately 
3 ½ feet high and as much in thickness. While this may be an early-added reinforcement it is not unlike 
other buildings in the Jones Falls Valley and in Maryland’s tidewater areas that are designed to withstand 
frequent flooding.  
 

 
INTERIOR: 
On the interior enough original fabric was left during the renovation so that the two up/two down plan of 
the duplex is obvious. The two units originally saddlebag a centrally located chimney that served four 
fireplaces. The original framing is left exposed, exhibiting Early 19th Century “struck nails” and roof 
trusses that are lap-joined and fixed with trunnels. Upper rooms retain original window frames. Original 
random width flooring remains throughout. 
 
The original framing of the store addition is exposed on the interior where a piece of t&g from the upper 
attic-room was saved which contains the penciled inscription “David Hale built this Apr. 8, 1883 by 
contract”. 
 
In the high basement one sees that the double dwelling was built on 8’ high walls using 3 ¼ x 8 in. floor 
joists. A fifth stone wall 16 in. thick runs longitudinally down the center of the room extending 10 feet 
from the north wall supporting the center of the building and creating east and west “rooms”. The 
window openings and frames from the 2 ft. x 2 ½ ft. casements in the north and south walls remain.  
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Significance 
 
This evolved Early 19th Century double-dwelling, toll gate house and c. 1883 store stands directly on the 
Falls Turnpike at the south end of the dramatic curve in the road where Wright’s Mill & Bleachworks 
stood. The Jones Falls runs through the yard behind the building. The structural and stylistic elements of 
the oldest portion suggest that it may be as old as the Falls Turnpike itself (c.1803-1909) and the Early 
19th Century mill community of which it was part. Varle’s 1833 detailed listing of mills and fabric works 
on the Jones Falls does not mention the Bleachworks but other sources date Wright’s operation to have 
started in 1831. The 1850 Sidney & Brown map of this area shows Wright’s “Rockland Bleach & Dye 
Works”. No longer extant workers houses on both sides of the Falls neighbored this “double house’ 
which is a typical workers house plan in other mill villages in the Valley. It is likely related to the mill 
theme of the Nomination as worker’s housing and the attached store definitely adds to our understanding 
of a mill village. 
 
The building is significant for its ability to teach of construction methods and styling in the first quarter 
of the 19th Century. Located directly on the Turnpike the dwelling and store teach of the history of the 
turnpike itself because the store and residence were a “toll gate”. The 1877 Atlas for this area identifies it 
as such and shows this building to be among a cluster of buildings, including workers housing, which 
surrounded Wright’s Bleachworks. 
 
Finally, this portion of Falls Rd. is without intrusions and an important part of the Scenic Highway.  This 
19th century multipurpose building has been a landmark on this rural scene for well over 150 years. 
 
Wright’s Mill (Bleach & Dye Works) with workers housing (Site)  
Description 
This large evolved stone and brick factory was demolished in the 1980’s and was one of the oldest 
factories in the Jones Falls Valley. This Bleach & Dye works stood directly on the east bank of the Jones 
Falls and the Turnpike took a major bend around it. An early stone portion is believed by some to have 
been a gristmill originally. The Bleach & Dye works, however, operated by the Wright family from 1831 
through the 19th Century, was a significant part of the “cotton boom” era (Civil War –WW I) in which the 
Valley’s mills dominated the nation’s cotton duck industry. In 1833 it was listed in Varle’s View of 
Baltimore as the “Calico Works” owned by the Johnson family. The Johnsons also owned the adjoining  
Rockland mill and company housing (Rockland NR Historic District). The 1850 Sidney & Brown map 
shows Wright’s “Bleachworks”; later maps show “”Bleaching & Coloring” (Chiffele,1852),“Rockland 
Bleach & Dye Works” (Taylor,1857), “Wright’s Mills” (1898) all owned by different generations of the 
Wright family. 
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The Wright’s establishment illustrates the phenomenon of a series of related but separate mill villages or 
communities in the Jones Falls Valley. The Wrights built the “Rockland Bleach and Dye Works” on the 
Falls and Turnpike just south of Johnson’s Calico Printing Factory [see Rockland Historic District]. It 
may be seen as an extension of Rockland, however, several properties directly across the Falls and further 
south along Falls Rd. were associated with this family and their factory. These include two bank houses 
directly across from the factory, which housed workers. The surviving “double dwelling” of the Toll Gate 
House may have served this purpose. By the time of the 1898 Atlas “Wright & Company” owned all of 
the land on the east side of the Falls from Ruxton Rd. down to the quarries and east to Ruxton Heights. 
This land contained several dwellings no longer extant. Thomas Wright owns the property containing the 
West Quarry including 6606 and 6610 Falls Road.  John Wright and his heirs owned the Bare Hills 
House from 1875-1901. 
 

Significance 

These extensive holdings of this mill-family illustrate the importance of milling to the development of 
communities in the Jones falls valley and to the sense of “mill community” in the Bare Hills 
neighborhood in particular.  
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STREET ADDRESS

BALTIMORE 
COUNTY CONTRIBUTING Property Owners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel

 Sketch 
Map Ref. #

Falls Road 6103 yes yes John W. Cole & Shirley A/ Charles R. Brown 1911 09  0903470171 /15650/270 79 3 26 1

Falls Road 6105 yes yes Clay K. Kerin 1911 09  0903470170
/13683/721 & 
13683/717 79 3 25 2

Falls Road 6107 yes yes Thomas Harmon Jr. 1911 09  1900008026 /13475/266 79 3 128 3
Falls Road 6109 yes yes Patricia R & Clifton R. Jenkins Jr. 1911 09  0910250651 /14310/488 79 3 29 4
Falls Road 6111 yes yes Craig & Wanda Kugel 1911 09  0910250650 /5996/111 79 3 364 5
Falls Road 6112 yes yes Louie William & Irving White Jr. 1911 03  0303000850 /6208/445 79 3 297 6
Falls Road 6115 yes no 09  2000011206 /14519/672 79 3 27 0

Falls Road 6117 yes no
Henry A. & Anne M. Fisher, 411 Fox Chapel 
Drive, Lutherville Md 21093 1948 09  0906200682 11450/645 79 3 127 0

Falls Road 6119 yes yes Barbara Turner & John W. Rigney 1903 09  0918350200 /6604/659 79 3 46 7
Falls Road 6121 yes yes William Wolf & Lynda F. Carver 1903 09  0916750800 /11383/733 79 3 24 8
Falls Road 6132 yes yes Robert F. Adsit & Mario Vitale 1865 09  0320055100 /7627/410 79 3 315 9
Falls Road 6201 yes yes Charles Bruce & Sally Uhler Boswell 1903 09  2200023021 /11048/745 79 3 378 10
Falls Road 6203 yes yes Anna Maria Scott Brown 1910 09  0901130030 /5672/495 79 3 31 11
Falls Road 6205 yes yes Thomas R. & Tammy E. Coccagna 1833 09  0916005210 /15621/486 79 3 18 12
Falls Road 6207 yes yes Douglas K. Woodward & Elissa F. Borges 1873 09  0918350251 15477/575 79 3 17 13

Falls Road 6211 yes yes
Ralph P. Cohen & Janet M. Carey, PO Bx 
129 Stevenson MD 21153 1873 09  0913007060 /7015/789 69 21 547 14

Falls Road 6212 yes no
Antonio & John Barone, 303 Gatewoods 
Road Timonium, MD, 21093 1,376sq ft 03  0304050325 /12680/530 79 3 135 15

Falls Road 6210 yes no
Antonio & John Barone, 4717 Falls Road 
Baltimore, MD, 21209-4908 10,367.00sq ft 03  0304050326 /12680/530 79 3 225 16

Falls Road 6211 yes yes Ralph P. Cohen & Janet M. Carey 1873 09  0913007060 /7015/789 69 21 547 14

Falls Road 6212 yes yes
Antonio & John Barone, 303 Gatewoods 
Road Timonium, MD, 21093 1911 09  0304050325 /12680/530 79 3 135 15

Falls Road 6214 yes yes
Betty Williams, 6216 Falls Rd. Baltimore, MD 
21209 1913 09  0310025175 /13690/722 69 21 64 17

Falls Road 6215 yes yes Judith A. McMullen & Richard A. Jamison 1878 09  0908010350 /13739/644 69 21 546 18
Falls Road 6216 yes yes Betty Williams 1913 09  0323051625 /13690/717 69 21 1086 19
Falls Road 6219 yes yes Peter C. Maloney & Gail Stetten 1903 09  0918475910 /9487/150 69 21 545 20
Falls Road 6221 yes yes Brenda A. Jobson 1930 09  0919077780 /13645/350 69 21 200 21
Falls Road 6222 yes yes Marie E. Cook 1856 09  0313014875 13222/700 69 21 63 22
Falls Road 6224 yes yes Dorothy & James M. Zelenka 1911 09  0302057150 /7165/141 69 21 976 23
Falls Road 6228 yes yes James M. & Dorothy Zelenka 1911 03  0302057150 /7165/141 69 21 976 23

Falls Road 6229 yes yes

Board of Edication Baltimore County, Pulaski 
Business Park 9610 Pulaski Park Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21220 1881 not available not available 69 21 621 24

Falls Road 6234 yes yes Renee & Joseph Jr. Worthan 1927 09  0319012780 /13335/92 69 21 658 25
Falls Road 6234 yes Renee & Joseph Jr. Worthan 9,365.00sf ft 03  0319007025 /13335/92 69 21 1027 26

Falls Road 6236 yes yes
Carolynn S. Levere. 210 A Winters Lane 
Baltimore, MD 21228 1927 03  0320066100 /11443/550 69 21 571 27

Falls Road 6238 yes yes William W. & Catherine M. Scott 1927 03  0319011992 /4876/715 69 21 1027 26

Falls Road 6240 yes yes
Melanie L Smith, 18874 McFarlin Drive, 
Germantown Md 20874 1927 03  0308055901 /7901/748 69 21 1021 28

Falls Road 6510 yes yes Nick Lambros Associates Inc. 1901 09 0319000150 7021/658 69 21 1065 29
Falls Road 6606 yes yes Thomas L. Kathleen L. Brown 1863 03 0308006890 /9193/462 69 21 1114 30

Falls Road 6610 yes yes
Davis E. Bosley, 1812 Roland Avenue. 
Towson, MD 21204 1901 03  1800012554 /6127/547 69 20 1130 31

Falls Road 7009 yes yes
Larry & Alice Compton Slavik PO BOX 297 
Brooklandville MD 21022 1805 09 1900000541 /6234/42 69 14 1141 32

Falls Road
Robert E. 
Lee Park yes yes

Mayor & City Council of Baltimore City c/o 
Recreation & Parks 3001 East Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21217 94.791 acres 09 0913206027 6600/1 69 22 549 33

Falls Road
Robert E. 
Lee Park yes yes

Mayor & City Council of Baltimore City c/o 
Recreation & Parks 3001 East Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21217 27.63 acres 09 0918470400 6600/1 69 21 549 33

Falls Road
Robert E. 
Lee Park yes yes

Mayor & City Council of Baltimore City c/o 
Recreation & Parks 3001 East Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21217 19,602sq. ft. 09 0918475530 6600/1 69 21 549 33

Falls Road
Robert E. 
Lee Park yes yes

Mayor & City Council of Baltimore City c/o 
Bureau of Parks 2600 Madison Ave. 
Baltimore, MD 21202 94.91 acres 09 0913206027 6600/1 69 22 549 33
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Copper Hill Road 1301 yes yes Adelaide C. & FM. Jr. Rachemann 1908 09  0918002600 /4064/552 69 21 642 34
Copper Hill Road 1220 yes no Edward M. & Eleanor Aviva Hord 1996 09  2200024717 /11325/130 69 22 1272 0
Copper Hill Road 1200 yes no Anne B. Gray 1961 09  0907583540 /7115/735 69 22 787 0
Copper Hill Road 1100 yes no Richard B. & Catherine A. North stone 09  0908652160 /11663/298 69 22 348 0

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGProperty Owners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #

Railroad Avenue yes no
Emil A. Budnitz Jr., 6019 Hollins Avenue, 
Baltimore MD 21210 3,081.00 sq. ft. 09  2200010263 /6889/280 79 3 323 46

Railroad Avenue 3 yes yes Amy Elaine McCusker 1903 09  0910250020 /13807/317 79 3 79 35
Railroad Avenue 4 yes yes Rebecca & Benjamin O. Brookhart Jr. 1903 09  0902652020 /6551/546 79 3 44 44

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGProperty Owners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #

Walnut Avenue 1404 yes yes

Bankers Trust Company of California, NA 
10799 Rancho Bernardo Rd. San Diego CA 
92127-5707 1928 03  0320000953 /16267/141 69 21 976 37

Walnut Avenue 1406 yes yes Denise Dorothy Butler & Leroy W. Taylor 1928 03  0310045225 /11886/175 69 21 976 37
Walnut Avenue 1408 yes yes Rita & Tyrone Smith                                        1928 03  0302065800 /5979/850 69 21 976 37
Walnut Avenue 1409 yes yes Jon A Considine & Carol A Quirk 1901 03  0308008330 /7524/693 79 3 197 38

Walnut Avenue 1410 yes yes
Carolyn H. Flanagan & John S. Hall, 88 
Corbin Drive, Hampton Va. 23666-1560   03  0306035880 //215 69 21 976 37

Walnut Avenue 1411 yes no William W. 3rd & Odell H Scott 1987 03  0319011990 /6948/26 79 3 192 0

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGProperty Owners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #
Hollins Lane 1100 yes no Andre & Cathrine Tubman Papantonio 1951 09  1800013887 /7945/571 79 4 250 0
Hollins Lane 1101 yes no Maria V. & Roger L. McMacken 1951 09  0902003190 /8878/42 79 4 155 0
Hollins Lane 1102 yes no Leslie D. & C. Christopher Brown 1950 09  0912740880 /10828/376 79 4 137 0
Hollins Lane 1103 yes no Aaron Noonberg 1990 09  0920000301 /8034/383 79 4 369 0
Hollins Lane 1110 yes no F. Lee & Sally S. Anthony 1956 09  0916750780 /6574/80 79 4 130 0
Hollins Lane 1111 yes no James P. & Margaret Bardelle Offutt 1978 09  1700009777 /5716/105 79 4 262 39
Hollins Lane 1113 yes no Levine H. Andrew & Sara Slaff 1978 09  1700008625 /12328/698 79 4 262 39
Hollins Lane 1115 yes yes Cheryl & R.C. Stewart, Finney Jr. 1871 09  1800012456 /11347/657 79 4 262 39
Hollins Lane 1117 yes no Niel T. & Maryanth Constatine 1970 09  2200009629 /8943/724 79 4 262 39
Hollins Lane 1201 yes no Carl E. & Mary D. Taylor 1988 09  2100010568 /8142/87 79 4 362 39
Hollins Lane 1203 yes no Richard H. & Hilga M. Morrow, Trustee 1991 09  2100010569 /10140/484 79 4 363 0
Hollins Lane 1205 yes no Jeffery D. Maddox 1989 09  2100010584 /12799/187 79 4 160 0
Hollins Lane 1300 yes no Quaneta Greeough 1991 09  0920550030 /10025/243 79 3 157 0
Hollins Lane 1307 yes no John J. & Catherine J Stallings 1978 09  1700011180 /5651/813 79 4 138 0
Hollins Lane 1310 yes yes James L. & Dianne E. Heffron 1903 09  0903470060 /15955/351 79 3 118 40

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGProperty Owners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #
Gardman Avenue 1401 yes no Aurora Chambers 1965 03  0303024912 /3576/1 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1404 yes no Joan Case 1950 03  0319008525 /6492/849 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1406 yes no Veronica R. Piskor 1950 03  0320080075 /14331/204 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1406A yes no Luella Catherine & Charles Jr. Powell 1995 03  0302068125 /10383/723 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1407 yes no Oscar Sr. & Pamela Smith 1962 03  0306021800 /13948/639 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1408 yes no Franklin W. Yockey 1931 03  0319052100 /12736/303 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1411 yes no John P. Carter & Karen A. Jones-Carter 1991 03  0308056950 /15305/219 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1413 yes no Miriam Patricia Chavis 1962 03  0303024880 /6319/823 79 3 213 0
Gardman Avenue 1415 yes no Gladys Reed 1959 03  0318011595 /10720/273 79 3 263 0
Gardman Avenue 4116 yes no Emma Bright 1961 03  0302070240 /3245/246 79 3 265 0

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGOwners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #

Pleasant View Ave 6200 yes no William E. & Natalie H. Bundey 1957 03  0302070570 /6376/619 79 3 213 0
Pleasant View Ave 6204 yes no Alex & Dyrenda C. Vallair 1977 03  1700010422 /5647/819 79 3 213 0
Pleasant View Ave 6205 yes no Robert M. & Teresa R. Booth 1981 03  0323050426 /14435/41 79 3 213 0
Pleasant View Ave 6206 yes no Billy D. & Barbara M. Davis 1965 03  0304002842 /4404/135 79 3 213 0
Pleasant View Ave 6207 yes no Derek J. & Joy C. Appel Brown 1963 03  0313025832 /8342/40 79 3 213 0
Pleasant View Ave 6209 yes no Valerie M. Brown 1962 03  0302070570 /6376/619 79 3 213 0
Pleasant View Ave 6210 yes no Thelma W. Russell 1957 03  0318072775 /6511/86 79 3 213 0
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STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGOwners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #
Coppermine Terra 1400 yes yes Coppermine LLC 03  0308081560 /11050/39 69 20 952 41

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGOwners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #

Barroll Road 6134 yes no Sarah F. & Henry R. Lord 1913 09  0905880210 /9496/787 69 22 333 0
Barroll Road 6137 yes no Michael Anthony & Sorrel M. King 1931 09  0912004980 /114212/405 79 4 252 0
Barroll Road 6138 yes no Corona Gaynor Stewart 1937 09  0904003880 /5976/298 69 22 1024 0
Barroll Road 6140 yes no Robert A. & Pamela Ann Macht 1952 09  0901270000 /7770/402 69 22 142 0
Barroll Road 6141 yes no William D. & Kathryn B. McConnell 1953 09  0904000161 /9629/534 79 4 49 0

STREET ADDRESS BALTIMORE COUNTYCONTRIBUTINGOwners DATE DIST. #  &  ACCT. # DEED Ref. # Map Grid Parcel Map Ref. #
Clarks Lane LOT yes yes Carl E. & Mary D. Taylor 32,670.00 sq.ft. 09  0902652030 /7929/649 79 3 371 42

Clarks Lane LOT yes yes
Robert & Lizette Davis, 6112 Clarks Ln. 
Baltimore, MD 21209

10,250.00 sq.ft. 09  0907290470 /12556/37 79 4 71 43

Clarks Lane 6106 yes yes Mary D. & Elizabeth M. Taylor 33,765.00 sq.ft. 09  2100005938 /10806/334 79 4 334 44

Clarks Lane 6112 yes yes
Robert & Lizette Davis, 3509 Grantley Road, 
Baltimore, MD 21215

1953 09  0906101530 /6142/208 79 4 70 45

Clarks Lane 6112 yes yes
Robert & Lizette Davis, 3509 Grantley Road, 
Baltimore, MD 21215 1953 09  0906101530 /6142/208 79 4 70 45
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT (Section E-1) 
 
Baltimore County, in Lord Baltimore’s colony, is first described by boundaries in 1674 when it included not only the present 
Baltimore City but Cecil County, Harford County and parts of Anne Arundel, Howard and Kent Counties. [1] The smaller 
entity we know today still stretches from the City line north to Pennsylvania and connects the piedmont portion of the state 
with the tidal waters of the Chesapeake Bay. Its northern and E. -W. boundaries have not changed since the 1850’s, however, 
annexations by Baltimore City in 1888 and 1918 brought the City line northward to include the lower half of the Jones Falls 
Valley. The present City boundary is only several hundred yards below the Bare Hills. The Nomination Area is entirely in the 
County. 
 
Jones’ Creek is commonly called “Jones Falls”. It cuts a valley of the same name, which begins approximately ten miles above 
Baltimore harbor into which it empties. The historical processes associated with the natural resources of the Jones Falls Valley 
have yielded a collection of 19th Century and early 20th Century historical resources that are connected physically by both the 
Creek itself and the old Falls Turnpike which follows the stream. The Turnpike era dates from c.1804-1909 and covers the 
principal portion of this nomination’s historical period. There are some pre-WWII sites and structures contributing to the stated 
themes; no 18th Century examples are known to have survived. 
 
The socio-economic story of the Jones Falls Valley from the Late 18th Century through the first quarter of the 20th Century is 
dominated by the topography itself and the “natural resource community” which it spawned. Prime agricultural land along the 
banks of a powerful creek ending in a natural harbor facilitated the farming, milling and export of grain beginning in the 18th 
Century. The many gristmills of the Valley were a major part of the system, which made Baltimore a principal producer in the 
U.S. flour market in the early 19th century. Also beginning in the early decades of the 19th Century there was a shift to cotton 
manufacture. Between the Civil War and WWI the mills of the Jones Falls Valley produced an estimated 70% of the nations 
cotton duck used in sailcloth and other products. Other natural resources particularly mineral rock resulted in locally and 
nationally significant mining for chromium, copper and building stone.  
 
These industries both fostered and grew as a result of transportation projects that represent some of the earliest efforts at 
turnpikes and railroads. By the 1860’s the Jones Falls Turnpike (Falls Road or Maryland State Rt. 25) and the Baltimore and 
Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central) had turned the Valley into a major gateway for passenger and freight transport 
between Baltimore, Pennsylvania and points as far west as Chicago. 
The local communities that these events fostered such as the mill villages and railroad suburbs are well represented by a 
collection of 19th and early 20th Century architectural types.  
 



 

 

The first mention of the place name “Bare Hills” is in a deed for “Hectors Hopyard” in 1702. That tract name and the 
description of its owner Hector McClane as a “planter” suggests agricultural activity in the Bare Hills neighborhood since the 
Early Colonial period. Grist Mills in the vicinity are known to have existed by 1711. The discovery of chrome as a useful metal 
in the 1790’s and the discovery of chromium deposits in the Bare Hills c.1810 begins the mining period. 
 
 
 
Agriculture 
 
Like much of Maryland, from the time of European settlement through most of the 20th Century, agriculture has been a 
principal endeavor in Baltimore County. The historical process of farming is evidenced in the proposed district not only by 
woods and fallow fields but also with a collection of farmhouses, barns and other agricultural buildings. Bare Hills area has an 
agrarian history that exceeds 300 years. From the time of the “middling tobacco plantations of the 17th Century such as 
“Hector’s Hopyard”, which included the Bare Hills Region, to the later dairy and grain farms on the west side of the serpentine 
that operated within living memory, agriculture has been a principal activity. 
 
The small tobacco plantations of the Colonial era had shifted to grain and dairy operations by the time of the Revolution. [2] 
Grain, dairy and truck farming survived in this area, however, to within living memory. It still does so along the uppermost ¼ 
of the Jones Falls Valley. The dramatic changes in land use since the 1960’s, however, accelerated by the construction of the 
Jones Falls Expressway (Interstate-83), resulted in significant urban sprawl impacting most of the County portion of the Jones 
Falls Valley. 
 
This region, including the Nomination Area, continues to experience intense development and urbanization. The several barns 
and farmhouses of this Nomination survive inside the Baltimore Beltway (Interstate-395). What were common buildings to 
this vicinity are now rare. Many of the open spaces are the remnants of the “old fields” referenced in early land records but are 
under great pressure to develop. Together these visual documents of the historic rural landscape are instructive of a traditional 
activity that is archaic, if not extinct, in this portion of Baltimore County. The farmhouse of Tormey farm, the 
Wright/Gardman farmhouse, “Bare Hills House” with outbuildings, along with the two houses and barn from the earlier Hook 
farm, stand to teach of this principal activity between the 1830’s and WWII. Other farm houses, tenant houses, stables, carriage 
houses, hen houses and other rural buildings also exist to testify to the recent agrarian feeling of Bare Hills. 
 
The historical “sense of place’ in Bare Hills includes the co-existence of farming and mining. This fact is born out by land 
records, early prints and photos and of course the buildings themselves. Interviews with life-time residents ages 70-90 years 
old describe dairy, livestock, grain and truck-farming in the neighborhood through the 1950’s. The Hook Farm, Griffith Farm, 



 

 

and Tormey Farm were all contiguous to mining operations. Members of the Scott and Gardmen families recall extensive 
farming by their families on the west side of the “Scott Settlement’.     
  
Milling 
 
Scholars point out that this region dominated the U.S. flour market in the Late 18th and early 19th centuries. One historian on 
the mills of the Jones Falls Valley says, 

 
“These mills, part of a complex of sixty grain mills along nine streams within a radius of twenty miles from the city, 
made Baltimore in 1822 the largest flour market in the world."[ 3] 

 
While some of these mills served local farming communities many others were “merchant mills” with their own warehouses 
located directly on Baltimore’s waterfront.  
Varle’s Complete View of Baltimore (1833) lists 17 mills on the Jones Falls, nine of which, were “merchant mills” having 
separate warehouse addresses on the harbor. [4] Farmers from the upper regions of Maryland and lower Pennsylvania could 
bring their harvest to these mills above the harbor, which not only made for a shorter trip but also eliminated the traditional 
miller as a middle-man in the marketing of their product. 
 
In the first decades of the 19th Century these same mills, as well as new factories, took advantage of the “mill valley system” to 
produce cotton cloth. Between the Civil War and WWI the Jones Falls Valley cotton mills produced over 70% of the nations 
cotton duck (used for sail-cloth and other products) and provided serious competition in international markets. [5] In each of 
these periods (grist milling & cotton manufacture) company-built workers housing, expanded by private development, resulted 
in a series of related mill communities throughout the Valley. These mill communities are connected by the stream itself and 
the Falls Rd. (Jones Falls Turnpike 1804 – 1909) which follows its winding path mostly along the east bank from the harbor to 
its headwaters. The development of the port city itself owes much of its history to this story.  
 
The unique cultural landscape, which is “rural” and “Southern” results from over a hundred years of migration to the Jones 
Falls Valley by rural folk from Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas and Appalachian areas. Particularly in the years following 
the Civil War, thousands were induced here by opportunities for work in the mill valley. Many of their descendants still live in 
neighborhoods that are generations old. The portion of the Valley addressed in this nomination included the two oldest cotton 
mills as well as two others. From Washingtonville (NR) approximately 3 miles up the Falls to Rockland, were the Washington 
Mill (NR), Eagle Mill, Wright’s Mill and Rockland Mill (NR). Two of the mill buildings are extant along with many related 
structures from the others. 

 



 

 

Bare Hills Mining (construction stone, chromium & copper)  
 

There are other industrial stories related to the topography of the Jones Falls Valley and its close proximity to an international 
harbor. In the Late 18th/Early19th Century it was discovered that the Jones Falls Valley was rich in stone not only for building 
but also for the mining of minerals. Early maps, 19th C. written descriptions, an 1870’s lithograph, U.S.G.S. & M.G.S. reports, 
as well as photographs, document the Bare Hills themselves and the mining operations there.  
 
Between the first decade of the 19th century until the 1930’s the Bare Hills were successfully worked at various times for 
chrome, copper and building stone. The neighborhood surrounding the serpentine formation called “Bare Hills” or “the 
Barrens” was, until the mid-20thCentury, bounded by Smith Avenue and Old Pimlico Road on the west and north and by the 
Jones Falls on the east and south. While the “Scott Settlement” and a few houses right on Falls Road survive from the 
historical period, the western 2/3 of the area has suffered most from both modern industrial, highway and residential 
development that has destroyed many of the historic structures and landscape itself.  The eastern 1/3, however, lies mostly 
within preserved parkland and or large private homes. Here, particularly on the east side of Falls Road, one can still see the 
primeaeval landscape so dramatically described by Hayden in 1811 as well as, copper-rock quarries, chrome pit openings, 
early rock mining roads, the ruins of industrial buildings and early houses.  
 
Horace H. Hayden, S.D. (also “M.D.”) published at least three essays on Bare Hills. The first of these was written in 1810 and 
published the following year in the Baltimore Medical and Philosophical Lyceum. He apparently made frequent visits to the 
area in following years and in 1832 published a somewhat apologetic, less poetic and more scientific essay complete with a 
detailed map indicating mineral deposits, mining operations, roads and neighboring houses. This improved version appeared in 
the Comet and again in the American Journal of Science in 1833. From these works we learn much not only about the 
geological make up of the serpentine formation and the unique feeling of the “Barrens” but get verification of the dates of two 
extant houses, the location of Tyson’s first chromium operations and the age of the abandoned cart-roads surviving in the 
woods on the east side of Falls Road The age and original route of the old turnpike is verified by his 1810 reference to it being 
“recently” cut through the Bare Hills at the point where the Falls Road still does so.    
 
 
Samples: see next two pages 
 

 
                    
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                       



 

 

 
                             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Chrome 
 Chromium is used in the making of steel, in tanning, dyeing and paint. 
 
 
The commercial source of the element chromium is exclusively in the mineral chromate, which when pure, is an iron chromate 
of the formula FeO.Cr2O3. …In Maryland it is found only in serpentine---a rock which is readily recognized by the barren 
country it produces. 

- Maryland Geological Survey, 1929 
 
“..ferriferous ophiolite, chromiferous ophialite, diallagic ophialite and garnetic ophialite ------- all of which, with the exception 
of garnetic ophialite, are found, at nearly every point of the Bare Hills.”  

- Hayden, 1832 
 
“The history of chrome mining in Baltimore County is of particular interest, in that it was due to the activities of Jesse Tyson, 
Jr., of Baltimore, that Maryland came to be the chrome producing center of the world for a considerable time.” 

 -       MGS, 1929 
 

 
Issac Tyson Sr., a farmer in the Valley in the Late 18th century, had a farm in the vicinity of Old Pimlico Road and Falls Road 
where it crosses Jones’ Creek on the north edge of the Bare Hills. It was his son Issac Tyson Jr. and his son Jesse who 
developed a chromate and copper industry that put Baltimore at the forefront of the national market for the first half of the19th 
century. This industry began with the discovery of chromate on that farm. The Tyson family business put Maryland to the 
forefront of U.S. chrome production for the first half of the 19th Century; the Baltimore Chrome Works remained a major 
international producer until the turn of the 20th Century. 
 
Within living memory an open mineshaft existed on the south side of Old Pimlico Road, just before it intersects Falls Road.  
Now closed, it corresponds with the site Hayden labeled “J” on his map of 1832 and described as “extensive operations”, 
which, “ have been carried on for the purpose of obtaining chrome of which large quantities, of an excellent quality, were 
raised. The works, I believe, were carried to the depth of about eighty feet, but have, for some time been abandoned.”  

 
Hayden attributes the discovery of chromate of iron in “one of the deep ravines” in the Bare Hills to a “Mr. Henfrey” between 



 

 

1808-1810.  Scharrf’s History of Baltimore County (1870) relates that young Issac Tyson, Jr. (1792-1861), while spending the 
summer on his father’s farm near Bare Hills encountered  

“..an old man digging for what on inquiry he ascertained was chrome ore, a mineral at that time known to but few.” [6] 
 

Tyson may not have discovered the chromate on his fathers farm but did develop the mines there in the first decade of the 19th 
century as well as at Baltimore County’s other serpentine formation, Soldier’s Delight by 1827. Later he was connected with 
the mining of the mineral in Pennsylvania and elsewhere. According to the M.G.S. between 1828 and 1850 all of the chrome in 
the U.S. was shipped to Baltimore for processing. By 1845 Jesse Tyson, Jr. with his chrome plant on Baltimore harbor, held a 
monopoly on both the mining and production of chrome that lasted until 1860 when foreign competition cut into Maryland’s 
domination. Tyson’s “Baltimore Chrome Works”, on the harbor near Fells Point continued to be an internationally significant 
producer until 1908 when bought out by the Mutual Chemical Company of America. [MGS, 1929] It eventually became the 
chrome plant of Allied Chemical Corp. in 1954. [7] 

 
 

Copper 
 
The Maryland Geological Survey of 1929 states that copper was mined in Maryland before the Revolution, lasted until about 
1914 and that the mines in Baltimore County were responsible for the large copper refining industry in Baltimore City. By 
1860 the Baltimore Copper Smelting Co. on the harbor in Canton was the largest of its’ kind in the U.S. [8] 
  

“One of the largest mines in the State was the Bare Hills copper mine.” [9]  
 
Different companies in different locations around the Bare Hills serpentine worked for copper between the mid-19th century 
and c. WWI. The principal mine was opened in 1845 on the south edge of the serpentine in between Falls Road and Smith 
Avenue After sporadic activity the Bare Hills Mining Company was formed in 1864 and its operations are the subject of a 
detailed lithograph printed in c.1870. 
 



 

 

                 
                 Schmidt & Trowe, advertisement c.1870, MHS 

 
  
The foreground in this picture is that place where the Falls Turnpike, Jones Falls and Northern Central Railroad all intersect. 
What is now the “Light-Rail” and “Falls Road” still do so at this spot today. Looking northwest up the westernmost portion of 
the Bare Hills one sees what the MGS described as one of the largest copper mines in the State and largely responsible for the 
significant industry of copper refining in Baltimore City. [10] Part of the dirt road that winds its way up to the mine is extant 
and the barn on the farm in the far right edge of the picture is believed to be one of the remaining buildings of the 
Harvell-Tormey Farm (Map Ref. #8) at 6132 Falls Road. Further documented by maps, oral history and a hand drawn sketch 
of ruins from  
c.1900, is the complex which included the boiler, engine, crusher, cobbing house, powder house, and office. [11]  Also seen are 
the “captain’s” or superintendent’s house and the row of c.1850’s “double houses” along the far ridge, which housed workers.  
 
The opening of the mine is identified in the 1900 sketch as immediately South of the processing complex placing it at the edge 
of the trees in the middle of the picture. A small gable roof seen there may be the entrance to the mine. One of the more 
interesting aspects of the lithograph is the insert diagram of the shaft system. One source states that between 1867-1887 the 



 

 

shaft inclined under Smith Avenue to a depth of 900 feet. Lateral tunnels went for hundreds of feet in different directions. 
                                       

                              
 

While several sources date this mine to have been opened in 1845, Hyle and Peare state that copper was first discovered in 
Bare Hills in 1839 on the land of Thomas B. Watts. Thomas Scharf in 1872 states that Issac Tyson, Jr., of Bare Hills chromium 
fame, “opened and developed the Bare Hill and Springfield copper-mines of this State from which excellent ore have been 
obtained.” and Tyson does appear as a stockholder in the copper mining venture as early as 1844.[12]  In1915, the County 
Atlas shows “McColgan” owning the mine site and co-owning the contiguous property with the “Tyson Mining Co.”. Issac 
Tyson, Jr. and his son Jesse eventually developed a business that included several different types of mining in Maryland, 
Pennsylvania and New England. 

 
All sources agree that mining was intermittent until the early 1860’s when the Bare Hills Mining Co. was formed. The history 
of this mine is fraught with lawsuits over mining rights, partnership struggles and disastrous floods. Nevertheless, experts 
ascertain that in the second half of the 19th Century, between 1864 and 1880, the mine’s total production was in the 
neighborhood of 32,000 tons of 18% grade ore which earned $1,755,000.[13] The ore was shipped by train from Bare Hills to 
the smelting plant in Canton at the East Side of Baltimore Harbor. 

 
After the 1880’s, there is evidence of lesser attempts at mining copper ore at Bare Hills, however, none achieved this earlier 
success again. The MGS reports the last efforts at the Smith Avenue site to be in 1905 and Herbert Moore’s study of 1935 
describes the buildings as ruins at that time. Oral history supported by c.1950’s photos describe an abandoned crusher, like the 
one seen in the 1870 lithograph, standing at the west end of Shoemaker Road on the north side of Bare Hills almost a half mile 
above the Smith Avenue site. Dynamite shacks and other mining equipment were around it. There is no mention of this 
operation in the sources on Bare Hills. [See “Building Stone”]  



 

 

 
Much of the history of the Bare Hills copper mines is addressed in “A Brief History of the Bare Hills Copper Mines” by 
Herbert Moore in The Natural History Society of Maryland Bulletin, (May 1935).[14] This work contains interviews with 
ex-mine workers many of whom were residents of the mining camp. These interviews concurred on such interesting items as 
the absence of black laborers, the prevalence of Irish workers and the use of boys ages 12-18yrs. as laborers by “Captain 
Cooper”. There were no recollections of accidents. One of the more significant items in Moore’s paper is the information that 
“The copper sent to the copper house was transported to Canton [Baltimore Copper Works on east side of harbor]. At a later 
date the ore was taken down Smith Ave. to the Mt. Washington Station, instead of by the old route.”[15]   
 
 “Old route”, Moore says, meant the “Bare Hills Station”.[16]  On his reconstructed site sketch the author indicates the “old 
copper house” and siding on the Northern Central tracks just east of Falls Road. This station is still indicated on the Bromley 
Atlas of 1915 but labeled as no longer extant on the 1935 sketch. It is clear from these sources and others that the Bare Hills 
mine brought a special train stop into existence probably by the 1860’s that bore that name at least until 1915. The store, tavern 
and cluster of 1860-WWI period buildings clustered about this stop along the Turnpike and Railroad Avenue share this 
common theme.  
 
 
Building Stone 

 
West Quarry 

 
The Maryland Geological Survey (1929) documents the many stone quarries of the Valley.[17]  This natural resource results in 
a rich tradition of stone architecture in the region with buildings and other structures exhibiting gneiss, marble, limestone and 
copper-rock.  

 
Examples of full stone “copper rock buildings” made of the distinctive blue-green material quarried on either side of Falls 
Road at the north edge of the Bare Hills include the Bare Hills School, (1881) and #6510 Falls Road (pre-1898). Others are 
known to have existed in the project area. Many of the older frame houses of this region stand on high copper-rock foundations 



 

 

and this same stone is seen in the garden walls of numerous properties. How early in the 19th century the quarries on either side 
of Falls Rd. at the north edge of Bare Hills were begun is unclear, although Hayden does not indicate either of them in his 
detailed map or written description of 1832. The Mt. Vernon Methodist Church in Baltimore (NR) designed by Dixon & 
Carson in 1873 is constructed of serpentine from this quarry, as was, the Bare Hills School (pre-1877). In 1929 Lewis O. Stern 
was still operating the Bare Hill quarries. That operation quarried  “crushed stone for roads and concrete, and building stone” 
and about “5,000 tons are gotten out in a year.” [17] These quarries are easily seen from the Falls Rd. where it intersected with 
the Old Pimlico Road. The west quarry is now privately owned and used for a private recreational facility and the east quarry 
is in parkland. They both have a striking appearance for the mottled brown and yellowish rock that dominates the quarry walls. 
When wet the softer blue-green “copper dust” oozes from its crevices and brings to mind Hayden’s 1810 description of this 
areas sublime feeling.  

 
Gneiss quarries, mined for the ferrous brownish-gray stone also common to the Valley’s architecture, are known to have 
existed to the immediate north and south of Bare Hills in the 18th Century. They remained in use until the mid 20th century. 
Gneiss is seen in the foundations of the early 19th century “Toll Gate House” while 6302 Falls Road is a c.1927 Dutch Colonial 
Revival dwelling that demonstrates gneiss construction.  

 
Perhaps the last commercial operation in Bare Hills relative to building stone was the crusher known to have existed at the end 
of Shoemaker Road. Demolished in the 1960’s, older residents remember the crusher, which appears in a late 1940’s 
photograph. Several informants recall it as abandoned in the late 1950’s but one informant recalls watching trucks backing up 
under the tall structure and being loaded with crushed stone in the early 1950’s. [17a] The age of the crusher is not known, 
however, in describing the stone from the Bare Hills Quarries the 1929 MGS says “ Both crushed stone for roads and 
concrete.” was being produced at that time. The crusher stood on land owned by C.C. McColgan and the Tyson Mining Co. as 
indicated on the 1915 Atlas. 

 

 
 Crusher , as seen from behind 6302 Falls Rd., c.1947 



 

 

 
 
 
Cultural Background 
While these are not the only ethnic stories of the Bare Hills region three cultural groups in particular appear in researching the 
themes of the Nomination Area. The many generations of rural Southern folk engaged in the historical activities of farming 
and milling, the homogeneous African-American community of the Scott Settlement and the history of the Irish workers of the 
copper mines are documented by the sites and structures of the Bare Hills region. 
 
Historically the cultural landscape of the Jones Falls Valley is “rural”. This rural atmosphere on the very north edge of 
Baltimore City is still expressed in the natural landscape and agrarian architecture, as well as, by the descendants of those who 
came to work in the mills. The farmhouses, agricultural buildings, mills and workers housing are visual documents of this fact. 
It is well documented that during the “cotton boom” which lasted from just after the Civil War until WW I, thousands of rural 
folk from neighboring states, particularly to the south, migrated to the Valley to work in the cotton mills. One finds numerous 
longtime residents of this area speaking with Southern accents whose roots are in the Carolinas and Appalachian states where 
mill companies recruited workers. These descendents of several generations of migrants contribute to a Southern quality in the 
Valley’s historical “sense of place”.  
 
The mill village of “Washingtonville”(see proposed NR District BA-2934 & B-5057, “Cow Hill-Washingtonville”) is 
contiguous to the southern edge of Bare Hills and the mill village of “Rockland” contiguous on the north. Each of these 
communities spills into this study with extant buildings relative to those NR districts. Also on the Falls and connected by the 
same turnpike, were the Eagle Mill with its’ “Millville”, the Bellona Powder Works and Wright’s Mill with its’ workers 
housing. All of these structures and sites were part of the “mill valley” theme and inhabited by this cultural group. 
A particularly interesting and valuable resource to the Valley’s cultural history is the African-American community called the 
“Scott Settlement”, on the old Falls Turnpike atop Bare Hills. The Scott Settlement’s social significance is at least twofold. As 
a community growing up and around an early Turnpike Era store-tavern with a blacksmithy behind it, it is instructive in 
understanding the role of the turnpike in developing this part of Baltimore County. That the blacksmith was a freed slave 
named Aquilla Scott, whose descendents and neighbors have developed and maintained a community around his house, grave 
and smithy site since 1839, provides an important opportunity for understanding over 160 years of the African-American 
experience in Baltimore County. Several generations of dwellings and other buildings are instructive not only in architectural 
history but in an ethnic history as well. 
 
Mainstream perceptions of African-American life before and after Emancipation are enlightened by the story of this 
neighborhood. Scholars agree that Maryland had the highest population of free Blacks prior to the Civil War and that 



 

 

Baltimore was known among American cities for its sizeable Free Black population prior to Emancipation.[18]  The failure of 
the plantation system in this part of Maryland by the 1840-50’s resulted in enclaves of ex-slaves adapting to “free life” 
somewhat earlier than in other parts of the South. Some experienced urban life (as evidenced by the findings of the Maryland 
Historical Trust’s Alley House Survey in Baltimore City. [19])  Others experienced a more rural existence like the “Scott 
Settlement”. While other early Black communities are known to have existed in the Jones Falls Valley, such as those at Cross 
Keys, Hoe’s Heights and an enclave on Smith Ave., they have been seriously diminished if not if not irradicated. In the Scott 
Settlement, however, more than eighteen c.1840’s-WWI buildings plus later dwellings still stand that document several 
generations of free Black life in Baltimore County. That many of these are still occupied by the descendents of the founder 
Aquilla Scott provides a particularly rich oral history. Both individually and collectively, the buildings and associated stories 
are highly instructive in the understanding of a significant cultural group. 
 
Another important cultural story documented by the historical resources of the Bare Hills is the under-assessed significance of 
Irish Immigration to Baltimore in the mid-19th Century. As a result of the Great Famine (c.1845-1850’s) millions of Irish 
immigrants came to America, thousands to Baltimore. Their experience and its’ significance to regional history is related in the 
known histories of the quarry town of Texas, Maryland (another mining community in Baltimore County and also on the 
Northern Central Railroad) and the Irish railroad neighborhood surrounding the B&O Railroad yards on Pratt St. in West 
Baltimore. [20] This immigrant group is further understood by the story of Bare Hills copper mining.  
 
In “A Brief History of the Copper Mine At Bare Hills, Maryland”(1935) Herbert Moore relates interviews with older miners at 
least two of whom were among the child laborers in the Bare Hills copper mine in 1866-7. Moore states that in the third 
quarter of the 19th Century “Practically all of the miners were Irish” and that his informants were “emphatic” on this point.[21] 
Some lived in the row of two story “double houses” seen in the 1870’s lithograph and that “most of the miners lived around 
Bare Hills”. In 1935 Mr. Joseph Burns still lived in one of the houses  “where the old copper house near the siding at Bare 
Hills Station once existed,”. “Six or seven of the old miners houses were still in existence and occupied a few years ago 
(1935).” These interviews provide evidence of a 19th century Irish mining community in Bare Hills that survived until 
sometime after WWI. 
 
It is also at least curious to note that in 1915 “C.C. Mc Colgan” owned the mine site and buildings, as well as two other large 
tracts of Bare Hills including co-ownership on the north side of the hills with the Tyson Mining Co. This Irish name is the 
same as that of Father Edward McColgan of Donegal, who founded St. Peter’s parish in the Irish neigborhood around the B&O 
in 1842. He is memorialized in the Irish cemetery there. No connection between the two has as yet been established but the 
presence of this famous Irish name in the history of Bare Hills strengthens the story of the Irish presence there during the 
historical period. 



 

 

 
The Railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station” along with the physical evidence of mining such as the mining roads, pits and refuse 
piles of the Bare Hills Copper mines document an industry significant to Baltimore and the State. As a collection of historical 
resources, they are also instructive in the lifeways of a significant cultural group. 
 
 
 
Transportation 
 
The published histories of Baltimore County emphasize the great importance of the turnpikes and the railroads to its’ 
development. The particular goal of connecting the port of Baltimore with the agricultural communities of Northern Maryland 
and Pennsylvania is emphasized in the discussion of Late 18th/Early 19th Century Turnpikes. Beginning in the 1830’s and later, 
railroads like the Northern Central connected mining and manufacturing communities with the port and the numerous “railroad 
suburbs”, which sprang up during the second half of the century. The rail line up through the Jones Falls Valley not only 
resulted in developing Baltimore County but by the 1860’s became the gateway link in the rail system that connected 
Baltimore to the northern cities and reached as far west as Chicago. The railroad, which threaded the path of the Jones Falls 
and the Falls Turnpike, did not replace the significance of the road. The Falls Road remained the principal truck route 
connecting the port and Valley’s factory complexes with northern destinations until the construction of the Jones Falls 
Expressway (I-83) in the 1960’s. At the end of the 20th Century, as the result of development in the upper Valley and the 
congested traffic on the interstate, this historic road now called “Falls Road” is still a principal “commuter route” between the 
city and northern suburbs. While these modern transportation developments are a challenge to the historical character of the 
Valley they also emphasize the continuous importance of the valley as an historic transportation corridor. 
In the last decade of the 18th Century and first decade of the 19th Century the York, Reisterstown and Falls turnpikes were 
primary in this expansion northward of Baltimore and connecting the city’s business interests with Southern Pennsylvania. The 
lack of maintenance to existing Colonial era highways and the need for new commercial routes made road improvements a 
principal concern of lawmakers in the 1780’s. Following an initial period in which public turnpikes tended to fail, the era of 
private turnpikes began in the 1790’s. Aided by government protected route monopolies and “eminent domain” facilitating 
newer more direct routes with penalties for bypassing tollgates, the turnpike companies became viable investment 
opportunities. In exchange the public, particularly commercial interests, received safer and faster trade routes. While much of 
this activity was usurped with the development of railroads after the 1830’s these turnpikes remained important routes until the 
Early 20th Century when State and local governments again assumed responsibility for roads. [22] 
 
The creek that gives the Valley its name both thematically and physically connects the historical resources of the Jones Falls 



 

 

Valley and this particular nomination. The transportation system which evolved along the stream banks, principally the Falls 
Turnpike and the Northern Central Railroad, were both cause and effect of the mill valley. 

 
 
 
Falls Turnpike, 1804 - c.1910 
 
The powerful stream in close proximity to Baltimore’s harbor facilitated grist milling in the 18th Century. The Falls was not 
navigable for most of its length. Legend holds of   “Indian trails” in Baltimore County being developed into roads during the 
Late 17th and Early 18th Century, with two of them involving Jones’ Creek. [22a] It is certain that there were numerous grist 
mills along the full length of the Creek in the 18th Century requiring means of transport for receiving their raw goods and 
shipping their finished products.  An old road ran along the stream at least in some places.[J.Cole states that the site for 
Bellona Powderworks was selected during the Revolution because of its access by Falls Road] It was not until 1803, however, 
that the Falls Turnpike clearly connects all of the mills and communities of its headwaters to the harbor and everything in 
between. The numerous grist mills, including the “merchant mills”, of the Valley were a significant part of the mill system 
which made Baltimore the largest flour market in the world by the 1820’s. [see footnote 3] The uppermost mills and mill villages 
of the valley were all connected to the port, each other and the northern most farmers by the newly constructed turnpike. This 
system in the mill valley achieved even grater significance between the Civil War and WWI as the Jones Falls Valley assumed 
a primary role in U.S. cotton manufacture. 

The Falls Turnpike’s path through the nomination study area is that of the present Falls Road (Maryland State Rt. 25)* 
{Maryland State Scenic Highway}. In it’s flow down to the harbor, Jones’ Creek makes a considerable easterly bend around 
the serpentine formation called “Bare Hills” before regaining its’ southern direction.  While the Turnpike generally followed 
the Falls and may have used an existing road in some places, it deviates from the stream and was cut through the rocky Bare 
Hills to maintain a straight N-S line for about one mile. Consequently, the turnpike crosses Jones Falls at the southern end of 
the study area and rejoins the creek to run along its’ banks again on the north side of the serpentine formation.  

 
This significantly new feature to the landscape occurred in the first decade of the 19th Century. The Falls Turnpike Company 
was formed in 1804; an1810 description of this neighborhood describes the Bare Hills “through which the Falls Turnpike has 
recently been cut.” [23] This particular section of the historic road project is lined with structures that document its nearly 200 
year old history, including the toll house and “Seven Mile” marker. The blasted serpentine rock, particularly on the East side of 
the road, still testifies to the particularly difficult task of running this straight line through Bare Hills. The architecture and 
“shaped” landscape relative to the creation of the historic road create a streetscape that is particularly informative about the 
history of 19th Century turnpikes in Baltimore County. 



 

 

 
 
Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central) 
In the Second quarter of the 19th Century the history of the Jones Falls Valley as a major transportation corridor saw the advent 
of railroads. Baltimore’s B&O Museum proudly points out that the nations first railroad began at Mt. Clare Station. Its’ goal 
was to eventually link the city to the Western interior but the first regular service was to the Ellicott mills in Howard County in 
1830. Within a year of the formation of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (1827) the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad 
(Northern Central after 1854) was formed. [24] Its’ course began in the city and proceeded up the Jones Falls Valley along the 
banks of the Jones’ Falls (at the southern tip of the nomination’s study area) and then in a North-Easterly direction through 
upper Baltimore County and Pennsylvania into the Susquehanna Valley. By the 1860’s this line was a key component to the 
system that linked Baltimore to points north and west as far as the great Lakes and to Washington and routes further South. 
Abraham Lincoln is known to have traveled the Northern Central through the Jones Falls Valley on his way to make the 
“Gettysburg Address”. The famous funeral train that bore his body back to Illinois in 1865 traveled this same route. [24a] 
 
The Baltimore and Susquehanna was also authorized by the Maryland General assembly to build a westward line known 
locally as the “Green Spring branch” which originated at Relay house on the south side of Bare Hills. It followed the Jones 
Falls around the serpentine northward to its headwaters “the Green Springs” and on to Owings Mills on the West side of the 
Reisterstown Turnpike.  
 
Service began on the main line and Green Spring Branch c.1831 with horse drawn rail cars running from center city out to 
“Relay House”, a short distance above Washingtonville. The site of this combination hotel-station is at the Southern tip of 
Lake Roland, on the North edge of the “Cow Hill-Washingtonville” historic district and within this nomination’s boundaries. 
“Relay House” was first constructed in 1832 at the fork of the main line to York, PA. and the branch line to the Green Springs. 
At mid century it was operated by Charles Buchanan whose stone mansion “Buckingham”(1800) is the oldest dated building in 
the vicinity. The acreage of this early estate also once included the land on the north bank of the Falls, on the West side of the 
Turnpike where the entrance to the Bare Hills Copper Mines is shown in the c.1870 lithograph. [25] In the earliest years of the 
railroad, when the cars were horse drawn, this stop was a “relay” for the exchange of fresh horses necessary for pulling the 
wooden passenger cars. A description from that same period describes a rectangular yellow wooden structure with red brick 
chimney and platform covered with a flat roof. There was a turntable and engine house for rerouting trains back up the Valley 
to the Green Springs. [26 ] In 1831 the first seven miles of the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad terminated at Relay House 
built on Hollins' Farm. As late as 1915  “Relay House” is indicated in Bromley’s Atlas but called “Hollins Station”. Several of 
the properties being nominated are on what was part of Hollins farm and along Hollins Lane, which led to the station. [27] 

 
When steam locomotives replaced horse-drawn trains by the late 1830’s the railroads became primary freight movers 



 

 

benefiting the farmers, quarries, iron manufacturers and millers of Baltimore County. The Northern Central connecting 
Baltimore with York Pennsylvania plus its Greenspring branch, which ran westward to the headwaters of Jones Falls, 
connected virtually all of the mill villages in the Jones FallsValley carrying both passengers and freight. Several principal stops 
existed on the very edges of the “Cow Hill-Washingtonville” NR District in the 19th Century with three of them being in the 
boundaries of the Bare Hills nomination. These were the aforementioned  “Bare Hills Station”, “Relay House” and “Sorrento” 
on the green Spring Branch. “Mt. Washington” was less than a quarter-mile south of Bare Hills and also a shipping point for 
copper ore.   

 
The railroad’s annual report for 1865 indicates that of the 17 stops in Baltimore County, “Relay”(Relay House) was second 
only to “Ashland” iron furnace in receiving and forwarding pounds of freight. “Mt. Washington” was among the busiest four. 
[27a.] An Early 20th Century map shows the “Bare Hills” stop at the entrance to the Bare Hills copper-mining operation, where 
the Falls Turnpike crosses the stream itself at the North-West edge of the Historic District. The mine was first opened in 1845 
and the stop is documented as being in use from c.1864-1880; it is still indicated on the map of 1915. It included a “copper 
house” on the siding for the purpose of on-loading copper ore bound for processing at the copperworks located at the 
Baltimore Harbor on Locust Point. [28] Several buildings dating between c.1860-WWI are still clustered around the stop on 
“Railroad” Ave. The modern light-rail stop is located at this site today. The third stop within the Nomination Area is 
“Sorrento” shown on the 1898 Atlas.  

 
Although commerce with Western Maryland was the original goal of the Green Spring branch of the railroad, perhaps it is best 
remembered for effecting the Victorian Era resort-trade that took advantage of the scenery and waters of the Green Springs. 
The railroad actually built the Green Spring Hotel for this purpose, followed later in the century by the famous Chattolanee 
Hotel and others that made the headwaters of the Jones Falls a popular resort. [29] Throughout the Nomination Area the right of 
way still remains and is used for hiking and biking along the east bank of the Falls. Railroad ties, rails, early arched bridges 
made of cut-stone and other railroad features remain visible. Where the line was cut through steep rock ledges one can still see 
the drill marks and the effects of blasting. The ruins of “Sorrento Station” and the “Bellona Powder Works” still remain along 
the track-bed. (see separate RR inventory). 

 
The physical remains of the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad, particularly the cluster of c.1860-WWI buildings of Bare 
Hills Station, are significant for their ability to document the role of the railroad in the development of Baltimore and the Jones 
falls Valley. That the “Bare Hills Station” was a special stop for transporting ore from the copper mines to the Baltimore 
Copper Works documents the significant role of the Bare Hills Mine in this important industrial-transportation story. 

 



 

 

Architecture 
 

The buildings, sites and structures in the Nomination Area date from the first decade of the 19th Century through the Second 
World War. The greatest number are pre-WWI and are connected by two or more of the stated themes of agriculture, mining, 
transportation and cultural significance. The architecture nominated includes examples of dwellings, agricultural and industrial 
buildings and engineering. Some of the dwellings along the Falls Rd. such as #6213 Falls Rd., are quite architectonic and 
exhibit design elements of a particular style or period. Others are vernacular dwellings, which are instructive about a different 
economic class. Barns and farmhouses document the importance of agriculture to Baltimore County and this particular part of 
the Jones Falls Valley. The design and building of turnpikes and railroads between 1810 and 1900 is documented. The original 
path of the Falls Turnpike constructed in c. 1805 is quite visible particularly where it was cut through the Bare Hills serpentine 
and it still contains the early “Toll Gate House” and “7 mile” marker. More than half of the nominated items face the old Falls 
Turnpike and were built during the turnpike era. Four railroad stations or stops stood in the Nomination Area and while these 
are gone, the abandoned railway with rails, bridges and markers exist. The importance of railroad “stops” is reflected in the 
surviving buildings of the cluster of buildings known as “Bare Hills Station.”. Most of the buildings in the Nomination are of 
frame construction demonstrating both post-and-beam and lighter frame construction. Three buildings are of full stone 
construction; two utilize Bare Hills “copper rock” and the third is made of local gneiss. Many others use either of these two 
local materials in their foundations, as well as, for steps and garden walls.  

 
The range of dates of surviving buildings begins with the first decades of the 19th Century in which chromium was first mined 
and the Falls Turnpike was begun. The TollHouse is probably the earliest of these. Farming existed in the Bare Hills region 
before the 19th Century and continued until the middle of the 20th Century. Two barns are at least from the Third Quarter of the 
19th century and at least two farmhouses are Ante-bellum.  

 
The building dates extend through the 19th Century that saw the “cotton boom” in which the mills of the Jones Falls Valley 
were dominant in the nation’s cloth industry and Bare Hills mining was a primary factor in the copper industry and the 
quarrying of building stone. Buildings related to these themes date between the Civil War and WW I.  

 
other grouping of Late 19th/Early 20th Century buildings, mostly residences are noted for their stylistic features and reflect the 
role of the trains in developing neighborhoods around Baltimore City. Seeking to combine the best of both rural and urban life, 
these communities and “country seats” represent the transition of the Bare Hills region from a truly rural community devoted 
to farming, milling and mining into a “railroad suburb”. 
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Interviews 
    
    Age 

Marie Scott Brown 90’s 
Manley Jenkins 80 
Michael Jenkins  82 
Catherine Scott 80’s 
Dewayne Scott 30’s 
Buzz Scott  60’s 
William Scott  70’s 
Wayne Spangler 60’s 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Significance Summary:  4/20/00 
 
The Bare Hills region is a visually and culturally distinct district best understood 

in terms of the unique topography, which facilitated processes that produced the historic 
built environment. The Jones Falls is a powerful stream whose banks contain prime 
agricultural land and mineral deposits, which facilitated mining, milling and farming. 
Known as the “Bare Hills” as early as 1703, this portion of the Jones Falls Valley 
contains the large serpentine formation around which the stream flows in its 10 mile run 
Southward to the Baltimore Harbor. These ‘barrens”, characterized by sparse vegetation 
and jagged bluish-green copper-rock surface, were the site of the first chromium mines in 
the U.S. in the first decade of the 19th Century. The Bare Hills Copper Mines put 
Maryland at the forefront of copper production following the Civil War and its quarries 
were an important source of building stone well into the 20th Century. 

In some instances the historical resources nominated are unique to Bare Hills, 
relating to copper and chromium mining, while others such as mill housing or farm 
structures prove the district to be an important part of the larger Jones Falls Valley story. 
The early grist mills of the Jones Falls Valley were part of the system which made 
Baltimore a principal producer of flour in the Late 18th/Early 19th Century. The Valley’s 
cotton mills led the nation in cotton-duck production between the Civil War and WW I. 
The Bare Hills District contains several of the Valley’s mills and the communities that 
they fostered.  

19th century transportation developments further shaped the region. The Falls 
Turnpike (c.1805-c.1909) and later railroads following the streambed through the Valley 
not only played a principal role in connecting the Baltimore harbor with the interior U.S. 
but left communities like Bare Hills with numerous examples of turnpike era architecture 
and examples of Victorian “railroad suburbs”. 

 
The Bare Hills Historic District contains 57 contributing sites and structures in a 

natural setting characterized by the serpentine formation, the Jones Falls and the steep 
slopes of its valley. These sites are eligible for NR listing together and individually for 
being instructive in at least two or more of the following areas of historical importance: 
farming, milling, mining, transportation, cultural (social) and architecture. 
 
Criterion “A”  - Property is associated with events that have made a significant 

 contribution to the broad patterns of our history 
  
Sites associated with milling are significant for being part of the Jones Falls 

Valley mill system that made Baltimore dominant in the flour industry in the early 19th 
Century and which led the nation in cotton-duct manufacture in the second half of the 
Century. Five mills or mill-sites with related buildings are in the proposed district. 

Sites associated with mining are also significant under this criterion. 
Recognizable mining sites, at least one mining building and the sub-district of Bare Hills 
Station are included in the proposed district. Chromium discovery and mining in the Bare 
Hills in the first decades of the 19th Century were key to the success of the nationally 
known Baltimore Chromeworks located on Baltimore’s Harbor at Fells Point. The Bare 
Hills Copper Mines were instrumental in Baltimore County’s significant contribution to 



Maryland copper production between the 1840’s and 1880’s. The ore from these mines 
was primary to the nationally significant Baltimore Copper Smelting Co. on Baltimore’s 
Harbor at Canton. A special stop on the Northern Central railway was created for 
shipping copper ore to the harbor and was still called “Bare Hills Station” in the Early 
20th Century. The quarrying of building stone in Bare Hills from the 1870’s through the 
1930’s contributed to the distinctive appearance of hundreds of local buildings. The 
uniquely colored blue-green serpentine appears in other more architectonic buildings in 
Baltimore, such as, the Mt. Vernon Methodist Church (NR) designed by Dixon & Carson 
in 1873.  

Also significant under Criterion “A” are properties associated with the Falls 
Turnpike (c.1803-c. 1904) and the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad (1832)[later called 
Northern Central]. These transportation developments were important in Baltimore City’s 
history. The historic role of the Jones Falls Valley as a transportation corridor for the road 
and rail lines connecting Baltimore with points north and west of Maryland owes much of 
its story to attempts by the turnpike companies and railroad s to service already existing 
mill and mining centers. The nation’s first railroad, the B&O, ran its first line to Ellicot’s 
Mills in Howard County in 1830 and thence to the “gap” at Harper’s Ferry. A year later 
the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad ran its first line through the Jones Falls Valley to 
connect the mills and mining centers of this part of Baltimore County. This line 
eventually connected Baltimore to Pennsylvania and points as far West as Chicago. The 
five mills and copper mines located in the Bare Hills District were a significant part of 
that initial development. The Late Victorian dwellings in the vicinity of the District’s 
three railroad stops also document the later residential and commercial communities that 
were fostered by these transportation developments. Three rail-stops, the railroad right of 
way containing portions of the rails and railroad structures plus the sub-district of “Bare 
Hills Station” are nominated. Numerous examples of “railroad suburb” houses are in the 
proposed district. 
 Another category of buildings in the Bare Hills district which are “instructive in 
the broad patterns of our history” are the several farmhouses, barns and other farm 
dependencies. These are 19th Century farm buildings ranging in date from the Ante-
bellum period to c. WW I but may be seen too as a link to Baltimore County’s four 
hundred-year-old agrarian culture. Several farmhouses, two of which are Antebellum, 
several barns and numerous agricultural dependencies are nominated. 
 
Criterion “C” - Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or  

method of construction or that represents the work of a master, or that 
possesses high artistic values, or that represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. 

 
The designs or construction of all of the buildings listed are instructive in the 

understanding of the vernacular architecture of this region, as well as, commonly 
recognized styles.  

The bank plans and high stone foundations, which respond to topography prone to 
frequent flooding, constitute a regional architecture. The frequent use of local stone, 
particularly the uniquely colored copper-rock quarried in the Bare Hills, adds to this 
regional significance. 



The workers housing associated with the mills or the dwellings of the African-
American “Scott Settlement” by way of plan, scale and materials are instructive in the 
lifeways of working folks in the District. Other more stylish houses such as those of mill 
owner families or the larger Late Victorian suburban residences demonstrate a more 
affluent lifestyle. These houses exemplify a range of styles from the 1850’s Carpenter 
Gothic seen in the “Bare Hills Mansion” to the later Queen Anne and Eclectic (33 
Railroad Ave. & 6213 Falls Rd.). The Colonial Revival is expressed in an American 
Foursquare (1115 Hollins La.) and the adapted barn at “Spring Hill”, both from the 
1920’s.Two examples of the Bungalow Style near Bare Hills Station are also from this 
period (6119 Falls rd. & (Mrs. Scott’s). Cross-gable facades, eaves decorated with 
fishscale shingles and scrolled porches are common to the more affluent houses. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
   



Description Summary  
 
SHORTEST STATEMENT: 
  

The Jones Falls is a powerful creek, which cuts a valley of the same name. 
About halfway in its run of ten miles or so down to the Baltimore Harbor the stream 
makes a large bend around a significant serpentine formation known as the “Bare 
Hills”. 

The specific characteristics of Bare Hills, which together constitute a 
cohesive historic district, are understood in terms of the unique topography, which 
facilitated specific processes that resulted in the historic built environment. Chief 
among these are farming, mining and milling. Early 19th century transportation 
developments further shaped the region, as the Falls Turnpike and Baltimore & 
Susquehanna Railroad resulted in the Jones Falls Valley becoming a significant 
transportation corridor linking Baltimore to Pennsylvania and points West.  

In some instances the historical resources are unique to Bare Hills such as 
mining sites or the “Scott Settlement” while others such as mill housing or farm 
structures prove it to be part of the larger Jones Falls Valley story. Still other 
historical resources such as the row of Late Victorian dwellings on the east side of 
the old turnpike (6201-6213 Falls Rd.) demonstrate general stylistic elements of the 
period found in early suburban settings elsewhere around Baltimore. 
 
 
LONGER STATEMENT:  

 
The Bare Hills, also known historically as the “Barrens”, is in the middle portion 

of the Jones Falls Valley.  The Jones Falls is a powerful creek, which begins 
approximately ten miles above Baltimore in Baltimore County and runs southward until 
its mouth empties into the Baltimore City harbor. The natural features of the Valley 
spawned historical processes and a resulting historical built environment, which reflects 
those processes. A powerful stream whose banks contain prime agricultural land and 
mineral deposits resulted in farming, milling and mining, which lasted from the Colonial 
Era until well into the 20th Century. This characterization of the Valley’s history is true of 
the Bare Hills Region as well where there was, however, a particular emphasis on mining 
the resources of the serpentine formation. This striking geological formation with its 
unique habitat gives the “barrens” its name.  

 The historical periods of grist milling and cotton manufacture were over by WW 
I throughout the Jones Falls Valley. The heyday of chromium and copper mining in bare 
Hills ended before the end of the 19th Century, although significant quarrying for building 
stone lasted until the 1930’s. Farming lasted in the Bare Hills portion of the Valley until 
within living memory (1950’s). Today, however, agricultural land remains in use only 
along the very upper 1/4 of the Jones Falls.   

 Yet another factor in shaping the Valley’s history was the road running along 
side of the creek. The “road along the falls” became the Falls Turnpike (1804-c.1909) and 
also running along most of the valley floor with it, after 1832, was the Baltimore & 
Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central). The role of the Valley as a transportation 
corridor had both a cause-and effect role on the residential and industrial communities 



found throughout the Valley. The result is that in the 21st Century one finds a series of 
cohesive historic communities along the Jones Falls, which bear strong visual evidence of 
one or more of the themes in this history. Bare Hills is one such example, as well as, 
being unique for its significant story as a mining center. 

“Bare Hills” describes a neighborhood around the only serpentine formation in 
the Valley, one of only two in Baltimore County. The name appears as early as 1702 in 
Baltimore County records. In the 19th Century Bare Hills was known statewide and 
nationally for its chromium, copper and building stone. The historical resources of Bare 
Hills reflect the mining period by way of abandoned mining sites (quarries, chromium 
pits, abandoned rock-roads) and buildings made of the distinctive bluish-green “copper-
rock”, characteristic of serpentine.  

The historical process of farming is evidenced not only by woods and fallow 
fields but also with a collection of farmhouses, barns and other agricultural buildings. 
Bare Hills area has an agrarian history that exceeds 300 years. From the time of the 
“middling tobacco plantations in the 17th Century such as “Hector’s Hopyard”, which 
included the Bare Hills Region, to the dairy and grain farms on the west side of the 
serpentine that operated within living memory agriculture has been a principal activity.  

Bare Hills encompasses the distance between the Washington Mill (NR) and the 
oldest cotton mill on the Falls and the Rockland mill (NR) from c.1813. Three other 
mills, which were in the proposed district, are now gone but are survived by their 
archaeological remains and the extant workers housing, which they generated.  

The proposed historic district contains approximately 2 miles of the Jones Falls, 
as well as, significant portions of the Falls Turnpike and Northern Central Railroad, 
which ran along its banks. 

Specific to the Turnpike Era are such items as the 7-Mile Marker and the 
TollHouse. The Bare Hills Tavern and Aquilla Scott’s Blacksmithy, around which, one of 
Baltimore County’s oldest African-American communities grew, demonstrate the service 
centers necessary to turnpike travel. The relationship of railroads to community 
development is demonstrated by the hamlet of “Bare Hills Station” that grew around the 
special stop created for the on loading of copper ore bound for the smelting plant on 
Baltimore Harbor. That railroads were planned to reach and connect the already existing 
industries in a “mill valley” is true enough. That the railroad resulted in further 
development is evidenced by a significant collection of stylish residences in the proposed 
district which exhibit the same stylistic elements as the other 19th Century “railroad 
suburbs” around Baltimore. These residences like those that form a row in the 6200 block 
of Falls Rd. or at the end of Hollins Lane existed within walking distance or a short 
carriage ride from a large station called Relay House, as well as two smaller stops at 
“Sorrento” and “Bare Hills Station”.  

The boundaries of the proposed district use the natural features of the valley 
where possible and meets and bounds for specific separation. It is an elongated area 
beginning with Lake Ave. on the south and ending at Ruxton Rd. on the north. It includes 
approximately sixty sites and structures on either side of the Falls turnpike existing 
between the west ridge of the Valley and the Falls itself. The Falls itself forms most of 
the east boundary and part of the southern limit. On its East side the Bare Hills district is 
contiguous with the “Robert E. Lee Park National Register District” and touches the Cow 



Hill_Washingtonville NR District at its southern tip. It is contiguous with the Rockland 
Historic district on its north side.  
  
 
 
 

 



F. Associated Property Types 
 In order to qualify for listing, buildings, sites and structures must prove to be part 
of one of the stated themes. Most are included because they demonstrate two or more of 
the following themes: 
 

Farming  
  Milling  

Mining 
Transportation 
Architecture 

a. regional construction types 
b. recognized stylistic elements 

Cultural 
 

 
 
Resources Associated With Farming  

Several farmhouses, three large barns and numerous outbuildings survive from 
the many farms that were replaced by housing developments and an industrial park since 
WW II. These buildings must contain historical fabric sufficient to understand their 
original purpose and prove to be part of an earlier farm. 

The “Havell/Tormey” farm complex   (#15) for instance, consisting of an ante-
bellum house, c. 1870’s bank-barn and other outbuildings, stands unaltered to document 
both the agrarian lifestyle and feeling of Bare Hills when farming predated and then 
coexisted with mining. It operated as a farm in the 20th Century and has stood inoperative 
but inhabited. The Hook barn (#35&36), however, stands alone on a small parcel with the 
rest of the farm having been subdivided and developed. The farmhouse at 6205 (#18) 
falls rd. by way of early maps and descriptions is known to have commanded a larger 
tract of land with barn etc. These documents and its early construction technique prove it 
to have been a “farmhouse”. 

Farmhouses are eligible for their demonstration of specific styles. Houses and 
outbuildings also demonstrate regional construction techniques and use of Bare Hills 
quarry-stone. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Resources Associated with Milling 
The Nomination Area is seen within the context of the Jones Falls Valley mill 

system. 
a. Grist milling (Colonial Era through 19th Cent.), JFV mills part 

of system making Baltimore nationally significant flour 
producer in early decades 19th Cent. 

 
Gristmill companies (merchant mills) build villages 



 
b. Early 19th century grist mills converting to cotton manufacture 
 
c. Late 1860’s – WW I cotton mills of Jones Falls Valley lead 

U.S. in cotton duct manufacture 
- “Cotton boom” results in dramatic growth of mill villages 
due to influx of thousands of workers from mostly 
Southern states. 

   
“Washington Mill” (“Washingtonville”),“Eagle Mill” (“Millville”) and “Wright’s 

Mill” (with workers housing) and “Rockland mill village” are/were within Nomination 
Area or contiguous to it.  

 
Subtype: mills Extant mills and mill sites are included because they explain the 
course of the Turnpike and the presence of surviving workers housing in the 
Nomination Area.  
 
Subtype: mill housing Several houses in the Nomination Area are included 
because of their known association with the mills. These houses must retain their 
ability to document the lifeways of mill workers living in a mill village. Houses 
known to have been owned by one of the mill-owning families appear, however, 
these dwellings also possess elements of style and an association with the Falls 
Turnpike. 

 
 
 
Resources Associated With Mining 

The serpentine formation (only two in Baltimore County) containing chromium, 
copper and building stone results in significant activity throughout 19th Cent. 

 
Subtype: chromium mining Sites known to have been associated with chromium 
mines believed to be among the earliest, if not the first in U.S. 
Chromium discovered on Tyson farm and mined in first decade of 19th Century 
eventually led to nationally known Baltimore Chromeworks located on Baltimore 
Harbor near Fells Point and owned by Tyson family until c. 1900.  

Many of the chrome pits and the site of the first operation are pinpointed 
on 1830’s map and are recognizable today.  

 
Subtype: copper mining Bare Hills Copper Mines and other operations 
beginning in 1845 result in Bare Hills largest contributor in Maryland of ore to 
Baltimore Copper Smelting Co. (also owned by Tyson family on Baltimore 
Harbor in Canton) between1864 – 1880. 

Sites of mine shafts, abandoned roads and extant workers housing provide 
visual evidence of this significant industry. The cluster of buildings called “Bare 
Hills Station” owes its existence and name to the special stop on the Northern 



Central RR made at the “copper house” for loading ore bound for the smelting 
plant on Baltimore Harbor.    

  
Subtype: stone quarrying Stone quarries located on the west and east side of the 
Turnpike provided construction stone for buildings, garden walls and roads from 
c. 1870’s – 1930’s. 

The nomination includes the abandoned quarries; one building directly 
associated with the quarry and many examples of buildings and structures 
utilizing the uniquely colored stone from the Bare Hills Quarries. Two full-stone 
buildings made of this distinctive greenish “copper-rock”(serpentine)[ the Bare 
Hills SchoolHouse and a company owned office/residence(#31)]. Other buildings 
and structures are included for their use of this local stone in foundations and 
garden walls. 

Buildings included need to either demonstrate a connection to the quarry 
business or exhibit its easily identifiable stone. All of these buildings also 
demonstrate recognizable style and are oriented to the Turnpike. 

 
 
Resources Associated with Transportation 

Subtype: Turnpike resources (1804-1909) Following the stream through the 
Jones Falls Valley, the “Falls Turnpike” connects farms with mills and harbor; 
creates “corridor”. All contributors connected by the road along the Jones Falls. 

- Documented by specific sites and structures (i.e. Mile-markers, 
blacksmithy& tavern, Toll Gate House) and by orientation of 
residential and commercial properties to original alignment which 
demonstrate impact of Turnpike on later development. (i.e. 
quarries, row of Late 19th residences on road) 

 
Subtype: railroad resources Station sites for “Bare Hills”, “Relay 
House”,“Sorrento”and “Rockland” are included as they demonstrate the 
effect of railroads on the Bare Hills region. The industrial development of 
the mines and mills prior to the Civil War and the later residential 
development of “railroad suburbs further developed this part of the Jones 
Falls Valley “corridor”. The collection of extant buildings known 
historically as “Bare Hills Station” owes its existence to the “Baltimore & 
Susquehanna” (later Northern Central) Railroad. Late 19th Century 
“country residences” clustered about Bare Hills Station and Hollins 
Station do so as well. Local service ceased in the 1950’s, however, the 
modern Lightrail began this passenger service again in the 1980’s. 
 To be included in the nomination buildings must be of the period 
(1832-1950) in which the railroad was a major freight and passenger 
service and have an obvious proximity to one of the known station sites. 
 
Note: Reference separate MHT study for extant RR specific structures. 
Stone bridges, tracks and a trestle are extant within the Nomination Area.  

 



 
 
Resources Associated With Architecture 
 

Subtype: regional vernacular   
a. local stone  

The Bare Hills School School and #6510 Falls Rd. are full-stone buildings 
made of the distinctive greenish “copper-rock quarried in Bare Hills. 
Dwellings,barns and outbuildings in the area utilize this stone in high foundations 
and gardenwalls. 

To qualify for listing buildings and structures must possess this distinctive 
locally quarried architectural stone.  

 
 b. regional plans 

19th Century frame and stone dwellings, as well as, “German barns” in this 
region utilize the bank-plan. In response to the often dramatically hilly 
topography in Baltimore County, houses and barns are built into a hill resulting in 
one side of the building being a story higher than the other. This is most often a 
southward elevation with porches or overhangs that enjoy a sheltered workspace 
in winter months. 

Longitudinally planned houses with gable-end entrances are common in 
the Jones Falls Valley, as are laterally planned cross-gable dwellings with a rear 
wing forming either an L-plan or T-plan. These forms were a common sight along 
the Falls Turnpike from the early 19th Century to c. WW I.  

Buildings utilizing these plans and construction methods are included 
when these elements are still clearly recognizable. 

 
Subtype: style Such early and late Victorian design elements as scrolled brackets, 
decorative gables, Eastlake-type doors and windows, as well as, examples of 
Shingle Style, Queen Anne, American foursquare and Bungalow Style are present 
in the Nomination Area. 

 Buildings that retain original elements and are instructive in these 
approaches to design are included. 

 
 
Resources Associated With Cultural Groups 

Subtype: African-American The “Scott Settlement” is one of the oldest African-
American communities in Baltimore County. Begun in the 1840’s when freed-
slave Aquilla Scott established his blacksmithy where the Falls Turnpike crests 
the top of the Bare Hills, the community retains over 18 buildings built by or for 
his descendants by 1950.  

This community, affording an understanding of the lifeways of several 
generations of an African-American community, was one of several of its kind in 
the Jones Falls Valley but the largest of its kind now. 

 



Note: The buildings associated with the Scott Settlement are included in a 
separate document prepared by Susan Cooke in 1991 and revised by Wayne Nield 
in 2001. All items had to demonstrate a clear connection to the African-American 
community prior to 1950. Many of the inclusions also qualify as examples of 
either regional types or examples of recognizable styles. 
 
Subtype: Irish-American community 1930’s transcriptions of aged workers 
who had worked in the Bare Hills Copper mines in the 19th Century cite a large 
community of Irish mine- workers who lived on and around the mine company 
site and who were still living in and around Bare Hills Station in the 1930’s. 
Those interviewed were “emphatic” that in the Third Quarter of the 19th Century 
“practically all of the workers [of the Bare Hills Copper Mines] were Irish.” 
Given the significance of the “Famine Irish” to the Baltimore area in the mid-19th 
Century, the presence of an Irish miners community is an important criteria for 
the Nomination Area.  

Listing is based on association with this cultural group and sites and 
structures must yield information about the lives of Irish immigrants and their 
descendents. 
 The mining site and “copper house” site meet this criterion. The company-
built workers housing and some of the Bare Hills Station buildings are missing, 
however, the known existence of this important but under-assessed group 
strengthens the significance of other sites and structures associated with the 
copper mines. The likelihood of these Irish workers renting/owning dwellings in 
Bare Hills Station warrants further study. Per NR Bullitin16B (Section V), other 
sites could be amended to reflect this significance. 



G. Registration Requirements 
 
 For a building, structure or site to qualify for National Register nomination in the 
Bare Hills region it must clearly demonstrate its relationship to at least one of the 
historical activities of mining, milling and farming and/or be part of the historic 
transportation theme involving the Jones Falls Turnpike and Northern Central Railroad. 
Buildings exhibiting styles or construction types are recognized for those qualities, as 
well as, their relationship to these principal themes. Also, properties connected to the 
three major cultural groups identified in the Nomination Area are recognized not only for 
that fact but at least one of the other themes . Most items represent two or more of the 
stated themes. 

Alterations by way of continued use such as replacement siding and additions do 
not disqualify a building as long as changes do not prevent its ability to be instructive 
about the historical period.In most cases additions/alterations are within the larger 
historical period (c.1800-WWII) and are not irreversible. Sites such as mining pits, 
graveyards and ruins are only included if directly connected to the principal stated themes 
and surrounded by a natural setting. For example, mine shafts known to exist under the 
surface but whose entrances are obliterated are not included but a chromium pit in the 
middle of undisturbed open space and identified on an 1830’s map is included. Or, while 
19th Century atlases indicate many individual residences along the Turnpike that are now 
missing, the ruins of mills and mill workers houses are included. Gravesites are included 
only when directly associated with principal themes such as that of blacksmith Aquilla 
Scott in the center of the “Scott Settlement”.  

All of the resources are rural in origin and are considered rare by way of the 
associated processes being archaic if not extinct in the region. The landscape itself is no 
longer rural due to urbanization. 



BARE HILLS 
 
General Description  
(Statements containing historical data are more fully explained and footnoted in “Historical Context, Sec. 
E”)  
  
 

 The Bare Hills, also known historically as the “Barrens”, is in the Jones Falls 
Valley. The Jones Falls is a powerful creek, which begins approximately ten miles above 
Baltimore and empties into the city’s tidal harbor. From the highest points in this 
neighborhood one can see that it is part of a glacial valley cut by a powerful stream 
whose banks contain prime agricultural land and mineral deposits. The topography that 
spawned the historical processes of farming, milling and mining with the resulting built 
environment reflecting those historical processes defines a series of cohesive historic 
communities in the Valley. Bare Hills is one of these districts.   

“Bare Hills” describes a neighborhood around the only serpentine formation in 
the Valley, one of only two in Baltimore County. The name appears as early as 1702 in 
Baltimore County land records. Riding along the old Falls Turnpike (Falls Rd., St. Rt. 25) 
or hiking the trail which follows the early railroad tracks, one suddenly notices the 
absence of deciduous woods and a dramatic rise into rocky terrain. The high mineral 
content and sparse soil of this geological phenomenon result in a unique habitat in which 
the principal vegetation consists of scrub pines and grasses sparsely covering rocky 
ground through which the brown, blue and green serpentine juts. Biologists note the 
animal and plant life unique to serpentine habitat in Bare Hills along with certain 
endangered species. 

About half way in its run down to Baltimore Harbor the Jones Falls bends 
dramatically to the East flowing around this large rock formation and flows over the dam 
that makes Lake Roland before returning to its normal southerly run on the south side of 
the serpentine. In the 19th Century Bare Hills was known statewide and nationally for the 
chromium, copper and building stone mined here. The architecture of Bare Hills reflects 
the mining period by way of abandoned mining sites and roads, as well as, buildings 
made of the distinctive bluish-green “copper-rock”. Farming and milling are remembered 
not only by sites but also with a collection of extant farmhouses, millworkers’ houses and 
agricultural buildings. The proposed historic district contains approximately 2 miles of 
the Jones Falls, an equal portion of the Falls Turnpike and Northern Central Railroad 
which parallel one another through the Valley. This portion of the Turnpike is one of the 
rare places where the road leaves the stream and cuts a straight N-S line through the Bare 
Hills to cross the 400-foot summit before rejoining the Falls just above Washingtonville.  

57 contributing sites and structures are listed within the district. Within City 
owned parkland outside of the formal confines of Robert E. Lee Park are additional 
8 sites with archaeological potential relative to the stated themes of the District. ? 
Buildings are listed as non-contributing either because alterations are so extensive 
as to render the structure non-instructive or because of a post-1940’s construction 
date. 

While the serpentine itself extends from the Falls on the East all of the way over 
to Smith Ave. on the west, as did the mining operations, the western half of the Bare Hills 



have been nearly obliterated by I-83 and modern development. The eastern portion 
containing the old Falls Turnpike, however, survives mostly in tact existing in public 
parkland and privately owned open space. 
 
 
 
 
Description per areas of significance: 
 
Farming  

 The historical process of farming is evidenced in the proposed district not 
only by woods and fallow fields but also with a collection of farmhouses, barns and other 
agricultural buildings. Bare Hills area has an agrarian history that exceeds 300 years. 
From the time of the “middling tobacco plantations in the 17th Century such as “Hector’s 
Hopyard”, which included the Bare Hills Region, to the dairy and grain farms on the west 
side of the serpentine that operated within living memory agriculture has been a principal 
activity.  

The lands immediately adjoining the sparse serpentine of Bare Hills were active 
dairy and grain farms until the 1950’s and 60’s when the Jones Falls Expressway (I-83) 
and intense development all but obliterated the western half of Bare Hills. Early maps 
and oral history document that within living memory the farmable land along the entire 
western half of the Bare Hills between Falls Rd. and from old Pimlico to Bare Hills 
Station consisted of six contiguous farms. The southern boundary of the proposed district 
is only a few hundred yards above the Baltimore City line and the northern boundary is 
just inside of the Baltimore Beltway (I-695). Continuing development and the centuries 
old agrarian heritage of Baltimore County make the surviving agriculturally related 
buildings of the proposed historic district all the more significant. Contributors include 
several farmhouses, two of which are known to be ante-bellum in date. The Havell-
Tormey bank barn, which utilized Bare Hills copper-rock in its lower level, was lost 
during preparation of this nomination but three other 19th Century barns survive. 
Farmhouses, tenant houses, stables, carriage houses, hen houses and other rural buildings 
also exist to testify to the recent agrarian feeling of Bare Hills. 

  The historical “sense of place’ in Bare Hills includes the co-existence of 
farming and mining. This fact is born out by land records, early prints and photos and of 
course the buildings themselves. Interviews with life-time residents ages 70-90 years old 
describe dairy, livestock, grain and truck-farming in the neighborhood through the 
1950’s. The Hook Farm, Griffith Farm, Clark and Tormey Farm were all contiguous to 
mining operations. Members of the Scott and Gardmon families recall extensive farming 
by their families on the west side of the “Scott Settlement’.     
        
 
Milling 

This prime agricultural land along the banks of a powerful creek ending in a 
natural harbor facilitated the farming, milling and export of grain beginning in the 18th 
Century. The many gristmills along the Jones Falls were a major part of the system, 
which made Baltimore a principal producer in the U.S. flour market in the early 19th 



Century. In the early decades of the 19th Century there was a shift to cotton manufacture 
and between the Civil War and WWI the mills of the Jones Falls Valley produced an 
estimated 70% of the nations cotton duck used in sailcloth and other products. The 
proposed historic district by way of either mill sites, extant workers housing and owners’ 
dwellings documents five of these mills. Some mill sites such as the Bellona 
Powderworks and Wright’s Mill are survived only by ruins or mill race but are important 
for their archaeological potential. They are survived too by the workers’ housing, which 
each mill generated. These include the double dwellings at the south edge of the district 
(6088-6092 Falls Rd.) which were part of Washingtonville (NR), the workers community 
fostered by the Washington Mill (NR). The double dwelling on the north end of the 
TollHouse stands across the Turnpike from the site of Wright’s Mill. Other houses in the 
area, however, that are finer dwellings like the Bare Hills House, were associated with 
the families of mill owners.  
 
 
 
Mining 

 
In addition to waterpower and agricultural land the natural resources of this part 

of the Jones FallsValley included rich mineral deposits. From the first decade through the 
end of the 19th Century, Bare Hills was known locally and nationally for its significant 
mining of chromium, copper and building stone. The strongest visual evidence of mining 
is the dramatic landscape caused by the serpentine formation along with the abandoned 
stone quarries and chromium pits. Abandoned roads, used to reach the mining sites and 
carting ore, still exist. At least two of these rocky lanes are indicated on an 1830’s map of 
the Bare Hills.   Within living memory open mine shafts that still run deep beneath the 
surface were visible but their openings have been closed. To fully appreciate the historic 
“sense of place” it is important to realize that this activity existed adjacent to the working 
farms and mills. The farm and mill(s) drawn on the early 19th Century plat of the Bellona 
Powder Co. property, the Hook Farm adjacent to the stone quarry or the Tormey Farm 
sharing a ravine with the Bare Hills Mines are examples.  

. 
The earliest efforts at chromium mining on the north side of the serpentine 

formation in the first decade of the century were well mapped by H. Hayden in 1832. The 
chromium operation had been “long abandoned” by then. Pits corresponding with 
Hoyden’s map and written description can still be found, along with the houses and 
abandoned roads he indicated as there at that time. The earliest chromium mining took 
place on the Tyson family farm and played a key role in the internationally famous 
Baltimore Chromeworks operated by the Tysons on the Baltimore Harbor until 1908. In 
1929 the Maryland Geological Report states that because of the activities of Jesse Tyson, 
Jr. “Maryland came to be the chrome producing center of the world for a considerable 
time.” 

The story of copper mining in Bare Hills covers the period between 1845 to 
c.1905. These mines were a key element in the success of the Baltimore Copper Smelting 
Co. located in Canton on the Baltimore Harbor, which by 1860 was the largest of its kind 
in the U.S. The principal mine was on the South side of the serpentine formation and 



clearly pictured in an 1870’s lithograph available at the Maryland Historical Society. 
While the site of the Bare Hills Copper Mines and its buildings were obliterated by I-83 
and a modern housing development, the railroad stop at the edge of the property which 
was created to ship ore fostered “Bare Hills Station”. Clearly indicated on the 1915 Atlas 
as “Bare Hills Station” this hamlet, or grouping of commercial and residential buildings 
from between 1860 to c. 1920, survives at 6111-6103 Falls Rd. and along Railroad Ave.  

On the North side of Bare Hills building stone was quarried from the quarries that 
are still visible where Old Pimlico Rd. meets the Falls Rd. from at least the 1870’s until 
the 1930’s. The unique blue-green copper-rock from these quarries was used in such 
architectonic buildings as the Mt. Vernon Methodist Church in Baltimore City (NR, 
Dixon & Carson, 1872). Throughout the proposed district and the adjacent NR District of 
“Cow Hill-Washingtonville” are scores of buildings using this distinctively colored stone 
in their construction. Most employ it in the high foundations specific to the hilly terrain 
of the Jones Falls Valley where flooding is a common fact of life. Full stone buildings 
made of copper-rock are known to have existed and two survive in the proposed district. 
These are the Bare Hills School (1881) and 6510 Falls Rd. (pre-1898) which is believed 
to have been a company building connected with the adjacent quarries. 

Bare Hills stone was also used for “crusher run” used in road building and other 
applications. Although demolished, a large stone-crushing building at the end of 
Shoemaker Rd. is documented in photographs and oral history. Operative until the early 
1950’s it represents the last known stone business in Bare Hills. 

 
 
 
 
 
Transportation  
 

The industrial and residential communities of the Jones Falls Valley and the Bare 
Hills Region in particular, fostered the need for, and also grew because of, transportation 
projects that represent some of the very earliest efforts at turnpikes and railroads. The 
Falls Turnpike (Falls Rd., St. Rt. 25, Official Scenic Highway) was begun in 1803. Its 
original route is still seen in the proposed historic district where it is documented not only 
by the early 7-Mile Marker and TollHouse but also by jagged pieces of serpentine left 
from blasting it through the rough terrain of the Bare Hills. The Bare Hills Tavern and 
Store with Aquilla Scott’s blacksmith shop next to it document the service centers 
necessary to turnpike travel.  

The Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad, including the Green Spring branch of 
the later Northern Central Railroad, was begun in 1830 and runs along side of the Falls 
and turnpike through the district. By the 1860’s the Falls Turnpike and the Northern 
Central had turned the Valley into a major gateway for passenger and freight transport 
between Baltimore, Pennsylvania and points as far West as Chicago. The local 
communities which followed these events such as the mill villages and railroad suburbs 
are well represented in a collection of 19th and early 20th Century architectural types. 
Within the proposed district these include the station sites of Rockland, Sorrento, Relay 
House (Hollins) and Bare Hills Station. This latter stop retains at least nine buildings 



from the second half of the 19th Century clustered around the demolished “copper house” 
which shipped ore from the mines to the smelting plant located on the Baltimore harbor 
at Canton. The phenomenon of “railroad suburbs”, featuring the popular architectural 
styles of the 19th Century, are well represented by the stylish residences along the 6100 
block of Falls Rd. and Hollins Lane, all being within walking distance or short carriage 
ride from three different train stops. 
 
Cultural 
 At least three specific cultural groups appear in the history of Bare Hills. During 
the cotton boom era, which lasted in the Jones Falls Valley from just after the Civil War 
until c. WW I, thousands of rural folk from the Carolinas and Appalachian states, 
migrated to the valley to work in the mills and occupy the mill villages. The lifeways of 
these workers are further understood by the surviving double houses in each end of the 
proposed district that were associated with Washingtonville (Washinton Mill) and 
Wright’s Mill. 
 On the West side of Falls Rd. where the Turnpike crests the Bare Hills is the 
African-American community known as the “Scott Settlement”. The service centers 
necessary to turnpike travel in the early 19th Century is demonstrated by the “Bare Hills 
Tavern (#---- Falls Rd.), store and the blacksmith’s shop that was adjacent to it. The 
blacksmith was freed slave Aquilla Scott whose descendants have remained in this 
community ever since. The ruins of Scott’s 1840’s house and grave are visible a short 
distance behind the Tavern and are surrounded by 18 pre-WW II residences with 
outbuildings documenting several generations of life in an African-American community. 
The lives led in this community are also a part of the larger Bare Hills history in so far as 
the members of the Settlement were engaged in the historical processes of farming and 
mining. 
 One of the more significant immigrant groups to Baltimore in the mid-19th 
Century were the thousands of Irish fleeing that country’s Great Famine. The history of 
Baltimore County’s marble quarries in Cockeysville (on the same Northern Central 
Railroad line) and the neighborhood around the B&O Railroad yards in West Baltimore 
verify the impact of this group to the workforce of those industries. Interviews with 
retired Bare Hills miners in 1935, some of whom had been child laborers, indicate that in 
the Third Quarter of the 19th Century most of the miners in the copper mines were Irish. 
Most of them lived in company housing, which has been demolished. While no 
documented buildings survive to document the presence of Irish immigrants, the same 
study indicates that some of them stayed in the community when the mines closed c.1900 
and lived in “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
Architectural Styles and Regional Design 
 

The buildings, sites and structures in the Nomination Area date from the first 
decade of the 19th Century through the Second World War. The greatest number are pre-
WWI and are connected by two or more of the stated themes of agriculture, mining, 
transportation and cultural significance. The architecture nominated includes examples of 
dwellings, agricultural and industrial buildings and engineering. Some of the dwellings 
along the Falls Rd. such as #6213 Falls Rd. are quite architectonic and exhibit design 



elements of a particular style or period. Others are vernacular dwellings, which are 
instructive about a different economic class. Barns and farmhouses document the 
importance of agriculture to Baltimore County history and this particular part of the Jones 
Falls Valley. The design and building of turnpikes and railroads between 1805 and 1900 
is documented. The original path of the turnpike constructed in c. 1805 is quite visible 
particularly where it was cut through the Bare Hills serpentine and it still contains the 
early “Toll Gate House” and “7 mile” marker. More than half of the nominated items face 
the old Falls Turnpike and were built during the Turnpike era. Four railroad stations or 
stops stood in the Nomination Area and while these are gone, the abandoned railway with 
rails bridges and markers exist. The importance of railroad “stops” is reflected in the 
surviving buildings of the cluster of buildings known as “Bare Hills Station.” 

Most of the buildings in the Nomination Area are of frame construction 
demonstrating both post-and-beam and lighter frame construction. Heavier post-and-
beam construction is found in the barns. The “Rehbein Farmhouse”(6205) utilizes rough 
log framing with floors supported by puncheons. Three buildings are of full stone 
construction; two utilize Bare Hills “copper rock” and the third is made of local gneiss. 
Many others use either of these two local stones in their foundations, as well as, for steps 
and garden walls.  

The “bank-house” plan is an important type to the understanding of the early 
architecture of Maryland’s hilly regions and is no less so in the Jones Falls Valley. There 
were several in the district and of course many more buildings that respond to the terrain 
with four and five foot stone foundations on the low side of their site. (Life on the steep 
slopes of the Valley means frequent run-off flooding, not to mention the high waters of 
the stream for those along the valley’s floor). A bank house as such, however, is usually a 
full story higher on the low side than its opposite façade, with the entire first level 
constructed of stone. Built into the slope, the main entrance façade is two stories while 
the rear is three. This side usually has second story porches or galleries and often faces 
South. Typically the basement area contains the kitchen while the ground level area 
beneath the gallery provided a sunny and warmer work area in the colder months for 
kitchen related chores better done out of doors. 

While the best example of this popular regional design was the recently 
demolished Tormey bank-barn, it is still demonstrated in the 19th Century stone bank-
house at 6510 Falls Rd. and as late as the 1920’s bungalow at 6203 Falls Rd.   

The range of dates of surviving buildings begins with the first decades of the 19th 
Century in which chromium was first mined and the Falls Turnpike construction was first 
begun. The TollGate House is probably the earliest of these. Farming existed in the Bare 
Hills region before the 19th Century and continued until the middle of the 20th Century. 
Two barns date from at least from the Third Quarter of the 19th century and at least two 
farmhouses are Ante-bellum.  

 
In the area of residential design one finds examples of both stylish and vernacular 

dwellings. The several “double dwellings” in the district demonstrate an economic and 
simple approach to workers housing common the mill valley. Another example is found 
in the remains of the 1840’s house built by freed slave Aquilla Scott. In it one sees a one-
room down/one up, 11/2-story frame house, which was heated by a single fireplace. The 
several farmhouses of the district may show evidence of style by way of bracketed 



porches or cross-gable facades, however, their tendency to be two stories in height with 
telescoping additions says a lot too about the lifeways of farming families. 

The district is not without examples of architectonic or high style buildings. The 
Bare Hills School (1881) is made not only of cut stone but possesses a full slate roof and 
decorated gables. Directly across the road stands the Bare Hills House (NR, 1857) noted 
in A Guide to Baltimore Architecture as “ a prime example of the ‘Stick’ or ‘Rural 
Gothic style”. While the Early Victorian mansion “Spring Hill”(6141 Barroll Rd.) was 
lost to fire in the early part of the 20th Century, it is survived by some of its dependencies 
including its very large and stylish springhouse. This stone building with its brick arches 
and decorative window grate is outstanding among the other buildings of its type in the 
district.  

Late 19th/Early 20th Century buildings are mostly residences noted for their 
stylistic features. These houses reflect the role of the trains in developing neighborhoods 
around Baltimore City. Seeking to combine the best of both rural and urban life, these 
communities and “country seats” represent the transition of the Bare Hills region from a 
truly rural community devoted to farming, milling and mining into a “railroad suburb”. 
The houses of Bare Hills Station, Hollins Lane and the Late Victorian streetscape along 
6201-6219 Falls Rd. demonstrate such stylistic elements as cross-gable facades, porches 
and eaves decorated with fishscale shingles, scrollwork and other “Gingerbread” motifs.  
The plans of this period include examples of the organic massing of the Queen Anne (#3 
Railroad Ave., 6213 Falls Rd.) and other “Eclectic” approaches The more symmetrical 
American Foursquare (1115 Hollins La.) and gable-end bungalow at 6203 Falls Rd 
demonstrate amore symmetrical approach to house plans. 
 
Streetscapes 
 Several streets in the proposed district contain a cohesive collection of 
contributing resources providing a sense of the historical period in a complete setting. 
These include portions of the old Falls Turnpike (Falls Rd., St. Rt. 25 &“Official Scenic 
Highway”), Railroad Ave./Clarks La., and Walnut Ave. 
 
 
Falls Rd. 

The Falls Turnpike connecting Baltimore to Southern Pennsylvania was begun in 
1803. In its course through the Jones Falls Valley along the creek, which gives it its 
name, the Falls Turnpike deviates from the streambed to cut across the Bare Hills in a 
straight N-S run. In his detailed description of the Bare Hills in 1810 H.H. Hayden says 
the turnpike has been “recently cut through”. In the two mile stretch which runs through 
the proposed district one experiences not only more than two dozen recognizable 
Turnpike Era buildings but also the historic landscape consisting of the Jones Falls itself 
and the unique serpentine formation called “Bare Hills”. The dramatic change in 
vegetation from the deciduous forest which is typical of most of the Valley to the barrens 
of scrub pine and the jagged brownish-green serpentine rock of the Bare Hills are visible 
along most of the Eastern side of the road and in places along the western side of the old 
turnpike. At the summit of its climb and along the eastern side of its decent down the 
North side of the Bare Hills one can still see where the road had to be blasted through the 



rock. On the north side of the Bare Hills where the road first leaves the creek the rock 
quarries famous for their building stone are seen on both sides of the road. 
 The architecture of the Turnpike Era (c.1803-c.1909) stands in several clusters 
along this route with individual examples in between. Beginning at the north tip of the 
proposed district where the Falls and the road make a major bend around the site of 
Wright’s Mill and for almost a half a mile southward to the foot of the serpentine, the 
streetscape is an unaltered landscape of stream and woods. The only buildings 
encountered are the Early 19th Century examples provided by the TollHouse and #’s 6606 
& 6610 Falls Rd. The small modern gatehouse to the development on top of the west 
ridge is not contributing nor it intrusive and the only other building seen. 

At the summit of the serpentine the setting on both sides of Falls Rd. maintains its 
sense of 19th Century village. On the West Side, the African-American community of the 
“Scott Settlement” fronts the road with the cluster of more than a dozen smaller dwellings 
that grew up around the larger “Bare Hills Tavern” and “Bare Hills House”. On the 
opposite side of the street stand the “Bare Hills School” and the large and stylish Late 
19th Century dwelling at # 1301Copper Hill Rd. Both sides of Falls Rd. between 6244 
Falls Rd. and 6210 Falls Rd. are lined with these contributing buildings and are free of 
intrusions. 

On the West side of Falls Rd. from 6219-6201 is a continuous row of residences 
ranging in date from the ante-bellum farmhouse at #6205 to the later stylish and Eclectic 
dwellings further up the hill. All of these houses are oriented to the Falls Rd., date from 
the Turnpike Era and contribute to an uninterrupted streetscape.  
 
Walnut Ave. 
 Where Walnut Ave. and Falls Rd. intersect the north corner is occupied by the 
large 19th Century “Store (Bare Hills Tavern)” and on the South corner stands the 
handsome Gothic Revival “Bare Hills House”. Along the north side of this lane which 
runs westward behind these larger buildings is a row of several 1920’s dwellings 
important to the understanding of the African-American “Scott Settlement” (#1404 –
1410). The rural atmosphere of this lane, lack of intrusions and the view it provides of the 
rest of this special community constitutes an important early 20th Century streetscape. 
From it one can still get a sense of life within this rural enclave. 

The store property occupies the NW corner and the Bare Hills House is on the 
SW corner. The board & batten barn and other outbuildings of the 1850’s Gothic Revival 
gem extend westward along the south side of Walnut Ave. A row of 1920’s dwellings 
that represent the third generation of the African American Scott Settlement occupies the 
north side of the lane. #14 has been demolished since 1990. Walnut Ave. proceeds as the 
lane leading up to the “Wright/Gardmon Farmhouse”. The modern house built by 
William Scott is the only non-contributing building on Walnut Ave., which is otherwise a 
rural lane leading through the settlement to the farm. As such it is a complete rural 
streetscape lined on both sides with both vernacular and stylish buildings dating from the 
1820’s through the 1920’s. 
 
6111-6103 Falls Rd./Railroad Ave./Clarks La.  
 While three separately named streets today, this narrow way actually constituted a 
“main street” that wound through the railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station”. The old 



Turnpike is now beneath the large bridge, which hovers over “Bare Hills Station”. It runs 
in front of 6111-6103. At the tracks Railroad Ave. runs eastward along the tracks and 
then originally continued northward up the hill to connect with Hollins Lane. The row of 
mid to late 19th Century store and dwellings on the old Turnpike (6111-6103 Falls Rd.), 
#’s 3&$ Railroad Ave. and the two small cottages on Clark’s La. (6112-14 Falls Rd.) are 
all connected by this series of mostly dirt & gravel lanes without non-contributing 
buildings interrupting. Walking or riding this route today one can experience the19th 
century railroad village complete with store building, residences and still-operating 
tracks. 
 
 
Boundary Justification 

  The boundaries of the district attempt to set off a portion of the 
Bare Hills, the resources of which, stand together to constitute a cohesive historic district 
that is understood in terms of the unique natural environment which facilitated specific 
processes resulting in an historic built environment. The Bare Hills district generally 
consists of the two miles of the Jones Falls Valley in between the mill villages of 
Washingtonville (NR) on the south and Rockland (NR) to the north. Most of this distance 
traverses the large serpentine formation, which gives the area its name. The creek flows 
around this geological phenomenon and forms most of the northern, eastern and southern 
boundary while the ridge of the creek valley forms the general western limits of the 
district. Most of this west ridge is bisected N-S by the right of way of the high-power 
lines that run parallel to I-83 on its East side. This is an obvious visual border to the 
historic area although metes and bounds are used in places particularly on this West side 
to create a minimum of non-contributing resources. Such obvious intrusions as I-83, 
modern housing tracts and industrial developments are eliminated in order to emphasize 
the more cohesive collection of historical resources along Falls Rd. (old Turnpike).  

The Falls Rd. crosses the Falls itself twice in the Bare Hills area. These crossings 
mark the north and south tips of the elongated district. The north limit is at the site of 
Wright’s Mill where the Falls Rd. crosses the Jones Falls at a point less than a hundred 
yards below where I-83 crosses the Falls Rd. and the abandoned railroad tracks to join I-
695.  

On the south end of the district, approximately a hundred yards below the old 
bridge where the Falls Rd. and railroad tracks again cross the Jones Falls (just above 
Lake Ave.) is the exact southern limit of the district.  

 
 

 
  
 Period of Significance  
 

 The period of significance extends from c.1800 to c. WW II with most of 
the contributors being pre-WW I.  
                        There is record of farming, grist milling and of dwellings in this 
neighborhood as early as the 1690’s, as well as, an early road along the Jones Falls before 
1800. No verified examples of architecture from that period, however, are known to exist 
in the proposed district. The district does contain archaeological sites, which may yield 



further information on that period. A concentration of historical resources along a two-
mile portion of the Jones Falls Valley in the Bare Hills Region does provide an 
understanding of the several historic stages after 1800. These historical buildings are not 
only visual documents of the specific story of the Bare Hills but are also exemplary of the 
history of the Jones Falls Valley. These “stages” of change are primarily relative to 
industrial activity and transportation developments.  

The first of these changes occur in the first two decades of the 19th Century. By 
the turn of the 19th Century, the mills of the Jones Falls Valley, including the mills of the 
proposed district, were part of a mill system that by 1822 made Baltimore the “largest 
flour market in the world”. The first decade also saw the construction of the Falls 
Turnpike (c.1803) and the discovery of chromium in Bare Hills (1808-1810). 

A second stage can be seen beginning in the third and fourth decades with the 
advent of the railroads (Baltimore & Susquehanna, 1832), a shift from grist milling to 
cotton manufacture, and the beginning of copper mining in Bare Hills in 1844. The years 
between the civil War and the end of the century were a “boom period” which saw the 
Valley’s cotton mills dominating the national cotton-duct industry and the Bare Hills 
Mines key in Maryland’s copper industry (c.1867-1887 and later). The Valley’s 
population grew dramatically with an influx of laborers to the expanding mills and 
increasing the size of the mill villages. During the Civil War the neighborhood’s 
landscape was significantly transformed with the damming of the Falls to create Lake 
Roland for Baltimore City’s water supply. This period of dramatic growth not only saw 
an increased density in workers housing but the building of Victorian railroad suburbs. 
This phenomenon is demonstrated in the Late Victorian dwellings that are clustered about 
the proposed district’s three railroad stops. 

The final period consists of the Early 20th Century which saw the end of cotton 
milling by WW I, the last copper mining venture in 1905 and the end of the Turnpike era 
c.1909. Significant stone quarrying continued in Bare Hills until the 1930’s with the last 
crushed –stone operation ceasing in the early 1950’s. The cotton mills were converted to 
other uses and the workers communities with many of the descendants of the early mill 
workers in them and the Jones Falls Valley remains an important transportation corridor. 
The intense development since the mid 20th Century, however, clearly separates that time 
when the Bare Hills in the Middle Jones Falls Valley was a rural place engaged as a 
traditional “natural resource community” from the modern suburban neighborhood that it 
has become. 
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT (Section E-1) 

 
Baltimore County, in Lord Baltimore’s colony, is first described by boundaries in 

1674 when it included not only the present Baltimore City but Cecil County, Harford 
County and parts of Anne Arundel, Howard and Kent Counties. [1] The smaller entity we 
know today still stretches from the City line north to Pennsylvania and connects the 
piedmont portion of the state with the tidal waters of the Chesapeake Bay. Its northern 
and E. -W. boundaries have not changed since the 1850’s, however, annexations by 
Baltimore City in 1888 and 1918 brought the City line northward to include the lower 
half of the Jones Falls Valley. The present City boundary is only several hundred yards 
below the Bare Hills. The Nomination Area is entirely in the County. 

Jones’ Creek is commonly called “Jones Falls”. It cuts a valley of the same name, 
which begins approximately ten miles above Baltimore harbor into which it empties. The 
historical processes associated with the natural resources of the Jones Falls Valley have 
yielded a collection of 19th Century and early 20th Century historical resources that are 
connected physically by both the Creek itself and the old Falls Turnpike which follows 
the stream. The Turnpike era dates from c. 1804-1909 and covers the principal portion of 
this nomination’s historical period. There are some pre-WWII sites and structures 
contributing to the stated themes; no 18th Century examples are known to have survived. 

The socio-economic story of the Jones Falls Valley from the Late 18th Century 
through the first quarter of the 20th Century is dominated by the topography itself and the 
“natural resource community” which it spawned. Prime agricultural land along the banks 
of a powerful creek ending in a natural harbor facilitated the farming, milling and export 
of grain beginning in the 18th Century. The many gristmills of the Valley were a major 
part of the system, which made Baltimore a principal producer in the U.S. flour market in 
the early 19th century. Also beginning in the early decades of the 19th Century there was a 
shift to cotton manufacture. Between the Civil War and WWI the mills of the Jones Falls 
Valley produced an estimated 70% of the nations cotton duck used in sailcloth and other 
products. Other natural resources particularly mineral rock resulted in locally and 
nationally significant mining for chromium, copper and building stone.  

These industries both fostered and grew as a result of transportation projects that 
represent some of the earliest efforts at turnpikes and railroads. By the 1860’s the Jones 
Falls Turnpike (Falls Rd. or St. Rt. 25) and the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad 
(Northern Central) had turned the Valley into a major gateway for passenger and freight 
transport between Baltimore, Pennsylvania and points as far west as Chicago. 

The local communities that these events fostered such as the mill villages and 
railroad suburbs are well represented by a collection of 19th and early 20th Century 
architectural types.  
 The first mention of the place name “Bare Hills” is in a deed for “Hectors 
Hopyard” in 1702. That tract name and the description of its owner Hector McClane as a 
“planter” suggests agricultural activity in the Bare Hills neighborhood since the Early 
Colonial period. Grist Mills in the vicinity are known to have existed by 1711. The 



discovery of chrome as a useful metal in the 1790’s and the discovery of chromium 
deposits in the Bare Hills c.1810 begins the mining period. 
 
 
 
Agriculture 
  

Like much of Maryland, from the time of European settlement through most of 
the 20th Century, agriculture has been a principal endeavor in Baltimore County. The 
historical process of farming is evidenced in the proposed district not only by woods and 
fallow fields but also with a collection of farmhouses, barns and other agricultural 
buildings. Bare Hills area has an agrarian history that exceeds 300 years. From the time 
of the “middling tobacco plantations of the 17th Century such as “Hector’s Hopyard”, 
which included the Bare Hills Region, to the later dairy and grain farms on the west side 
of the serpentine that operated within living memory, agriculture has been a principal 
activity.. 

The small tobacco plantations of the Colonial era had shifted to grain and dairy 
operations by the time of the Revolution. [2] Grain, dairy and truck farming survived in 
this area, however, to within living memory. It still does so along the uppermost ¼ of the 
Jones Falls Valley. The dramatic changes in land use since the 1960’s, however, 
accelerated by the construction of the Jones falls Expressway (I-83), resulted in 
significant urban sprawl impacting most of the County portion of the Jones Falls Valley. 

This region, including the Nomination Area, continues to experience intense 
development and urbanization. The several barns and farmhouses of this Nomination 
survive inside the Baltimore Beltway (I-395). What were common buildings to this 
vicinity are now rare. Many of the open spaces are the remnants of the “old fields” 
referenced in early land records but are under great pressure to develop. Together these 
visual documents of the historic rural landscape are instructive of a traditional activity 
that is archaic, if not extinct, in this portion of Baltimore County. The farmhouse of 
Tormey farm, the Wright/Gardman farmhouse, “Bare Hills House” with outbuildings, 
along with the two houses and barn from the earlier Hook farm, stand to teach of this 
principal activity between the 1830’s and WWII. Other farm houses, tenant houses, 
stables, carriage houses, hen houses and other rural buildings also exist to testify to the 
recent agrarian feeling of Bare Hills. 

The historical “sense of place’ in Bare Hills includes the co-existence of farming 
and mining. This fact is born out by land records, early prints and photos and of course 
the buildings themselves. Interviews with life-time residents ages 70-90 years old 
describe dairy, livestock, grain and truck-farming in the neighborhood through the 
1950’s. The Hook Farm, Griffith Farm, and Tormey Farm were all contiguous to mining 
operations. Members of the Scott and Gardmen families recall extensive farming by their 
families on the west side of the “Scott Settlement’.     
  
Milling 

Scholars point out that this region dominated the U.S. flour market in the Late 
18th and early 19th centuries. One historian on the mills of the Jones Falls Valley says, 

 



“These mills, part of a complex of sixty grain mills along nine streams within a 
radius of twenty miles from the city, made Baltimore in 1822 the largest flour 
market in the world."[ 3] 

 
While some of these mills served local farming communities many others were 
“merchant mills” with their own warehouses located directly on Baltimore’s waterfront.  
Varle’s Complete View of Baltimore (1833) lists 17 mills on the Jones Falls, nine of 
which, were “merchant mills” having separate warehouse addresses on the harbor. [4] 
Farmers from the upper regions of Maryland and lower Pennsylvania could bring their 
harvest to these mills above the harbor, which not only made for a shorter trip but also 
eliminated the traditional miller as a middle-man in the marketing of their product. 

In the first decades of the 19th Century these same mills, as well as new factories, 
took advantage of the “mill valley system” to produce cotton cloth. Between the Civil 
War and WWI the Jones Falls Valley cotton mills produced over 70% of the nations 
cotton duck (used for sail-cloth and other products) and provided serious competition in 
international markets. [5] In each of these periods (grist milling & cotton manufacture) 
company-built workers housing, expanded by private development, resulted in a series of 
related mill communities throughout the Valley. These mill communities are connected 
by the stream itself and the Falls Rd. (Jones Falls Turnpike 1804 – 1909) which follows 
its winding path mostly along the east bank from the harbor to its headwaters. The 
development of the port city itself owes much of its history to this story.  

The unique cultural landscape, which is “rural” and “Southern” results from over 
a hundred years of migration to the Jones Falls Valley by rural folk from Maryland, 
Virginia, the Carolinas and Appalachian areas. Particularly in the years following the 
Civil War, thousands were induced here by opportunities for work in the mill valley.[ ] 
Many of their descendants still live in neighborhoods that are generations old. The 
portion of the Valley addressed in this nomination included the two oldest cotton mills as 
well as two others. From Washingtonville (NR) approximately 3 miles up the Falls to 
Rockland, were the Washington Mill (NR), Eagle Mill, Wright’s Mill and Rockland Mill 
(NR). Two of the mill buildings are extant along with many related structures from the 
others. 

 
Bare Hills Mining (construction stone, chromium & copper)  

 
 There are other industrial stories related to the topography of the Jones Falls 
Valley and its close proximity to an international harbor. In the Late 18th/Early19th 
Century it was discovered that the Jones Falls Valley was rich in stone not only for 
building but also for the mining of minerals. Early maps, 19th C. written descriptions, an 
1870’s lithograph, U.S.G.S. & M.G.S. reports, as well as photographs, document the Bare 
Hills themselves and the mining operations there.  

Between the first decade of the 19th century until the 1930’s the Bare Hills were 
successfully worked at various times for chrome, copper and building stone. The 
neighborhood surrounding the serpentine formation called “Bare Hills” or “the Barrens” 
was, until the mid-20thCentury, bounded by Smith Ave. and Old Pimlico Rd. on the west 
and north and by the Jones Falls on the east and south. While the “Scott Settlement” and 
a few houses right on Falls Rd. survive from the historical period, the western 2/3 of the 



area has suffered most from both modern industrial, highway and residential development 
that has destroyed many of the historic structures and landscape itself.  The eastern 1/3, 
however, lies mostly within preserved parkland and or large private homes. Here, 
particularly on the east side of Falls Road, one can still see the primeaeval landscape so 
dramatically described by Hayden in 1811 as well as, copper-rock quarries, chrome pit 
openings, early rock mining roads, the ruins of industrial buildings and early houses.  

Horace H. Hayden, S.D. (also “M.D.”) published at least three essays on Bare 
Hills. The first of these was written in 1810 and published the following year in the 
Baltimore Medical and Philosophical Lyceum. He apparently made frequent visits to the 
area in following years and in 1832 published a somewhat apologetic, less poetic and 
more scientific essay complete with a detailed map indicating mineral deposits, mining 
operations, roads and neighboring houses. This improved version appeared in the Comet 
and again in the American Journal of Science in 1833. From these works we learn much 
not only about the geological make up of the serpentine formation and the unique feeling 
of the “Barrens” but get verification of the dates of two extant houses, the location of 
Tyson’s first chromium operations and the age of the abandoned cart-roads surviving in 
the woods on the east side of Falls Rd. The age and original route of the old turnpike is 
verified by his 1810 reference to it being “recently”cut through the Bare Hills at the point 
where the Falls Rd. still does so.    
 
Samples: see next two pages 
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Chrome 
 Chromium is used in the making of steel, in tanning, dyeing and paint. 
 
 
The commercial source of the element chromium is exclusively in the mineral chromate, 
which when pure, is an iron chromate of the formula FeO.Cr2O3. …In Maryland it is 
found only in serpentine---a rock which is readily recognized by the barren country it 
produces. 

- Maryland Geological Survey, 1929 
 
“..ferriferous ophiolite, chromiferous ophialite, diallagic ophialite and garnetic ophialite -
------ all of which, with the exception of garnetic ophialite, are found, at nearly every 
point of the Bare Hills.”  

- Hayden, 1832 



 
“The history of chrome mining in Baltimore County is of particular interest, in that it was 
due to the activities of Jesse Tyson, Jr., of Baltimore, that Maryland came to be the 
chrome producing center of the world for a considerable time.” 

 -       MGS, 1929 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Issac Tyson Sr., a farmer in the Valley in the Late 18th century, had a farm in the 

vicinity of Old Pimlico Rd. and Falls Rd. where it crosses Jones’ Creek on the north edge 
of the Bare Hills. It was his son Issac Tyson Jr. and his son Jesse who developed a 
chromate and copper industry that put Baltimore at the forefront of the national market 
for the first half of the19th century. This industry began with the discovery of chromate 
on that farm. The Tyson family business put Maryland to the forefront of U.S. chrome 
production for the first half of the 19th Century; the Baltimore Chrome Works remained a 
major international producer until the turn of the 20th Century. 
 

Within living memory an open mineshaft existed on the south side of Old Pimlico 
Rd, just before it intersects Falls Rd. Now closed, it corresponds with the site Hayden 
labeled “J” on his map of 1832 and described as “extensive operations”, which, “ have 
been carried on for the purpose of obtaining chrome of which large quantities, of an 
excellent quality, were raised. The works, I believe, were carried to the depth of about 
eighty feet, but have, for some time been abandoned.”  

Hayden attributes the discovery of chromate of iron in “one of the deep ravines” 
in the Bare Hills to a “Mr. Henfrey” between 1808-1810.  Scharrf’s History of Baltimore 
County (1870) relates that young Issac Tyson, Jr. (1792-1861), while spending the 
summer on his father’s farm near Bare Hills encountered  

“..an old man digging for what on inquiry he ascertained was chrome ore, a 
mineral at that time known to but few.” [6] 

Tyson may not have discovered the chromate on his fathers farm but did develop 
the mines there in the first decade of the 19th century as well as at Baltimore County’s 
other serpentine formation, Soldier’s Delight by 1827. Later he was connected with the 
mining of the mineral in Pennsylvania and elsewhere. According to the M.G.S. between 
1828 and 1850 all of the chrome in the U.S. was shipped to Baltimore for processing. By 
1845 Jesse Tyson, Jr. with his chrome plant on Baltimore harbor, held a monopoly on 
both the mining and production of chrome that lasted until 1860 when foreign 
competition cut into Maryland’s domination. Tyson’s “Baltimore Chrome Works”, on the 
harbor near Fells Point continued to be an internationally significant producer until 1908 
when bought out by the Mutual Chemical Company of America. [MGS, 1929] It 
eventually became the chrome plant of Allied Chemical Corp. in 1954. [7] 



 
 

Copper 
 The Maryland Geological Survey of 1929 states that copper was mined in 
Maryland before the Revolution, lasted until about 1914 and that the mines in Baltimore 
County were responsible for the large copper refining industry in Baltimore City. By 
1860 the Baltimore Copper Smelting Co. on the harbor in Canton was the largest of its’ 
kind in the U.S. [8] 
  

“One of the largest mines in the State was the Bare Hills copper mine.” [9]  
 
 Different companies in different locations around the Bare Hills serpentine 
worked for copper between the mid-19th century and c. WWI. The principal mine was 
opened in 1845 on the south edge of the serpentine in between Falls Rd. and Smith Ave. 
After sporadic activity the Bare Hills Mining Company was formed in 1864 and its 
operations are the subject of a detailed lithograph printed in c. 1870. 
 

                 
                 Schmidt & Trowe, advertisement c.1870, MHS 

 
  
 The foreground in this picture is that place where the Falls Turnpike, Jones Falls 
and Northern Central Railroad all intersect. What is now the “Light-Rail” and “Falls 
Road” still do so at this spot today. Looking northwest up the westernmost portion of the 
Bare Hills one sees what the MGS described as one of the largest copper mines in the 
State and largely responsible for the significant industry of copper refining in Baltimore 
City. [10] Part of the dirt road that winds its way up to the mine is extant and the barn on 
the farm in the far right edge of the picture is believed to be one of the remaining 
buildings of the Tormey Farm (see #15). Further documented by maps, oral history and a 
hand drawn sketch of ruins from c. 1900, is the complex which included the boiler, 



engine, crusher, cobbing house, powder house, and office. [11] Also seen are the 
“captain’s” or superintendent’s house and the row of c.1850’s “double houses” along the 
far ridge, which housed workers.  

The opening of the mine is identified in the 1900 sketch as immediately South of 
the processing complex placing it at the edge of the trees in the middle of the picture. A 
small gable roof seen there may be the entrance to the mine. One of the more interesting 
aspects of the lithograph is the insert diagram of the shaft system. One source states that 
between 1867-1887 the shaft inclined under Smith Ave. to a depth of 900 feet. Lateral 
tunnels went for hundreds of feet in different directions. 

                                       

                              
 
While several sources date this mine to have been opened in 1845, Hyle and Peare 

state that copper was first discovered in Bare Hills in 1839 on the land of Thomas B. 
Watts. Thomas Scharf in 1872 states that Issac Tyson, Jr., of Bare Hills chromium fame, 
“opened and developed the Bare Hill and Springfield copper-mines of this State from 
which excellent ore have been obtained.” and Tyson does appear as a stockholder in the 
copper mining venture as early as 1844. [12] In1915 the County Atlas shows “McColgan” 
owning the mine site and co-owning the contiguous property with the “Tyson Mining 
Co.”. Issac Tyson, Jr. and his son Jesse eventually developed a business that included 
several different types of mining in Maryland, Pennsylvania and New England. 

All sources agree that mining was intermittent until the early 1860’s when the 
Bare Hills Mining Co. was formed. The history of this mine is fraught with lawsuits over 
mining rights, partnership struggles and disastrous floods. Nevertheless, experts ascertain 
that in the second half of the 19th Century, between 1864 and 1880, the mine’s total 
production was in the neighborhood of 32,000 tons of 18% grade ore which earned 
$1,755,000.[13] The ore was shipped by train from Bare Hills to the smelting plant in 
Canton at the East Side of Baltimore Harbor. 

After the 1880’s there is evidence of lesser attempts at mining copper ore at Bare 
Hills, however, none achieved this earlier success again. The MGS reports the last efforts 
at the Smith Ave. site to be in 1905 and Herbert Moore’s study of 1935 describes the 
buildings as ruins at that time. Oral history supported by c.1950’s photos describe an 
abandoned crusher, like the one seen in the 1870 lithograph, standing at the west end of 
Shoemaker Rd. on the north side of Bare Hills almost a half mile above the Smith Ave. 
site. Dynamite shacks and other mining equipment were around it. There is no mention of 
this operation in the sources on Bare Hills. [See “Building Stone”]  

 



Much of the history of the Bare Hills copper mines is addressed in “A Brief 
History of the Bare Hills Copper Mines” by Herbert Moore in The Natural History 
Society of Maryland Bulletin, (May 1935). [14] This work contains interviews with ex-
mine workers many of whom were residents of the mining camp. These interviews 
concurred on such interesting items as the absence of black laborers, the prevalence of 
Irish workers and the use of boys ages 12-18yrs. as laborers by “Captain Cooper”. There 
were no recollections of accidents. One of the more significant items in Moore’s paper is 
the information that  

 “The copper sent to the copper house was transported to Canton 
[Baltimore Copper Works on east side of harbor]. At a later date the ore was taken down 
Smith Ave. to the Mt. Washington Station, instead of by the old route.” [15]   
 
 “Old route”, Moore says, meant the “Bare Hills Station”.[16] On his reconstructed site 
sketch the author indicates the “old copper house” and siding on the Northern Central 
tracks just east of Falls Rd. This station is still indicated on the Bromley Atlas of 1915 
but labeled as no longer extant on the 1935 sketch. It is clear from these sources and 
others that the Bare Hills mine brought a special train stop into existence probably by the 
1860’s that bore that name at least until 1915. The store, tavern and cluster of 1860-WWI 
period buildings clustered about this stop along the Turnpike and RR Ave. share this 
common theme.  
 
 
Building Stone 

 
West Quarry 

 
The Maryland Geological Survey (1929) documents the many stone quarries of 

the Valley [ ] This natural resource results in a rich tradition of stone architecture in the 
region with buildings and other structures exhibiting gneiss, marble, limestone and 
copper-rock.  

Examples of full stone “copper rock buildings” made of the distinctive blue-green 
material quarried on either side of Falls Road at the north edge of the Bare Hills include 
the Bare Hills School, (1881) and #6510 Falls Rd. (pre-1898). Others are known to have 
existed in the project area. Many of the older frame houses of this region stand on high 
copper-rock foundations and this same stone is seen in the garden walls of numerous 
properties. How early in the 19th century the quarries on either side of Falls Rd. at the 
north edge of Bare Hills were begun is unclear, although Hayden does not indicate either 
of them in his detailed map or written description of 1832. The Mt. Vernon Methodist 
Church in Baltimore (NR) designed by Dixon & Carson in 1873 is constructed of 
serpentine from this quarry, as was, the Bare Hills School (pre-1877). In 1929 Lewis O. 
Stern was still operating the Bare Hill quarries. That operation quarried  “crushed stone 



for roads and concrete, and building stone” and about “5,000 tons are gotten out in a 
year.” [17] These quarries are easily seen from the Falls Rd. where it intersected with the 
Old Pimlico Rd. The west quarry is now privately owned and used for a private 
recreational facility and the east quarry is in parkland. They both have a striking 
appearance for the mottled brown and yellowish rock that dominates the quarry walls. 
When wet the softer blue-green “copper dust” oozes from its crevices and brings to mind 
Hayden’s 1810 description of this areas sublime feeling.  

Gneiss quarries, mined for the ferrous brownish-gray stone also common to the 
Valley’s architecture, are known to have existed to the immediate north and south of Bare 
Hills in the 18th Century. They remained in use until the mid 20th century. Gneiss is seen 
in the foundations of the early 19th century “Toll Gate House” while 6302 Falls Rd. is a 
c.1927 Dutch Colonial Revival dwelling that demonstrates gneiss construction.  

Perhaps the last commercial operation in Bare Hills relative to building stone was 
the crusher known to have existed at the end of Shoemaker Rd. Demolished in the 
1960’s, older residents remember the crusher, which appears in a late 1940’s photograph. 
Several informants recall it as abandoned in the late 1950’s but one informant recalls 
watching trucks backing up under the tall structure and being loaded with crushed stone 
in the early 1950’s. [17a] The age of the crusher is not known, however, in describing the 
stone from the Bare Hills Quarries the 1929 MGS says “ Both crushed stone for roads 
and concrete.” was being produced at that time. The crusher stood on land owned by C.C. 
McColgan and the Tyson Mining Co. as indicated on the 1915 Atlas. 

 

 
 Crusher , as seen from behind 6302 Falls Rd., c.1947 
 
 
 
Cultural Background 
 While these are not the only ethnic stories of the Bare Hills region three cultural 
groups in particular appear in researching the themes of the Nomination Area. The many 
generations of rural Southern folk engaged in the historical activities of farming and 
milling, the homogeneous African-American community of the Scott Settlement and the 
history of the Irish workers of the copper mines are documented by the sites and 
structures of the Bare Hills region. 
 Historically the cultural landscape of the Jones Falls Valley is “rural”. This rural 
atmosphere on the very north edge of Baltimore City is still expressed in the natural 
landscape and agrarian architecture, as well as, by the descendants of those who came to 
work in the mills. The farmhouses, agricultural buildings, mills and workers housing are 
visual documents of this fact. It is well documented that during the “cotton boom” which 



lasted from just after the Civil War until WW I, thousands of rural folk from neighboring 
states, particularly to the south, migrated to the Valley to work in the cotton mills. One 
finds numerous longtime residents of this area speaking with Southern accents whose 
roots are in the Carolinas and Appalachian states where mill companies recruited 
workers. These descendents of several generations of migrants contribute to a Southern 
quality in the Valley’s historical “sense of place”.  

The mill village of “Washingtonville”(see proposed NR District, “Cow Hill-
Washingtonville”) is contiguous to the southern edge of Bare Hills and the mill village of 
“Rockland” contiguous on the north. Each of these communities spills into this study 
with extant buildings relative to those NR districts. Also on the Falls and connected by 
the same turnpike, were the Eagle Mill with its’ “Millville”, the Bellona Powder Works 
and Wright’s Mill with its’ workers housing. All of these structures and sites were part of 
the “mill valley” theme and inhabited by this cultural group. 

A particularly interesting and valuable resource to the Valley’s cultural history is 
the African-American community called the “Scott Settlement”, on the old Falls 
Turnpike atop Bare Hills. The Scott Settlement’s social significance is at least twofold. 
As a community growing up and around an early Turnpike Era store-tavern with a 
blacksmithy behind it, it is instructive in understanding the role of the turnpike in 
developing this part of Baltimore County. That the blacksmith was a freed slave named 
Aquilla Scott, whose descendents and neighbors have developed and maintained a 
community around his house, grave and smithy site since 1839, provides an important 
opportunity for understanding over 160 years of the African-American experience in 
Baltimore County. Several generations of dwellings and other buildings are instructive 
not only in architectural history but in an ethnic history as well. 

Mainstream perceptions of African-American life before and after Emancipation 
are enlightened by the story of this neighborhood. Scholars agree that Maryland had the 
highest population of free Blacks prior to the Civil War and that Baltimore was known 
among American cities for its sizeable Free Black population prior to Emancipation. [18] 
The failure of the plantation system in this part of Maryland by the 1840-50’s resulted in 
enclaves of ex-slaves adapting to “free life” somewhat earlier than in other parts of the 
South. Some experienced urban life (as evidenced by the findings of the Maryland 
Historical Trust’s Alley House Survey in Baltimore City. [19]). Others experienced a more 
rural existence like the “Scott Settlement”. While other early Black communities are 
known to have existed in the Jones Falls Valley, such as those at Cross Keys, Hoe’s 
Heights and an enclave on Smith Ave., they have been seriously diminished if not if not 
irradicated. In the Scott Settlement, however, more than eighteen c.1840’s-WWI 
buildings plus later dwellings still stand that document several generations of free Black 
life in Baltimore County. That many of these are still occupied by the descendents of the 
founder Aquilla Scott provides a particularly rich oral history. Both individually and 
collectively, the buildings and associated stories are highly instructive in the 
understanding of a significant cultural group. 
 Another important cultural story documented by the historical resources of the 
Bare Hills is the under-assessed significance of Irish Immigration to Baltimore in the 
mid-19th Century. As a result of the Great Famine (c. 1845-1850’s) millions of Irish 
immigrants came to America, thousands to Baltimore. Their experience and its’ 
significance to regional history is related in the known histories of the quarry town of 



Texas, Maryland (another mining community in Baltimore County and also on the 
Northern Central Railroad) and the Irish railroad neighborhood surrounding the B&O 
Railroad yards on Pratt St. in West Baltimore. [20] This immigrant group is further 
understood by the story of Bare Hills copper mining.  

In “A Brief History of the Copper Mine At Bare Hills, Maryland”(1935) Herbert 
Moore relates interviews with older miners at least two of whom were among the child 
laborers in the Bare Hills copper mine in 1866-7. Moore states that in the third quarter of 
the 19th Century “Practically all of the miners were Irish” and that his informants were 
“emphatic” on this point.[21] Some lived in the row of two story “double houses” seen in 
the 1870’s lithograph and that “most of the miners lived around Bare Hills”. In 1935 Mr. 
Joseph Burns still lived in one of the houses  “where the old copper house near the siding 
at Bare Hills Station once existed,”. “Six or seven of the old miners houses were still in 
existence and occupied a few years ago (1935).” These interviews provide evidence of a 
19th century Irish mining community in Bare Hills that survived until sometime after 
WWI. 
 It is also at least curious to note that in 1915 “C.C. Mc Colgan” owned the mine 
site and buildings, as well as two other large tracts of Bare Hills including co-ownership 
on the north side of the hills with the Tyson Mining Co. This Irish name is the same as 
that of Father Edward McColgan of Donegal, who founded St. Peter’s parish in the Irish 
neigborhood around the B&O in 1842. He is memorialized in the Irish cemetery there. 
No connection between the two has as yet been established but the presence of this 
famous Irish name in the history of Bare Hills strengthens the story of the Irish presence 
there during the historical period. 
 The RR stop of “Bare Hills Station” along with the physical evidence of mining 
such as the mining roads, pits and refuse piles of the Bare Hills Copper mines document 
an industry significant to Baltimore and the State. As a collection of historical resources, 
they are also instructive in the lifeways of a significant cultural group. 
 
 
 
Transportation 
 

The published histories of Baltimore County emphasize the great importance of 
the turnpikes and the railroads to its’ development. The particular goal of connecting the 
port of Baltimore with the agricultural communities of Northern Maryland and 
Pennsylvania is emphasized in the discussion of Late 18th/Early 19th Century Turnpikes. 
Beginning in the 1830’s and later, railroads like the Northern Central connected mining 
and manufacturing communities with the port and the numerous “railroad suburbs”, 
which sprang up during the second half of the century. The rail line up through the Jones 
Falls Valley not only resulted in developing Baltimore County but by the 1860’s became 
the gateway link in the rail system that connected Baltimore to the northern cities and 
reached as far west as Chicago. The railroad, which threaded the path of the Jones Falls 
and the Falls Turnpike, did not replace the significance of the road. The Falls Rd. 
remained the principal truck route connecting the port and Valley’s factory complexes 
with northern destinations until the construction of the Jones Falls Expressway (I-83) in 
the 1960’s. At the end of the 20th Century, as the result of development in the upper 



Valley and the congested traffic on the interstate, this historic road now called “Falls Rd.” 
is still a principal “commuter route” between the city and northern suburbs. While these 
modern transportation developments are a challenge to the historical character of the 
Valley they also emphasize the continuous importance of the valley as an historic 
transportation corridor. 

In the last decade of the 18th Century and first decade of the 19th Century the 
York, Reisterstown and Falls turnpikes were primary in this expansion northward of 
Baltimore and connecting the city’s business interests with Southern Pennsylvania. The 
lack of maintenance to existing Colonial era highways and the need for new commercial 
routes made road improvements a principal concern of lawmakers in the 1780’s. 
Following an initial period in which public turnpikes tended to fail, the era of private 
turnpikes began in the 1790’s. Aided by government protected route monopolies and 
“eminent domain” facilitating newer more direct routes with penalties for bypassing 
tollgates, the turnpike companies became viable investment opportunities. In exchange 
the public, particularly commercial interests, received safer and faster trade routes. While 
much of this activity was usurped with the development of railroads after the 1830’s 
these turnpikes remained important routes until the Early 20th Century when State and 
local governments again assumed responsibility for roads. [22] 

 The creek that gives the Valley its name both thematically and physically 
connects the historical resources of the Jones Falls Valley and this particular nomination. 
The transportation system which evolved along the stream banks, principally the Falls 
Turnpike and the Northern Central Railroad, were both cause and effect of the mill 
valley. 

 
 
 
Falls Turnpike, 1804 - c.1910 

 
The powerful stream in close proximity to Baltimore’s harbor facilitated 

gristmilling in the 18th Century. The Falls was not navigable for most of its length. 
Legend holds of   “Indian trails” in Baltimore County being developed into roads during 
the Late 17th and Early 18th Century, with two of them involving Jones’ Creek. [22a] It is 
certain that there were numerous grist mills along the full length of the Creek in the 18th 
Century requiring means of transport for receiving their raw goods and shipping their 
finished products.  An old road ran along the stream at least in some places.[J.Cole states 
that the site for Bellona Powderworks was selected during the Revolution because of its 
access by Falls Road] It was not until 1803, however, that the Falls Turnpike clearly 
connects all of the mills and communities of its headwaters to the harbor and everything 
in between. The numerous grist mills, including the  “merchant mills”, of the Valley were 
a significant part of the mill system which made Baltimore the largest flour market in the 
world by the 1820’s. [see footnote 3] The uppermost mills and mill villages of the valley 
were all connected to the port, each other and the northern most farmers by the newly 
constructed turnpike. This system in the mill valley achieved even grater significance 
between the Civil War and WWI as the Jones Falls Valley assumed a primary role in U.S. 
cotton manufacture. 



The Falls Turnpike’s path through the nomination study area is that of the present 
Falls Rd. (St. Rt. 25)* {State Scenic Highway}. In it’s flow down to the harbor, Jones’ 
Creek makes a considerable easterly bend around the serpentine formation called “Bare 
Hills” before regaining its’ southern direction.  While the Turnpike generally followed 
the Falls and may have used an existing road in some places, it deviates from the stream 
and was cut through the rocky Bare Hills to maintain a straight N-S line for about one 
mile. Consequently, the turnpike crosses Jones Falls at the southern end of the study area 
and rejoins the creek to run along its’ banks again on the north side of the serpentine 
formation.  

This significantly new feature to the landscape occurred in the first decade of the 
19th Century. The Falls Turnpike Company was formed in 1804; an1810 description of 
this neighborhood describes the Bare Hills “through which the Falls Turnpike has 
recently been cut.” [23] This particular section of the historic road project is lined with 
structures that document its nearly 200 year old history, including the toll house and 
“Seven Mile” marker. The blasted serpentine rock, particularly on the East side of the 
road, still testifies to the particularly difficult task of running this straight line through 
Bare Hills. The architecture and “shaped” landscape relative to the creation of the historic 
road create a streetscape that is particularly informative about the history of 19th Century 
turnpikes in Baltimore County. 
 
 
Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad (Northern Central) 

 In the Second quarter of the 19th Century the history of the Jones Falls 
Valley as a major transportation corridor saw the advent of railroads. Baltimore’s B&O 
Museum proudly points out that the nations first railroad began at Mt. Clare Station. Its’ 
goal was to eventually link the city to the Western interior but the first regular service 
was to the Ellicott mills in Howard County in 1830. Within a year of the formation of the 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (1827) the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad (Northern 
Central after 1854) was formed. [24] Its’ course began in the city and proceeded up the 
Jones Falls Valley along the banks of the Jones’ Falls (at the southern tip of the 
nomination’s study area) and then in a North-Easterly direction through upper Baltimore 
County and Pennsylvania into the Susquehanna Valley. By the 1860’s this line was a key 
component to the system that linked Baltimore to points north and west as far as the great 
Lakes and to Washington and routes further South. Abraham Lincoln is known to have 
traveled the Northern Central through the Jones Falls Valley on his way to make the 
“Gettysburg Address”. The famous funeral train that bore his body back to Illinois in 
1865 traveled this same route. [24a] 

The Baltimore and Susquehanna was also authorized by the Maryland General 
assembly to build a westward line known locally as the “Green Spring branch” which 
originated at Relay house on the south side of Bare Hills. It followed the Jones Falls 
around the serpentine northward to its headwaters “the Green Springs” and on to Owing’s 
Mills on the West side of the Reisterstown Turnpike.  

Service began on the main line and Green Spring Branch c. 1831 with horse 
drawn rail cars running from center city out to “Relay House”, a short distance above 
Washingtonville. The site of this combination hotel-station is at the Southern tip of Lake 
Roland, on the North edge of the “Cow Hill-Washingtonville” historic district and within 



this nomination’s boundaries. “Relay House” was first constructed in 1832 at the fork of 
the main line to York, Pa. and the branch line to the Green Springs. At mid century it was 
operated by Charles Buchanan whose stone mansion “Buckingham”(1800) is the oldest 
dated building in the vicinity. The acreage of this early estate also once included the land 
on the north bank of the Falls, on the West side of the Turnpike where the entrance to the 
Bare Hills Copper Mines is shown in the c.1870 lithograph. [25] In the earliest years of the 
railroad, when the cars were horse drawn, this stop was a “relay” for the exchange of 
fresh horses necessary for pulling the wooden passenger cars. A description from that 
same period describes a rectangular yellow wooden structure with red brick chimney and 
platform covered with a flat roof. There was a turntable and engine house for rerouting 
trains back up the Valley to the Green Springs. [26 ] In 1831 the first seven miles of the 
Baltimore and Susquehanna RR terminated at Relay House built on Hollins' Farm. As 
late as 1915  “Relay House” is indicated in Bromley’s Atlas but called “Hollins Station”. 
Several of the properties being nominated are on what was part of Hollins farm and along 
Hollins Lane, which led to the station. [27] 

When steam locomotives replaced horse-drawn trains by the late 1830’s the 
railroads became primary freight movers benefiting the farmers, quarries, iron 
manufacturers and millers of Baltimore County. The Northern Central connecting 
Baltimore with York Pennsylvania plus its Greenspring branch, which ran westward to 
the headwaters of Jones Falls, connected virtually all of the mill villages in the Jones 
FallsValley carrying both passengers and freight. Several principal stops existed on the 
very edges of the “Cow Hill-Washingtonville” NR District in the 19th Century with three 
of them being in the boundaries of the Bare Hills nomination. These were the 
aforementioned  “Bare Hills Station”, “Relay House” and “Sorrento” on the green Spring 
Branch. “Mt. Washington” was less than a quarter-mile south of Bare Hills and also a 
shipping point for copper ore.   

The railroad’s annual report for 1865 indicates that of the 17 stops in Baltimore 
County, “Relay”(Relay House) was second only to “Ashland” iron furnace in receiving 
and forwarding pounds of freight. “Mt. Washington” was among the busiest four. [27a.] 
An Early 20th Century map shows the “Bare Hills” stop at the entrance to the Bare Hills 
copper-mining operation, where the Falls Turnpike crosses the stream itself at the North-
West edge of the Historic District. The mine was first opened in 1845 and the stop is 
documented as being in use from c.1864-1880; it is still indicated on the map of 1915. It 
included a “copper house” on the siding for the purpose of on-loading copper ore bound 
for processing at the copperworks located at the Baltimore Harbor on Locust Point. [28] 
Several buildings dating between c.1860-WWI are still clustered around the stop on 
“Railroad” Ave. The modern light-rail stop is located at this site today.  
The third stop within the Nomination Area is “Sorrento” shown on the 1898 Atlas.  

Although commerce with Western Maryland was the original goal of the Green 
Spring branch of the railroad, perhaps it is best remembered for effecting the Victorian 
Era resort-trade that took advantage of the scenery and waters of the Green Springs. The 
railroad actually built the Green Spring Hotel for this purpose, followed later in the 
century by the famous Chattolanee Hotel and others that made the headwaters of the 
Jones Falls a popular resort. [29] Throughout the Nomination Area the right of way still 
remains and is used for hiking and biking along the east bank of the Falls. Railroad ties, 
rails, early arched bridges made of cut-stone and other railroad features remain visible. 



Where the line was cut through steep rock ledges one can still see the drill marks and the 
effects of blasting. The ruins of “Sorrento Station” and the “Bellona Powder Works” still 
remain along the track-bed. (see separate RR inventory). 

The physical remains of the Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad, particularly the 
cluster of c.1860-WWI buildings of Bare Hills Station, are significant for their ability to 
document the role of the railroad in the development of Baltimore and the Jones falls 
Valley. That the “Bare Hills Station” was a special stop for transporting ore from the 
copper mines to the Baltimore Copper Works documents the significant role of the Bare 
Hills Mine in this important industrial-transportation story. 

 
Architecture 

 
 The buildings, sites and structures in the Nomination Area date from the 

first decade of the 19th Century through the Second World War. The greatest number are 
pre-WWI and are connected by two or more of the stated themes of agriculture, mining, 
transportation and cultural significance. The architecture nominated includes examples of 
dwellings, agricultural and industrial buildings and engineering. Some of the dwellings 
along the Falls Rd. such as #6213 Falls Rd., are quite architectonic and exhibit design 
elements of a particular style or period. Others are vernacular dwellings, which are 
instructive about a different economic class. Barns and farmhouses document the 
importance of agriculture to Baltimore County and this particular part of the Jones Falls 
Valley. The design and building of turnpikes and railroads between 1810 and 1900 is 
documented. The original path of the Falls Turnpike constructed in c. 1805 is quite 
visible particularly where it was cut through the Bare Hills serpentine and it still contains 
the early “Toll Gate House” and “7 mile” marker. More than half of the nominated items 
face the old Falls Turnpike and were built during the turnpike era. Four railroad stations 
or stops stood in the Nomination Area and while these are gone, the abandoned railway 
with rails, bridges and markers exist. The importance of railroad “stops” is reflected in 
the surviving buildings of the cluster of buildings known as “Bare Hills Station.”. Most of 
the buildings in the Nomination are of frame construction demonstrating both post-and-
beam and lighter frame construction. Three buildings are of full stone construction; two 
utilize Bare Hills “copper rock” and the third is made of local gneiss. Many others use 
either of these two local materials in their foundations, as well as, for steps and garden 
walls.  

The range of dates of surviving buildings begins with the first decades of the 19th 
Century in which chromium was first mined and the Falls Turnpike was begun. The 
TollHouse is probably the earliest of these. Farming existed in the Bare Hills region 
before the 19th Century and continued until the middle of the 20th Century. Two barns are 
at least from the Third Quarter of the 19th century and at least two farmhouses are Ante-
bellum.  

The building dates extend through the 19th Century that saw the “cotton boom” in 
which the mills of the Jones Falls Valley were dominant in the nation’s cloth industry and 
Bare Hills mining was a primary factor in the copper industry and the quarrying of 
building stone. Buildings related to these themes date between the Civil War and WW I.  

Another grouping of Late 19th/Early 20th Century buildings, mostly residences are 
noted for their stylistic features and reflect the role of the trains in developing 



neighborhoods around Baltimore City. Seeking to combine the best of both rural and 
urban life, these communities and “country seats” represent the transition of the Bare 
Hills region from a truly rural community devoted to farming, milling and mining into a 
“railroad suburb”. 
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H. Summary of Identification and Evaluation Methods 
 
 The Multiple Property Documentation Form is based upon intensive field study 
and archival research on the Bare Hills region of the Jones Falls Valley. The stream 
valley, which is approximately ten miles in length, begins in Baltimore County with its 
lower half running through Baltimore City. The Bare Hills are in Baltimore County. 
 The project was undertaken by the Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Association, 
Preservation Maryland and the Maryland Historical Trust. Fieldwork, research and 
preparation of the nomination form were done by Wayne Nield, a 36 CFR 61 qualified 
historic sites consultant, assisted by Sarah Lord and Mildred Thomas. The same 
personnel have already conducted similar studies in other portions of the Jones Falls 
Valley. 
 In consultation with the appropriate agencies a study area was selected that would 
both identify the unique qualities of the Bare Hills Region and place it within the context 
of the historic Jones Falls Valley. The fieldwork was supported by a good collection of 
primary sources such as H.H. Haydin’s detailed descriptions of the Bare Hills in 1810 
and 1832 (including a site-specific map), Varle’s inventory of the mill valley in 1833 and 
several site-specific maps dating from the 1830’s through 1915. The Maryland State 
Archives, Maryland Historical Society, Evergreen House and the Rare Books Collection 
of the Baltimore County Library in Towson hold these originals. Early 20th Century 
Maryland Geological Survey reports on the mining operations at Bare Hills are detailed 
as is Moore’s 1935 study of the copper mines which includes oral histories with retired 
miners. As the historical period extends to within living memory, older area residents 
were interviewed for support information. The inclusion of the “Scott Settlement” relies 
heavily on the excellent study prepared by Susan Cooke in 1991. 
 The Nomination Area was defined in consultation with Peter Kurtze of the 
Maryland Historical Trust. The natural border of the Jones falls in its eastward bend 
around the Bare Hills and the intrusive Interstate Highway (I-83) which runs along the 
west edge of the Bare Hills were obvious borders. The Nomination area is contiguous 
with the “Cow Hill-Washingtonville” NR District on the South and the “Rockland 
Historical District on the North. Previous MHT/National Register studies in the Jones 
Falls Valley have identified the importance of such themes as the Falls Turnpike, milling 
and farming [see “Cow Hill Washingtonville”, “Rockland Mill Village” and “Green 
Spring Valley”]. A windshield survey identified a variety of sites and structures that 
shared two or more of the stated themes. Other sites were discovered through use of the 
early maps and by walking the areas not reachable by vehicle. By the end of the study all 
of the sites received on-site evaluation and recording.  
 In addition to the 18 recorded buildings of the Scott Settlement, Bare Hills House 
and the Bare Hills School, all of which were already in the MHT inventory, this study 
identified another 37 historically significant sites and structures in the Bare Hills region. 



 

 
“BARE HILLS STATION” DISTRICT  
 
The Bare Hills Copper Mines, located directly across the Falls Turnpike (Falls Rd.) from 
this grouping of buildings, is known to have begun in 1845, was in full production by the 
1860’s and the principal contributor of ore to the Baltimore Copperworks through the 
1880’s. The ore was shipped down to the smelting plant located on Baltimore’s harbor 
(Canton) by rail. The Northern Central made a special stop for this purpose at a “copper 
house” located on the east side of the Turnpike approximately where the present lightrail 
stop is today. As late as 1915 maps identify this stop as “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
An intersection formed where the turnpike crosses Jones Falls which also included the 
entrance to the Bare Hills Copper Mines and the Northern Central’s railway. The turnpike 
was there at least by 1803 and the railroad crossed it at grade by the 1830’s. The turnpike 
crossed the stream via a small bridge at road grade until the 1930’s. This arrangement is 
shown in the 1870’s lithograph of the mines and can still be seen today. The cluster of a 
dozen or so buildings around this intersection included at various times workers 
residences, the copper house, store and a bar. Moore’s interviews with elderly miners in 
1935 suggest that at least some of the miners lived in these dwellings. Oral informants 
currently in their eighties recall the row of small houses on Clark’s Lane (dirt road at the 
end of Railroad Ave.) to have housed workers of various trades in the 20th Century. The 
singularly large building known as 6103 Falls Rd. contained a store within living memory 
and a now demolished tavern was across the street. It is important to recall that prior to 
the massive elevated bridges here (first in the1930’s, then replaced in 1990’s) a row of 
six or more dwellings (6103-6111) stood directly on the old turnpike.  
 
Given its c.1863 building date 6103 may well be the oldest extant building in “Bare Hills 
Station”. The 1850’s maps show only four buildings at the intersection. Three buildings 
are on the west side of the turnpike and a single structure appears on the west side of the 
road corresponding with the position of #6103. (The row of buildings on the west side 
were presumably demolished by the bridge construction in the 1930’s.) By the time of the 
1870’s Hopkins Atlas, however, one sees at least six buildings on either side of the 
turnpike at this point plus several along Railroad Ave. and the beginnings of the workers 
row along the dirt road now called “Clark’s Lane”. The 1860’s to c.1880’s period 
corresponds to the heyday of the Bare Hills Copper Mines. 
 
This collection of working class buildings on the Jones Falls, on the Turnpike and at a 
rail-stop, which served the mines, is highly symbolic of how the natural resources of the 
Valley, the turnpike and railroad combined to create historic communities in the Jones 
Falls Valley. 
 
Boundaries:  
The Southern limits of this district would be the Northern Central Railroad tracks 
(present light rail), to the West the old turnpike right of way (present Falls Rd./MD 
St.Rt.25) forms a boundary and Clark’s lane to the East (dirt road). For NR purposes, the 
northern boundary is probably determined by the modern office building at 6113-17 Falls 



 

Rd., however, by way of the 1915 Atlas, Hollins La. could be seen as the northern 
boundary since one can see the “cluster” of 1860’s –1915 buildings surrounded by farms 
and open space. Most of these buildings are still present with only one major intrusion, 
the modern office building at 6113-17 Falls Rd.  
 

                   
 
 
 
#4-Railroad Avenue 
 
Description 
Facing the tracks on Railroad Ave., this is a two-story frame dwelling with the irregular 
plan, massing and detailing typical of the Queen Anne style. It consists of a main block; 
two bays wide, capped with a steeply pitched gable roof. A single bay with pyramidal 
shed roof incorporated into the main roofline expands the plan eastward. The front or 
south side of the main block contains a polygonal first level with an entrance ell on the 
east side. The upper story is wider with over-hangs. Symmetrically placed 2/1-sash vent 
both levels with a multipaned casement lighting the attic. The depth of the building is an 
irregular three bays. The irregular fenestration features a mixture of  2/1 sash. Both front 
and rear gable windows are multipaned grid patterned casements, as is the twenty-four 
light transom over the main entrance. 
 
While 1950’s asbestos siding covers the original siding and asphalt shingles cover the 



 

roof, the massing, fenestration and other details maintain the overall instructional value of 
the building. 
In the east side yard and back yard there are two early hand operated water pumps.  
 

                                       
 
Significance 
 
An example of vernacular “Queen Anne” style architecture this dwelling’s principal 
significance is as a contributor to the collection of buildings that made up the railroad 
stop of Bare Hills Station. The house stands on the north side of the Northern Central 
Railroad tracks (modern lightrail), as it has since 189? The front or south side of the 
house faces the Northern Central tracks only a few yards away. The exaggerated gables, 
irregular plan and multi-paned grid-pattern casement windows are typical of the style, 
which was also popular among the railroad stations themselves all along the Northern 
Central line.  
 
Early hand operated water pumps still stand in the east side and back yard; they testify to 
the lifestyle in this once rural railroad stop. 
 
This house is one of six buildings remaining from a group of dozen or more structures 
that once comprised the railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station”. In the mid 19th Century the 
“copper house” which once stood a couple of hundred feet west of this property was the 
loading point for ore being shipped to the smelting plant on Baltimore harbor. The name 
of “Bare Hills Station remained in use at least until c. WWI.” 
 
#3-Railroad Avenue 
 
Description 
A pre-1877 frame cross gable dwelling two stories high, three bays wide and two deep 
plus additions to the ends and rear. A single story shed-roofed porch covers the bottom 
three bays of the main façade. The entrance is centrally located. The site slopes to the 
East and the stone foundation accommodates the grade to be approximately two feet high 
on the east end.  
 
Additions on each end of the house do not alter the main block irreversibly or prevent the 



 

building from contributing to the historic streetscape of Railroad Ave. 
 

                                
 
Significance 
 
Additions and alterations on the ends and rear of this dwelling challenge the original 
appearance of this early contributor to “Bare Hills “station, however, the main or South 
façade facing the railroad tracks is clearly that of a two story frame cross-gable dwelling 
three bays wide with a distinctive gothic window lighting the attic. Of the many cross-
gables seen in this region, the true Gothic arch attic-light is fairly rare. Therefor the 
building is architecturally significant for its ability to demonstrate a plan (cross-gable) 
common to the region but exhibits a now rare detail. 
 
The present owner is in his eighties and is a retired railroad worker whose family has 
owned this house and others in “Bare Hills Station” for generations. The alterations and 
additions have been made by the family that has occupied the dwelling since well into the 
historical period and represent continuous use by a railroad family more than any break 
with the past.  
 
Given its continuous use by generations of the same family in Bare Hills Station and its 
historically instructive façade facing the street or “trackscape”, this early dwelling is an 
important contributor to the grouping of buildings, which survive “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
 
6103 Falls Road 
 
Description 
An evolved row of frame buildings on high stone foundations utilizing the bank plan. 
This results in the main or street facades being two stories high and the rear (E.) façade 
being three stories in height. Modern siding does not obscure the fact that this row 
evolved with several additions that took place within the historical period. 
 
The largest section or “middle house” is perceived to be the oldest section and was found 
to have a carpenter’s mark on its interior stairs dated 186?. The main façade on this 
portion is dominated by a large cross-gable and a three bay wide, three shorter bays deep 
plan with even fenestration. This cross gable may be an early attempt to integrate the first 
addition. The entrance is located in the northernmost bay of the bottom level. 



 

 
A two-bay two-story addition of equal depth was added to the south side of this block and 
also has a cross-gable façade; however, its’ asymmetrical relationship to the fenestration 
suggests an attempt to unify portions of different construction dates. Both sections share a 
gable-end roof with the ridge running N_S; a single off center interior flue chimney exits 
at the South end.  This gable contains an early round arch attic light. The entrance to this 
section is located in the southernmost bay of the first level. A one and a half story 
addition to section two has knee windows on the second level and is covered with its own 
gable –end roof. 
 
On the north end of the main building was added a two bay wide, three deep, two story 
house with gable roof also utilizing the bank plan. The street façade is evenly arranged 
with two sash windows on the second level, an entrance occupies the south bay of the 
first level and a window the other. A centrally located flue chimney exits the ridge. Stone 
piers on the lower “back” side creating a shed space support a shed roofed single story 
wing on the north side of this section. 
 
                           

  
 
Significance 
 
While different stages, different addresses and uses create different “properties” on this 
site; this row of buildings should be considered an important element of “Bare Hills 
Station” for the sense of community that it expresses in an otherwise rural setting. When 
viewed from the tracks, which run behind the row, 6103, along with 6109 and 6111 has 
the feel of a village or hamlet. Being more urban in its plan, the row is different than the 
other buildings in the Nomination. In this regard it is not unlike some of the other mill 
villages in the Jones Falls Valley. 
 
All of these buildings are significant for their bank construction, being two-story frame 
on a full story high stone foundation. They stand in the flood plain of the Jones Falls and 
are designed to accommodate the frequent flooding that dominates life in the historic 
stream valley. As a cluster reflecting this regional design they are visually expressive of 
Bare Hills Station having its own sense of place unto itself. 
  
 
 
 



 

6109 Falls Road 
 
Description 
Standing separately from the row to its immediate north is a two-story frame dwelling 
three bays wide and one deep on a high stone foundation that gives it three levels in the 
back or east side. It is another example of the important “bank house” design in this 
region. Added within the historical period, a two story wing on piers projects to the east 
and yields an L-plan. The main block and rear wing are capped with separate gable-end 
roofs. Interior brick flue-chimneys exit the main block on both ends and the back wing on 
its south end. 
 
The fenestration is quite regular on the three bay street façade; it has a centrally located 
entrance and 6/6 sash windows in the other bays. The south end of the main block is 
blind. In the ell of the rear façade the main block has one sash on each level and a ground 
level entrance in the stone portion of the wall. The south wall of the wing projection has 
sash windows in the upper levels but is blind in the east end. The ell-wing stands on piers 
and is enclosed on the bottom with added windows and doors. 
 

                             
 
Significance 
 
The bank construction of this house is important to understanding regional architecture, 
for it reflects an attempt to work with the natural topography and the challenges of living 
in the flood plain of a stream valley. 
 
The building is also a key component in a complete turnpike era streetscape in a cluster 
of early buildings at the turnpike/railroad intersection called “Bare Hills Station”. 
  
 
6111 Falls Road  
 
Description 
Nearly identical to its immediate neighbor 6109, this dwelling is part of the row standing 
on and facing the turnpike. It is a two-story frame, three bays wide, and one wide bay 
deep, built on a stone bank-foundation that yields a third story in the rear (E.).   
 
A gable-end roof with a N-S ridge caps the building; interior flue-chimneys exit at each 
end. The street façade is three bays, has even fenestration with a centrally located 



 

entrance. 6/6 windows and clapboard siding replicate the original fenestration and siding. 
The South end is blind and the rear or West façade is the same regular three bays and 
fenestration as the east façade. The first level on this side is a stone wall with a window 
in the south bay and entrance in the north bay. A third off center window is to the 
immediate left of the entrance. 
 

 
Significance 
 
The bank construction of this house is important to understanding regional architecture, 
for it reflects an attempt to work with the natural topography and the challenges of living 
in the flood plain of a stream valley. 
 
The building is also a key component in a complete turnpike era streetscape in a cluster 
of early buildings at the turnpike/railroad intersection called “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
 
6119 Falls Road 
 
Description 
A large frame hipped-roof bungalow with exaggerated hipped dormers facing Falls Road. 
                                                           
Significance 
 
Although built in the last years of the turnpike era, this residence is significant both as a 
good example of the “Bungaloid” style and as a contributor to the early streetscape in this 
portion of Falls Road. 
 
 
6121 Falls Road 
 
Description 
This frame dwelling is perched above the road on the east side of the turnpike. It is a two 
story frame on a stone foundation, with a three bay wide, one deep, main block and 
projections to the rear in multiple but early stages. An early if not original two-story 
projection to the east gave the house an L-plan that was expanded by a two-story addition 
filling in the ell. 
 
The street façade is a cross-gable with centrally located entrance. A shed-roofed porch 



 

covers all three bays on the first level and is reached by four steps. The fenestration is 
regular and evenly placed. A distinctive round arched four-light window vents the cross-
gable. 

                               
 
Significance 
 
This house is shown on the 1877 Atlas but not on any of the 1850’s building-specific 
maps. The earlier maps show a large parcel owned by “Barnes” on the east side of the 
turnpike running to the south from the top of Bare Hills all of the way South to the Jones 
Falls and NC railroad tracks and to the East almost to Lake Roland. In 1877 most of this 
land was still held by the Barnes Estate although many items in the nomination such as 
6121 had been carved out of those holdings. Others would be by the end of the century. 
Baltimore County land records show sub-parcels containing this site being conveyed by 
the Barnes Estate in 1859 and again in 1867 suggesting that this house appeared as part of 
the Turnpike streetscape by 1870, if not earlier. 
 
6121 is significant for its presentation of the cross-gable façade so popular in this vicinity 
during the second half of the 19th Century and as a contributor to the Turnpike-era 
streetscape. 
  
S.E. corner Hollins/Falls, 2-story shingled bungalow (c.1930’s) replaces 19th Cent 
dwelling  NOT INCLUDED 
 
 
1910 Hollins La., early 19th two-story brick NONPARTICIPATING 
 
 
Clarks La. (6114 Falls Rd.)  
 
Description 
A two story frame L-plan dwelling with two intersecting blocks that are one bay wide 
and one deep, each with its own gable-end roof. The ell of the intersecting wings faces 
NE and is covered on the first level with a shed roofed porch. The entrance is in the EW 
wing and a corner window is in the NS wing. Windows define the same bays above. 
Another entrance with a bracketed shed roof covering an off-center doorway and window 
located on the same “side” in the end of the north wing. This off center window to the 
right of the door lights the lower room and a centrally placed window lights the upper 
room.  



 

 
The west side of the house is the “long side” (3 bays) and is blind except for the upper 
and lower north bay. Off-center interior flue-chimneys are located on this north side, one 
exiting the west gable of the EW ridge and the other in the NW corner of the north wing. 
This building would appear to be the one present along with the dirt road (Clark’s La.) on 
the 1877 Atlas. The 1915 Atlas indicates an L-plan structure and barn on this parcel, 
although the ell is positioned differently. 
                                                                              
 

 
Significance 
 
Present Railroad Ave. once ran further along the tracks and connected Hollins Station 
with Bare Hills Station; Clark’s Lane ran down to Railroad Ave. The dirt road is now a 
dead end with only two historic houses on it but was clearly a through road with at least 
seven dwellings on it and was a streetscape that was part of “Bare Hills Station”. 
This is one of the two remaining houses of this row and believed to be the first as 
indicated on the 1877 Atlas. As such it documents a workers row on a dirt lane, a kind of 
streetscape common in the mill valley (see Washingtonville and Millrace at Clipper 
Mills). It is probable too that while eventually part of the workers row on Clark’s Lane, 
this smaller dwelling may have been a dependency to the earlier farm that was here. In 
this light the building documents the evolution of a streetscape in “Bare Hills Station”.  
   
 
Clark’s Lane (6112 Falls Rd)  
Description 
A 1x 2 bay, two story gable-end frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation. The main 
block telescopes to the rear or West. The main façade is oriented to the dirt lane that once 
had a row of six similar structures along its west side. This entrance façade is two bays 
wide with an entrance in the north bay and evenly placed 6/6 sash windows in the other 
bays. A rectangular 4-light casement vents the gable at attic level. The lower level is fully 
covered by a shed roof porch supported by square porchposts. A gable-end roof covers 
the main block with ridge running E-W.  An interior flue-chimney exits the ridge at the 
west end of the main block. The whole building is covered with replacement siding that 
imitates the German or novelty siding expected in this vicinity. 
The building is extended to the west by two additions. The first of these is a single story 
shed roofed “kitchen wing" that is early if not original to the plan. On the south side this 
wing contains an entrance and 6/6 window smaller but like those in the main block. It is 
extended further by a flat roofed addition on cement block foundation that does not 
challenge the historical massing.  



 

The north side of the dwelling is blind in all three sections. 
 

     
         
Significance 
 
Present Railroad Ave. once ran further along the tracks and connected Hollins Station 
with Bare Hills Station; Clark’s Lane ran down to Railroad Ave. The dirt road is now a 
dead end with only two historic houses on it but was clearly a through road with at least 
seven dwellings on it and was a streetscape that was part of “Bare Hills Station”.  
Oral history relates that this tiny dwelling was part of a row of similar houses occupied 
by tradesmen and laborers within living memory. The 1877 Atlas shows one of these 
dwellings to be present by then; the 1915 Atlas shows a row of seven at that time. That 
row consisted of the larger L-plan dwelling (6114) and six smaller houses to the south. 
This house is the last of those. As such it documents a workers row on a dirt lane, a kind 
of streetscape common in the mill valley (see Washingtonville and Millrace at Clipper 
Mills). Even alone as it is now, the house says a lot about the lives of the working folks 
who made up the settlement of Bare Hills Station” and elsewhere in the mill communities 
of thee Jones Falls Valley. 
 
 
            
             
_______________         End of  “Bare Hills Station” District     ___________________  
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Inventory             [DRAFT 11/01] 
 

Historic and Architectural Properties of the Bare Hills Region 
     
Sites 1-11, 13 & 14 
(See attached maps) 
 
1. 6088/6090 Falls Rd., 
 
Description 
A two story frame “double dwelling” on a high foundation made of local stone. Each half 
of the duplex is two bays wide and one longer bay deep, two stories in the front (E.) and 
three in the rear (W.) due to the “bank plan”. Each half saddlebags a centrally located 
chimney. A gable-end roof covers the whole with a ridge running N-S. On the main or 
east façade there is an entrance in the outer bay covered by a small hipped-roof entrance 
porch. 

 
Significance 
 A modern shopping center fragmented a row of Turnpike era buildings and left 
this dwelling separated from the contiguous NR District of Washingtonville. A “double 
dwelling”, it is typical of the workers housing of this historic mill village. It is known to 
have been part of the Falls Turnpike streetscape since before 1877.  

The house also demonstrates a significant construction type along the steep banks 
of the Jones Falls Valley by way of its “bank plan”. Utilizing a high stone foundation 
gives an otherwise two-story building; three stories in the rear (W.), survives frequent 
flooding and is a plan common to the Jones Falls Valley’s unique topography. 
 
2. 6092/60921/2 Falls Rd. 
 
Description 

A frame double dwelling on a high foundation made of local stone. Each half of 
the duplex is two bays wide and one longer bay deep, two stories in the front (E.) and 
three in the rear (W.) due to the “bank plan”. Each half saddlebags a centrally located 
chimney. A gable-end roof covers the whole with a ridge running N-S. On the main or 
east façade there is a full porch which has been enclosed. This enclosure and the 
replacement siding are reversible alterations, which do not prevent the exterior from 
being instructive. 
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Significance 
 Now separated from the contiguous NR District of Washingtonville (the mill 
village, which grew up around the oldest cotton factory in the Valley,) this “double 
dwelling” is typical of the workers housing of this mill village. It is known to have been 
part of the Falls Turnpike since before 1877.  

The house also demonstrates a significant construction type along the steep banks 
of the Jones Falls Valley by way of its bank plan. Utilizing a high stone foundation gives 
an otherwise two-story building, three stories in the rear (W.) as well as protection from 
the frequent flooding along Jones Falls. 
 
 
“BARE HILLS STATION” DISTRICT (site nos. 3-9,13 & 14) 
 
 The Bare Hills Copper Mines, located directly across the Falls Turnpike (Falls 
Rd.) from this grouping of buildings, is known to have begun in 1845, was in full 
production by the 1860’s and the principal contributor of ore to the Baltimore 
Copperworks through the 1880’s. The ore was shipped down to the smelting plant located 
on Baltimore’s harbor (Canton) by rail. The Northern Central made a special stop for this 
purpose at a “copper house” located on the east side of the Turnpike approximately where 
the present lightrail stop is today. As late as 1915 maps identify this stop as “Bare Hills 
Station”. 
 An intersection formed where the turnpike crosses Jones Falls which also 
included the entrance to the Bare Hills Copper Mines and the Northern Central’s railway. 
The turnpike was there at least by 1803 and the railroad crossed it at grade by the 1830’s. 
The turnpike crossed the stream via a small bridge at road grade until the 1930’s. This 
arrangement is shown in the 1870’s lithograph of the mines and can still be seen today. 
The cluster of a dozen or so buildings around this intersection included at various times 
workers residences, the copper house, store and a bar. Moore’s interviews with elderly 
miners in 1935 suggest that at least some of the miners lived in these dwellings. Oral 
informants currently in their eighties recall the row of small houses on Clark’s Lane (dirt 
road at the end of Railroad Ave.) to have housed workers of various trades in the 20th 
Century. The singularly large building known as 6103 Falls Rd. contained a store within 
living memory and a now demolished tavern was across the street. It is important to recall 
that prior to the massive elevated bridges here (first in the1930’s, then replaced in 
1990’s) a row of six or more dwellings (6103-6111) stood directly on the old turnpike.  
 

Given its c.1863 building date 6103 may well be the oldest extant building in 
“Bare Hills Station”. The 1850’s maps show only four buildings at the intersection. Three 
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buildings are on the west side of the turnpike and a single structure appears on the west 
side of the road corresponding with the position of #6103. (The row of buildings on the 
west side were presumably demolished by the bridge construction in the 1930’s.) By the 
time of the 1870’s Hopkins Atlas, however, one sees at least six buildings on either side 
of the turnpike at this point plus several along Railroad Ave. and the beginnings of the 
workers row along the dirt road now called “Clark’s Lane”. The 1860’s to c.1880’s 
period corresponds to the heyday of the Bare Hills Copper Mines. 

This collection of working class buildings on the Jones Falls, on the Turnpike and 
at a rail-stop, which served the mines, is highly symbolic of how the natural resources of 
the Valley, the turnpike and railroad combined to create historic communities in the Jones 
Falls Valley. 
 
Boundaries:  
The Southern limits of this district would be the Northern Central Railroad tracks 
(present light rail), to the West the old turnpike right of way (present Falls Rd./St.Rt.25) 
forms a boundary and Clark’s lane to the East (dirt road). For NR purposes, the northern 
boundary is probably determined by the modern office building at 6113-17 Falls Rd., 
however, by way of the 1915 Atlas, Hollins La. could be seen as the northern boundary 
since one can see the “cluster” of 1860’s –1915 buildings surrounded by farms and open 
space. Most of these buildings are still present with only one major intrusion, the modern 
office building at 6113-17 Falls Rd.  
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3. 4-RR Ave., 
 
Description 

Facing the tracks on Railroad Ave., this is a two-story frame dwelling with the 
irregular plan, massing and detailing typical of the Queen Anne style. It consists of a 
main block; two bays wide, capped with a steeply pitched gable roof. A single bay with 
pyramidal shed roof incorporated into the main roofline expands the plan eastward. The 
front or south side of the main block contains a polygonal first level with an entrance ell 
on the east side. The upper story is wider with over-hangs. Symmetrically placed 2/1-sash 
vent both levels with a multipaned casement lighting the attic. The depth of the building 
is an irregular three bays. The irregular fenestration features a mixture of  2/1 sash. Both 
front and rear gable windows are multipaned grid patterned casements, as is the twenty-
four light transom over the main entrance. 
 While 1950’s asbestos siding covers the original siding and asphalt shingles cover 
the roof, the massing, fenestration and other details maintain the overall instructional 
value of the building. 

 In the east side yard and back yard there are two early hand operated water 
pumps.  
 

                                       
 
Significance 

An example of vernacular “Queen Anne” style architecture this dwelling’s 
principal significance is as a contributor to the collection of buildings that made up the 
railroad stop of Bare Hills Station. The house stands on the north side of the Northern 
Central Railroad tracks (modern lightrail), as it has since 189? The front or south side of 
the house faces the Northern Central tracks only a few yards away. The exaggerated 
gables, irregular plan and multi-paned grid-pattern casement windows are typical of the 
style, which was also popular among the railroad stations themselves all along the 
Northern Central line.  

Early hand operated water pumps still stand in the east side and back yard; they 
testify to the lifestyle in this once rural railroad stop. 

This house is one of six buildings remaining from a group of dozen or more 
structures that once comprised the railroad stop of “Bare Hills Station”. In the mid 19th 
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Century the “copper house” which once stood a couple of hundred feet west of this 
property was the loading point for ore being shipped to the smelting plant on Baltimore 
harbor. The name of “Bare Hills Station remained in use at least until c. WWI.” 
 
 
 
 
4. 3-RR Ave. 
 
Description 
A pre-1877 frame cross gable dwelling two stories high, three bays wide and two deep 
plus additions to the ends and rear. A single story shed-roofed porch covers the bottom 
three bays of the main façade. The entrance is centrally located. The site slopes to the 
East and the stone foundation accommodates the grade to be approximately two feet high 
on the east end.  
Additions on each end of the house do not alter the main block irreversibly or prevent the 
building from contributing to the historic streetscape of Railroad Ave. 
 

                                
 
Significance 
Additions and alterations on the ends and rear of this dwelling challenge the original 
appearance of this early contributor to “Bare Hills “station, however, the main or South 
façade facing the railroad tracks is clearly that of a two story frame cross-gable dwelling 
three bays wide with a distinctive gothic window lighting the attic. Of the many cross-
gables seen in this region, the true Gothic arch attic-light is fairly rare. Therefor the 
building is architecturally significant for its ability to demonstrate a plan (cross-gable) 
common to the region but exhibits a now rare detail. 
The present owner is in his eighties and is a retired railroad worker whose family has 
owned this house and others in “Bare Hills Station” for generations. The alterations and 
additions have been made by the family that has occupied the dwelling since well into the 
historical period and represent continuous use by a railroad family more than any break 
with the past.  
Given its continuous use by generations of the same family in Bare Hills Station and its 
historically instructive façade facing the street or “trackscape”, this early dwelling is an 
important contributor to the grouping of buildings, which survive “Bare Hills Station”. 
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5. 6103 Falls Rd. 
 
Description 
 An evolved row of frame buildings on high stone foundations utilizing the bank 
plan. This results in the main or street facades being two stories high and the rear (E.) 
façade being three stories in height. Modern siding does not obscure the fact that this row 
evolved with several additions that took place within the historical period. 
 The largest section or “middle house” is perceived to be the oldest section and 
was found to have a carpenter’s mark on its interior stairs dated 186?. The main façade 
on this portion is dominated by a large cross-gable and a three bay wide, three shorter 
bays deep plan with even fenestration. This cross gable may be an early attempt to 
integrate the first addition. The entrance is located in the northernmost bay of the bottom 
level. 
 A two-bay two-story addition of equal depth was added to the south side of this 
block and also has a cross-gable façade; however, its’ asymmetrical relationship to the 
fenestration suggests an attempt to unify portions of different construction dates. Both 
sections share a gable-end roof with the ridge running N_S; a single off center interior 
flue chimney exits at the South end.  This gable contains an early round arch attic light. 
The entrance to this section is located in the southernmost bay of the first level. A one 
and a half story addition to section two has knee windows on the second level and is 
covered with its own gable –end roof. 
On the north end of the main building was added a two bay wide, three deep, two story 
house with gable roof also utilizing the bank plan. The street façade is evenly arranged 
with two sash windows on the second level, an entrance occupies the south bay of the 
first level and a window the other. A centrally located flue chimney exits the ridge. Stone 
piers on the lower “back” side creating a shed space support a shed roofed single story 
wing on the north side of this section. 
 
                           

  
 
Significance 
 While different stages, different addresses and uses create different “properties” 
on this site; this row of buildings should be considered an important element of “Bare 
Hills Station” for the sense of community that it expresses in an otherwise rural setting. 
When viewed from the tracks, which run behind the row, 6103, along with 6109 and 
6111 has the feel of a village or hamlet. Being more urban in its plan, the row is different 
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than the other buildings in the Nomination. In this regard it is not unlike some of the 
other mill villages in the Jones Falls Valley. 
 All of these buildings are significant for their bank construction, being two-story frame 
on a full story high stone foundation. They stand in the flood plain of the Jones Falls and 
are designed to accommodate the frequent flooding that dominates life in the historic 
stream valley. As a cluster reflecting this regional design they are visually expressive of 
Bare Hills Station having its own sense of place unto itself. 
  
 
6. 6109 Falls Rd. 
 
Description 
 Standing separately from the row to its immediate north is a two-story frame 
dwelling three bays wide and one deep on a high stone foundation that gives it three 
levels in the back or east side. It is another example of the important “bank house” design 
in this region. Added within the historical period, a two story wing on piers projects to 
the east and yields an L-plan. The main block and rear wing are capped with separate 
gable-end roofs. Interior brick flue-chimneys exit the main block on both ends and the 
back wing on its south end. 
 The fenestration is quite regular on the three bay street façade; it has a centrally 
located entrance and 6/6 sash windows in the other bays. The south end of the main block 
is blind. In the ell of the rear façade the main block has one sash on each level and a 
ground level entrance in the stone portion of the wall. The south wall of the wing 
projection has sash windows in the upper levels but is blind in the east end. The ell-wing 
stands on piers and is enclosed on the bottom with added windows and doors. 
 

                             
 
Significance 
 The bank construction of this house is important to understanding regional 
architecture, for it reflects an attempt to work with the natural topography and the 
challenges of living in the flood plain of a stream valley. 
 The building is also a key component in a complete turnpike era streetscape in a 
cluster of early buildings at the turnpike/railroad intersection called “Bare Hills Station”. 
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7. 6111 Falls Rd.  
 
Description 
 Nearly identical to its immediate neighbor 6109, this dwelling is part of the row 
standing on and facing the turnpike. It is a two-story frame, three bays wide, and one 
wide bay deep, built on a stone bank-foundation that yields a third story in the rear (E.).   
 A gable-end roof with a N-S ridge caps the building; interior flue-chimneys exit at 
each end.  
The street façade is three bays, has even fenestration with a centrally located entrance. 
6/6 windows and clapboard siding replicate the original fenestration and siding. The 
South end is blind and the rear or West façade is the same regular three bays and 
fenestration as the east façade. The first level on this side is a stone wall with a window 
in the south bay and entrance in the north bay. A third off center window is to the 
immediate left of the entrance. 
 

 
Significance 
 The bank construction of this house is important to understanding regional 
architecture, for it reflects an attempt to work with the natural topography and the 
challenges of living in the flood plain of a stream valley. 
 The building is also a key component in a complete turnpike era streetscape in a 
cluster of early buildings at the turnpike/railroad intersection called “Bare Hills Station”. 
 
 
8. 6119 Falls Rd. 
 
Description 
A large frame hipped-roof bungalow with exaggerated hipped dormers facing Falls Road. 
                                                           
Significance 
 Although built in the last years of the turnpike era, this residence is significant 
both as a good example of the “Bungaloid” style and as a contributor to the early 
streetscape in this portion of Falls Road. 
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9. 6121 Falls Rd. 
 
Description 
 This frame dwelling is perched above the road on the east side of the turnpike. It 
is a two story frame on a stone foundation, with a three bay wide, one deep, main block 
and projections to the rear in multiple but early stages. An early if not original two-story 
projection to the east gave the house an L-plan that was expanded by a two-story addition 
filling in the ell. 
 The street façade is a cross-gable with centrally located entrance. A shed-roofed 
porch covers all three bays on the first level and is reached by four steps. The fenestration 
is regular and evenly placed. A distinctive round arched four-light window vents the 
cross-gable. 

                               
 
Significance 
 This house is shown on the 1877 Atlas but not on any of the 1850’s building-
specific maps. The earlier maps show a large parcel owned by “Barnes” on the east side 
of the turnpike running to the south from the top of Bare Hills all of the way South to the 
Jones Falls and NC railroad tracks and to the East almost to Lake Roland. In 1877 most 
of this land was still held by the Barnes Estate although many items in the nomination 
such as 6121 had been carved out of those holdings. Others would be by the end of the 
century. Baltimore County land records show sub-parcels containing this site being 
conveyed by the Barnes Estate in 1859 and again in 1867 suggesting that this house 
appeared as part of the Turnpike streetscape by 1870, if not earlier. 
 6121 is significant for its presentation of the cross-gable façade so popular in this 
vicinity during the second half of the 19th Century and as a contributor to the Turnpike-
era streetscape. 
  
10. S.E. corner Hollins/Falls, 2-story shingled bungalow (c.1930’s) replaces 19th Cent 
 dwelling  NOT INCLUDED 
 
11. 1910 Hollins La., early 19th two-story brick NONPARTICIPATING 
 
 
13. Clarks La. (6114 Falls Rd.)  
 
Description 
 A two story frame L-plan dwelling with two intersecting blocks that are one bay 
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wide and one deep, each with its own gable-end roof. The ell of the intersecting wings 
faces NE and is covered on the first level with a shed roofed porch. The entrance is in the 
EW wing and a corner window is in the NS wing. Windows define the same bays above. 
Another entrance with a bracketed shed roof covering an off-center doorway and window 
located on the same “side” in the end of the north wing. This off center window to the 
right of the door lights the lower room and a centrally placed window lights the upper 
room.  
The west side of the house is the “long side” (3 bays) and is blind except for the upper 
and lower north bay. Off-center interior flue-chimneys are located on this north side, one 
exiting the west gable of the EW ridge and the other in the NW corner of the north wing. 
 This building would appear to be the one present along with the dirt road (Clark’s 
La.) on the 1877 Atlas. The 1915 Atlas indicates an L-plan structure and barn on this 
parcel, although the ell is positioned differently. 
                                                                              
 

 
Significance 
 Present Railroad Ave. once ran further along the tracks and connected Hollins 
Station with Bare Hills Station; Clark’s Lane ran down to Railroad Ave. The dirt road is 
now a dead end with only two historic houses on it but was clearly a through road with at 
least seven dwellings on it and was a streetscape that was part of “Bare Hills Station”. 
This is one of the two remaining houses of this row and believed to be the first as 
indicated on the 1877 Atlas. As such it documents a workers row on a dirt lane, a kind of 
streetscape common in the mill valley (see Washingtonville and Millrace at Clipper 
Mills). It is probable too that while eventually part of the workers row on Clark’s Lane, 
this smaller dwelling may have been a dependency to the earlier farm that was here. In 
this light the building documents the evolution of a streetscape in “Bare Hills Station”.  
   
 
 
  
  
 
14. Clark’s Lane (6112 Falls Rd)  
Description 
A 1x 2 bay, two story gable-end frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation. The main 
block telescopes to the rear or West. The main façade is oriented to the dirt lane that once 
had a row of six similar structures along its west side. This entrance façade is two bays 
wide with an entrance in the north bay and evenly placed 6/6 sash windows in the other 
bays. A rectangular 4-light casement vents the gable at attic level. The lower level is fully 
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covered by a shed roof porch supported by square porchposts. A gable-end roof covers 
the main block with ridge running E-W.  An interior flue-chimney exits the ridge at the 
west end of the main block. The whole building is covered with replacement siding that 
imitates the German or novelty siding expected in this vicinity. 
The building is extended to the west by two additions. The first of these is a single story 
shed roofed “kitchen wing" that is early if not original to the plan. On the south side this 
wing contains an entrance and 6/6 window smaller but like those in the main block. It is 
extended further by a flat roofed addition on cement block foundation that does not 
challenge the historical massing.  
The north side of the dwelling is blind in all three sections. 
 

     
         
Significance 
Present Railroad Ave. once ran further along the tracks and connected Hollins Station 
with Bare Hills Station; Clark’s Lane ran down to Railroad Ave. The dirt road is now a 
dead end with only two historic houses on it but was clearly a through road with at least 
seven dwellings on it and was a streetscape that was part of “Bare Hills Station”.  
Oral history relates that this tiny dwelling was part of a row of similar houses occupied 
by tradesmen and laborers within living memory. The 1877 Atlas shows one of these 
dwellings to be present by then; the 1915 Atlas shows a row of seven at that time. That 
row consisted of the larger L-plan dwelling (6114) and six smaller houses to the south. 
This house is the last of those. As such it documents a workers row on a dirt lane, a kind 
of streetscape common in the mill valley (see Washingtonville and Millrace at Clipper 
Mills). Even alone as it is now, the house says a lot about the lives of the working folks 
who made up the settlement of Bare Hills Station” and elsewhere in the mill communities 
of thee Jones Falls Valley. 
 
 
            
             
_______________         End of  “Bare Hills Station” District     ___________________  
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12. 1115 Hollins La., c. 1910 
  
Description 
 A two story frame dwelling on a stone foundation. Although the building is bi-
lateral in its massing it is only slightly longer than wide and presents the style of the 
“American Foursquare”. 

The house is two bays wide and two longer bays deep utilizing 2/2 sash windows. 
A bilateral hipped roof with curvilinear flared base caps the building. Its foundation and 
partial cellar are made of locally quarried copper-rock. 

The main or east façade is covered on the first level by a full shed roofed porch 
supported by square porch posts. The ceiling and deck are made of wide beaded t&g. The 
entrance is off center and has a paneled door with the upper two panels being 
pedimented. The 2/2 window defines the north bay.  

The upper story is a balanced two bays with 2/2 sash windows. The symmetry of 
this façade is emphasized by the centrally placed pedimented dormer containing a small 
1/1 sash window. The gable of the dormer is decorated with five evenly placed “sticks” 
popular to the period and style. 

The north façade has irregular fenestration with 2/2 sash in the upper story but 
blind below except for a modern casement window that has been either widened or cut 
through. A large chimney serving a fireplace in the north first level parlor is not new but 
may not be original. The classical revival mantel of the fireplace it serves is appropriate 
to the house if not original. This façade is extended to the west by a shed roofed addition 
that appears to be an enclosed (then extended) porch. 

The west façade of the house has the original north half of the first level covered 
by the extended enclosure. Beneath the porch one sees an early bulkhead entrance to the 
cellar. The south half of this level contains an added chimney and three sided oriole 
window, which again, is not recently added but probably not original. The upper story on 
this side remains understandable by way of the 2/2 fenestration and roof. 

The south façade is irregular in its arrangement of 2/2 windows, off center 
openings and a stairwell window (2/2) occurring between the first and second levels. On 
the first level later doors have been cut through opening onto added porches. 
  
Interior: 
 The first level plan provides for two large rooms, the south room provides a large 
entrance hall and the north room a separate parlor. The fireplace in this room reads as 
later but within the period and features a well done classical mantel with reeded surround. 
This front portion of the house retains early moldings with bulls-eye cornerbacks and 
random width flooring 
 The switch back stairs have a middle landing lighted by a large 2/2 window and 
are decorative for the conical newel posts. 



 
   
Significance 
 This residence exhibits the significant elements of the early 20th Century design 
called “American Foursquare”. 

 It also demonstrates transition of the Bare Hills region during the Late Victorian 
era from an early industrial district focussed on farming, milling and mining to being a 
neighborhood of stylish country residences in a “railroad suburb”. This fashionable 
residence overlooks Lake Roland, the Northern Central Railroad tracks and was 
equidistant walking distance to both Hollins Station and Bare Hills Station. 
 
 
40. “Spring Hill”/ “Barnes Estate” site with surviving outbuildings 
 “Spring Hill” was the name of the Early 19th Century house and farm. Spring Hill 
itself is the rise directly overlooking Lake Roland where the Jones Falls makes a rare SW 
bend around the soother edge of the Bare Hills. The spring on spring hill still flows and is 
marked by the stylish springhouse. The mansion on this hill also commanded the large 
farm, which occupied most of the land between Falls Rd. and Lake Roland and from the 
top of the Bare Hills at School House Rd. down to the Jones Falls and Bare Hills Station. 
The 1850’s maps show “S.Barnes” both at this house and on this large parcel and the 
1877 Atlas shows most of it still intact and belonging to the “Barnes Estate” at that time. 
Most of it remains on the 1915 Atlas  owned by then by members of the Leakin family. 
Many of the Late 19th Century/Early 20th Century properties in the Nomination Area were 
subdivided out of this large holding. 

The mansion burned in the 1920’s and had a modern house built upon its 
foundations later in the century. This landmark and its dependencies, three of which 
survive from different periods of “Spring Hill”, overlooked the gorge and Falls, which 
became Lake Roland and its dam in 1865. Perched directly above the Relay House 
(Hollins) Station, the principal road to the station ran through the farm, past the mansion 
and down the steep hill to the rail-stop. 

 
A. Springhouse 
 
Description 
 A stylish spring house/dairy built of squared copper-rock with an overall 
dimension of 21 ft. 7 in.’ x 11 ft. It faces east and is built into the hillside site to 
be a foot or so above grade in the back or west side and to be 9 feet high on the 
main or east side. It is covered with a shed roof. 
 The main (E.) façade is tri-partite with a central entrance set off by a two-
course brick arched entrance and flanked on either side by 5 ft. 6 in. x ? 
rectangular openings. Iron grates which posses a pattern that repeats gothic arches 
diamonds and spikes guard these “windows”. These grates appear to be early if 
not original.  
On the interior the basin of the springhouse has mudded in, however, one can 
stand in a single room more than 7’ high. In the south wall, an off-center brick 
arch like that of the doorway is in the SW corner which allowed water to flow in. 



it is not unlike the arched race entrance in the nearby Washington Mill. 
 
 
Significance  
   That the Bare Hills region has been a rural area for most of its history is 
evident from the surviving architecture, particularly from the number of 
dependencies or “outbuildings” which survive. Sometimes the principal dwelling 
is gone but survived by one or more of the many outbuildings that were necessary 
to rural existence. Such is the case with the somewhat unusual springhouse on the 
hill surviving “Spring Hill”. 
 As a copper-rock building this specialized structure demonstrates the 
many uses of this colorful architectural stone quarried in Bare Hills. The design of 
the springhouse featuring red brick arches juxtaposed with the blue-green rock 
walls and decorative ironwork makes it notable among other buildings of the 
same purpose. 
 
B. Stable 
 
Description 

A 15 ft. x 30 ft. frame stable on an early concrete foundation. The building 
is sheathed with German siding. It has a shed roof with exposed rafter-ends that 
incorporates an overhang on the main or south side. An equipment or “tack’ room 
is located in the west end of the building. 
 
Significance 
 

Rural life is documented through the many types and uses of outbuildings. 
This early 20th century stable testifies to the importance of horses for work, 
transportation and sport in early Baltimore County.  
 

C. Barn 
 Description 
 A large frame barn c. 65 ft. x 24 ft. with gambrel roof. Converted into a 
residence during the historical period (1920’s) it still exhibits the shingles, 12/12 
fenestration and other elements of that adaptation.  
 
Significance 

When the historical owners of “Spring Hill Mansion” suffered ruinous fire 
in the 1920’s they converted their barn into a residence. The stylistic elements of 
the 1920’s residential conversion are recognizable.  

The recognizable profile of the 24’ x 65’ barn with its gambrel roof, 
however, contributes to the important theme of agriculture in the Nomination 
Area. Given the scarcity of surviving barns inside of the Baltimore Beltway (I-
695) this structure is now among the precious few reminders of the numerous 
barns that were so prominent in this areas earlier historical landscape.  

 



D. Relay house/Hollins Station site 
 
Other early physical remains on this property include the roadbed of the early 

road leading down to the rail station, the site of the Relay House (later Hollins Station) 
and engine turn-about site. The 1915 Atlas shows Hollins Lane leading to the station of 
the same name, which had from the 1830’s to the end of the century been called the 
“Relay House”. The first horse drawn cars changed horses at Relay House and a branch 
of the Northern Central split off to the Green Spring Valley at the headwaters of Jones’ 
Falls. When locomotives replaced horse-drawn cars the engine was placed on a turn-
about located next to the station to make its return run. Prior to the development of 
nearby Mt. Washington in the 1850’s Relay House was the Post office for this area under 
the ownership of Charles Buchanon of “Buckingham”.  

The story behind these sites is important to understanding the effect of the 
mill community as well as the significance of the Baltimore & Susquehanna 
(Northern Central) railway to the development of the Jones Falls Valley. 

The wide flat space of the station/turn-about operation and the steep 
overgrown roadbed may be fruitful for archaeology. 

 
Note: 
 “Barrel’s Mill”? Probably a curious coincidence but: 

While artifacts can move from place to place it is worth noting that the present 
owner of the mid-20th century house built on the site of “Spring Hill” has found a 
prehistoric axe-head while gardening, as well as, a mill stone in another part of the 
garden. This latter artifact is of interest when considering that “Spring Hill” and its’ 
surviving springhouse are on top of the hill overlooking the earlier site of the Bellona 
Powderworks directly below. “Spring Hill” was the Barrol family estate for most of the 
20th Century (Hollins La. turns into “Barrol Rd.) A c.1840 plat of the many buildings of 
the powder works includes “Barrels Mill”. While this probably indicates a building 
where barrels were made, the smaller font of the “s” indicating the possessive suggests 
the possibility of an existing mill owned by the “Barrel” family. Reasons given for the 
selection of this site for the powder works in the 1770’s included an existing millrace [see 
Cole]. In the early plat of the powder works “Barrels Mill” is on the long race that 
connects several mills on the property that is contiguous to Spring Hill. 
 
 
15. 6132 Falls Rd., Havell/Tormey Farmhouse with Barn & outbuildings 
 
 Description 
  This farmhouse is perched on a steep embankment directly on the west 
side of the old Falls Turnpike and faces East. Behind (W.) the dwelling stands a 19th 
Century bank barn and several smaller outbuildings comprising a farm complex. During 
the second half if the 19th Century one could stand in the barnyard and look across the 
ravine on the west edge of the property to the Bare Hills Copper Mining operations but a 
few hundred yards away. The style, positioning and age of this barn makes it likely to be 
the one appearing in an 1870’s print of the Bare Hills Copper Mines. (see sec. 8 
“Historical Context). 



 
Exterior 

A late Victorian remodeling disguises an older dwelling within. The house and 
barn are indicated on the 1915 Atlas; the house is indicated on the 1877 Atlas and maps 
from 1850 and 1852. On the outside one sees a two-story frame building with a cross-
gable façade. A three bay wide, two bay deep, main block telescopes to the rear (W.) with 
early additions. The first of these appears to have created a two story L or T-plan, which 
was early if not original and then, extended again. The earliest portion of the building 
possesses 6/6 sash windows with wavy panes; the west wing has late Victorian 2/2 
windows. The main block is capped with a gable-end roof that has an N-S ridge; the west 
wing is shed roofed. A single story gable roofed addition on the south end is pre-1950 
and is mostly glass by way of 25 light metal casements. It appears to have been a 
solarium or artist’s studio. Being sheathed with squared unpainted wood shingles unifies 
the entire building.  

While these shingles are probably within the historical period of the nomination it 
is important to note that an early photograph of the house in the possession of the present 
owner shows it to have been board & batten in the 19th Century. 

The east side is the formal façade and characterized by its large decorative cross-
gable dormer and bracketed porch. It presents a centralized plan although an off center 
fourth bay on the south side of the entrance interrupts the symmetry. Early 6/6 sash 
windows define the bays on both levels. The windows are completed with louvered 
shutters that posses early shell patterned locks. 

 The centrally placed entrance possesses a four-paneled door with a three-light 
transom above. The wooden deck was replaced with flagstones, however, the ?-roofed 
porch retains squared posts and scrolled brackets. 

The large cross-gable dormer, like the end gables is highly decorative alternating 
rows of fishscale shingles with square ones and trimmed with a sawtooth edge. In its 
center is a louvered vent. 

The north façade has a profile shaped by the end gable of the main block with 
the shed roof of the west wing extending the roofline. This gable is decorated in the same 
manner as the cross-gable of the main façade. The main block is blind; 6/6 windows vent 
both levels of the west wing. 

The west façade contains the two story additions. The earliest projection begins 
just inside of the NW corner of the main block. The ell created by this inset contains two 
exterior flue-stack chimneys, one on the west wall of the main block, the other on the 
north wall of the wing serving that portion of the building. [Note that there is a fireplace 
present in the north wall of the north parlor that is now missing its stack]. The second 
projection added two bays and is two stories high. Its windows are Victorian 2/2. A later 
single story shed roofed enclosure covers the “back door” located in the north bay. Like 
the barn and outbuildings it has an interesting mix of  “found” windows combining 6/6 
with a single pane sliding casement and modern door. 

The south façade of the main block is covered on the first level by the “sun room” 
addition; however, the decorative gable and original massing are quite visible. The 
shingled siding and gable end of the addition work with it. The south wall of the west 
wing retains its Late Victorian appearance by way of the 2/2 windows. 
 



Interior 
 Access denied until mid November   

OUTBUILDINGS  

    
a. Barn 
 
Exterior 

This barn is indicated on the 1915 Atlas and has the same style and positioning as 
one seen in an 1870’s lithograph of this hill in the collections of the Maryland historical 
Society. Its style and materials are consistent with this period. 

It is a gable roofed 42 foot by 21 ft. bank-barn with copper-rock foundation. Its’ 
purpose appears to be for storage of hay and equipment above with dairy below. An early 
shed roofed addition extends the east end and probably stored mechanized equipment.   

Built in to the south side of the hill, the two level design takes advantage of a ramp 
entrance on its high side (N.) and open but sheltered work area beneath a cantilevered 
overhang (overshoot) on its south side. This southern exposure was important to animals 
and mankind alike in winter months although in this instance this area appears to have 
been enclosed with boards with battens early on. The South side then is two levels and 
the north one.  

The frame portion is sheathed with vertical 1in. x 12 in. boards butt-joined and 
attached with cut nails. 

 The north façade is the high side of the building and one level with 14 feet  
between plate and sill. The east addition has ground level windows but the main block is 
blind except for the centrally located entrance. The traditional lateral plan is tripartite  
(threshing floor and wagon-drive). This opening is 10 ft. wide and 111/2 ft. high. The 
pair of wagon doors are constructed with cut nails and strap hinges with polygonal ends. 
These may be replacements. An earthen ramp beginning at the east end of the building 
leads up to the entrance. 
 The site not only slopes to the south but downward to the west as well resulting in 
the east end of this façade being at grade but its west end having a 3 ft. high exposed 
copper-rock foundation. 
 The west façade end of the barn is gable –ended and the wall is blind. The 
copper-rock foundation is highest on this façade. The bank site results in the NW corner 
of the stone wall being 36 inches high and the SW corner 88 inches high. The stones are a 
mix of rough and squared rocks with finished quoins on the corners.  



 The south façade has two levels. The upper level is the frame portion and 
overhangs the lower level by way of cantilevered transverse joists and stone end walls. It 
is a blind façade except for the outshut. This feature represents a more mechanized 
approach to farming and facilitated the off loading of harvest by machine.  
 The lower level contains eight milking stalls and was enclosed on the south side 
with boards and battens fixed with cut nails. The north and end walls are stone (copper-
rock) and painted white. This tighter enclosure of the lower level south side is early if not 
original, however, the typical plan of the bank-barn is open beneath the overhang. 2-light 
casements are on either side of a centrally located door. The ends of the stone walls are 
exposed; they are 16 in. thick and 10 ft. high. Just inside of the original east end is an 
early door, which seems adapted to its purpose. 

The south side of the east shed-roofed addition extends the equivalent of two 
bays. A single 6-light casement window (made from half of a sash turned on end) lights 
the outside bay. On the inside one sees that a sliding solid wooden “shutter” could block 
this window. 

On the east end an early high shed roofed addition provided a working shed 
presumably high enough for mechanized equipment. Its pitch results in the lower two 
thirds of the original end being covered. The original end of the barn is visible inside of 
the enclosure. Cut nails in the boards and battens suggests that this portion was added 
early. It is a lean-to with the west wall being the east end of the barn, its north wall the 
stone retainer wall for the embankment and the south wall is frame. Three-light 
casements in this wall look out at ground level. A 20th century addition made of 
corrugated metal extended this enclosure once again.  
  

Like the other outbuildings in this 19th Century farm complex, faint reddish stain 
suggests that this barn was painted red. With its green copper-rock foundation and piers it 
was a striking element of the Bare Hills landscape. 
 
Interior  

The upper story of the barn has a fully open tripartite threshing floor with central 
wagon drive. Centrally located posts running from the floor to the ridgeboard, the 
centrally placed entrance and 3 ft. board walls on either side of the drive define the three 
bays. These separating walls are made of 1in. x 9 1/2 in. planks butt-joined and 
horizontally laid. A 58” wide passage to the left (E.) of the door is also walled, allows 
passage and protects trap door to stairs leading below. The flooring consists of 1 in. x 10 
in. planks. 

The upper level is framed with post-and beam (nailed together) and stands on the 
rock walls of the lower level. The timbers are sawn with 5 1/2 in. x 6in. posts and 3 1/4 x 
4 1/4 in. plates and girts. Bents have 60 in. between the girts and are three sections 
between plate and sill. 

Plates are scarffed in places and nailed to the top of the posts. Center posts and 
rafters meet at a ridge-board with the rafters mitered and toenailed; the posts are cut to 
support the ridge. The corners of the building have angle braces fixed with cut nails. 

The framing on the south wall suggests that the out-shut is original. 
The lower level reveals the 8 ft. stone walls and 3 in. x 10 in. floor joists of the 

floor above. These are copper-rock and deterioration reveals sand and pebble mortar.6 



inch posts with trapezoidal shoulders support a longitudinal beam in the center of the 
room and the south sill. The south wall was designed to be open but was enclosed early 
with board and batten. The entire area is whitewashed. Eight milking stalls separated by 
angular board walls remain. These are 64” long at the base and 55 ½ ‘ high. They are 
separated by a centrally placed walkway (4 stalls on each side) leading to a longitudinal 
walkway behind the stalls. 

Three-light casements, two in each end-wall help light the area. The enclosed 
south wall has a collection of makeshift windows and doors including a fancy Italianate 
double arched door in the east bay. 

 
b. Crib 

Although in ruinous condition one can see this was a turn of the century frame 
 corncrib converted later (1930’s) into an office.  

The original crib was a 12 ft. long gable end building with its ridge running N-S. 
It is constructed of a frame resting on 5 x7 inch sills with 8 ft. between plate and sill.  1 
in. x 4 in. vertical slats with 11/4 in. spaces between held corn but facilitated drying. The 
building was painted red and still posses various metal pegs and hooks on its west wall 
for hanging equipment. 

Not far from this building lies a large rusted cast iron kettle presumably for  
boiling water used in scalding necessary to butchering. It is one of many implements still 
on site that document life on this farm. 
 
c. Garage & shop 

A 15 ft. x 21 ft. frame gable-end structure almost doubled by a 12 ft. lean-to on 
the west side. The whole of this section is covered with German siding attached with cut-
nails. This earliest section has a shallow pitched roof with the apex of the wide gable 
being but 11 ft. high. It faces south and is entered through handsome glass paneled 
double-doors with 8 panes each. 

The original north wall of this section is visible inside of the lean-to. There one 
 sees the German siding and centrally placed window closed with louvered shutter. The 
“pink” color of the siding is more evidence that all of the outbuildings were painted red. 
The shutter is a weathered blue-green. 
 The interior is finished with t&g ceiling and retains early electrical hardware. It 
still possesses a functional pot-bellied stove. 
 The lean-to has a more steeply pitched gable end, which also faces south and 
extends the original structure another 12 ft. to the west. It too is 21 ft. deep. It is covered 
with plain clapboards. A single door and a 6/6 window vent the south (entrance) façade. 
 The interior is not finished like the main section and one can see that this wing 
has only three walls of its own, using the original west exterior wall of the earlier block 
as the fourth wall.  
 
 
Significance 
  
 It is difficult to over emphasize the importance of agriculture in understanding the 
history of Baltimore County. From its settlement and within living memory this middle 



portion of the Jones Falls Valley was a part of this three hundred-year-old agrarian 
culture. The visual documents of this farming heritage, including the architecture of 
farmhouses, barns and other outbuildings, are now scarce inside of the Beltway and 
above the City line.  

This farmhouse and particularly the bank-barn are rare examples of what was the 
common architecture of the region. Together with the other outbuildings, they stand 
together to give an understanding of a 19th century farm complex. 
 The dwelling retains both stylistic and functional elements, which document Early 
and Late 19th Century life in a “farm house”. The bank-plan of the barn illustrates 
adaptation to the dramatically hilly topography of this part of Maryland. The 
“Pennsylvania Barn” with its German origins is a well-documented style of barn that is 
common to northern Maryland as well and this barn is a classic example of the type. Its’ 
use of the unique greenish stone quarried in the Bare Hills, however, possesses great local 
architectural significance for the inventory of buildings employing Bare Hills “copper-
rock”. 
 
 
 
 
 
[NOTE: Except for #18 which is mid 19th century in date, sites 16-22 are all post-1877 
with the Atlas of that year indicating these parcels were later subdivided out of the 
“Barnes Estate”. Several of these share the same architectural details and styling and in 
two instances represent siblings building next to each other at the same time. Most retain 
interesting rural outbuildings such as board & batten stables, carriage houses, chicken 
houses, etc. 

Together they form a row of architectonic or stylish structures dating between 
1880 to c. WW I. This row represents another aspect of the evolution of the Turnpike 
streetscape, i.e. Late Victorian stylish country residences on smaller parcels.]  
 
 
 
 
 
16. 6201 Falls Rd., 
Description 

A two-story longitudinally planed gable-end frame dwelling on a copper rock 
foundation. The house is perched high above the old Falls Turnpike on the east side of 
the road. There are two flue-chimneys, a wider cap and slightly wider stack exits the 
ridge approximately a third of the way inside of the west gable and a smaller stack exits 
the ridge about a fourth of the way inside the east gable. 

A modern two-story addition onto the “back” or east end yielded an L-plan. It 
nearly doubled the size of the residence, however, it has been done with unusual 
deference to Victorian design, the specific design and left most of the original house in 
full view. Rectangular wooden shingles cover the original German siding. 

The west façade is the main façade and characterized by the gable-end entrance. 



A high shed-roofed porch made of t&g deck, turned columns, scrollwork and floral 
slatting covers the first story. The entrance is in the north bay, a pair of off-center 2/2 
sash define the middle and south bays. The upper story has a balanced pair of 2/2 sash. 
The main façade culminates in the gable with its round arched casement window.  

The gable-end plan was popular in this vicinity; it is likely that this façade had 
fishscale shingles in this gable. The original German siding is still beneath the present 
siding. 
 The north façade presents four long bays defined by evenly placed 2/2 sash. The 
present owners have constructed a Victorian fantasy entrance out of historic materials in 
the middle of this wall where the original German siding is now exposed. 
 About a third of the east façade is covered by the addition which extends to the 
south but the original massing and fenestration are still understandable. 
 The front two-thirds of the south façade is unaffected by the addition where one 
sees a 2/2 sash window and side entrance with a 2-light transom. 
 
OUTBUILDING 
 This early frame gable-end structure located approximately twenty-five yards off 
the SE corner of the house is indicated on the 1915 Atlas and probably contemporary to 
the dwelling. It is a curious structure because of its narrow vertical massing and disparity 
of early materials. The building measures 12 ft. in width and 21 ft. in length. The distance 
between plate and sill on the west side is 14 ft. 

 Its layout provided a hayloft in the upper story with either a stable or carriage 
room below. The entrance end and faces north. 6-pane casement windows in the east and 
west walls light the interior. The loft door is not in the gable but in the west side. 

The most curious feature of this building is that the ends and west side are true 
board & batten but the east side and gables are covered with German siding attached with 
the same cut nails as the earliest battens. Wire nails are seen throughout the sides in what 
are probably early repairs. 
 
 
 
Significance 
 As part of the Late Victorian row which appeared along this part of the old Falls 
Turnpike a half century after its construction, this dwelling and its immediate neighbors 
comprise a relatively unaltered early streetscape. The turnpike’s primary role as a 
transportation route connecting agricultural and mill communities with the Port of 
Baltimore eventually fostered residential communities that evolved along its corridor. 
The streetscape of which this house is a part exemplifies this phenomenon. 
 The gable-end plan and detailing of the house also stand as an example of a 
regional housing type common to the last quarter of the 19th Century in the Jones falls 
Valley. 

Historically, Bare Hills has possessed a “sense of place” defined in large part by 
its rural character. The board & batten outbuilding on this property is a visual document 
of that fact; an example of the architecture found in a rural place. 
 
 



 
17. Bungalow, c. 1925   
Description 
 A frame gable-end bungalow on an 8 foot high stone foundation. The main gable 
end faces West on the old Falls Turnpike. A stream runs between the house and the road. 
The house is longitudinally planned and is two long bays wide and three deep. The gable-
end roof has a W-E ridge. The building is sheathed with square wooden shingles original 
to its historical appearance. The fenestration is regular consisting of 1/1 sash. 

The west or main façade is characterized by the 8 ft. high porch, which was 
enclosed during the historical period. High brick piers with lattice in-fill support the 
porch. Its t&g ceiling is still visible within. The gable possesses a louvered vent. 

The north and south sides of the house retain the three 1/1 windows that define 
the bays. Given that there is both a southward and westward slope to the site, the south 
side, which is the highest, presents the high stone foundation. 

The east end of the house is built into its hillside site but nevertheless is reached 
by a light of steps to a half porch containing a kitchen entrance in the south bay. 
 
Significance  

90 year old Mrs. Marie Scott Brown who has lived in this house since the 1960’s 
recalls that her sister and brother-in-law built this house in the early 1920’s. It is notable 
for three reasons. 

 First, it exemplifies the evolution of the African-American community known as 
the “Scott Settlement” which grew as a result of her great grand father settling in the Bare 
Hills in the 1840’s. Aquilla Scott was a freed slave who ran a blacksmithy on this portion 
of the old Falls Turnpike. Several generations of his descendants built homes in this 
community with this 1920’s bungalow being one of those. 

Second, the plan and style of this dwelling illustrates the longitudinally planned 
Bungalow Style so popular in this region and elsewhere in the U.S. during the early 
decades of the 20th Century. 

Third, the adaptations to the hilly topography of the Jones Falls Valley and the 
reality of frequent flooding resulted in a regional architecture, which often utilizes bank-
plans and high stone foundations. In this case what is otherwise a single story bungalow 
stands on an 8 ft. high stone foundation. The floodwaters of two streams running under 
the house are a regular fact of life accounted for in its design. 
 
 
 
18. 6205 cross-gable PRE 1877 
 
Description 
Exterior 
 A two-story frame dwelling on a copper rock foundation. Its cross-gable façade 
(west side) fronts on the old Falls Turnpike. Laterally planned, the main block is three 
bays wide and two deep with a kitchen addition on the rear (E.). Interior flue stacks are at 
each end of the gable roof, which has a N-S ridge. 



 The west façade is ordered by way of the centrally located entrance on the first 
level, flanked by the two outer bays containing 6/6 sash windows. The centralized plan is 
further emphasized by the cross gable and evenly placed windows of the second story. 
The second story is not as high as the first and its windows are smaller 4/4 sash. 
 The full-hipped roof porch covering the lower level further characterizes this 
façade. Replacement materials do not seriously alter the original, the first brick piers have 
been left behind of the replacements. The wooden shingles are aged as is the t&g deck 
and may have covered/replaced the original materials within the historical period. 
 The south façade of the main block is two bays with the same 6/6 windows 
below and 4/4 above. Casement windows light the cellar. On this side one sees the copper 
rock foundation tapering from front to back accommodating the steep grade down to the 
stream that runs along side of the road in front of the house. 
 The east façade possesses a one and a half story projection, which crates a T-
plan. The same copper rock foundation and original roofline suggests that an original one 
story kitchen wing was raised a half story and expanded by enclosing a porch on the 
south side but within the historical period. 
 
Interior: 
 Somewhat altered in arrangement one can still understand the center hall flanked 
by parlors served by end-chimneys and a kitchen in the rear. 
 An important feature of this house are the rough log puncheons which support the 
first floor, which can be seen in the cellar under the main block. These one foot logs 
planed on top still possess their bark They appear massive compared to the thinner planed 
board joists and stand out as an early construction method among the other frame 
buildings of the neighborhood. 
 
Significance 
 One of the oldest dwellings in the Nomination Area; the 1877 Atlas indicates this 
building to be the only structure on the west side of the Turnpike in the immediate 
vicinity at that time. “Geo. Rehbein” is identified on the site in 1877 77 with the house 
and a barn to the NE clearly drawn; W. Rehbein is still in this house in 1915. 

 Its construction utilizing undressed logs of different widths in the floor joists 
(puncheons) and roof framing also suggests that it pre-dates most of its neighbors. This 
early construction method and the cross-gable façade make the building notable as an 
example of mid-19th Century residential architecture in a rural area. 

 This early dwelling is also significant as an important contributor to the 
Turnpike era streetscape surviving on this portion of Falls Road. 
 Along with eight Late 19th/early 20th Century neighbors this house is a significant 
contributor to a relatively unaltered streetscape that documents the last decades of the old 
Falls Turnpike. 
  
 
 
 
19. 6207 Falls Rd., gable-end 



 
Description 

A two-story frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation with a gable-end plan. 
The gable-entrance faces west and overlooks the old Falls Turnpike. The gable roof has a 
W-E ridge. The main block is three bays wide and four deep with telescoping additions to 
the rear (E.). Modern siding simulates the original German siding on this house and its 
contributing neighbors. 6/6 replacement windows are in the original size openings. 

The west façade features a stylish wrap around porch with turned columns, 
gingerbread and an entrance in the north bay with a highly decorative Eastlake-type 
paneled door with transom. [The repairs and improvements to this house have been done 
with great deference to Late Victorian design sometimes making original features 
difficult to discern. The overall plan, massing and enough original details remain to 
enable understanding the original.] 

This façade is capped with the gable, which assumes a broken pediment-like 
appearance by way of its deep cornice returns. 

The south façade shows the telescoping profile of a four bay main block and 
early additions to the rear (E.). The main block features a swell front that takes advantage 
of the southern exposure. The houses in this row along Falls Rd. on perched on ground, 
which slopes dramatically to the South and West; down to the stream that runs between 
the houses and road. Consequently, on the south side on sees the copper-rock foundation 
tapering from several feet in the front (W.) down to grade in the rear. 

The east end has seen at least two periods. Addition #1 is a two story shed roofed 
projection and addition #2 is a single story shed roofed porch now enclosed. These 
additions would appear to be within the historical period and the enclosure is reversible. 

The north end of the building is challenged by a single-story modern room add-
on, however, this addition attempts to relate to the historic block by way of its deep 
cornice returns. It does not prevent one from understanding the original massing still 
defined in the upper levels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
20. 6211 Falls Rd.,  
Description 
 A two-story frame dwelling on a copper-rock foundation with an L-plan. The 
gable roof of the “front” block has a W-E ridge and intersects the north end of the “back” 
(N-S). The building utilizes a longitudinal plan with the entrance in the west gable-end, 
which faces the old Falls Turnpike. A distinctive porch wraps around the SE corner. The 
house retains its original German siding. The fenestration is a consistent 2/2 sash except 
for a decorative Queen Anne style window on the north side. Fishscale shingles with saw 
tooth trim decorates the gables. 
 Different sized brick chimneys both with decorative inset panels exit the ridge at 
the junction of the wings. 



 This house shares Late Victorian stylistic elements with its immediate neighbor 
to the north (6213) and was built by the same family. These elements include German 
siding, materials and chimney motifs but heavy porch columns decorated with a 
somewhat unusual block and modillion motif. An effort has been made to square the 
foundation stones; it is more common in area foundations to leave the copper rocks 
rough.  
 
The west side is the main façade and is three bays wide. It features the stylish porch and 
large decorative gable. The railing is a modern replacement as is the lattice in-fill, 
however the porch no doubt had lattice in-fill. It has a t&g deck, turned columns 
supporting a hipped-roof porch with t&g ceiling. These columns are heavier in 
appearance than contemporary porchposts elsewhere in the vicinity; they have an 
hourglass profile upon pedestals and are capped by cubes with raised medallions. 
 The entrance is located in the north bay and reached by a flight of four steps. 2/2 
sash windows with early 20th century louvered shutters define the other bays.  
The upper three bays are symmetrically placed and defined by the same 2/2 windows 
with louvered shutters. 
The south façade is characterized by the ell and it is covered by the wrap around porch. 
The west portion the ell has a 2/2 window on the first level. The second story window is 
set into and covered by a gabled dormer. This dormer has deep cornice returns like a 
broken pediment and decorated at the apex by a floral pattern Eastlake-type 
“vergeboard”. The East wall of the ell has an entrance on the first level and is blind 
above. 
 The end façade of the south wing has 1/1 replacement windows in the original 
size opening and exhibits the high copper-rock foundation. It is capped by the south 
gable, which is decorated like the others. 
 The back or east façade is three irregular bays wide, a 2/2 documents what the 
other openings looked like and possesses the third of the decorative gables. 
 The lower level has a “back door” in the north bay that retains a two-light 
transom. 
 The north façade is five bays long and the north end of the rear block has an 
irregular arrangement of different windows. Two bays are blind, 2/2 define the east bays. 
The west bay contains a colorful 11/11 Queen Anne style sash that lights the stairwell 
within. The central panel is frosted with a diamond pattern. The surrounding squares and 
rectangles are orange, dark blue and rose colored. 
 
 
 
 
 
21. 6213 Falls Rd.,  
 
Description  
  
Exterior:  

A stylish two-story frame dwelling on a high copper-rock foundation with 



intersecting blocks which form an L-plan. Queen Anne elements dominate an eclectic 
appearance, which juxtaposes shapes in its massing and textures in its sheathing. 
Jerkinhead gables on the north and south ends of the house stand out against the gable 
ends of the E-W block. All of the gables are decorated with a combination of fishscale 
shingles trimmed with sawtooth shingles and German (novelty) siding covers the rest of 
the exterior.   
 Corbled brick chimneys with inset panels are typical stylistic elements. There is a 
triad of these with one exiting the ridge on the interior end of each block.  
2/2 sash windows are found throughout the building. 
 
West Façade 
 This is the main façade and faces the old Turnpike. A center hall plan results in a 
five bay façade with an entrance in the middle. Double doors with cut glass panels and a 
large transom create an impressive entrance. A full shed-roofed porch that is supported 
by heavy large turned columns upon chamfered pedestals with rail covers the first level. 
The columns are further decorated by a somewhat unusual block motif. Brick piers 
support the t&g deck. 2/2 sash windows identify the other bays. 
 A projecting outshut-like dormer flanked by large recessed broken-pediment 
dormers emphasizes the central plan of this façade. Each is vented with 1/1 sash windows 
and decorated with fishscale shingles. 
 
North Facade 
 A well-done and sensitive two-story addition is connected to the north end of the 
building by a hyphen. This addition does cover most of the north end but not all of it and 
does not prevent the historic portion of the house from being understood. 
 
East Façade 
 The eastward projecting wing in the “back” of the house is irregular three bays 
wide and contains the ell where it joins the front block. Two narrow bays have 2/2 sash 
windows in the south half of the block while the wider bay of the north half contains the 
centrally located entrance on the first level and a 2/2 on the upper. This wing is capped by 
a gable-end decorated with the fishscale shingles and vented by a 2-light casement 
window. 
South Facade 
 The ell on this side contains a two-story porch or gallery covering a side entrance 
on the first level with a ‘sleeping porch’ above. Chamfered columns support these 
porches; the shorter upper columns rest on pedestals. The ceilings and decks of both 
levels are made of t&g. 
 
Interior: 
 The plan provides for a center hall and side parlors, however the hall is shallow 
and the staircase modest given the exterior presentation. There is a larger north parlor and 
two smaller parlors on the south side of the hall leading back into the kitchen area. 
Working fireplaces served by the interior end stacks heat each parlor. 
 First level rooms retain period moldings with bulls-eye cornerblocks. Eastlake 
type trim is seen around the entrance and other doors. 



 
Significance 
 One of the most stylish buildings in the Nomination Area, this large country 
residence with its prominent jerkinhead gables and eclectic trim is significant for its 
ability to demonstrate architectural design in the last quarter of the 19th Century. For a 
time in its history it was used as a summer residence for one of the Tysons, a principal 
family in the Jones Falls Valley story [see “Historical Context”]. 
 Further importance is attached to this building as an important contributor to the 
Falls Turnpike streetscape. This portion of Falls Rd. on its east side has six or more Late 
c. 1880-90’s dwellings, plus the old schoolhouse, forming an intact row that documents 
the evolution of residential activity along the Turnpike in the last quarter of the 19th 
Century.  
  
Outbuilding #1 c.1930’s 
 In the back or NE corner of the property is a longitudinally planned single story 
building approximately 30 ft. x 60 ft. made of true cinder block, covered with brown 
stucco and capped by a barrel or Quonset shaped roof. The main or entrance end faces 
West. 
 The fenestration is varied throughout combining 2/2 sash, 6/9 sash and 3/1 sash 
plus a pair of paneled double garage doors. 
 A remarkable feature of the building is its’ “barrel vault” ceiling accomplished by 
rounded rib trusses made of laminated 2 x 4’s, not unlike wooden boat hull construction. 

Oral history relates that this building housed a fishing-fly manufacturing 
operation. The present owner has found numerous fishing-flies during renovations. 
 
41. 6219 Falls Rd., Outbuilding 
Description 

A late Victorian cross-gable carriage house with hayloft. A 21 ft. x 17 ft. frame 
structure with an early addition to its east side. A gable-end roof caps the early portion. 
Both sections are covered with board & batten siding, however, the earliest portion of the 
building contains rounded battens, 12 inches on center, attached with cut nails. 
 The building is made stylish as well by its cross-gable dormer that retains its 
crane for loading hay to the loft. This west façade is the entrance side and contains a 
double door in the south bay and a two light casement window in the north bay. 

 
 
22. 1301 “Schoolhouse Rd.”  
Description 
 A large frame dwelling on a copper rock foundation. A main block facing West is 
capped by a gable roof with a N-S ridge; a gabled wing running to the “back” (East) 
forms an L-plan. Two brick chimneystacks with dentil-like decorations serve these two 
blocks and exit at their juncture on either side of the N-S ridge.  

The gables are decorated with a combination of rectangular wood shingles with 
saw-tooth trim. Modern siding simulates clapboards and covers the original German 
siding. 



The rectangular shingle trim, Doric porch columns combined with Queen Anne 
style casements is seen on many late 19th/early 20th Century homes in nearby Roland Park 
where the Shingle Style, Colonial Revival and other late Victorian styles are combined 
into a single building.  

The west facade is the main side of the house and faces the old Falls Turnpike. A 
wrap around porch, which includes part of the north side, covers the first level. It has a 
t&g deck with Doric columns supporting the hipped roof. A particularly interesting 
feature is the copper rock porch-piers; brick piers are more common. Square lattice fills 
the space between deck and ground. Where the porch wraps a portion of the north wall 
there is a modern but reversible enclosure.  

This façade is three bays wide, the entrance is located in the north bay and 1/1 
sash windows define the other two. In the second level these same windows balance the 
fenestration and the gable with its decorative shingles then caps the façade. 

The north façade is intentionally irregular in both placement and type of 
fenestration. In the first story there is a 1/1 sash in the east bay, a 17/1 sash in the west 
bay. The upper half of this window with its17 lights is typical of the Queen Anne style. 
The same kind of window lights appears half way to the second level and lights the 
stairwell within. A pair of 1/1 sash lights the eastern bay of the upper story and a smaller 
pair of 1/1 vents the gable. Like the others the gable is decorated with rectangular 
wooden shingles and saw-tooth trim. 

The east façade is altered by the addition, which wrapped the SE corner of the 
house. However, the original arrangement is still understandable, as the 1/1 windows of 
the upper level and shed roofed kitchen stoop in the north bay of the first level are still 
visible. Enclosed but reversible, this “back” entrance is reached by a small t7g deck 
supported by brick piers with rectangular lattice in-fill. 

The south façade’s eastern bay is obscured by an addition that is not insensitive 
to the historic block. Most of the original is still visible including the two story swell-
front, which takes advantage of the southern exposure. All three sides of the projection 
have wavy 1/1-sash windows on both levels. It is capped by the south gable, which is 
finished in the same decorative shingles as the others and vented by a 1/1 window. 

Due to the terrain the copper rock foundation is highest and most visible on this 
side. 
 
Outbuildings 
 A two level frame structure with hayloft and space below for either horse or 
carriage. It is stylish by way of its jerkinhead gables and German siding. Inside it retains 
horizontal beaded t&g wainscot, a turned newel post on the loft stairs and beaded t&g 
doors. 
 A nearly flat roofed “hen house” (still in use) is attached to the east end of the 
structure. Although later than the barn, the present owner recalls that the hen house was 
old when she purchased the property in 1960.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
23. 6229 Falls Rd., Bare Hills Schoolhouse, 1881, 1925-1956 
 
Description  

A single story schoolhouse made of copper-rock from the neighboring quarry. 
The oldest section, built c. 1881, is a longitudinally planned two room school three bays 
wide/four deep measuring approximately 24 ft. x 36 ft. Its’ gable-end slate roof has a W-
E ridge with a frame belfry on the west end. Wooden snow-guards are seen on the South 
and North sides of the roof. 

 The copper-rock is roughly squared with heavy quoins on the corners. The 
building has been repointed at least once.  

The fenestration is not the same per façade in either the 1881 or 1925 sections. 
The windows throughout the building have been replaced with modern windows, 
however, the openings are unaltered and replacement mullions imitate the earlier 6/6 
sash. 

An addition more than doubling the facility was made in 1925 by wrapping a 
nearly square 10 bay hipped roof around the east end of the original building. The result 
was a total of four classrooms with offices. The addition has a NW-SE orientation 
creating obtuse angles in the extended sidewalls. This wing is made of the same stone, 
possesses similar massing, fenestration and slate roof as the original. It is a trapezoidal 
hipped-roof, however, its pitch corresponds with that of the adjoining gable roof and 
maintains the original ridgeline. A massive chimneystack and shed-roofed powerplant 
stands on the NW corner of the 1925 addition. The power room and lower 2/3 of the 
stack is of copper-rock but brick above. 

The NW and NE facades of the addition are curious for their lack of squared 
stones seen in the other walls of both sections. 

The schoolyard, being at the summit of the Bare Hills, has large pieces of the 
greenish copper-rock from which the schoolhouse is built jutting through the surface and 
is surrounded by the slow-growing scrub pines that dominate the scarce vegetation of the 
serpentine.  

The west façade or end of the building is a perfectly balanced three bays with 
large 6/6 sash windows capped with a pediment-gable. A deep soffit made with plain 
butt-joined boards sets off the gable which is paneled with vertical t&g and vented by a 
smaller 6/6 sash with its own pediment hood. The apex of this gable is capped with the 
belfry. It is has a base with inset wooden panels on which stand four square posts capped 
by an equilateral gently curving cap. The cap and base of the belfry are shingled. 

The south façade of the original building contains an entrance in the westernmost 
bay covered by a bracketed shed roofed hood. Smaller 6-light casement windows define 
the other two bays. The addition makes an obtuse angle to the SE. It has a centrally 
located entrance with a large 6/6-sash window in the outer bay. The larger bracketed 
hood over this entrance is plainer than the 1881 entrance.  

The north side of the evolved structure clearly shows the 1881 half and the 1925 
addition. The original reflects the symmetry expressed in the original structure by the 
centered row of four large 6/6 sash windows lighting the interior. Although perfectly 
matched in massing, materials and style the addition has a row of three windows in its 
outer bays and just a pair in the inner bay. It makes an obtuse angle to the NW. The 



aforementioned powerplant is on the corner of this façade. 
The north-east end of the building. Its walls do not contain squared stone but its 

evenly spaced row of ten 6/6 windows and the color of the stone relate to the rest of the 
structure. 

The northwest contains what is now the main entrance of the building, which has 
been adapted to use as offices for -------. 
 
Significance 
 The two-room school with belfry was begun in 1881 by order of the School 
Commissioners of Baltimore County and designated “School # 9”. School Board records 
indicate that the bell was not ordered until 1883. This prominent site is directly on top of 
the Bare Hills, facing West, directly on the Falls Turnpike. Both sections of the building 
are constructed entirely from copper-rock from the quarries at the bottom of the hill. The 
lot was acquired from the Bellona Mining Co. [Bellona Gunpowder Co.] and replaced an 
earlier frame schoolhouse that was slightly further down the hill on the same side of the 
road.[records of JM, Ballto Co.] 
 The building was expanded by two more rooms in an addition to the east side in 
1925. In its last year, 1956, the principal wrote that by 1949 the seventh grade was 
relocated to Towson Junior high and by 1951 Bare Hills School had been reduced to a 
two room school again. At the end of the present term, he said, being the last in the 
County, the bell would ring in the new school at nearby Weldwood and ring out the 
“glorious history of Bare Hills”. [T. Katenkamp, Jr.] 
 The Bare Hills Schoolhouse is significant for its ability to teach of life in a rural 
community in the last quarter of the 19th century and first half of the 20th C. It is a major 
contributor to this portion of the surviving Falls Turnpike streetscape. And this all-stone 
structure made of copper-rock is one of the best surviving examples of an architectural 
stone produced by the Bare Hills quarries.  
 
 
 
                                                                                  
 

                                                                                   
 
NOTE:  

19th century maps including the 1877 Atlas seem to confuse two different 
buildings on a pie-shaped parcel on the northeast corner of modern Schoolhouse Road. 
The 1850’s maps do not indicate any building on the east side of the turnpike at the crest 
of the hill but by the time of the Hopkins1877 Atlas and again on the Bromley 1898 Atlas 
one sees a structure also on a pie shaped parcel somewhat down the hill from what was 



called at different times “road to powderworks”, “Altamont Ave.” and finally “School 
House Rd.“. However, by 1915 Bromley shows the “schoolhouse” right on the corner of 
Altamont Ave [   ]. 
  The confusion may be between the extant schoolhouse and two earlier buildings, 
which stood downhill, and to the north of the school where a modern commercial 
building known as 6239 (Princeton Sport) now stands. One of these was a “wooden 
frame schoolhouse” mentioned in the 1956 article by the school’s Principal, Theodore 
Katenkamp, Jr., and a demolished two-story copper-rock residence. That there was an 
earlier school slightly further downhill could explain “school” in different positions on 
one map to another. The school indicated on the 1877 Atlas is likely the frame 
schoolhouse but the structure there in 1898 a different building, a stone building. This 
house appears in a c.1950’s photograph, which looks uphill to the S.E. In it one can see 
the distinctive smokestack of the schoolhouse rising above the tree line of the patch of 
woods behind [south] the dwelling. This no longer extant house is a notable, for it is the 
only known two-story dwelling made of copper-rock, like the school. Also, in the photo 
one sees the north end of the house and the fact that it shared the same jerkinhead roof as 
the extant copper rock dwelling [pre-1898] down the hill at 62— Falls Rd.  
  
 
 
24. 622 Falls Rd., “Bare Hills House”, [NR] 
 See NR form for “Bare Hills House” & Maryland Historical Trust #BA- 881 



Sites 25-30 
 
25. “Scott Settlement District” 
   See NR nomination by Susan Cook, May 1991  
26. “Robt. E. Lee Park” 
 [See NR form for Lake Roland Historic District & MHT # BA- 1274] 
 
 “The Lake Roland Historic District consists of a man-made lake, portions of the 
Jones Falls and Roland Run streambeds, and portions of the rights- of- way (R.O.W.) of 
the former Green Spring Valley Railroad and the Northern Central Railroad.” [NR Form] 

Some of the following sites are out side of the described Lake Roland HD 
boundaries but still on City owned parkland; others are within NR District but not 
mentioned on NR form. These sites are directly related to the stated themes of the Bare 
Hills nomination: 
 

 
 
a. ruins of bank house, barn & dependencies 
 
b. Ruins of bank house #2  
 
c. Graveyard 

 
On the eastern slope of this hill overlooking Lake Roland at the edge of the 

serpentine where the deciduous woods begin, there is a clearing that in the spring is full 
of daffodils and other flowers. One sees at least six elongated upright fieldstones like 



those seen in slave and/or poorfolks’ graveyards elsewhere in rural Maryland. A fragment 
of a black slate stone with a portion of “wife of” was found. There are also many pieces 
of broken glass from 19th century bottles, vases, etc. scattered about. 
 
 
d. Unidentified stone bldg.  
 
e. Stone & brick industrial ruins (Bellona Gunpowder Co.?) 
   

As the Jones Falls bends around the serpentine formation it makes an W-E run on 
the north side of Bare Hills from the site of the East Quarry down and around to the head 
of Lake Roland where it takes a large bend and heads south again. The neck of land at 
this bend is visible on both historic and modern maps. Sites “b-e” and “j” are in this area.  
 
 
f. Wright’s mill site and ruins of mill-workers housing,  
g. East quarry 
h. Chromium pits 1,2,3 
 

                                       
                                               Hayden, 1832 (corresponds to written text) 

 
 
 



 
 
 
i. abandoned road 1 

  
j.  Abandoned road 2 

This rocky road leading from the Falls Turnpike eastward down from the 
serpentine to the site of the Bellona Powder Works on the Falls appears on 
Hayden’s map of 1832, as well as an early plat of the gunpowder factory. Hayden 
identifies it as “road leading to gunpowder works on Jones’s Falls”. It is clearly 
indicated on the Hopkins Atlas of 1877 as the road into the “Bellona Gunpowder 
Co. of Maryland”. A curious feature of the Bromley Atlas of 1915 is the proposed 
subdivision which never happened and labeling this road as “Altamont Ave.” 
Today it is also called “School House Rd.”. 

 
 
 
 
27. Copper-rock boundary walls, corner Clarkview/Falls,   
 Older residents of this neighborhood recall loosely laid copper-rock walls 
approximately 2 ft high marking  the boundaries of several properties in Bare hills, 
including 6302/Shoemaker Rd., 6300 and and this surviving wall along Clarkview. A 
small single story copper-rock building once stood right on Falls Rd. and the road into 
Clark’s farm (Clarkview) split around it. Several copper-rock buildings are missing in 
this immediate area and are survived by the school and 6510 Falls Rd. The stone 
buildings with these greenish copper-rock walls defining property lines made a 
distinctive landscape. This is the last of those walls and an important document of the 
earlier landscape.  
 
28. 6300 Falls Rd. NOT INCLUDED 
 
29.6302 Falls Rd., c.1927 

The USGS map of  1943 shows this dwelling and the “Kleenize” building as the 
only two structures on either side of this portion of the Turnpike. An early 1950’s photo 
shows these structures with a large stone- crusher behind on land that has since been 
developed by the industrial park. As in urban architecture, the building is treated 
seperately from the late 1950’s commercial structure which abuts it. 
Description 
 A two-story stone dwelling designed in the Dutch Colonial Style and built c. 
1927. Laterally planned, the house is two wide bays in the front and back and two narrow 
bays deep. Its original fenestration is even and regularly placed utilizing early steel wind-
out casements. The gambrel roof is covered with original slate shingles. 
 The north façade is quite prominent, as the house faces directly on the west side 
of Falls Rd., half way up to the sumit of the Bare Hills.. The profile of the Dutch gambrel 
roof is easily seen and this façade is set off from its surroundings by the brown and rust 
color of its native stone construction. The curvilenear porch roof is incorporated into the 



main roofline. The original open porch was in-filled in the early1950’s with concrete 
block that imitates the clapboards which trim the porch gable and dormer. This alteration 
is not irreversible. The original stone façade, classical doorway and windows remain 
within this enclosure. A centrally placed shouldered chimney made of the same stone 
serves a working fireplace within. Symetrically placed 8-light wind-out casement 
windows define both bays on both levels. 
 Three-light casements in line with the windows above light the basement. 
 West façade: The lower level of the original west exterior is still visible from 
within the “breezeway” that connects it to the 1960’s commercial building. Its stone wall, 
doorways, original windows and exterior bulkhead to the basement are all in place. The 
wide exagerated dormer, original fenestration (metal casements) and slate gambrel roof 
are still visible above. 
 The east façade is the front of the house and faces the road. While the porch 
enclosure hides the first level’s original appearance it remains inside. The original front 
door has a fluted surround with  sidelights. The original 8-light casements of the north 
and south bays are in place. 
 The upper story is dominated by the large shed-roofed dormer is typical of the 
style. The same wind-out casements define the north and south bays. The slate roof is 
original and incorporates both the dormer and porch into its downward lines. The original 
flagstone deck of the porch exists under plywood. Previous owners recall that the original 
porch posts were rectangular. 
 The south façade has lost one of the original windows although its frame is in 
placce. Otherwise this side remains original in appearance and reflects the north façade 
but with no chimney. An early subteranean well house is located next to the house and 
accessed through a door in the SE corner of the basement. 
 

     
East Façade                1989                         West Façade (crusher in distance),    c.1947 

 
Significance 

1960’s commercial additions to the rear (W.) side of the building challenge the 
original setting, however, the overall massing, the other three sides and upper potions of 
the west façade are quite discernable from the outside as an example of this important 
Colonial Revival type. 
 The gambrel roof particular to the “Dutch Colonial Revival” retains its original 
shape and slate shingles. That the house is full stone in its construction and made of 
locally quarried gneiss is important to understanding a construction method popular in the 
Jones Falls Valley and Baltimore County. On the interior the original fireplace, electrical 
fixtures, tiled bathroom and doors remain. 



Now surrounded by an industrial park, this residential structure helps to remind 
travelers on the Scenic Highway (Falls Rd./St.Rt. 25) of the historical use of this portion 
of Bare Hills. 

 The dwelling is significant as an example of the Dutch Colonial revival 
style and as an example of full-stone construction. The building is also important if not 
critical to this portion of the early Falls Rd. streetscape. 
 
 
30. Abandoned mining roads [see 26 i-j] 



 
 
Sites 31-33 
 
31. 6510 Falls Rd., pre-1898 
 
Description 
 A full stone copper rock dwelling located right on the turnpike and only thirty 
yards or so from the quarries that produced this uniquely colored building stone. It 
employs the bank-plan familiar to this hilly region yielding a single story on the East 
façade but two on the West side. On the main side facing the road, it is three bays wide 
with a centrally located entrance. The building is two bays deep. On the south end, two 
evenly placed windows light the upper level and a third in the west bay lights the lower 
level. The west side or rear façade actually faced the “West Quarry” with Old Pimlico 
Road and a tributary to Jones’ Creek running in between. This side has full two stories 
with an entrance in the south bay of the lower level. Modern additions obscure the lower 
portion of the north end of the building but do not challenge its integrity. 
 The grouting or pointing is of the thick beaded variety and is probably not original 
although early in appearance. Its red color is particularly striking amongst the greenish 
stone. 
 The house is capped by a jerkinhead roof with appropriate replacement shingles 
and has an off centered flue chimney exiting the ridge just north of center.  
 
 

                            
                                       
Significance 

Mrs. Marie Scott Brown, aged 90 years, recalls that when she was a teenager men 
who worked at the mines (quarries) lived in this building. The 1877 Atlas indicates this 
land to be owned by the Tyson Mining Co. and the 1898 Atlas shows this building and 
indicates the East half of the quarry across the street to be owed by the “Lake Chrome 
Co.” While more research is needed, this evidence points toward 6510 being eligible not 
only for the stylistic and construction methods it employs but for it association with the 
mining industry.   

The roof design employing jerkinhead gables is significant not only for its 19th 
Century style but because the two story copper-rock dwelling, which stood further up the 
hill where Princeton Sport now stands, also had this same roof design. This fact suggests 
a possible link between these two examples of houses made of the local quarry stone.  
While full stone houses are common to understanding Baltimore County architecture and 



the Jones Falls Valley in particular, and more are known to have existed in this 
neighborhood, few have survived. The famous Methodist Church at Mt. Vernon Place in 
Baltimore is described on its NR form and in the architectural histories as being 
distinctive for its uniquely colored stone from the Bare Hills Quarries. This dwelling, 
6239 Falls Rd. (demolished) and the Bare Hills School were also made of this same stone 
and within sight of those quarries. This is the only full-stone copper-rock dwelling left in 
the Nomination Area. 
  
 
     Bare Hills Quarries 
 
[Quarries should be treated as single historical site] 
 
32. E. side of Falls Rd., part of City-owned Robt. E. Lee Park 
33. W. side of Falls Rd. privately owned by Gerstung sport facility 
 
 
  
 

                        
NOTE: “Howard Park Methodist Church” AKA “Mt. Vernon Place Methodist Church” was  

Designed in 1873 by Dixon & Carson and is on the National Register of Historic Places. 
  

The West quarry has recently been altered somewhat by way of a garden in its 
floor and its adaptation for hiking, climbing etc. offered by the sports facility which owns 
it. At the same time, however, because it is cleared of vegetation, this quarry offers the 
best view of the impressive rock walls that were cut into the serpentine by the mining 
operation. Both quarries were void of overgrowth until the Late 20th Century. Except for 
the natural overgrowth the East Quarry appears much as it did when last worked prior to 
WW II. Along with its contemporary neighbor on the west side of Falls Rd. it is one of 
the strongest visual documents that characterize the Bare Hills as an historical mining 
region. 



Although the exact beginnings are not yet known, the quarry had not yet been cut 
in 1832 when Hayden produced his detailed map and description of this site. The quarries 
were producing by 1872, however, as all sources agree that the Methodist Church (NR) at 
Mt. Vernon Place in Baltimore possesses its unique coloring as a result of being 
constructed of copper-rock from these quarries. Two full-stone buildings constructed of 
copper-rock survive a short distance from the quarry (Schoolhouse & 6510 Falls Rd} 
which were present by the 1880’s. Dozens of frame buildings in the Jones Falls Valley 
stand on copper-rock foundations and many homes employ this stone in garden walls. 
The Havell/Tormey bank-barn dates to the 1870’s and employs both natural and cut 
copper rock. Several pre-1877 buildings in the adjacent Cow Hill-Washingtonville 
Historic District stand on copper-rock foundations; it remained typical foundation 
material in that neighborhood through the 1930’s. 

Architectural stone was not the only use of the quarries’ product, however, as it 
was also used for road building and other purposes. When the quarries stopped operating 
is ascertained to be sometime in the 1930’s although the crusher a short distance up the 
hill (Shoemaker Rd.) is remembered to be operative in the early 1950’s. The MGS report 
for 1927 states the owner to be Lewis O. Stern who was producing 5,000 tons annually at 
that point and describes the quarries as “small”. The same source reporting on other 
quarries in Baltimore County and elsewhere in Maryland describes much larger 
operations. 

After the quarries were abandoned the use of this stone for gardenwalls and rock 
gardens continued throughout the 20th century, however, adding to the regional tradition 
of its use. Seventy-some years after the event, independent oral informants in their 
eighties corroborate the story of the unfortunate “Ducky Finn”, a local laborer, who was 
hired to get stone from the West Quarry and use it to build a rock garden for a home in 
the nearby neighborhood of Mt. Washington. Later, after the accident, witnesses reported 
having seen Finn and an assistant heading up the Falls Rd. towards Bare Hills carrying a 
box of dynamite caps and a jug of liquor. These informants recall that for some days 
afterwards curious residents of the region went up to the quarry to see the gory sight, in 
which, pieces of the men could be seen stuck all over the walls of the quarry. This 
apparently true story suggests that by WW II the quarries were not operating 
commercially but were still a source of stone used for architectural purposes. 

 
 
 

        
 South wall of West Quarry     (detail) 



  
Significance: 
 The historical processes associated with the natural resources of the serpentine 
formation at various times placed the Bare Hills among nationally significant industrial 
stories involving the chrome and copper ore found here. Regionally, the quarrying of 
construction stone was not only an important industry in Baltimore County but the unique 
greenish “copper-rock” of the Bare Hills yielded a local architectural quality expressed in 
full stone buildings, foundations and garden walls found throughout the Jones Falls 
Valley and elsewhere. The dates of these buildings employing Bare Hills “copper-rock” 
run between the 1870’s and 1920’s and constitute a body of regionally significant 
architecture. 
 
 



Sites 36-39 
 
36. 6610 Falls Rd.  [No Access as of 11/1/01] 
 The two houses across the road from the Turnpike Marker and adjacent to the 
south side of the West Quarry are indicated on all of the 19th century maps including 
Hayden’s map of 1832. He describes them as “two small houses” and seems to include 
them in the items that he should have mentioned in his first essay on Bare Hills in 1810. 
 Detailed structural examination is necessary to establish if the house has evolved 
from the Early 19th century dwelling or if the present structure is a Victorian replacement. 
In either case the cross-gable façade was clearly present within the turnpike era and the 
present structure is included in the Nomination for its ability to document an important 
style and as a contributor in a n early turnpike streetscape. 
  

 
Barn 
 These two houses and the early barn behind (W.) #6610 are on parcels subdivided 
out of the Hook farm indicated on the 19th Century atlases. Brief exterior examination of 
the barn indicates that it will be an important contributor of the agricultural theme of the 
nomination. It is among the few barns left inside of the beltway (I-695). 

 
 

                                                    
37. Turnpike Marker, “7M To B”  
 
Description 
Located on the East side of Falls Rd., approximately fifty yards north of the quarries and 
directly opposite 6606 Falls Rd., this granite marker is about 2ft. (21” above present 
grade) high x 10 inches wide x 6.5 inches deep. Although worn, still visible on its west 
face is “7 M to B”. Its’ design is identical to the “8-mile” stone further up in Rockland.  
The Falls Turnpike Co. was formed in 1803; in 1810 Hayden refers to this portion of the 
turnpike as having been “recently” cut through Bare Hills. The marker is believed to date 
from that time. 



                                                                
Significance 
 
The c. 1859 cast iron  “7-mile marker” on the nearby Green Spring RR line is cited in the 
Lake Roland Historic District NR form for its “exceptionally high level of integrity and a 
high level of historic significance to the nomination.” No less is true of the “7-mile 
Marker” for the old Falls Turnpike. 
 At this point on Falls Rd. the original path of the turnpike, the quarries and buildings on 
either side maintain a complete 19th Century streetscape. The marker is believed to have 
marked this spot since the turnpike was cut through the Bare Hills c.1803-1810 and is one 
of the strongest visual reminders of the Turnpike Era.  
 
 
38. Toll Gate House 
 
Description 
 This evolved Early 19th Century double-dwelling, toll gate house and store stands 
directly on the Falls Turnpike at the south end of the dramatic curve in the road where 
Wright’s Mill (Bleachworks) stood. It employs bank construction and is literally built on 
the banks of the Jones Falls, which runs through the yard behind the house. Its 
construction method and stylistic elements are from the first decades of the 19th Century 
when the turnpike on which it stands and the mill community of which it was a part was 
built. The 1877 Atlas shows this double dwelling as part of the cluster of workers houses 
around the Mill. The 1898 Atlas indicates this as the site of the “Toll Gate”. 
 
EXTERIOR: 
 There are three principal sections to this building. The first and oldest is the two 
story frame “double dwelling”(duplex) on its high stone foundation dating from the Early 
19th Century. The second is the shed roofed store added to the south end in the 1880’s 
and the third is the addition made to the rear (E.) during the 1980’s renovation. The 
original exterior appearance of the historic building is quite understandable on the end 
and main facades. The front (W.), which is an integral part of the Falls Turnpike 
streetscape, is essentially what was seen when this was the “Toll House” that is indicated 
on the 19th Century maps of this area. The building stands but a half dozen yards from the 
road. Early random width clapboards including 15-17 inch shiplap fixed with cut nails 
remains, as does the exterior door trim on the duplex.  



The little shed roofed “store”, which was added to the south end in the last quarter 
of the 19th Century, possesses its original profile and entranceway. 

By the 1980’s this structure was in derelict condition. The addition nearly doubled 
the size of the house but was done with clapboards, stone foundation and gable roof that 
characterize the historic portion. [The present owner is a skilled carpenter who did the 
renovation/restoration and documented what was lost in that process with photos and 
saved samples.]  

In the basement this addition does not hide the fact that the original east wall was 
done with exterior stone buttressing, an important local feature found in early Maryland 
buildings built in active flood plains. [see Havre de Grace Historic District]. 
 
 
 
 

 
Orig. duplex residence with store at far end c.1980 

 
 
 
 
 
North façade 
 The gable end is three bays deep with blind bays in the second story (narrow 
stairs for each unit ran the interior of the end walls). The three bay hipped-roof porch 
seen in the 1980’s photograph remains although it was enclosed with glass panels 
removed from nearby “Windy Gates” mansion. The original windows and door remain. 
 The one-inch thick random width shiplap siding remains. It is fixed with cut nails 
and the widest board has 17 inches showing. 
 West façade 
 The “double house” is clearly seen being four bays wide with identical entrance 
doors in the outer bays and evenly placed windows in the inner bays. The original 2 
down/2 up plan is understood via the symmetrically placed windows of the second story. 
The windows are original 6/6 sash. [The dividing wall between the units was removed 
but was a continuous plank wall with the vertically placed and butt-joined planks 
measuring 20 ft. in length.] 
 Clapboards with 7 in. showing and fixed with cut nails cover this side of the 
building. Unusual narrow moldings with corner blocks decorate the entrances and appear 



to be from the Federal Era. 
The west façade of the attached store was its entrance with the door being in the south 
bay. Its frame and 2-light transom survive. The single story store is two bays wide and 
two longer bays deep defined by 6/6 windows and was laid out longitudinally. A shed 
roofed porch covers the front of the store. 
South façade 
 The original gable-end of the “double dwelling” with its’ random-width shiplap 
siding remains. The juxtaposition of the gable of the original building and the shed roof 
of the 1880’s store, which covers the first level, create an interesting geometry. The two 
long bays of the store are separated by an interior flue-chimney. 
East facade 
 The frame portion of the original dwelling is covered by the addition on this side, 
however, the original 8-foot high foundation is clearly visible in the enclosure below. 
Because of bank construction the building is three stories on this side and two on the east 
façade. Here one can see the entrance in the outer north bay and the window in the next 
inner bay. This window still contains thick vertically placed iron bars. Also visible is the 
conical stone buttress built in the center of the wall at its base. It is approximately 3 ½ 
feet high and as much in thickness. While this may be an early-added reinforcement it is 
not unlike other buildings in the Jones Falls Valley and in Maryland’s tidewater areas that 
are designed to withstand frequent flooding.  
 
 
INTERIOR: 
 On the interior enough original fabric was left during the renovation so that the 
two up/two down plan of the duplex is obvious. The two units originally saddlebag a 
centrally located chimney that served four fireplaces. The original framing is left 
exposed, exhibiting Early 19th Century “struck nails” and roof trusses that are lap-joined 
and fixed with trunnels. Upper rooms retain original window frames. Original random 
width flooring remains throughout. 

The original framing of the store addition is exposed on the interior where a piece 
of t&g from the upper attic-room was saved which contains the penciled inscription 
“David Hale built this Apr. 8, 1883 by contract”. 

In the high basement one sees that the double dwelling was built on 8’ high walls 
using 3 ¼ x 8 in. floor joists. A fifth stone wall 16 in. thick runs longitudinally down the 
center of the room extending 10 feet from the north wall supporting the center of the 
building and creating east and west “rooms”. The window openings and frames from the 
2 ft. x 2 ½ ft. casements in the north and south walls remain.  
 
Significance 
  This evolved Early 19th Century double-dwelling, toll gate house and c. 
1883 store stands directly on the Falls Turnpike at the south end of the dramatic curve in 
the road where Wright’s Mill & Bleachworks stood. The Jones Falls runs through the 
yard behind the building. The structural and stylistic elements of the oldest portion 
suggest that it may be as old as the Falls Turnpike itself (c.1803-1909) and the Early 19th 
Century mill community of which it was part. Varle’s 1833 detailed listing of mills and 
fabric works on the Jones Falls does not mention the Bleachworks but other sources date 



Wright’s operation to have started in 1831. The 1850 Sidney & Brown map of this area 
shows Wright’s “Rockland Bleach & Dye Works”. No longer extant workers houses on 
both sides of the Falls neighbored this “double house’ which is a typical workers house 
plan in other mill villages in the Valley. It is likely related to the mill theme of the 
Nomination as worker’s housing and the attached store definitely adds to our 
understanding of a mill village. 
 The building is significant for its ability to teach of construction methods and 
styling in the first quarter of the 19th Century. Located directly on the Turnpike the 
dwelling and store teach of the history of the turnpike itself because the store and 
residence were a “toll gate”. The 1877 Atlas for this area identifies it as such and shows 
this building to be among a cluster of buildings, including workers housing, which 
surrounded Wright’s Bleachworks. 

 Finally, this portion of Falls Rd. is without intrusions and an important part of the 
Scenic Highway.  This 19th century multipurpose building has been a landmark on this 
rural scene for well over 150 years. 
  
  
 
39. Wright’s Mill (Bleach & Dye Works) with workers housing (Site) [see #26a] 

 
Description 

This large evolved stone and brick factory was demolished in the 1980’s 
and was one of the oldest factories in the Jones Falls Valley. This Bleach & Dye 
works stood directly on the east bank of the Jones Falls and the Turnpike took a 
major bend around it. An early stone portion is believed by some to have been a 
gristmill originally. The Bleach & Dye works, however, operated by the Wright 
family from 1831 through the 19th Century, was a significant part of the “cotton 
boom” era (Civil War –WW I) in which the Valley’s mills dominated the nation’s 
cotton duck industry. In 1833 it was listed in Varle’s View of Baltimore as the 
“Calico Works” owned by the Johnson family. The Johnsons also owned the 
adjoining  Rockland mill and company housing (Rockland NR Historic District). 
The 1850 Sidney & Brown map shows Wright’s “Bleachworks”; later maps show 
“”Bleaching & Coloring” (Chiffele,1852),“Rockland Bleach & Dye Works” 
(Taylor,1857), “Wright’s Mills” (1898) all owned by different generations of the 
Wright family. 

 
The Wright’s establishment illustrates the phenomenon of a series of 

related but separate mill villages or communities in the Jones Falls Valley. The 
Wrights built the “Rockland Bleach and Dye Works” on the Falls and Turnpike 
just south of Johnson’s Calico Printing Factory [see Rockland Historic District]. It 
may be seen as an extension of Rockland, however, several properties directly 
across the Falls and further south along Falls Rd. were associated with this family 
and their factory. These include two bank houses directly across from the factory, 
which housed workers. The surviving “double dwelling” of the Toll Gate House 
may have served this purpose. By the time of the 1898 Atlas “Wright & 
Company” owned all of the land on the east side of the Falls from Ruxton Rd. 



down to the quarries and east to Ruxton Heights. This land contained several 
dwellings no longer extant. Thomas Wright owns the property containing the 
West Quarry (#33) including 6606 and 6610 Falls Rd. (#’s 35 & 36). John Wright 
and his heirs owned the Bare Hills House (#24) from 1875-1901. 

 
Significance 

These extensive holdings of this mill-family illustrate the importance of 
milling to the development of communities in the Jones falls valley and to the 
sense of “mill community” in the Bare Hills neighborhood in particular.  

 
40. “Spring Hill” [See Sites 12-15] 
 
 
 
41. Slaughter’s house & store (on Slaughter’s Run) 
 

This early dwelling and store was assumed to already part of Rockland Historic 
District but apparently is not. It was moved for a modern road widening but remains on 
its original parcel. Obviously a Turnpike era dwelling, the shed-roofed addition on its 
north end was operated as a store until the 1950’s by the then elderly Mr. Slaughter. 
Known locally at that time as “Slaughter’s Store” it is at least curious to note that it 
stands where the Jones Falls is joined by “Slaughter’s Run”. 

 
 
DOES MOVED BUILDING QUALIFY FOR NR? 



6610 Falls Rd.  [No Access as of 11/1/01] 
 
The two houses across the road from the Turnpike Marker and adjacent to the south side 
of the West Quarry are indicated on all of the 19th century maps including Hayden’s map 
of 1832. He describes them as “two small houses” and seems to include them in the items 
that he should have mentioned in his first essay on Bare Hills in 1810. 
 
Detailed structural examination is necessary to establish if the house has evolved from 
the Early 19th century dwelling or if the present structure is a Victorian replacement. In 
either case the cross-gable façade was clearly present within the turnpike era and the 
present structure is included in the Nomination for its ability to document an important 
style and as a contributor in a n early turnpike streetscape. 
  

 
Barn 
These two houses and the early barn behind (W.) #6610 are on parcels subdivided out of 
the Hook farm indicated on the 19th Century atlases. Brief exterior examination of the 
barn indicates that it will be an important contributor of the agricultural theme of the 
nomination. It is among the few barns left inside of the beltway (I-695). 
 
Turnpike Marker, “7M To B”  
Description 
Located on the East side of Falls Rd., approximately fifty yards north of the quarries and 
directly opposite 6606 Falls Rd., this granite marker is about 2ft. (21” above present 
grade) high x 10 inches wide x 6.5 inches deep. Although worn, still visible on its west 
face is “7 M to B”. Its’ design is identical to the “8-mile” stone further up in Rockland.  
The Falls Turnpike Co. was formed in 1803; in 1810 Hayden refers to this portion of the 
turnpike as having been “recently” cut through Bare Hills. The marker is believed to date 
from that time. 



                                                                
Significance 
 
The c. 1859 cast iron  “7-mile marker” on the nearby Green Spring RR line is cited in the 
Lake Roland Historic District NR form for its “exceptionally high level of integrity and a 
high level of historic significance to the nomination.” No less is true of the “7-mile 
Marker” for the old Falls Turnpike. 
 
At this point on Falls Rd. the original path of the turnpike, the quarries and buildings on 
either side maintain a complete 19th Century streetscape. The marker is believed to have 
marked this spot since the turnpike was cut through the Bare Hills c.1803-1810 and is one 
of the strongest visual reminders of the Turnpike Era.  
 
 
Toll Gate House 
 
Description 
This evolved Early 19th Century double-dwelling, toll gate house and store stands directly 
on the Falls Turnpike at the south end of the dramatic curve in the road where Wright’s 
Mill (Bleachworks) stood. It employs bank construction and is literally built on the banks 
of the Jones Falls, which runs through the yard behind the house. Its construction method 
and stylistic elements are from the first decades of the 19th Century when the turnpike on 
which it stands and the mill community of which it was a part was built. The 1877 Atlas 
shows this double dwelling as part of the cluster of workers houses around the Mill. The 
1898 Atlas indicates this as the site of the “Toll Gate”. 
 
EXTERIOR: 
There are three principal sections to this building. The first and oldest is the two story 
frame “double dwelling”(duplex) on its high stone foundation dating from the Early 19th 
Century. The second is the shed roofed store added to the south end in the 1880’s and the 
third is the addition made to the rear (E.) during the 1980’s renovation. The original 
exterior appearance of the historic building is quite understandable on the end and main 
facades. The front (W.), which is an integral part of the Falls Turnpike streetscape, is 
essentially what was seen when this was the “Toll House” that is indicated on the 19th 
Century maps of this area. The building stands but a half dozen yards from the road. 
Early random width clapboards including 15-17 inch shiplap fixed with cut nails remains, 



as does the exterior door trim on the duplex.  
 
The little shed roofed “store”, which was added to the south end in the last quarter of the 
19th Century, possesses its original profile and entranceway. 
 
By the 1980’s this structure was in derelict condition. The addition nearly doubled the 
size of the house but was done with clapboards, stone foundation and gable roof that 
characterize the historic portion. [The present owner is a skilled carpenter who did the 
renovation/restoration and documented what was lost in that process with photos and 
saved samples.]  
 
In the basement this addition does not hide the fact that the original east wall was done 
with exterior stone buttressing, an important local feature found in early Maryland 
buildings built in active flood plains. [see Havre de Grace Historic District]. 
 
 
 
 

 
Orig. duplex residence with store at far end c.1980 

 
 
 
 
 
North façade 
 
The gable end is three bays deep with blind bays in the second story (narrow stairs for 
each unit ran the interior of the end walls). The three bay hipped-roof porch seen in the 
1980’s photograph remains although it was enclosed with glass panels removed from 
nearby “Windy Gates” mansion. The original windows and door remain. 
 
The one-inch thick random width shiplap siding remains. It is fixed with cut nails and the 
widest board has 17 inches showing. 
 West façade 
 
The “double house” is clearly seen being four bays wide with identical entrance doors in 



the outer bays and evenly placed windows in the inner bays. The original 2 down/2 up 
plan is understood via the symmetrically placed windows of the second story. The 
windows are original 6/6 sash. [The dividing wall between the units was removed but 
was a continuous plank wall with the vertically placed and butt-joined planks measuring 
20 ft. in length.] 
 
Clapboards with 7 in. showing and fixed with cut nails cover this side of the building. 
Unusual narrow moldings with corner blocks decorate the entrances and appear to be 
from the Federal Era. 
The west façade of the attached store was its entrance with the door being in the south 
bay. Its frame and 2-light transom survive. The single story store is two bays wide and 
two longer bays deep defined by 6/6 windows and was laid out longitudinally. A shed 
roofed porch covers the front of the store. 
 
South façade 
The original gable-end of the “double dwelling” with its’ random-width shiplap siding 
remains. The juxtaposition of the gable of the original building and the shed roof of the 
1880’s store, which covers the first level, create an interesting geometry. The two long 
bays of the store are separated by an interior flue-chimney. 
 
East facade 
The frame portion of the original dwelling is covered by the addition on this side, 
however, the original 8-foot high foundation is clearly visible in the enclosure below. 
Because of bank construction the building is three stories on this side and two on the east 
façade. Here one can see the entrance in the outer north bay and the window in the next 
inner bay. This window still contains thick vertically placed iron bars. Also visible is the 
conical stone buttress built in the center of the wall at its base. It is approximately 3 ½ 
feet high and as much in thickness. While this may be an early-added reinforcement it is 
not unlike other buildings in the Jones Falls Valley and in Maryland’s tidewater areas that 
are designed to withstand frequent flooding.  
 
 
INTERIOR: 
On the interior enough original fabric was left during the renovation so that the two 
up/two down plan of the duplex is obvious. The two units originally saddlebag a centrally 
located chimney that served four fireplaces. The original framing is left exposed, 
exhibiting Early 19th Century “struck nails” and roof trusses that are lap-joined and fixed 
with trunnels. Upper rooms retain original window frames. Original random width 
flooring remains throughout. 
 
The original framing of the store addition is exposed on the interior where a piece of t&g 
from the upper attic-room was saved which contains the penciled inscription “David Hale 
built this Apr. 8, 1883 by contract”. 
 
In the high basement one sees that the double dwelling was built on 8’ high walls using 3 
¼ x 8 in. floor joists. A fifth stone wall 16 in. thick runs longitudinally down the center of 



the room extending 10 feet from the north wall supporting the center of the building and 
creating east and west “rooms”. The window openings and frames from the 2 ft. x 2 ½ ft. 
casements in the north and south walls remain.  
 
Significance 
 
This evolved Early 19th Century double-dwelling, toll gate house and c. 1883 store stands 
directly on the Falls Turnpike at the south end of the dramatic curve in the road where 
Wright’s Mill & Bleachworks stood. The Jones Falls runs through the yard behind the 
building. The structural and stylistic elements of the oldest portion suggest that it may be 
as old as the Falls Turnpike itself (c.1803-1909) and the Early 19th Century mill 
community of which it was part. Varle’s 1833 detailed listing of mills and fabric works 
on the Jones Falls does not mention the Bleachworks but other sources date Wright’s 
operation to have started in 1831. The 1850 Sidney & Brown map of this area shows 
Wright’s “Rockland Bleach & Dye Works”. No longer extant workers houses on both 
sides of the Falls neighbored this “double house’ which is a typical workers house plan in 
other mill villages in the Valley. It is likely related to the mill theme of the Nomination as 
worker’s housing and the attached store definitely adds to our understanding of a mill 
village. 
 
The building is significant for its ability to teach of construction methods and styling in 
the first quarter of the 19th Century. Located directly on the Turnpike the dwelling and 
store teach of the history of the turnpike itself because the store and residence were a “toll 
gate”. The 1877 Atlas for this area identifies it as such and shows this building to be 
among a cluster of buildings, including workers housing, which surrounded Wright’s 
Bleachworks. 
 
Finally, this portion of Falls Rd. is without intrusions and an important part of the Scenic 
Highway.  This 19th century multipurpose building has been a landmark on this rural 
scene for well over 150 years. 
  
  
 
Wright’s Mill (Bleach & Dye Works) with workers housing (Site) [see #26a] 
Description 
This large evolved stone and brick factory was demolished in the 1980’s and was one of 
the oldest factories in the Jones Falls Valley. This Bleach & Dye works stood directly on 
the east bank of the Jones Falls and the Turnpike took a major bend around it. An early 
stone portion is believed by some to have been a gristmill originally. The Bleach & Dye 
works, however, operated by the Wright family from 1831 through the 19th Century, was 
a significant part of the “cotton boom” era (Civil War –WW I) in which the Valley’s 
mills dominated the nation’s cotton duck industry. In 1833 it was listed in Varle’s View 
of Baltimore as the “Calico Works” owned by the Johnson family. The Johnsons also 
owned the adjoining  Rockland mill and company housing (Rockland NR Historic 
District). The 1850 Sidney & Brown map shows Wright’s “Bleachworks”; later maps 
show “”Bleaching & Coloring” (Chiffele,1852),“Rockland Bleach & Dye Works” 



(Taylor,1857), “Wright’s Mills” (1898) all owned by different generations of the Wright 
family. 

 
The Wright’s establishment illustrates the phenomenon of a series of related but separate 
mill villages or communities in the Jones Falls Valley. The Wrights built the “Rockland 
Bleach and Dye Works” on the Falls and Turnpike just south of Johnson’s Calico 
Printing Factory [see Rockland Historic District]. It may be seen as an extension of 
Rockland, however, several properties directly across the Falls and further south along 
Falls Rd. were associated with this family and their factory. These include two bank 
houses directly across from the factory, which housed workers. The surviving “double 
dwelling” of the Toll Gate House may have served this purpose. By the time of the 1898 
Atlas “Wright & Company” owned all of the land on the east side of the Falls from 
Ruxton Rd. down to the quarries and east to Ruxton Heights. This land contained several 
dwellings no longer extant. Thomas Wright owns the property containing the West 
Quarry (#33) including 6606 and 6610 Falls Rd. (#’s 35 & 36). John Wright and his heirs 
owned the Bare Hills House (#24) from 1875-1901. 
 
Significance 
 
These extensive holdings of this mill-family illustrate the importance of milling to the 
development of communities in the Jones falls valley and to the sense of “mill 
community” in the Bare Hills neighborhood in particular.  
 
“Spring Hill”  
 
 Slaughter’s house & store (on Slaughter’s Run) 
 
This early dwelling and store was assumed to already part of Rockland Historic District 
but apparently is not. It was moved for a modern road widening but remains on its 
original parcel. Obviously a Turnpike era dwelling, the shed-roofed addition on its north 
end was operated as a store until the 1950’s by the then elderly Mr. Slaughter. Known 
locally at that time as “Slaughter’s Store” it is at least curious to note that it stands where 
the Jones Falls is joined by “Slaughter’s Run”. 

 
 



Sites 34-35 
 
34. Springhouse, Old Pimlico Rd.  
 
Description 
 Prior to re-routing, Old Pimlico Road terminated at the Falls Turnpike in front of 
the “West Quarry”. The old road is still visible for about one hundred yards and is now 
the entrance road to the Gerstung sports facility. Located on the north side of the road just 
twenty yards or so west of the intersection, this small springhouse stands at the very edge 
of the road. 
 It is constructed in the shape of a barrel vault with a rectangular opening and 
made of the copper-rock from the quarry. The opening is 24 in. wide and 19 in. tall and 
extends 60 in. back into the hill. Three courses of rough and roundish rocks form piers 
with a c.34 in’ long flat lintel piece. Three more courses of rough stone are laid in a 
tapering order to form an “arch”. A deteriorated 2 in. x 3 in. board with tenons on each 
end hangs beneathe the rock lintel. 
 Water still fills the grade level pool in even the driest times and seeps between an 
opening in the hearth-like bottom rock. No doubt the level of the roadway was raised by 
successive coverings and the bottom of the structure may have been several inches higher 
than its present height. 

   
                                
Significance 
 Older residents of the area recall when this little springhouse still held a drinking 
cup and was a source of fresh water. Its’ exact age is not known prior to the Early 20th 
Century. It is located across the road and east a few yards from a c.1810 mineshaft site 
and next to the West Quarry. It is constructed of the copper-rock quarried on this 
property. 
 What is literally a roadside “watering hole” at the intersection of the Old Pimlico 
Rd. and Falls Turnpike says a lot about meeting a basic need of travelers and quarry/mine 
workers in the Bare Hills prior to WWI 
 
35. 6606 Falls Rd. 
 
Description 
  A two story frame dwelling on stone foundation. A three bay wide two deep main 
block is capped with a gable end roof with N_S ridge. A one bay two-story gable roofed 
wing extends it to the west (rear) with ridge running E-W. 



 The main façade faces East and directly on to the old Turnpike. Its three bays are 
even with a centrally located entrance on the first level; 6/6 sash windows define the 
other bays. A three bay porch supported by turned columns with t&g ceiling and deck 
covers the lower story. 
 
 
 

                                    
 
Significance 
 Structural analysis indicates that this house and its immediate neighbor (6610) 
underwent significant changes in its time but during the historical period [1803- c. WWI]. 
In its final form the dwelling is no later than Late Victorian although parts of the building 
are mid and early 19th century. Both houses are indicated on the 1850’s maps and as 
early as Hayden’s sketch of 1832. In the accompanying text he describes them as “two 
small houses”.  

This dwelling has been a part of the Turnpike Era streetscape at least since the 
1830’s. At this point on Falls Rd. the original path of the turnpike, the quarries and 
buildings on either side maintain a complete 19th Century streetscape.  

 
Note:  

6606 & 6610 are problematic in that the Taylor map of 1857 and the 
Sydney & Brown map of 1850 indicate a store and tavern on this site. The 1850 
map identifies it as the “Bare Hills Tavern”.  

No structural evidence suggests that these were commercial structures, 
Hayden is quite accurate and is clear that these are “two little houses” in 1832 
and the 1877 Atlas and later maps show the buildings without commercial 
identification. 

An item in the Baltimore County Advocate of Jan. 10, 1863 describing a 
fire in the Bare Hills Tavern has led some to believe that these houses are post 
1863 and replaced the store and tavern. It is not impossible that the store & 
tavern replaced or incorporated the “two little houses” Hayden mentions in 1832. 

A different possibility is offered by the store and “refreshment stand”(c. 
1828-1853) described in Cooke’s work on the Scott Settlement on top of the Bare 
Hills at 6224 Falls Rd. is identified on the 1877 Atlas as a “store”. It 
incorporated the blacksmith’s shop of the freed slave Aquilla Scott. That the 
Advocate article mentions the “Bare Hills Tavern” being occupied by a “colored 
man named Scott” points towards the large extant cross-gable structure on top of 
the hill being the “Bare Hills Tavern” 
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